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INTRODUCTION
Throughout history man has always had a strong attraction for the occult
and supernatural. In the past, high priests, mediums, shamans, secret
societies, cults and religions were always there to satisfy this thirst. With
the birth of industrialisation and the evolution of modern science, there
arose in the West an era of scepticism which relegated the occult to the
realm of fairy tales and fiction. However, from time to time there have
been upsurges of spiritualism. In the past two decades countless gurus,
maharajis, swamis, peers and representatives of Christian and Islamic cults
have plied their wares among the present, impressionable generation of
Westerners. During the last twenty years, in particular, the spiritualist wave
has reached an unprecedented height. In response, the movie industry has
enthusiastically churned out a series of films about ghosts and demonic
possession: The Exorcist, Rosemary's Baby, Possessed, Poltergeist, Ghost
Busters, etc. Publishing houses have also printed a plethora of books on
this subject. The basis for many of these movie scripts and novels has been
extracted from a long tradition of Christian influenced literature on the
occult.
Belief in the spirit-world and diabolical possession of human beings
has continued virtually unchallenged since the earliest times in the East,
especially in the Muslim world. Consequently, there has been very little
recent literature written and published, especially of research calibre, in the
Muslim world. However, in the last ten years, an upsurge of interest among
Muslims about possession and the spirit-world has led to the republication
of most of the classical texts on this subject and the publication of a few
modern works. There has also been a marked increase in the number of
exorcists, especially among practising Muslims. Orientalist literature on
chis subject, although relatively abundant, concentrates extensively on the
folklore aspect of the spirit-world and demonic possession as it manifests
itself in different Muslim lands.
This present work is specifically aimed at filling a gap in modern research
on the Islamic concept of exorcism and the supernatural world related to
it, based upon the sources considered authentic by Islamic 2 authorities and
augmented by field research. This thesis is comprised of four chapters. The
first two investigate the theoretical aspects of exorcism, and the last two
contain data gathered from field study and books, including a critical and
comparative analysis of this collected information in light of its orthodox
theological roots.

2

When rhe term ' Islamic' is used , it refers to orthodox Islam, that which is in accordance wirh
the Qur'an and the Sunnah (authentic traditions of Prophet Muhammad [3'\;]) as understood by
the early generation s of righteous, Muslim scholars.
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The first chapter is an introduction to the theological roots of exorcism.
The orthodox Islamic concept of created intelligent beings which comprise
the spirit-world is given. Each class of the spirit-world is portrayed in regard
to its origin, form and abilities. From this, it is deduced whether or not it is
possible for any of these beings to possess humans.
The second chapter presents the theological basis for and against the belief
in spirit-possession of humans and presents the authentic narrated evidence
used by proponents of both views. It further looks at related terminology
and examines the orthodox methodology of exorcism based upon prophetic
tradition and the traditions of the Prophet's companions.
The third chapter is comprised of the results from a field study of sampling
of orthodox Muslim exorcists collected from different Islamic communities
around the world. This data includes theological views of the exorcists on
the subject of exorcism, their techniques and some case histories of their
patients. A tabulation of the data from the interviews is used to create
a profile of the modern Muslim exorcist and his techniques. A brief
presentation of the history, theory and practice of exorcism in the Roman
Catholic branch of Christianity and other sects which share their view of
demonology concludes this chapter.
The fourth and final chapter consists of a discussion in which the profile
of the modern Muslim exorcist and his techniques developed in the third
chapter are compared to the classical model also presented in the second
chapter. The discussion is followed by a conclusion in which the views of
the medical profession regarding exorcism are presented and the validity of
exorcist tradition defended. It ends with a discussion of the Islamic view on
successful exorcisms performed by Christians.
There is an appendix containing seventeen interviews of exorcists, grouped
according to their locale. Also included is a summary of relevant data about
exorcists in Sudan, extracted from the unpublished Master thesis of Abdel
Rahim Elmahi Elnour, Fugara Techniques of Mental Healing (submitted to
the Faculty of Arts, Department of Psychology, University of Khartoum,
March, 1987).
Original texts of the Qur'an and the badith quoted throughout this thesis
either have been translated by me or existing translations have been modified
to correct errors or update the language. Consequently, the references
to English translations are only to indicate existing English language
sources. I have also endeavoured to authenticate ryadiths not found in the
collections of $abib al-Bukhari and $abib Muslim, which are generally
accepted by Muslim authorities as completely authentic with a few wellknown exceptions. In doing so, I have relied upon the works which have
been critically authenticated by Shaykh Na~ir ud-Dm al-Albani, one of the
leading badrth scholars of this century.
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THE
SPIRIT
WORLD
According to Islamic beliefs there are three different
species of created intelligent beings: mankind, angels and
jinn. These intelligent beings are called dhaw al-'uqul
(rational beings). 1 Although the bodies of human beings
inhabit the visible material world, their souls inhabit the
spirit-world of invisible rational beings. The spirit world
of created beings in the Islamic cosmological view is
composed of human spirits, angels and jinn. Therefore,
the possession of human beings by spirits, if recognised
by Islam, must involve one, some or all of these entities.
In order to determine what role, if any, they play in the
spirit-possession of human beings, the following chapter
will investigate each of the created spiritual beings m
regard to their reality, composition and abilities.

' Dictionary of Islam, p.40
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THE HUMAN SPIRIT
According to Islamic beliefs, the first classification of created spiritual
beings is that of the human spirit. The most commonly used Arabic terms
for the human spirit or soul are rii~ and nafs. The word rii~ was originally
used by the Arabs to refer to breath or wind, while nafs was used reflexively
to refer to the self or person. In the Qur'an both terms are used in reference
to the human soul. 4
Some scholars of ~adith and law and some mystics held that the rii~ was
different from the nafs. One such scholar, Muqatil ibn Sulayman1 explained
this view, stating, "Man has life [~ayah], a spirit [rii~] and a soul [nafs].
When he sleeps, his nafs - by which he understands things - leaves him.
However, it does not become completely separate from the body, but leaves
like a rope with its fibres extending from it. He sees dreams with the nafs
which has left him, while ~ayah and rii~ both remain, enabling him to
breathe and toss and turn during sleep. " 6
The judge, Abu Bakr al-BaqillanT, 7 held that the nafs was the breath which
is inhaled and exhaled, and the rii~ a manifestation ('aracj) of the life force
(~ayah). 8
Although the terms nafs (soul) and rii~1 (spirit) are used to refer to a number
of different things, the majority of scholars held that with regard to human
beings, they are one and the same thing. However, the term nafs is more
frequently used to refer to the spirit when it is attached to the body, but
when it is completely separate from the body, the term rii~ is usually used.
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' Shorter En cyclopaedia of Islam, p.433. See also Arabic-English I.exicon, vol. 1, p. 1180 and
Dictionary of Islam, p. 546.
5

Muqa ril ibn Sulayman ibn Bashir al-Azdi (d.767 CE) was born in Balkh bur lived in Baghdad,
w here he hecame among the leading Qur'anic exegetes of his time. He also narrated badiths,
however, he was considered an unreliable narrator (matriik al-hadith ) by his contemporaries
a mong the badith scholars. His most noted works include NawZidi,· al-Ta(sir and Mutashiibih
al-Qur'iin. (AI-A'liim, vol. 7, p. 281.)

' AI-Riib, pp . .12 7-328.
7

Mu~ammad ibn a l-Tayyib al-Baqillani (93 9- 1013 CF.) was horn in Basrah and li ved in
Baghdad, where he became a judge and was a mong the leading schola stic theologians of his
time. H e became the leading schol a r of the Ash'ari school of thought and wrote many hooks
against the ri val Mu'razili school. Among his published works are I'iiiz al-Qur'iin and al- In~iif.
(AI-A'liim, vol. 6, p. 176.)

' AI-Riib, p. 274.
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Ru& is not used to refer to the human body by itself or along with the
soul. Among other usages, we find nafs referring to blood, as in the juristic
maxim, "That which has no flowin g blood [nafs] will not defile water if it
dies in it." The evil eye ('ayn) is also referred to as nafs, as in the expression,
"So-and-so was afflicted by the evil eye [nafs J. " Nafs also means "self," as
in the verse:

"Do not kill yourselves [anfusakum]"
Qur'an, 4:29

The word ru& also has various usages . For example, it is used to refer to
the Qur'an itself:
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"And thus We revealed to you by Our command
a scripture [ru&an] ... "
Qur'an, 42:52
It is also used in reference to Angel Gabriel, as in the verse:

e :.;-I1&1>1~j_;
"The trustworthy angel (ru&J descended with it
[i.e., the Qur'an]."
Qur'an, 26:193
Allah also refers to the succour which He grants His righteous servants
as ruh:

"For such He has written in their hearts faith and aided
them with a spirit [rub] from Himself."
Qur'an, 58:22
In Arabic, the human senses are also referred to as ru&, as in the expression,
"The sense of smell [al-ru& al-shamm]. " 9

'Sharh al-'Aqidah al-Tatiiwiyyah, p 445. The Arabic text was taken verbatim from al-Ru(,,
pp. 326-327 and 329-330.
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There are two other Arabic terms, nasam and nasamah, which are derived
from the same root and are synonymous with both nafs and ru~. These
terms also refer to any crawling or walking creature which possesses a soul. 10
Although these terms are not found in the Qur'an, they are mentioned in a
number of prophetic statements. For example:
o ~ J~~

_, f .ZU' I~-~~\~~ J \b 0'>11 ;;,,._; \.ct

"Verily, the soul [nasamahj of the true believer becomes a
bird in the trees of Paradise." 11

ORIGIN
The opinion held by the majority of Islamic scholars is that the human
soul (rfi~) is not of divine origin, but it is a finite, created entity. The
commentator of Shar~ al-'A qtdah al-Ta~awiyyah said the following, "The
rii~ [human spirit] is a part of Allah's creation and, as such, is created,
according to the consensus of Sunni scholars, as stated by MuJ:iammad ibn
Na~r al-Marwazi, 12 Ibn Qutaybah 13 and others." 14 This position is based
upon the following evidence from the Qur'an:

"Allah is the creator of all things. "
Qur'an, 13:16 and 39:62
The meaning of this verse is general and includes everything besides Allah
-
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10
Lisiin al-'Arab al-Mu~ft, vol. 3, p. 629. See al so Ibn al-Athir's al-Nihiiyah (i Gharih al-Hadith,
vol. 5, p. 49.

11 Narrated by Ka'b ibn Malik, collected by al-Nasa'i and lbn Maj ah, and authenticated by alAlbani in "?a~ih Sunan al-Nasii'i, vol. 2, p. 445, no. 1960.
12 Mu~ammad ibn Na~r (806-852 CE), born and died in Baghdad , was a J:lanba li scholar of ~adith.
Among his many wo rks is Ta',:im Qadr a/-,5aliih, which has been published. (Siyar A'liim alNubalii', vol. 14, p. 33, no. 13.)

u 'A bdullah ibn Muslim ibn Qutaybah al-Dayniiri (d. 878 CE) was also a J:lanbali scholar noted
for his books Mushkil al-Q11r'iin, Ta'wil Mukhtalif al-tJadith , Gharib al-Qur'iin and C harih
al-tJadith, the latter three of which are published . (Siyar A'liim al-Nubalii', vol. 13, p. 296, no.
138)
14
Shar(, al-'Aqidah al-Tahiiwiyyah, p. 391. See also Majmii' Fa tiiwii Sha yk h al-Isliim,
vo l. 4, p. 216.
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and His attributes. Similarly, evidence may be found in Allah's statement
to Zakariyya in the Qur'an:

"I created you before and you were nothing."
Qur'an, 19:9
The term "human being" refers to both the body and spirit, and the address
is to Zakariyya, who is composed of both a body and spirit. 15
Further evidence for this position has been deduced from descriptions in
the texts of the Qur'an and ~adtth of the spirit in terms of dying, being
held, snatched and released. These are all qualities of created things. 16 Allah
states:

"Every soul [nafs] will taste death ... "
Qur'an, 3:185, 21:35 as 29:57

"It is Allah that takes the souls [anfus] at death, and those
that do not die He takes during their sleep. Those on
whom He has passed the decree of death, He holds back
[from returning to this life], and the rest He releases [back
to their bodies] for an appointed term.
Qur'an, 39:42
Umm Salamah reported that Allah's Messenger(~) came when her husband,
Abu Salamah, died and found his eyes open in a fixed stare. He closed them
and said,

"Sharb al-'Aqtdah al-Tabiiwiyyah, pp. 391-392.
"Ibid., p. 392.

13

"When a soul is snatched, the sight follows it. " 17
The opinion that the soul is uncreated, and consequently a part of Allah's
essence, was held by some of the Muslim philosophers like al-Kind 1, 18 alFarab119 and Mulpmmad ibn Zakariyya al-Raii; 20 by $iifis such as the
JkhwZin al-$a(Zi21 and Ibn 'ArabI; 22 and by some scholastic theologians
(inutakallimiin). 13 Some among them used Islamic texts to support their
position that the soul is from "Allah's command," an attribute of Allah,
and thus uncreated. This argument is based upon the Qur'anic verse:
_, ./

?'~.,.

,,,

t ,,

>

~_;r\~~_)IJ9
"Say: 'The spirit [nafs] is from my Lord's command
[amr].'"
Qur'an, 17:85
However, here the meaning of amr (command) is not divine order itself, but
ma'miir, the thing being ordered . The use of the ma~dar (infinitive) to mean
17
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~a&i& Muslim, vol. 2, pp. 436 -4 37, no. 2003.
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Ya'qiib ibn ls~aq a l-Kindi (d. 873 CE), a lea ding Arab Muslim philosopher of his time,
was a son of one of the kin gs of Kindah. He grew up in Basrah , then tra vel led to [\aghdad ,
where he studied and became famous in the fields of medicine, phil osoph y, musi c, engineering
a nd astro nom y. H e authored many books and translated and wrote commentaries on man y
others, totalling over 300. His book on medical compounds, al-Adwiyyah al-Murakkabah, was
translated into Latin along with some of his treati ses in philosophy. Among his orhcr published
wo rks are Risa/ah ff al-Tanjfm on astrology, a nd a/-Qawl j, al-Nafs and Khamsah Rasii'i/ in
philosophy. (AI-A'liim, vol. 8, p. 195.) See A His to ry of Muslim Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 44 3 .
19
Abu Nasr Muhammad ibn Muha mmad ibn Tarkhan al- Farab, (874-950 CE) was born in
Farab (Tra~so xia ~a ). He was ofTu.rkish origin, but was raised in Baghdad. He became proficient
in Greek and most of the Eastern languages known in his time. H e became know n as " The
Second Teacher" due to his commentaries o n th e writings of Aristotle ("The First T eacher " ) and
is conside red rhe pre-eminent Muslim philosopher. H e is known in the West by rhe Larin name
Alfarabius or Avennasar. Among his published works are al-Fu?u?, l&~a· al-'Ulum a nd al-Musiqa
al-Kabir. (Al-A'liim, vol. 7, p. 20 . See also The New Encyclopaedia Britannica , vol. 4. p. 68 0.)

20

Abu Bakr Mu~ammad ibn Zakariyya a l-Raz, (865-925 CE), a philosopher and amon g the
leading medica l scho lars, was born in Rayy and studied there. At the age of 30 he tra vel led to
Baghdad, where he became famous and was given a number o f leading scientific posts. In the
West he was known by the Latin name Rhazes . The number of known titles of his wri tten works
is 232. His famous work is al-Hiiwi in medicine, which was translated into Latin. (A I-A'liim, vol.
6, p. 130.) See A History of M uslim Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 443.
0

21

A History of Muslim Philosophy, vol. 1, pp. 296-299.

22

Shorter En cyclopaedia of Islam, p. 43 6.

'-' Majmu' Fatiiwii, vol. 4, p. 222.
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ism maf'ul (passive participle) is a well-known Arabic construction. 24
Another evidence used by this faction to support the uncreated origin of the
spirit is the Qur'anic verse in reference to Allah's creation of Adam:

"And I blew in him from My spirit."
Qur'an, 15 :29
They claimed that in this verse Allah attributes the spirit to Himself in
the same way as He does His attributes, such as mercy, knowledge, sight,
etc. On the other hand, orthodox scholars point out that it is necessary to
acknowledge the two categories of things referred to by Allah as "His".
The first includes descriptions of things which do not exist by themselves,
like Allah's mercy, knowledge, power and life. These are actual attributes
and descriptions of Allah. The other category consists of things which exist
separate from Allah, like the house of Allah, His she-camel, His servant, His
messenger and His spirit. These are created things attributed to their Creator
as "His" to indicate their special place of honour among His creation. 21
Mu~ammad ibn Na~r was quoted as saying, "There is no difference among
Muslims with regard to the fact that the souls of Adam and his progeny,
Jesus, and all other descendants of Adam are created. Allah created them,
developed them and gave them form. Then He attributed them to Himself
as He did with the remainder of His creation. Almighty Allah said:

_,..~\.--! G"
·1,;'j'.::1"'.r-""...,
--~/
/ • / -t'..J
'-' ..:.,_;(.'JI
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"He has subjected to you whatever is in the heavens
and on earth, all of it is from Him ... "
Qur'an, 45:13 26

FORM
Some Muslim philosophers assert that each individual has three types of
soul within him: ammarah, lawwamah and mutma'innah. They maintain
that human personality is a reflection of the predominant soul. However,
according to leading Sunni: scholars, the correct position is that these

24

Sharh al-'Aqtdah al-Tatiiwiyyah, p. 392.

25

Ibid.

"AI-Hujjah ft Bayiin al-Matajjah, vol. 1, p. 469.
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Qur'anic terms all refer to the single human soul which exists in three
states.27 In its lowest state al-nafs al-ammarah bil-su' (the soul which
persistently commands evil) urges the complete and unbridled fulfilment of
the soul's base desires:

"Verily, the soul persistently commands evil."
Qur'an, 12:53
It is in this respect that Prophet Mutammad (:Jii;) said:

"An adulterer is not a believer while committing adultery."
When the sinful desires are opposed by faith, the soul may blame and
chastise its owner for the sins he or she commits, and therefore becomes alnafs al-lawwamah (the constantly chiding soul). The Qur'an states:

0;.:,J1f
·,:.1~;.Ji1;
.... ' Y " ~ .... r"And I swear by the self-recriminating soul."
Qur'an, 75:2
Likewise, the Prophet (:Jii;) said,

.

~y...::,; \;~-.,:;.r".., ~ ~ .. L., \~ l
"If your good deeds make you happy and your evil deeds
make you feel bad, you are a believer. " 2 '

If faith becomes strong, good deeds predominate and the soul becomes
tranquil. This is referred to as al-nafs al-mutma'innah (the soul at peace).

"O peaceful soul, return to your Lord."
Qur'an, 89:27-28
Attempts have been made by many scholars to identify the constitution of
~ -27

28
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Shar~ al-'Aqidah al-Ta~aw iyyah, pp. 394-395.

Collected by A~mad, lbn J-:libban and al-J-:lakim and authenticated by al-Alban, in Silsilah alA~adith al-.~a~ihah, vol. 2, p. 83, no. 5 50_
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the soul. Some, like Fakhruddi:n al-RazT,29 held that it was corporeal.
Others, such as al-Ghazal110 and Ibn STna, 31 adopted the Aristotelian view
that it was incorporeal. In Tawiili' al-Anwar, al-Bay9aw1 32 classified the
human so ul as an incorporeal emanation from Allah. 33 Yet others, like Abii
'Abdu llah ibn al-Kharib, 34 claimed that it was none other than the human
body itself. is The majority of scholars rejected the latter two claims as
being pure speculation, lacking any shred of evidence from the only sources

"Fak hruddin Mu~ammad ibn 'Umar al-Razi ( l 150-1210 CE), a leading Qur'anic exegete, was
born in Rayy. He was the pre-eminent scholar of his time in Islamic sciences, as well as logic and
philosophy. His famous work is his eight volume commentary on the Qur'an, which he entitled
Ma(i"iti~ al- Chayb, but which became known as al-Tafsir al-Kabfr. Among his other published
wo rk s a re Lawami' al-Bayyiniit, Ma'a/im U§iil al- Din, al-Masii'il al-Khamsah a nd Nihliyah al
fi Diriiyah al-l'iliz. (A I- A'liim, vol. 6, p. 31.1.)

ty;,,z

"' Ahu H amid Mu~ammad ibn Mu~ammad a l-G hazali (1058-1111 CE), a leading Muslim
theol ogian , was born in Tu s and was ed ucated th ere a nd at Naysabur, especially under Imam
al-1:Jaramay n a l-Juwayni (1028 -10 85 CE), with whom he stayed until the imam 's death. He
was a ppoin ted to teach at the Ni~amiyyah M ad rasa h at Baghdad. There he taught and w rote
on canon law, and he also wrote controversia l books aga inst various deviant sects . He later
engrossed himself in 0iifism and studied Greek philosop hy. Through his writings the forms of
Greek dialectic made their final entry into Muslim thought. Among his famous published works
are al-Musta§fii min 't/m al-U§iil in canon law; Mi'yiir al-'J/m and Tahafut al-Falasi(ah in logic
and philosophy; a nd his classic, Thya' 'Uliim al-Din. (Shorter Encyclopaedia of ls/am , pp. 111114. )
11 Known ,1s Avicenna (d. 1037 CE) in the West, Abu 'Ali a l-Husayn ibn Sina was born in
Bukhara. He was a Persian physician and the most famou s a,;d influential of philosopherscientists identified wi thin Islam. H e was pa rtic ula rl y noted fo r h is contributio ns in the fields of
Aristoteli a n philosophy a nd medicine. He composed Kitiib al-Shifii' (Book of Healing), a vast
ph ilosophica l and scientific encyclopaedia, and al-Qaniin fi al-Tibb (Canon of Medicine) , which
is amon!( the most famous books in t he history of medicine. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica,
vol. l, p. 739.)

" 'Abdullah ibn ' Umar al-Bay9awi (d.1 287 CE), a jurist, Qur'anic exegete scholar, was born in
the city of Bay9a (in Persia near Shraz) and was made the judge of Shiraz for some time. H e is
must noted for his exegesis, Anwar al-Tanzi/ wa Asriir al-Ta"wil, commonly known as Tafsir
al-Bay~liwi, Tawali' al-Anwar in theo logy and Minhiii al-Wu~iil (i 'llm al-U~iil in canon law.
(A I- A'llim, vol. 4, p. 110. )

" Shorter Encyclopaedia of ls/am, p. 4 35.
~ Abu 'Abdullah M uha mmad ibn 'A bdulla h (131 3-1374 CE), horn in G ranada, was famous under
the title "Lisiin al-Din ihn al-Khatib." H e was a n historia n a nd a ma n o f lette rs. H e la ter settled
w ith his fa mil y in Flis, in w hat is n",,w Morocco. At one point in his illustrious career he was jailed
a nd accused of heresy a nd deviant philosop hica l studies . While in prison he wrote a number of
books on the history of the cities of Nort h Africa and Spain . (A l-A 'liim, vol. 6, p. 235.)

'' Al-Ruh, p. 275.
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which could define it - the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Ibn f:Iazm 36 was quoted
by Ibn al-Qayyim 37 as saying that the majority upheld the view of al-Raz"i
in which the soul is considered corporeal and different from the human
body. 38 Ibn al-Qayyim then listed one hundred and sixteen proofs from
sources of Islamic thought in support of this view. 39
It is generally held that the soul exists throughout the physical body. Ibn
Taymiyyah 40 said, "The soul has no specialised location in the body. It
flows through rhe body in the same way as the life force, which is manifest
in all parts of the body.
The presence of the soul is a condition for the existence of life. When the
so ul is present, life is present, and when it leaves, life leaves. " 41

- -

- - - -~ - --
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36

'Ali ibn Ahmad ibn Hazm a l-Zahiri (944-1064 CE), born in Cordoba , was amo ng the leading
Muslim jurists of all ti ~e . H e rev.ived the ~a hiri school of Muslim jurisp rudence that was founded
by Dawud ibn 'Ali al-~ahiri (8 15-883 CE). He was a prolific writer, and among his mo re famous
published works are al-ri~al in heresiology; an 11 volume work in Isla mic law ca lled al-M11halla
and Ib kiim Ii U~ul al-Abkiim in canon law. (A I- A'liim, vol. 4, pp. 254-25 5.)

·17

Mu~ammad ibn Abu Bakr (1292-1350 CE) came to be known as lbn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah
or simpl y lbn al-Qayyim beca use his father was the director (qayyim) o f al-jawziyyah Madrasah
at Damascus. He was born in Damascus, where he studied and became a lead ing l;fanba li
theologian and fai thful disciple of lbn Taymiyyah. Among hi s published wo rks are l'liim alMuwaqqi'in, Ziid al-Ma'iid, a/-.~awiiiq al-Mursalah, Madiirii a/-Siilikin , al-Rub and Jghiithah
al-Lah fiin. (Sh orter Encyclopaedia of Isla m, p. 149. See also AI-A'liim, vol. 6, p. 56)

"A l-Ruh, pp. 275-276.
" Ibid., pp. 277-299.
'" Ahmad ibn 'A bdul-Halim ibn T ay miyyah (1263-1328 CE) was born in H arra n. His father and
gra~dfather were the~selves leading scholars of the l;lanbali school of islamic Law . H e grew
up in Damascus, where he mastered at an early age the various Islamic disciplines. Much of hi s
time and effort was spent defending the orthodox Islam ic position against the va rious devia tions
which were current at that rime. A great dea l of hi s latter life wa s spent in jail due to theological
and philosophical clashes with schola rs of his time. He was a prolific writer, even wh ile in jail.
Some of his more famo us pu blished works are al-Siyiisah al-Shar'iyyah , al- /miin, Min hiij alSunnah, al-Furqiin, Majmu' al-Rasii'il, al- Tawassul wal- Wa silah and Majmu' al-Fatiiwii. (AIA'liim, vol. 1, p. 144. )

" Majmu' al-Rasii'il al-Muniriyyah, vol. 2. p. 47.
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DEATH
Many Sunn, scholars maintain that the soul actually dies, based upon the
obvious meanings of the following verses:

"Every soul will taste death."
Qur'an, 3:185

e ~(J'lt-fIJJ;~ ~~~_,~_,0~,~~s
"Everything in the world will vanish leaving only the face
of your Lord, the Glorious, the Noble."
Qur'an, 55:26-27

"Everything will perish except His face."
Qur'an, 28:88

It is also stated in the Qur'an:

"{The people of Hell say]: 0 Lord, You have caused us to
die twice and brought us to life twice."
Qur'an, 40:11
They interpret this verse to be referring to the first death which we witness
happening to the body in this life, and the second death referring to the death
of the soul when the trumpet is blown prior to resurrection. Furthermore,
they argue that if the angels die at the blowing of the trumpet, the human
soul most certainly will die. 42
Other scholars, among them Ibn f:Iazm, 43 Ibn Taymiyyah 44 and Ibn alQayyim, hold that the soul does not actually die. The soul was created
to exist eternally and only the body actually dies. They claim that the
traditions referring to the pleasures of the righteous soul and the tortures
of the evil soul after its extraction from the body until Allah returns it to its

42

Shart al-'Aq1dah al-Tabawiyyah, p. 395. See also al-Rub, p.70.

4

Al-Fi~al f1 al-Mila/ wal-Ahwa' wal Nibal, vol. 5, p.88.

;

44

Majmii' al-Fatawa, vol. 4. p. 279.
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body indicate its eternal nature. According to them, the "death" of the soul
is only its extraction from the body. In support of this position they cite the
following Qur'anic verses:

__j_}-j1ij;:H ~ lG ;:Hl:+!~6)_,~ .q
"In it [i.e. Paradise] they will not taste death beyond
the first death."
Qur'an, 44:56

Here the people of Paradise are described as only dying once. If there was
a death of the soul also at the time of the blowing of the trumpet, it would
mean that two deaths were decreed for them.
Regarding the verse mentioning two deaths used as evidence by those who
hold that the soul dies: "[The people of Hell say], 'O Lord, you have caused
us to die twice and have brought us to life twice."' 45 Those who den y the
soul's death claim that it is explained by the following verse:

"'•
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"How can you disbelieve in Allah when you were dead
and He brought you to life, then He will cause you to die,
then he will bring you back to life?"
Qur'an, 2:28
Those who advocate that the soul does not die expl ain that the first of
the two deaths mentioned in these verses refers to man being dead (i.e. ,
nonexistent) while in the state of sperm in his father's loin and ovum in
his mother's womb. The second death takes place after he is brought to
life in this world and is caused to die a bodily death with the separation
of the soul from the body. In this sequence the soul does not die prior to
resurrection; otherwise there would be three deaths and not two. 46
They further argue that the stunning (~a'q) of the souls at the time of the
blowing of the horn (~ur) does not necessitate their death. According to
them, mankind will be stunned on the Day of Resurrection when Allah
comes to judge them and the earth will be illuminated with His light, but
this will not be their death. Similarly, when Prophet Moses asked to see
Allah and was thunderstruck, he did not die. Only those of creation who
-· 41

- · ·-
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Qur'an, 40: 11

" Shar~ al-'Aqrdah al- Ta~iiwiyyah, pp. 395-396.
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are not already dead will die at the blowing of the horn, while those who
died previously and those not destined to die among the damsels and youths
of Paradise will not. 47

THE SOUL'S ABODE AFTER DEATH
Muslim scholars have disagreed regarding where the souls dwell after the
death of the body until the Day of Resurrection. Some specified actual
locations on earth, such as al-Jahiyah 48 in Damascus or the well of Zamzam
for the souls of believers, and Burhut49 in Yemen for the disbelieving souls. 50
However, these opinions are based upon fabricated traditions. Other
scholars, like Ibn J:Iazm, held that they return to the barzakh where they
had been created and kept before being blown by angels into the human
embryos. Authentic traditions support the opinion that the souls of the
dead in the barzakh" are in different locations, according to their faith or
lack of it and according to the quality or quantity of their good deeds and
their sins. 52

"Sharb al-'Aqidah al-Tabiiwiyyah, p.396.
"Jiihiyah literally means a watering trough which collects water (Arabic-English Lexicon, vol.
1, p. 370)
4
'' A well in Hadramaut (Sharb al-'Aqidah al-Tabiiwiyyah, p. 454). According to Ibn al-Athir in
al-Nihiiyah, vol. I, p. 122, it can also be written Barahut, and it refers to a well in Hadramaut so
deep that it is not possible to reach its bottom.

io

Al-Rub, pp. 154-155. See also Sharb a/-'Aqidah al-Tabiiwiyyah, p. 454.

11
Barzakh is a Persian and Ara hie word meaning "obstacle," "hindrance" or '"'separation". It is
found three times in the Qur'an (23: I 00, 25:53 and 55:20). In eschatology, the word barzakh is
used to describe the interval between the present life and that which is to come, from the period
of each soul's death until the Resurrection. Literally, "a thing that intervenes between any two
things; a bar or an obstruction." (Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 59. See also Arabic-English
Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 187.)

12

Al-Fi~al fz al-Mila/, vol. 5, pp. 88 -89.
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SOULS OF THE PROPHETS

53

The abode of the souls of the Prophets is the level in Paradise of the uppermost
company (al-rafiq al-a'la). 5 4 It is the uppermost of the 'illiyyin, 55 the highest
level of the seventh heaven. Prophet Mu9ammad 's wife, 'A'ishah, reported
that at the last moment of his life the Prophet (~ ) called out,

"O Allah, forgive me, have mercy upon me and admit me
to al-rafiq al-a 'la" 56

SOULS OF THE MARTYRS
Some of the souls of the martyrs reside inside green birds in Paradise, while
others are held at the gates of Paradise. Ibn 'Abbas reported that Allah's
Messenger (~ ) said:

:i; _;a.;. ~-..J_,=,:-~~L,)11~ .1>-\f:1_,;.t~i D.

~ ~ ~ ~~ 0-' J._:il:; Jt½?_;t _J lo>}l 0-" Jl ~\ J~i

"When your brethren were killed [on the day of U9ud\,
Allah placed their souls inside green birds which drink from
the rivers of Paradise and eat from its fruits. Then they
retire to the golden lamps hanging from the shade of the
throne. " 57

- - -- ·
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" The foll owing classificatio n can be found in Sharh al-'Aqtdah al-Ta~iiwiyyah, pp. 402-403 and
in 'Umar al-Ashqar's a/-Yaw,n al-Akhir: al-Qiyiimah al-$ughrii, pp. 102-104.

" Raf,q here refers to a group of prophets who occupy the uppermost part of the seventh hea ven
(AI-Nihiiyah, vol. 2, p. 246. See also Qur'an, 4: 69)
55

A place in the seventh heaven to which ascend the souls o f the believers. (Arabic-English

Lexicon, vol. 2 , p. 2147) .
56

Sahih al-Bukhari, vo l. 7. p. 3 92, no . 578 and Sahib Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1301 , no. 5986.

n Collected by Abu Dawud, Ahmad and al-Hakim and authenticated by al-Albani in Sharh al·
·

'Aq,dah al-Ta!1iiwiyyah, p. 4 5S: frn. 3 .
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On another occasion a man came to the Pro phet (j;;) and asked, "O Messenger
of Allah, what will I get if I am killed in the path of Allah?" H e replied:
"Paradise." When the man turned to walk away, the Prophet (~ ) added,

"Except [if yo u ha ve a] debt. Jibril just confided it to me. " 18

SOULS OF THE BELIEVERS
The souls of the righteous believers will also be in Paradise, but in the form
of birds and not inside birds. Yet these souls will not be free to roam as
those of the martyrs. Ka'b ibn Malik related that the Prophet(~ ) said:
\

o~Ju~ _, ~~,~-~~,~~ J\k. u--_µ1~ ~l
.. Gll
.........
iJ!"The believer's soul [becomes[ a bird which feeds upon the
fruits of the trees in Paradise, until Allah returns it to its
body on the day he is resurrected." 59
On the other hand, the soul of the disobedient believers
are held in the graves and punished for minor and major
sins. Ilm 'Abbas reported that the Prophet (;j!;:) passed by the
graves of two men and commented:

_,J~lu--~-~j~ ~~i 1..i~~j½~. 1.. _JI)½~ 4l
~
l-~-.;1..)
_:;,_c. ~ _j>"·"9, 1..i
.•
"Surely, they are being punished right now, and not for
major offences. One of them was not careful to protect
himself from the splash of his urine, and the other used to
spread rumours. " 60

" Collected by a l-Nasa'i and Al)ma<l an<l authenticated by al-Albani in Sharh al-'Aqidah al-

Tabiiwiyyah, p. 4S5, frn. L
" Collected by al -Nasa'i , lb n Majah and Mali k and authenticated by al-Albani in Sharb al-

'Aqidah al-Tabiiwiyyah, p. 455, ftn. 1.
"' Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 141, no. 215 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, pp. 171 -172, no. 575.
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During the Prophet's ascension, he was shown a liar with a man standing
over him continuously tearing down one side of his mouth to the nape of
his neck, and then the other, until the Day of Resurrection. Adulterers and
adulteresses were seen naked in an oven-like pit with a fire blazing under
them. The one who dealt in interest was seen in a river of blood. Whenever
he attempted to climb out, a large stone was thrown in his mouth, causing
him to fall back in the river. 61

SOUL OF THE DISBELIEVERS
The souls of those who rejected faith in Allah will be confined to the grave
and tormented there until their resurrection:

:J\:; )~\ ..:;;_y
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The Prophet (*-i) stated that bedding of fire would be spread
for them to lie on and a door to Hell would be opened,
allowing its scorching winds to roast them until the
Resurrection and the grave would squeeze them until their
ribs would interpenetrate. 6 2

CONTACT WITH OTHER SOULS
The souls of the righteous believers meet each other, according to orthodox
Islamic view. This position is based upon the badtth in which Masruq
reported that on one occasion the companions said to Allah's Messenger
(jij;), "It is not right for us to part company with you in this world because
when you die and are raised up [into the heavens], we will not be ahle to
see you."
61
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See Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 2, pp. 262-265, no. 468.

" Collected by Abu Dawud (S1man Ahu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1330, no. 4735) and lbn Majah and
al-Nasa', and authenticated by al-Alban, in Ahkiim al-Jani.i'iz, p. 159.
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Then Allah, the Exalted, revealed the following verse: "Whoever obeys
Allah and the Messenger will be in the company of those whom Allah has
shown favour - the Prophets, the affirmers of truth, the martyrs and the
righteous. What a wonderful company they are. " 63
According to Ibn al-Qayyim, this "wonderful company" is established in
this life, in the barzakh and in the Hereafter. Man is with whom he loves in
these three stages of his soul's existence, since there is no evidence restricting
it to this life and Paradise only. The following prophetic tradition leaves
no doubt that the pious souls are able to meet and converse with each
other after their death. Abu Hurayrah quoted the Messenger of Allah (~ )
as savinl!.

~ ~:,l\ &) "-!
~0'fe~ 1~1..

0i~- .. ; _;,. )\ ~),\.. i:;i 04:,ll pa>- \~t

:i.iY~r~-"-?~ f ~io,-"-! l>-j .>,..;,i
~.).\\r-"_j0(i.~o~~: 0};;, ~0'fe~ \~\..

"Verily, when a believer is about to die, angels of mercy
come to him ... They take his soul to the souls of other
believers, who are happier to meet him than one of you
would be at the approach of his absent loved one. They ask
him, 'What did so-and-so do?' 'What did so-and-so do?'
Some of them say, 'Let him be, because he was [just now]
in the sadness of the world"' 64

CONT ACT WITH THE LIVING
There are some Bii/ini (esoteric) 65 "Muslim" philosophers and mystics, like
Ibn STna and the Ikhwan al-~afa, who claimed that when the perfect souls
leave their bodies, they appear to be living, conversing with them in order

"Al-l<ii~, p. 28, ftn. 2. The Qur'anic reference is 4:69.
,., Collected by a l-Nasa'i and authenticated by al-Albani in Silsilah al-Ahadzth a/-Sahihah, vo l.
3, p. 291, no. 1309.
·
· · ·
" The name comes from the Arabic term bii!in which mea ns " unapparent, hidden, concea led,
intrinsic, esoteric " (A rahic-English Lex icun, vol. 1, p. 221.) It is used to refer to those w ho
claim ed that the apparent meanings o f the Qur'an and Su nnah were not intended mea nings hut
were symbo ls for concealed truths. The hidden meanings were like a kernel in relationship to
the shell . Th e obvious meanings were for the ignorant ma sses, while the intended meanings were
hidden from th em and revealed only to a speci a l group of intellectuals. (Abu J:famid al -Ghazal,,
Faefa'i~ al-Batiniyyah, p. 11)
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to educate them and to polish their confined souls. However, the consensus
of opinion among the orthodox scholars is that the human soul released
by bodily death cannot communicate with or influence living beings in this
world. The ability of humans to act righteously or unrighteously ends with
death, according to the texts of the Qur'an and Sunnah. The following
are among the more common evidences used to support the mentioned
position:
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"[They will continue in falsehood] until when death comes
to one of them, he says, 'O my Lord, send me back so that
I may do righteousness in the things that I neglected.' But
no! It is only a word he says, and behind them is a barrier
{barzakh] until the day they are resurrected.''
Qur'an, 23: 99-100.
When faced with the reality of the next life, the disbelievers will wish to
return to this world to do sufficient good to avert the punishment with
which the y are confronted. However, Allah informs that there is no
opportunity to return and that the way back is blocked by a barrier erected
between the souls of the dead and this world. Abu Hurayra h reported that
the Prophet (?ll;:) said,

~ )~.JG:-~.)...,.:,.:,-- ':Jt~~ if ':J1~~ ~lj~11 ..;i\.. 1~1

._) y->-!.t_~ .>JJ}-...~.
"When a man dies, all of his deeds cease, except in
three [cases]: charity of continuous blessing, beneficial
knowledge, and a righteous child who prays for him. " 66
The implementation of human free will in choosing between doing good
or evil ceases with death, although further good deeds may be added to his
record as a result of the continuing benefit of some of his charitable deeds.

66
Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim , vol. 3, p. 867, no. 4005), Abu Dawud, and al-Bukhari
in al-Adah al-Mufrad.
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The Prophet (:ji,:) was also quoted by Abu Hurayrah as saying,

~..,~ .t.--_;I. Irt,) ~b , "U I J l"->..,y. ~ if_;l.1.jt
~.)~\~if

rt')£4 ,y

"Verily, when the soul of [a dead] believer soars up to the
heavens, the souls of the other believers come to greet it,
seeking news about their acquaintances among the people
of the earth. " 67
Another companion, Sahl ibn Sa'd, related that the Prophet

said,

, 1--'!i\~~"-:'.,,.;,if .J' "-:'.,,.;,~ Yif, ~).\Js,~)_jl
~1: Jjt, ... (+-:;..J~J~r' i J-'f-1..J('t'.J>\1_;,i~.:,:i.t)
!.L~ 1_; .,\>-i l. i.5.J~
.. ':J 1~.q: J ~ , i5"
..
"Verily, I will precede you to the fountain [in ParadiseJ.
Whoever passes by me will drink and never again
experience thirst. Some people whom I will know, and who
will know me, will come to me, but a barrier will appear
between me and them. I will say, 'Verily they are among
my followers.' It will be said to me, 'You do not know
what innovations they introduced after you."' 68
Both of the latter two texts from the prophetic traditions indicate that the
dead souls, including those of the prophets, are unaware of the happenings
in this world. That is, they do not have contact with this world.

----···----- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Authenticated by al-SuyuF and confirmed by al-Albani in Silsilah al-A~iid,th al-~a~1~ah,
no. 2628.

67

Collected by al-Bukhari (Sahih Bukhari, vol. 8, pp. 381-2, no. 585) and Muslim (SahihMuslim,
vol. 4, p. 1236, no. 5682).

68
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This is further supported by some Qur'anic texts wherein the faculty of
hearing by the dead is categorically denied:

"Verily, you cannot make the dead hear and you cannot
make the deaf hear the call when they tum their
backs and retreat."
Qur'an, 27:80

"The living and the dead are not alike. Allah makes
whomever He wishes hear, but you cannot make those in
their graves hear."
Qur'an, 35:22

CONCLUSION
Since the human soul enters the barzakh upon the death of the body and
the state of the barzakh prevents any contact with this world, it would not
be possible for disembodied human spirits to possess living human heings
or to communicate with them. The preceding texts clearly indicate that
the human soul is barred from knowledge of what transpires on the earth
after its bodily death, and is prevented from performing any acts in this
life, whether good or evil. Consequently, according to orthodox Islam, the
human soul has to be ruled out as a potential source for the phenomenon
of spirit-possession among human beings.
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THE ANGELS
The second major classification of spiritual beings in the orthodox
cosmological view is angels. In Islamic literature the Arabic term often used
for angels is ma/ak (p l. malii'ikah) which is believed to be a contraction
of mal'ak or ma'/ak, both of which are derivatives of 'aluk, meaning
"a message. " 69 Thus, the original meaning of malak is to be taken to be
"messenger, " 711 which seems to be consistent with the Qur'anic description
of them:
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"Allah chooses messengers from the angels and from men.
For Allah is He who hears and sees [all things]."
Qur'an, 22:75
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"And when our messengers [i.e., angels] came to Lot,
he was grieved on their account and felt himself powerless
[to protect] them ... "
Qur'an, 11:77

ORIGIN

Many references to angels can be found throughout the Qur'an; however,
very little information about their actual origin may be deduced from these
verses. According to Qur'anic texts, angels are not considered to be of the
same essence as Allah.

' ' Lisiin al-'Arab, vol. 10. p. 496. See also Shorter Encyclopaedia of Ts/am , p. 318 and Tahdhfb
a/-Lughah, pp. 496-503.
70

Messenger is also the 6asic meaning of the Greek word angelus, from which the English word
"a ngel" is derived. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vo l. 1, p. 399.)
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This conclusion may be deduced from the verses which deny the claim of
the pagan Arabs that the angels were daughters of Allah:
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"And they assign daughters to Allah - Glory be to Him!and for themselves whatever they desire. "
Qur'an, 16:57
According to al-ShawkanI, the tribes of Kinanah and Khuza'ah used to
claim that the angels were daughters of Allah. Yet they, like all other
Arabian tribes, preferred sons for themselves. This verse is a statement of
amazement about the absurdity of their claim: 71
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"And they falsely attribute to Him sons and daughters,
Glory be to Him, for He is far above what
they attribute to Him."
Qur'an, 6:100
In the two verses following this verse, the Qur'an emphasises that the angels
and all other beings besides Allah are created. This is done by stating and
restating that Allah is the Creator of all things:
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"To Him is due the primal origin of the heavens and the
earth. How could He have a son when He has no consort?
He created all things and He has full knowledge of all
things. That is Allah, your Lord! There is no god but He,
the Creator of all things, so worship Him, for He alone is
the manager of all affairs."
Qur'an, 6:101-102
- - - - - -·- --- - -·71
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Fati;, al-Qadir, vol. 3, p. 170.
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LIGHT
Although there are no verses in the Qur'an which identify the origin of the
angels, there are authentic badTths which specifically address the original
material from which angels were created. Angels originated from light,
according to the following statement of the Prophet (:i) to his third wife,
'A'ishah, the daughter of Abu Bakr,

l.t i.J J>- .J _.)~ 0-4(:'\.. if 01.J:.1J.>- .J J.Y if ~')IJ.\ ~

fJ~.J
"The angels were created from light, the jinn from fire and
Adam from what has already been described to you." 72
Because the Prophet (:i) did not give any more details as to the origin of
the light or its characteristics, any such pronouncements are considered
merely speculative and are rejected by the majority of scholars. Included
in this category are statements falsely attributed to some of the Prophet's
companions (~ababah) and their students (tiibi'un). For example, the
companion, 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr, was falsely reported to have said, "Allah
created the angels from the light of His forearms and His chest." And the
tabi't, 'Ikrimah, was likewise falsely quoted as saying, "The angels were
created from the light of the Almighty, and Iblis [the name of Satan in
Arabic] was created from the Almighty's fire." 73

BEFORE MAN
The time when angels were created has not been specified in either the
texts of the Qur'an or the Sunnah. However, it may be deduced from
some Qur'anic verses that they were created before mankind. In one such
statement, Allah informs the angels that He would create in the future a
khaltfah (successor) on earth:

"{Remember] when your Lord said to the angels, 'Surely, I
will make on earth a khalifah."'
Qur'an, 2:30

"Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1540, no. 7134.
n 'Alam al-Malii'ikah al-Abriir, pp. 9-10.
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FORM

Although the angels are made from light, as previously indicated, it cannot
be said that they appear as light, as some have supposed, because the y have
not been described as such in either the Qur'an or the authentic Sunnah. In
their natural state, they are invisible to human eyes. This is proven by the
fact that Angel Gabriel used to bring revelations to the Prophet (:i';;) while
he was in the company of the companions, and none of them would see
Gabriel.

I

~l~..J__,(A.•...ll~ __,: -.:-w((A....l\.jjfi.J!~ IM~~~.)
11J_,....,..J~; '1.>)~1..i..5; , ...:;~u($)
Abii Salamah quoted 'A'ishah as saying, "Allah's
Messenger(~ ) [once] said to me, 'O 'A'ishah, here
is Gabriel greeting you with peace.' I said, 'And ma y
Allah's peace and mercy be upon him. For you see what I
cannot.' " 74
However, angels are visible to some animals. Abii Hurayrah reported that
the Prophet (:Jli:) said,

"If you hear a rooster crow, ask Allah for His grace, for it
has seen an angel. " 75

74

Sahih al- Bukhari, vo l. .5, p. 7.5, no. 112 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1302, no . .5997.

7
·' Co llected by Abii Dawiid, (Sunan Ahu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1415, no. 50 83), al -Bukhari (~ahi/i
al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 332, no. S21) and Muslim (~al;il; Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1428, no. 658 1).
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NON-HUMAN
In their normal state, angels are not human-like creatures with a pair of
birdlike wings, as portrayed in Greco-Roman legends 76 and Christian
influenced works of art. 77 Instead, they are normally huge in size and their
wings may number anywhere from two to several hundred:
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, -'-!" ... making the angels messengers, with wings two and
three and four: He increases in the creation as He wills ... "
Qur'an, 35:1
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The companion, 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud, reported that the
Prophet (~) saw Angel Gabriel (Jibr1l) in his natural state
in which he had six hundred wings, each of which filled the
horizon. And there were multicoloured drops like pearls
and coral falling from the wings. 78

76

Cupid, ancient Roman god of love, was the counterpart of the Greek god Eros. According to
myth, Cupid was the son of Mercury, the winged messenger of the gods. He usually appeared
as a winged infant carrying a bow and quiver of arrows. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica,
vol. 3, p. 796.)
77

Cherubim (s. cherub) in Jewish and Christian literature are portrayed as celestial, winged
beings with human and bird-like characteristics. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 3, p.
175.) In art the four-winged cherubim are painted blue [symbolising the sky] and the six-winged
seraphim red [symbolising fire[. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 10, p. 644.)
78

Collected by A~mad. Ibn Kathir rated its chain of narrators as jayyid (good). See al-Bidiiyah
wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. 47. The description of Jibril having six hundred wings is mentioned in
Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 301, no. 455.
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In another narration the Prophet(:~ ) was reported to have said the following
about Angel Gabriel:

"I saw him descending from the heavens and his great size
filled the space between the earth and the sky. " 79
Jabir ibn 'Abdullah quoted the Prophet (~ ) as saying,
~
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"I have been allowed to speak about one of th e throne
bearers. 80 The distance between his earlobe and shoulder is
[what a bird would fly in]8 1 seven hundred years." H2

BEAUTIFUL
It is generally held that the angels were created in a beautiful form, based
upon the following Qur'anic description of Gabriel:
.. -:;
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"He [i.e., Muf:,ammad] has been taught by one mighty in
power [i.e., Gabriel], endued with beauty8J ••• "
Qur'an, 53: 5-6

" Reported by 'A'i shah and collected by Muslim (Sahil, Muslim, vol. I , pp. 111 -112, no. :l17).
' " Q ur'an, 69:17, states that on the Day of Judgement Allah's throne w ill be borne by eigh t
an gels.
81

This explanation was given by lbn Ab, l;Hitim who collected the hadzth. See also an authentic
narration of Anas ibn Malik collected by a l-Taha riini in al-Mu'jam al-Awsa/, in w hich the
distance is described a s that flown by a bird.

82
Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol.3 , p. 1323, no. 4709) a nd ,1uthenticated by
al-Alban, in Silsilah al-Af?adith al-.yaf?if?ah, vol. 1, p. 72, n o. 15 I.

·"' The Arabic word used here is mirrah, which lb n 'Abbas explained as meaning " ma;,har hasa11"
(a beautiful appearance) a nd Qatadah explained as khalq tawzl hasa11 (a tall and beautiful for m ).
Mujahid, on the other hand, expla ined it as meaning quwwah (power) . See Ibn Kathir's Ta(szr
al-Qur'iin al-' A,:1111, vol. 4, p. 384.
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Furthe r support ma y also be found in:
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''When they saw him, they exalted him and cut their hands
/ in amazement] and cried out, 'Allah forbid! This is not a
man! This can only be a noble angel."'
Qur'an, 12:3 1

VISIBLE
According to accounts from th e Qur'an and badith , angels may take human
form o n ce rtain occas ion s. An exa mple from the Qur'an may be found in
the case o f Mary, when Angel Ga briel came to inform her of her impending
pregnan cy:

"And mention in the scripture [the story of] Mary, when
she withdrew from the family to a place facing east. She
placed a screen between herself and them. Then we sent to
her Our angel, who appeared before her in the form of a
man in all respects."
Qur'an, 19: 16-17
It is also recorded in authen tic traditions from the Prophet (f~ ) that Angel
Gabriel used to visit him in various human forms. Sometimes the Prophet's
companions witnessed him visiting Prophet MuJ:iammad (~ ) in the likeness
of a handso me ~ababi by th e name of Di~yah ibn Khaltfah a l-Kalb,, and at
other tim es in th e likeness of a n unknown bedouin.
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'Umar ibn al-Khanabx4 said, " One day while we were
sitting with the Messenger of Allah (~ ), there appeared
hefore us a ma n whose clothes were exceedingly white and
whose hair wa s exceed ingly black. No sign of journeying
was to be seen on him and none of us knew him. H e
walked up and sat down by the Prophet (* ). Resting his
knees against his and placing the palms of his hands on his
thighs, he said, 'O MuJ:iammad, tell me a bout Islam ... " '
In the remainder of the hadith the man as ked abo ut Iman
(faith), iJ:isan (piety) and. the signs of the Last H our. After
the man left, the Prophet (:t) informed his companions that
the questi oner was Angel Gabriel, who had come to tea ch
them about their religion. 85
\

.
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On another occasion, 'A' ishah, the wife of the Prophet ('~),
reported that she saw him place hi s hand on the mane of
DiJ:iyah al-Kalb,'s horse while talking to him.
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84

The second caliph (d . 644 CE). See Shorter 1:;ncyclopaedia u( Islam , pp. 600-601.

85

Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 17, no. 7, and Sahih Muslim, vol. I, pp. 9-10, no. 18.

When she asked him about it, he replied that it was Gabriel
and that he had sent his greetings to her. 86

NEUTER
In spite of the angels taking human male forms, they are not considered to
be male or female, 87 nor is there any evidence in Islamic texts to indicate that
they reproduce. In the Qur'an the pagan Arabs are rebuked for referring to
the angels as daughters of Allah or even female:

"Now ask them their opinion, 'Does your Lord have [only]
daughters and they have sons? Or did We create the angels
female while they were witnesses?"'
Qur'an, 37: 149-150
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"And they made into females the angels who are
themselves servants of the Most Merciful [i.e., Allah].
Did they witness their creation? Their evidence will be
recorded, and they will be called to account."
Qur'an, 43:19

"' Collected by A~mad in al-Musnad, vol. 6, p. 146 and Ibn Sa'd in al-Tabaqat, and rated
authentic (~asan) by al-Albani in Silsilah al-A~iidtth al-~ahzhah, vol. 3, p. 105, no. I 111.
"The stories of Harut and Marut yielding to sexual temptation, like those collected by !bn Abi
Shayhah, 'Abd ibn f:lumayd, Jbn Abi Duuya (in Kitiib al-'Uqi.ibiit), Ibn Jarir, Ibn al-Mundhir,
Ibn Abi f:latim and al-Bayhaqi (in Shu'ab al-lmiin), from the Jewish convert, Ka'b al-A~bar
(sec al-SuyD[i's al-Durr al-Manthi.ir fi al-Tafszr al-Ma'thi.ir, vol. 1, pp. 239-240), have led some
Muslim theologians to conclude that angels have sex, but do not use it to propagate their kind.
(See Shorter lincyclopaedia of Islam, p. 319.) However, all of these narrations are inauthentic.
The elements of these stories are found in a Jewish midrash as well as in the New Testament.
(Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 135.)
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NAMES
Although many names have been attributed to angles in Muslim folklore, 88
only a very few of their names have been verified according to authentic
Islamic traditions.

JIBRlL
Jibril (Gabriel) is the angel of revelation. Ibn 'Abbas said:

~ j l.a..J~j~. l. .)~ij ('__,..rlJI.)~i ( ~)

,1 IJ.,_.,,Jj ('

J} \'---"J l~j \_,a_.J if~ f ~ o~.j ('__, J..f.'-":"o~.
"Allah's Messenger (51,;) was the most generous person,
and his generosity would be the greatest during Ramadan
when Jibril met him. JibrII used to meet him every night in
Ramac)an to review the Qur'an with him. " 89

He is referred to in th e Qur'an by a number of honorific titles:

e ~~1&P1;\j;e~t;;~_;1:~1_;
"Verily, this is a revelation from the Lord of the Worlds,
brought down by the Trustworthy Spirit [al-Ru~ al-

AmznJ."
Qur'an, 26: 192-193.

" ... We gave Jesus, son of Mary, clear signs and supported
him with the Holy Spirit [Ru~ al-Qudus/." 90
Qur'an, 2:87

"Dictionary of Ts/am , pp. 15-J 6.
" Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 6, no . .5 .
"' Tafsir al-Q ur'iin al-'A:,im, vol. 1, p. 122.
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MIKA'IL
MTka'II (or MTkal, Eng. Michael) 91 is responsible for rain. 92
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'Abdullah ibn al-Wal,d related that when a group of
Jews asked the Prophet (;;i,;) about his [angelic] companion
and he told them that it was Jibr,l, they said, "Jibdl! The
one who descends with war, fighting and punishment. He
is our enemy. If only you had said M1ka'1l, the one who
brings mercy, rain and plants, it would have been better." 91

''

1

See Qur'an, 2:97-98.

"Shar(, al-'Aqidah al-Tahawiyyah, p. 336.
y; Collected hy Al)mad . See Tafszr al-Qur'an al-'A,Jm, vol. I, p. 130, the exegesis of 2:97-98.
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ISRAFIL
Israfil 94 is the angel who will blow a horn (~ur) signalling the end of the
world. 95 The Prophet (~ ) was quoted by Abu Sa'id as saying,

~ ~\ J4:>:? J.))1-))\~l,o~\ ~ J~\~
.rJI-if'~"How can I enjoy when the horn blower has placed it in
his mouth, inclined his forehead and turned his ear to hear,
awaiting the command to blow ... " 96

MALIK
Maik is the name of the main guardian angel of Hell. His name is mentioned
in the Qur'an as follows:

"They will cry out: 'O Malik! Let your Lord put an end to
us.' He will say, 'Surely you will stay [as you are]."'
Qur'an, 43:77
MUNKAR AND NAKIR
According to authentic narrations, Munkar and Nakir 97 are two angels
who will question each person following their death. The Prophet (j;;) was
reported to have said,
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94

A loan-word with another dialectical variant " Jsrii(in" (Mu khtar al-.~ibiib, p. 296), probabl y
from the Hebrew wo rd "Serafim" (Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam , p. 184). It should he noted
that descri ptions of this angel , such as those found in the Shorter En cyclopaedia of Islam , p. 184,
have no basis in authentic Islamic tex ts a nd a re rhe product of legend a nd myths.

95

AI-Bidiiyah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. 45.

96
Collected by al-Tirmid h,, Jbn Majah and A~mad (al-Hadis, vol. 4, p. 92, no. 21) and
authenticated by al-Alban, in Silsilah al-Ahiidith al-Sahibah, vol. 3, pp. 66 -68 .

" Both names come from the Arabic root nakira, which means "to becom e had, evil, abominable
or fo ul. " The word munkar litera lly means " an y ac tion deemed or declared fo ul, hateful or
hideo us" and nakir means " disapproval , o r the like, and manifestation thereof." (Arabic-English
Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2703.)
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J~., \)u)) 0b_,..J 0~ o~l-f~Ju)-~\ fa. b1
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"When a dead man is buried, two bluish-black angels will
come to him. One of them is called Munkar and the other
Naki"r. They will ask, 'What did you used to say about this
man?' If he was a believer, he will reply, 'He is the servant
of Allah and His Messenger .. .' 98

HARUT AND MARUT
Harut 99 and Marut 100 were two angels sent to the people of Babylon as a
test of their faith:

"... But it was the devils who disbelieved by teaching the
people magic and what was revealed to the two angels,
Hariit and Mariit, in Babylon. However, the two would
not teach anyone until after they had warned them,
saying, 'Surely, we are only a test and a trial,
so do not disbelieve ... "'
Qur'an, 2:102

"Narrated by Abu Hurayrah, collected by al-Tirmidht and rated authentic (~asan) by al-Albani
in Silsi/ah al-A~adith al-~a~1~ah vol. 3, no. 1391, pp. 379-380. See Mishkah al-Ma~abi~, vol. 1,
chap. 5, pp. 35-36 and al-Hadis, vol. 3, pp. 85-86, no. 40.
"Generally held to be a foreign name. (Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2890.)
100

According to Arabic lexicographers, this word is either of foreign origin or it is derived from

muriitah, which refers to the condition of a land which is desert without water or herbage.
(Arabic-t:nglish Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2703.)
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OTHERS
There are some narrated statements from the companions and their students
in which the angel of death is named as Izra'1l; 101 however, there are no
narrations concerning this which can be authentically attributed to Prophet
Mu~ammad (~ ). 102 In fact, the origin of these recorded statements seems to
have been from Jewish literature, where similar descriptions can be found. 111 3
The custodian of Paradise has also been identified as Ri<;lwan 1114 in some
narrations attributed to the Prophet (:Ji.), but none of them are authentic as
far as I have been able to determine.
Some scholars have a lso claimed that there are two angels named Raqib
and 'At1d, based upon the following Qur'anic text:
~
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"Behold, two [recording angels] appointed to learn and
note [man's doing], one sitting on the right and one on
the left. Not a word does he utter but there is beside him a
guardian {raqib] prepared ['at"id]."
Qur'an, 50:17-18
However, the two terms are not the actual names of angels but description s
of th e recording angels who take note of all man does. 105

ABILITIES
The angels are in charge of the heavens and the earth. Thus, every movement
which takes place in the world is a result of the [activities of thel angels. 111 "
The Almighty states:

'" ' Tafsir al-Qur'iin a/-'A;;;Jm, vol. 3, p. 458, exegesis of Qur'an , 32:11.
1112

Al-Bidiiyah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. 47.

,o.i The name ap pears to he a corruption of ls,·'i/, which is given hy Eisenmenger, Fnt dec ktes
Judenthum, 11.333, as rhe name of the prince of Hell. (Shorter J-:ncyclnpaedia of Islam, p.
190.)
w4

AI-Bidiiyah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. SO.

w5

'Alam al-Malii'ikah al-Abriir, p. 18.

'"'' Sharh al-'Aqtdah al-Ta(,i'iwiyyah, p. 33S .
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"By those [angels} who arrange the implementation

of [Allah's] command ... "
Qur'an, 79:5

"And those [angels] who distribute and apportion
by [Allah's] command."
Qur'an, 51:4

THOUGHTS
Some angels are able to read human minds. According to authentic
traditions, the recording angels are aware of human intent and record the
deeds that are intended but may or may not have been fulfilled. The Prophet
was quoted by Abu Hurayrah as saying,

... Jw"-!~1 >" J~~)--½:f..:J~:Jb'--:'1 ~yJ.1..::Jic;
I.{; ~l~..J \..,,~\_; tf}0lJ ~..J \..,,~\_; ~(j~o~)

"The angels say [to Allah], 'That man intends to do evil.'
And He is more vigilant than them. He replies, 'Watch him.
If he commits evil, record it in kind; but if he abandons it,
record for him one good deed.For surely he gave it up for
My sake."' 107

"" Sahih Muslim, vol. I, p. 75, no. 235.
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MOBILITY
The angels are able to traverse huge distances at speeds beyond our
comprehension:

"The angels and The Spirit ascend to Him in a day whose
length is like fifty thousand years."
Qur'an, 70:4

OBEDIEN CE
Angels are, by nature, o bedient servants of Allah and do not ha ve the a bility
to di sobey Allah, according to the Qur'anic texts:
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"All that is in the heavens and earth prostrate to Allah,
whether crawling creatures or angels; none are arrogant.
They fear their Lord, high above them, and they do all
that they are commanded."
Qu r'an, 16:49-50

RELATIONSHIP WITH HUMANS
According to various texts from the Qur'an and the Sunn ah, angels are in
constant contact with man. They are repo rted to play a va riety of roles at
all stages of human existence - from birth to death, and even beyond the
grave.

BIRTH
Angels ha ve been assigned to the womb fr om the beginning of each human's
conception until his birth, implementi ng Allah's commands with respect to
each individual.
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Anas ibn Malik reported that the Prophet (.i;) said,

"Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, has appointed an angel
as the caretaker of the womb that says, 'My Lord, it is like
an oily drop; my Lord, it is now like a leech; my Lord, it
has become like a chewed clump.' Then, if Allah wishes to
complete its creation, the angel will ask, 'My Lord, will it
be a male or a female? ... ' 108
'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud quoted the Messenger of Allah (j',:) as saying,
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"-! &-.!ill.I J-y..~ , ~~ J.. ~ ~~ ~ 0~-~ , ~~ J..
uJ1. ..
"Each one of you is collected in his mother's womb for
forty days, then becomes like a leech for a similar period.
Then Allah sends an angel and orders him to record four
things: his livelihood, his life span, his deeds, and whether
he will be wretched or happy. The angel then breathes the
soul into him ... " 109

INSPIRATION

From his birth until his death, each person has been assigned an angel,
inspiring him to do good and guarding him from evil.
'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud related that Allah's Messenger (j',:) said,

'"

8

Sahih Bukhari, vol. 8, no. 594, p. 388 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1391, no. 6397.

"'' Sahih Bukhari, vol. 8, no. 593 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1391, no. 6390.
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"Everyone of you has been assigned a companion from
among the jinn and one from the angels ... " 11 0
These angels are entrusted with the responsibility of guiding and advising
each individual, by Allah's will, to righteousness. 111 The Qur'an also speaks
about the guardian angel as follows:

"For each [person] there are {angels] in succession 112 before
and behind him. They guard him by Allah's command ... "
Qur'an, 13:11
However according to the recorded statements of the Prophet (~ ), these
guardian angels leave him on certain occasions. For exa mple, Abu Tall:iah
reported that Prophet Muryammad (~) said,

"The angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog or
pictures or statues of living creatures."' u

RECORDING

Two angels are also assigned to every human being with the duty of
recording their deeds. The Qur'an refers to them in the following verses:

"But verily, watching over you [are appointed angels},

11
° Collected by A~mad in al-Musnad and Muslim (referred to by number only in Sahih Mu slim,
vol. 4, p. 1472, no. 6758 .) See ~a~i~ Muslim, Sharl, al-Nawawi, vol. 17, p. 15 8 for the full Ara bic
text, the English of w hich has been deleted in the afore mentio ned t ranslati on .

1 11

See al-Bidayah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. I , p. 52.

1 12

The Ara bic term used in the verse is mu<aqqibiit, w hic h Jbn 1Abbas interpreted to mean angels
who would protect each person until something destined by Alla h is afflicted upo n him. See alBidiiyah wal-Nihayah, vo l. 1, p. 50.

" ' Sahih Bukhari, vol. 4 , pp. 297-298, no. 448.
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kind and honourable, writing down [your deeds]."
Qur'an, 82:10-11
~
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~"Behold, two /recording angels] appointed to learn and
note [his doings], one sitting on the right and one on the
left. Not a word does he utter but there is beside him a
guardian prepared."
Qur'an, 50:17-18.
Abu Umamah reported that the Prophet Mutammad (j!;;) described them as
follows:

" Surely, the [angel on the] left raises the pen [from the
record] of a Muslim who commits an error for six hours.
If he repents and asks Allah's forgiveness, the deed is cast
aside, otherwise it is written down as one [evil deed]." 114

PRAYING
According to Prophet Mutammad (~ ), there are also angels that pray to
Allah on behalf of man on specific occasions. For example, he was reported
to ha ve said,

~\~\: J;; &'),111__,~o)L:zlk:..... b \..~~f->->i~l
.::.,~__,i...:;)A..,.:,~~-t I_., ~)..,#J
"As long as any one of you is waiting for prayer, he is
in prayer, and the angels [continue to] say, 'O Allah, be
merciful ro him and forgive him,' as long as he does not

114
Collected by al-Tabaran, in al-Mu'1mn al-Kabir and a uthenticated (~asan) by a l-Albani in
,~ah1h al-}Zimi' al-,5aghir, vol. 2, p, 422, nu. 2097.
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leave his place of prayer or pass wind." 115

DEATH
Some angels have been assigned the job of extracting human souls from
their bodies at the time of their death. Reference is made to these angels in
the Qur'an as follows:

/ / >•("' /0
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"Say, the Angel of Death, put in charge of you, will take
your souls. Then you will be returned to your Lord."
Qur'an, 32:11

"He is the Irresistible, far above His servants. He sets
guardians over you until, when death comes to one of you,
then Our angels take his soul without fail."
Qur'an, 6:61
Yet others have been given the duty of taking the extracted soul on a
spiritual journey out of this world and back into it. Al-Bara' ibn 'Azib
stated that the Prophet (::t) said,

11
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"When a believer is leaving this world and entering the
next, angels with faces shining brightly like the sun descend
from the heavens carrying a shroud and embalming
fragrance from Paradise, and [then they] sit down within
sight-range. The Angel of Death then approaches, sits
by his head and says, 'O good soul, come out to Allah's
forgiveness and pleasure.' It will then come out like a
flowing drop of water from a water-skin, and he will catch
it. But, within the blinking of an eye after he catches it,
they will take it and put it in the shroud and fragrance.
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There will then come from the soul a fragra nce like that
of the sweetest musk found on the face of the earth. They
then ascend with it and every gro up of angel s they pass
ask, 'Who is this good soul?' to which they reply, 'So-andso, the son of So-and-so,' using his best names by which
people called him on earth . They then bring him to the
lowest heaven and ask that the gate should be opened for
him. This is done, and from every heaven its archangels
escort him to the next heaven until he is brought to the
seventh heaven, and Allah, M ost Great and Glori ous, says,
'Record the book of My servant in the 'illiyyin' [register of
the righteous]1 16 and take him back to earth, for I created
mankind fro m it, and I sh all return them to it, and fr om it I
shall bring them forth aga in.' 11 7 His soul is then restored to
his body ... " 11 8

QUESTIONING
Another two angels, Munkar and Nakir, are charged with questioning the
soul in the grave. In a continuation of the previous ~adzth, the Prophet (~)
went on to say,
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"But, verily the record of the righteous is [preserved] in 'i/liyyin. And what
will explain to you what 'illiyyiin is ? It is a book of records."
Qur'an, 83: 18-20.
117

This statement coincides wi th the following Qur'anic ve rse:

"From it We created you, into it We will return you, and from it
We will bring you forth again. "
Qur'an , 20 :5 5.
118
Collected by A~mad (Mishkiih al-Ma~iihib, vol. 1, pp. 340-342 ) and Abu Dawud (Swzan Alm
Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1330, no . 4 735) and aut hentica ted by a l- Albani in $abi& al-.fiimi' al-!jaghir,
vo l. 1, pp. 2 57-258, no. 456.

so
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"Two a ngels come to him, make him sit up and ask him,
'Who is yo ur Lord? ' He [the believing soul] will reply, 'My
Lord is Allah.' They will then ask, 'What is your religion? '
and he will reply, 'My re ligion is Islam.' They will ask,
'Who is this man who was sent among yo u? ' and he will
say, ' He is the Messenger of Allah.' They will then ask,
'What was the [source of] yo ur knowledge?' and he will
repl y, ' I have read Allah's Book, believed in it and decla red
it to be true."' 119

G UARDIAN
An angel by the name of Malik is assigned to light the Hellfire and guard
it, ensuring th at no one esca pes. The companion, Samurah, reported that
the Prophet (~ ) sa id,

~\ .J, )Jljjl>, ~\..)JI~y,.~:.-JI: 'Jt;J~\~.J~k:).J

..

..

~~\~.JJ.~
" Last night I saw !in a dream] two men approaching me.
On e of them said. 'The person who will light the H ellfire
is Malik , the guardian of Hell; and I am Gabriel and this is
Michael. "' 120

" ' Sec a lso Sahib B11khiiri, vol. 2, pp. 257-258, no. 456.
12 "

Sahih al-Rukhiiri, vol. 4, p. 302, no. 459.
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CONCLUSION
There is nothing in the preceding collection of texts on the origin and the
form of the angels to rule out the possibility of angels taking part in the
possession of the bodies or minds of human beings. However, the material
on their abilities, categories and relationships with mankind clearl y indicates
that the angels lack the independent ability to possess humans. According
to the orthodox Islamic view of the texts quoted in this chapter, angels do
not possess free will - they only do what Allah commands them . Allah's
commands do not include taking possession of humans, because possession
is fundamentall y a form of oppression and evil, and Allah has clearly stated
in the Qur'an that H e does not oppress anyone, nor does He command evil.
Consequently, the angels may be ruled out as a possible source for spiritpossession of humans.

THEJINN
The third and last category of created beings belonging to the spiritual
world that could possibly play a role in the spirit-possession of human
beings is the jinn. The Arabic word "jinn" comes from the verb janna 12 1
which means "to hide or conceal. " 122 Therefore, the heart hidden in the
chest is called janan, and the embryo concealed in the womb is ca lled
jann. Furthermore, junnah is anything which screens, veils or shields. The
Prophet (j!s) was reported to have said,

"Fasting is a shield [junnah] (from desire)." 121
Also, a jinn of people means "most of them," beca use one who enters
among them is concealed by them. 124

121 Arab lexicogra phers explai n the word iinn as a derivative of iitiniin which means "to he
co ncea led. " (Lisiin al-'A rab, vol. 13, p. 95.)

"' The suggestion in the Shorter Encyclopaedia of Jsfam, p. 90, that this derivatio n is
etymologically difficult is without fo undati on, and the specul ation that jinn may be a loan -word
from genius is even more strange.
w Reported by Mu'adh ibn Jaba l, collected by a l-Tirmidhi, lbn Majah and Al!mad (Mishkah
al-Mafiibt~, vol. 1, pp. 11-12), and a uthenticated by al-Albani in ~a ~i~ Sunan al-Tirmidhi, vol.
2, pp. 328-329, no. 2110. It is a lso reported by Abu Hura yra h in Sahih al-ll11khari, vol. 3, pp.
65 -66, no. 11 8.
124
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Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 463.

The singular form of the word jinn is jinni (Eng., genie or genii), and jann 121
is used synonymously with jinn. 126 The word "jinn"i" is not found in the
Qur'an, but both jinn and jann are found:

"Say, 'It has been revealed to me that a group of jinn
listened and said, "Verily, we have heard
a marvellous Qur'iin. ""'
Qur'an, 72:1
~~--,........- ,,,,,,..,.,_

r--: ,,,,,,>,,,.> ~- ---:--:

cy u~~--' w-lt"1-i..i-r~~¾ Y.'
"On that day, no question will be asked of man
or jiinn as to his sins."
Qur'an, 55:39
Jinn is also used as a collective noun, as are the words jinan 127 and
jinnah: 128

~
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" .. .Among the jinnah and men."
Qur'an, 114:6
In addition, according to some scholars, the term "jinnah" is used in the
Qur'an to refer to the angels, since they are also concealed from human
eyes: ,2•

12

'i

Jiinn also means a snake, as in the verse:

" ... but when he saw it moving like a snake /jiinn],
he turned back in retreat... ''
Qur'an, 28:31.
'" Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 90.
127
.fincin is also used as rhe plural of jiinn, meaning a snake.
(Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. I, p. 464.)

'" Lisiin al-'Arah, vol. 13, p. 95. See also Mukhtar al-1iihiih, p. 114 and Arahic-1:.nglish Lexicon,
vol. 1, p. 463.
'" Ta(sfr al-Maniir, vol. 8, p. 342. See also Lisiin al-'Arah, vol. 13, p.95.
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& 5.>-:-_:-''i ·-'~\
~~r-r-~
"And they have invented kinship between Him and the
angels {jinnah]; but the angels {jinnah] know that they will
be brought before Him [for judgement/. "130
Qur'an, 37:158

REALITY
"With respect to the existence of jinn, Ibn Taymiyyah said:
N o one in any of the Muslim sects denies the existence of jinn or that
Allah sent Muryammad (ti) to them. The vast majority of disbelievers,
whether pagan Arabs or other Semites, 131 Indian s 112 and other Hamites,

uo This verse has been trans lated according to the aforementioned interpretarion; however, the

maj ority of Qur'anic exegetes understand jinnah here to refer to the jinn, and thus the translation
most commonly found wo uld be as follows:" And they have invented a kinship between Him and
the ji1111, but the jinn know that they will be brought before Him. " Wi th rega rd to this ve rse, lhn
Kathir and Ibn Jarir both quoted lbn ' Abbas as saying, " The enemies o f Allah claimed that He
and lblis we re brothers." See Tafsir al-Qur'an al-'A,:im , vol. 4, p. 23.
ui In the Mesopotamian relig ion a mong the ancient Assyria ns and Bab ylo nians, demons were of

two kinds: non-human beings and the vengeful dead. The first were of ma ny types, includini; those
who lurked in dangerous places, e.g . deserts a nd gra veya rds a nd the labartu , a femal e demon of
mountains and marshlands wh ich a ttacked child re n in particular. The sedu and lamass11 were
ambivalent, being both evil and gua rdian-spi rits. Lilitu was a succubus (a heautiful , nude female
demon) who visited men at night and had intercourse with them. The second we re the ghosts
(eti111mu) of those who died by mischance and were grea tly feared. Sickness a nd misfortune were
attributed to demonic attack, especia lly of the etimmu. (A Dictionary of Compara tive Religion,
p. 232 .)
1.12 Amo ng Indians, dem ons a re either of n on-human or human o ri gin . (a) Non -hu man spi ri ts
or fiend s a re endowed with superh uman powers and possess mate ria l hodies oi various kinds,
which they can change at will and which are subject to destruction. As free agents, they can
choose between good and evil, but a disposition towards ev il preponderates in their c ha racter.
(Original In habitants of Bharatavarsa of India, 5l5ff.) The Asuras, Danayas, Oaityas and
Raksasas belong to this group . (b) Hu man spirits, or ghosts of human beings, collectivel y known
as bhuta are always evil. They originate from souls of those wh o have died untimel y or violent
deaths ... a nd the dissolute or wicked during life . T he most dangerous o f these arc the spirits of
the murdered, those who have left the world w ith unsatisfied desires, a nd spiri ts of forei gn ers.
(En cyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. 4, pp. 60 1-603.)
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most Canaanites and Greeks, 1.n and other descendants of Japeth, 134 confirm
the existence of the jinn. As for the Jews and Christians, they recognise
that the jinn exist in much the same way that Muslims do, 135 although
there may be among them some individuals who deny the existence of the
jinn. Individuals who deny the existence of the jinn may also be found
among the orthodox Muslims, as well as Muslim sects like the Ja~m"is 116
and Mu'tazilis, although most Muslims do not deny their existence." 137
On the other hand, Fakhrudd"in al-Raz"i said:
"According to the obvious meanings of narrated statements from the
philosophers, it [i.e., the existence of the jinn] is denied. That is so because
Abu 'Al, ibn S111a1.18 stated in his treatise on the parameters of existing
things that the jinn are ethereal [hawa'] creatures, which may take different
forms. He then said, 'This is an explanation of the name.' His statement,
This is an explanation of the name,' indicates that the explanation is of the
folklore meaning of the word [jinn] and that there is no external reality to
the term. As for the majority of those following religions and those believing
in prophets, they confirm the existence of the jinn. A large group of early

111
The English word "demon" is derived from the Greek daimon (pl.daimones.). The 8'" century
BC Greek poet, Hesiod, in his account of the Four Ages, explains that after death, those of the
golden age became daimones ( Works and Days, 109 ff.). They were described as kindly guardians
of men, distributors of property and wealth, but wrapped in darkness so as to be invisible while
they wander over every region of the earth. So long as they were treated with respect, they were
expected to show favour. These were the good demons. Evil spirits were conceived as ghosts of
heroes, as they were considered incapable of conferring blessings, being only powerful to work
ill. Some evil demons were represented as specifically attached to each individual from birth
until death. Others were conceived of as avenging demons and were the instrument appointed to
punish the crimes of a particular family. They bore the special title of "Alastor." (Encyclopaedia
of Religion and Ethics, vol. 4, pp. 590-593.)

114
A son of Noah mentioned in Genesis 5 :32. from the Hebrew Yepeth meaning "increase." (The
Random House Dictionary, p. 763.)

1

,.,

Their he liefs arc explained in the section on Christian exorcism.

'"· The founder of this theological school, Ja~m ibn ~afwan (d. 745 CE), denied all of Allah's
attributes, except that He was Omnipotent and the Creator. He also claimed that as long as one
believed, had deeds would not affect him nor would he be punished for them. He further affirmed
an extreme form of predestination, denied freewill and asserted that Paradise and Hell were not
eternal. His followers survived down to the 11 '" century around the city of Tirmidh1, but they
adopted the doctrines of the most popular school of that time, that of the Ash'ar1s. (Shorter
Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 83.)

'" Jbn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn, pp. 2-4.
118

See note 31, p. 12.
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philosophers 139 and followers of sacred texts affirmed their existence and
called them lower spirits [arwa~ sufliyyah]." 140

ORIGIN
There are numerous references in the Qur'an that specifically identify fire
to be the origin of the jinn. However, the expressions referring to this vary
from verse to verse, giving slightly different shades of meaning:

"The jinn were created from the fire of a scorching
wind [naral-samum/."141
Qur'an, 15:27

0 :i\j~8Ll~0~1c,t._;
"And He created the jinn from a flame of fire
[marij min nar/."142
Qur'an, 55 :15
The same terminology is used in the authentic ~adiths to describe the fiery
origin of the jinn.
Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ) was quoted by his wife, 'A'ishah (614-678 CE), as
saymg,

1.w Such as al -Farabi (d. 950 CE), one of the pre-eminent thinkers of med ieval Islam. Al-Farabi's
philosophical thinking was nourished in the heritage of the Arabic Aristotelian teachings of 10'"
century Baghdad. Consequenrly, he saw human reason as being superior to revelation; and to
him religion only provided truth in a symbolic form to non-philoso phers, who were not able to
apprehend it in its purer forms . (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica , vol. 4, p. 680. )

"" Al-Tafsiral-Kab1r, vol. 30, p. 148.
141

Ibn 'Abbas is quoted by al-Tabari as explaining that samiim is a n extremely hot wind which
can kill and that niir al-samiim is smokeless fire. Uiimi' al-/layiin fi Ta(sir al-Qur'iin, vol. 14, p.
30.)
142
In expla ining the meaning of miirij, a l-Tabar, referred to it as th e tongue of the fire and quoted
lbn 'Abbas as saying so, as well as saying that it was the fl ame itself (Jiimi' al-Rayii11, vol. 27, p.
126 ). AI-Razi defines it as smokeless fire {Mukhtar al-Sif?iif?, p. 620) , while Ibn al-Athir considers
the phrase to mean "Aame mi xed with the black substance of fire" (al-Nihiiyah, vol. 4, p. 315).
This interpretati on is based upon the fact that m iirij means "a mixture. " See Arabic-English
Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2704.
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"The angels were created from light and the jinn from a
flame of fire [marij min narJ." 141
However, it is the view of most SunnI scholars, past and present, that the
relation of the jinn to fire is like the relation of man to earth. Although
man's origin is from the elements of earth, man himself is not composed of
earth. Similarly, jiinn (father of the jinn) 144 was created from the elements
of fire, but neither he nor his descendants are any longer composed of fire.
According to some of these scholars, proof for this can be found in the
Prophet's statement,

"Satan appears before me in my prayer and I choked him
and felt the coldness of his saliva on my hand ... " 145
They argued that if Satan was himself a fiery being, then how could his
saliva be cold or how could he even have saliva? 146
It is generally held that the jinn, like the angels, were created before
mankind. This belief is based upon the apparent meaning of the following
Qur'anic verse:
~

>
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"Verily, We created mankind from dried clay, from black
putrid mud. And We created the jinn before that from the
fire of a scorching wind."
Qur'an, 15:26-27

141

Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1540, no. 7134.

144

Mukhtar al-!ii&a&, p. 114. See also Arabic-tnglish Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 462.

1
"

Reported by 'Amir ibn 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud on the authority of his father, and collected by
Imam Ahmad. Scholars disagree as to whether 'Amir ever heard &adtth from his father. If he did,
then the isnad is !jahth, but if he didn't, which is more likely, it is weak.
1
"'

Ahkam al-Jann, p. 27.
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This may also be deduced from the following Qur'anic text in which the
creation of the jinn is mentioned before that of man:

"I have not created the jinn and mankind except
for My worship."
Qur'an, 51:56
In addition, Ibn Kath1r (1300-1373 CE) quotes a narration from the
Prophet's companion, 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar (d. 693 CE), wherein the
Prophet (:iiii;) stated that the jinn, descendants of jiinn, were on earth two
thousand years before the creation of Adam. 147

DEATH
The jinn are created beings, consequently they die as do humans. Evidence
for this belief may be found in the general statements from the Qur'an
which indicate that all of creation will cease to exist:
"->,,--
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"Everything [that exists] will perish except His
{i.e., Allah's] face."
Qur'an, 28:88

A
~ ,, ,,,, .,,'-:,,
~ y\;~0-"J>
"Everything in the world will vanish ... "
Qur'an, 55:26
Furthermore, there is a verse which addresses the issue directly:

"Those are the ones against whom is justified the sentence
among the previous generations of jinn and men that have
passed away. Surely, they are the losers."
Qur'an, 46: 18

147
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Tafsfr al-Q ur'iin al-'AC?im, vo l. 1, p. I 08.

Al-Alusi: 148 said, "The statement of [Allah], M ost Great and Glorious,
' ... among the previous generation of jinn and men that have passed
away,' is used to prove that the jinn die, generation after generation, like
humans." 149
Proo f can also be found in authentic traditio ns o f rhe Prophet (~ ). For
exa mple, Ibn ' Abbas (d. 688 CE) reported that the Prophet (~ ) said,

" I seek refuge in Your power. There is no god besides You,
IYou are th e One I who does not die, while the jinn and
mankind die." ' 50

SATA N
(A r. Shay(iin)
The word shay{an (pl. Shayatin) is of the measure fay'al, from the root verb
sha[ana , signifying "he was or became distant or remote from the truth
and the mercy of Ailah. " This term is equivalent in meaning to the words
"devil" or " demon" when used indefinitel y or in the plural , but with the
definite articl e "a l, " it specificall y refers ro the Devil, i.e., Satan.' 5 '
It is clearly apparent from the au thentic &adiths that Satan was a jinn and
not an angel. When taken by themse lves, some verses of the Qur'an imply
that he might ha ve been an a ngel; however, there a re also many others
which infer that he was a jinn, and one tha t explicitl y states th at he was a
1znn:

"lt is We who created you and gave you shape. And we

"'' MahmiiJ ihn ' Abdullah a l-Alu s, ( 1802-1 854 CE), a grea t Qur'anic exegete a nd scho lar of
prophcric rraditio ns, was ho rn in Baghdad, w hcrt' he became a leading jurist until he resigned
from his post and devoted him self ro acq uiring knowledge a nd wri ting. His most significant
work was his commtnrary on the Qur'an, Rfi~ al-Ma(cinl, whi,h has heen publi shed in nine large
volumes. (A/-A '/iim, vol. 7, p. 176.)

" '' Riih al-Ma'i'ini, vo l. 26, p. 21.

" " Sahih <1/- llukbiiri, vol. 9, p. 357, no. '1 80.
" ' Arahic-En1;/ish l. exicon, vo l. 2, p. I .5.52.
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told the angels, 'Prostrate yourselves to Adam,' and they
prostrated themselves, except Jbtis. He refused to be
of those prostrate. "
Qur'an, 7: 11
The a bove verse indicates that Ib1Is 15 2 (the personal name of Satan) 113 was
among the angels. It also seemed to imply that he was an angel, otherwise
the command to prostrate would not have applied to him and he would not
have been wrong in disobeying it. 154 There are some who support the view
that Satan is an angel. Al-Qur!ubI 155 said:
It is the opinion of the majority of schola rs, like lbn 'Abbas (d . 688 CE)
and Ibn Mas'ud (d. 654 CE) ffrom among the companions of the Prophet
(* )]; [bn Jurayj, 156 Sa'id ibn al-Musayyib, 157 Qatadah 118 and others. It was

'" Iblls is derived from ablasa, which means " he despaired or gave up hope of the mercy of
Allah." H owever, some Arab philologists consider it a foreign word (Arabic- J-:ni:lish Lexicon,
vo l. 1, p. 248) and orientali sts consider it a corruption of the Greek dia bolos (slanderer or
accuser) (Shorter Encyclopaedia of Isla m, p. 14S and The New 1-:ncyclopaedia Britannica, vol.
6, p. 216).
15

·'

Sh orter b1cyclopaedia of Islam , p. 145.

'-14 This opinion has been attributed to lbn 'Abbas, Jbn Mas'ud and other companions of
the Prophet (j,) in a number of narra tions describing Jblls' life among the a ngels prior to his
disobedience to Allah. For example, they are quoted as saying, " When Allah finished creating
w hat He wis hed and rose above the throne, He appointed lblis over the angels o f the lowest
heaven. He was from a tribe of angels called ']inn', because they were the i;uardians of Jannah
(Paradise) ." (AI-Bidiiyah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. 55 and Ahkiim al-Jii1111, pp. 201-202. )

'-" Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-QurtubI (d. 1273 CE), born in Cordona but travelled co Egypt,
is one ~f the leading Qur'anic exegetes of all times. He is known for his Tafsir, in which he
concentrated on the lega l import of the verses. The Tafsir, published in 20 volumes, is known
as Tafsir al-Qurpubi, however, he entitled it al-.fami' Ii A~kam al-Qur'an (The Compendium of
Qur'anic Laws). (Al-A'lam, vol. 5, p. 322).
156 'Abdu l-M alik ibn 'Abdul-'Aziz ibn Ju ray j (699-767 CE), a Makkan jurist, was the leading
scholar o f the Hij az in his time and the first to write Islamic wor ks in Makkah. Althou!\h born in
Makkah, he w;s a freed slave of Byza ntine origin. (Al-A'lam, vol. 4, p. 160. )
157
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyib (634-713 CE), the lead ing tahi'i, was among the seven lea ding jurists
of Madinah. He was a scholar in ~adith and jurisprudence and was a noted asce tic. He was al so
the leadi ng narrator of Caliph 'Urnar's rulings. (A l-A'lam , vol. 3, p. 102.)

118
Qatadah ibn Di'amah (680-736 CE), blind from birth, was th e leading /,adith scholar of his
time in Ba~rah. He was a lso a highl y respected Q ur'anic exegete and Arab philologist. He died in
Wasit of the plagu e. (AI-A'lam, vol. 5, p. 189.)
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the choice of Abul-I:fasan al-Ash'arI, 159 Ibn Qudamah 160 and the leading
scholars of the Malik, school. Al-TabarI 161 favoured it [over the opposing
view], and al-BaghawI 162 said that it was the opinion of most exegetes. It is
also the obvious meaning of the verse:

"So the angels prostrated all together, except Iblis, who
was haughty and became one of the disbelievers."
Qur'an, 38: 73-74." 163
However, when Ibl1s was asked why he did not prostrate, he replied that
he was better than Adam:
,:

,,.,,..,,,,._,,. ,,,.,,,..o.,,,t/ ,,,~.J,,.f" ,,,...,.,,.,,,., ,;;""i ,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,. / ,,,,,,

-:'w ~ ~~fa."l:,IJ \; ~;.1 :+-~")' ~ \:. J\;
,& .. I
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~ ~<Y..'~.J
"[Allah[ said, What prevented you from bowing down
when I commanded you?' He replied, 'I am better than he.

"" Ahul-l;Jasan 'Ali ihn lsma'il al-Ash'ari (874-935 CE) was a famous theologian, born in Ba~rah.
Until his 40'" year, he was a zealous pupil of the Mu'tazili theologian, al-Jubba'i; however, his
study of hadtth elucidated for him the error of that school of thought. He henceforth championed
the orthodox views against the Mu'tazilis and composed a large number of works refuting their
views. The number of his books amounted to around 300. The most significant of his published
works are al-lhanah fz U?u/ al-Diyanah and Maqalat al-lslamiyyin, a catalogue of heretical
movements, the first work of its kind in Islamic literature . (Shorter loncyclopaedia of Islam, pp.
46-47.)
"" 'Abdullah ibn Mu\iammad ibn Qudamah (1146-1223 CE), horn in Palestine, became one of
the leading jurists among the scholars of the Hanbali school of jurisprudence. His most noted
works are al-Mughnz in jurisprudence, and Rawcjah al-Na;:ir in the science of jurisprudence.
(Al-A'lam, vol. 4, p. 66.)
'" Abu Ja'far Mu\iammad ihn Jarir al-Tabar, (839-923 CE), the Arab historian and exegete, was
horn in Amul in the province of Taharistan. He travelled extensively to Baghdad, Ba~rah, Kufah,
Syria and Egypt in search of knowledge in his early years; later he spent his time mainly teaching
and writing. His great commentary on the Qur'an, Jami' al-Bayan fi Tafszr al-Qur'an, is the
earliest extant work of its kind. It became a standard work upon which later commentaries drew.
His other major work was the 12 volume history of the world, Tarikh al-Umam wal-Muluk,
(Shorter Fncyclupaedia of Islam, pp. 556-557.)
2
"'
Al-l;lusayn ibn Mas'ud al-Fara' al-Baghawi (1044-1117 CE), from a town in Khurasan
between Herat and Marw called l\agha, became a leading scholar in jurisprudence, hadith science
and Tafszr. His best known published works are Sharb al-Sunnah, a 14 volume coilection of the
Sunnah, and Anwar al-Tanzi/ wa Asrar al-Ta"wtl, a 4 volume exegesis of the Qur'an. (Al-A'lam,
vol. 2, p. 259.)

'°' Al-Jami' Ii Abkam al-Qur'an, vol.

1, p. 294.
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You created me from fire and created him from clay."'
Qur'an, 7:12
The reason which he gave for his superiority was that he was created from
fire. Since the angels were created from light, as was previously narrated from
the Prophet( ~ ), and the jinn from fire, this justification of superiority on the
part of Satan implies that he was a jinnz and not an angel. Ibn Kath Tr said,
"When Almighty Allah commanded the angels to prostra te to Adam, IblTs
was included in the address, even though he was not from the sa me origin
as them, because he resembled them and ha d become characterised by their
deeds . Consequently, he wa s included in the address to them and cursed
for disobeying the command." 164 Al-ZamakhsharI 161 said, "The command
included him, even though it was speci fically for the angles, because IblTs
was in their company and he used to worship Allah Almighty, the way they
worshipped Him. So when they were commanded to prostrate to Adam
a nd humble themselves in his honour, it wa s even more appropri ate that
the jinn [i.e., lblTs), who was with them, humble himself. " 1" 6
Furthermore, Qur'anic texts quoted in the preced ing section have shown
th at the angels do not have free will but do what ever Allah commands
them. There is another verse from the Qur'an which addresses the issue in
no uncertain terms:

j~~~_) '-!--'\:,~:q)
"And when We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam,' they
prostrated, except Iblis. He was one of the jinn, so he
broke his Lord's command. Will you then take him and his
children as protectors besides Me?
And they are enemies to you! ... "
Qur'an, 18:50

'" Tafsir al-Qur'iin al-'A;:im, vo l. 1, p. J 17.
"' Ma hmud ihn ' Uma r ibn Muhammad al-Zamakhsa hri (1075- 1 144 C E), o ne of the grea test
scho la~s of the A ra bic lang uage and a major proponen t of the Mu 'tazili do ctrin e, was horn in
Khwarizm in Central Asia. He la ter tra velled to Khura san, Baghd a d a nd Ma kkah, w here he li ved
for some time. His book al·Mufa~~al, o n Ara hie gram mar, gen era red num erou s cornmenraries . He
is most fa mou s for his controversial Ta/sir of the Q ur'an , al~KashZif, whic..: h gcnerntl"d numerou s
rebuttals o f his M u'taz ili positio ns. (Siyar A'liim a/-Nubalii', vo l. 20, pp. 1.5 1-6.)
0

'" Al-Kashiif'an 1-:faqii'iq al-Tanzzl, vo l. 2, p. 555.
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Al-Shanq1t1 167 said:
"The apparent !meaning of this verse] shows that the reason for his
disobedience to his Lord's command was his being a jinni; for it is an
established principle in the basic rules of Qur'anic exegesis with regard to
the treatment of a clear text, implications of a text and recommendations
of a text, that fa !then, therefore, for, because, so that], is among the
conjunctions which indicate 'cause' ... For example, in Almighty Allah's
statement: 'The thief male or female, [fa] cut off his or her hand.' [Qur'an,
5 :3 8] That is, their hands are to be cut off because of their act of theft. 168
His disobedience was because of his being a jinni: 'He was one of the
jinn, so [fa] he broke his Lord's command.' It is this characteristic which
distinguishes him from the angels. They all obeyed the command, and he
did not." 169
In Ibn 1-:fajar al-Haythamt's 170 opinion:
"It is obvious that the evidence !for Ibl1s being a jinn] found in the phrase,
'He was one of the jinn,' is stronger than the evidence for him being an
angel found in the exception [they (i.e. the angels) prostrated except Iblts],
because exceptions !in Arabic] often come in the broken [munqa!i'] form, 171
as in the Almighty's statement:

-

--------

-

-··-------- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mu\iammad al-Amin ibn Mu\iammad al-Jakni al-ShanqiF (d. 1974 CE), a famous Arabic
scholar and Malik, jurist in his homeland, Mauritania, taught Tafs,r in the Prophet's Mosque
in Madinah and the science of jurisprudence in Riyadh and Madinah. His books are used in the
colleges of Shari'ah. The most notable of his writings is Acjwii' al-Bayiin Ii Tafszr al-Qur'iin bilQur'iin, an exegesis of the Qur'an. (Acjwii' al-Bayiin, vol. 10, appendix, pp. 18-55.)

'°' Acjwii' al-llayi1n, vol. 4, p.

119.

"·' Ibid.
n, A\imad ibn Muhammad ibn l;lajar al-Haythami ( 1504-1567 CE) was a leading jurist from
Egypt who studied at al-Azhar university and died in Makkah. He wrote a number of books in
a variety of helds, among them arc al-,'iawii'iq al-Muf?riqah and al-fatiiwii al-ijad,thiyyah. (AlA'liim, vol. 1, p. 234.)
1 1
"
A type of exception in which the thing excepted is disunited in kind from that which the
exception is made. (Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2990.) See also W. Wright, A Grammar
of the Arabic Lan1;ua1;e, vol. 2, p. 336.
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"He [i.e. , Abraham] said, "Can you see whom you have
been worshipping, you and your forefathers? For they are
[all] enemies to me, except the Lord of all the worlds, who
created me and guides me."'
Qur'an, 26:75-78
'the Lord of the worlds' is not from the preceding !group from wh ich He is
excepted]." 172 It has also been pointed our by some commentators that the
verse given previously (Qur'an 18:50) refers to Satan 's "children, " yet the
angels, being without sex, do not procreate. 173

Concerning the widespread opinion among exegetes that Iblis was an angel,
al-ShanqI;I said, "What has been attributed by the exegetes to many of the
early scholars, like Ibn 'Abbas and others, to the effect that he li.e, Iblisj
was from the most noble group of angels who were guardians of Paradise,
that he was in charge of the lowest heaven, and that his name was Azazil, 174
are all from Jewish sources [isra'iliyyat], which are unrelia ble." 175 Thus, the
more correct opinion is that Iblis was present among the angels, but not
one of them. How he got to be among them has been explained in a number
of questionable narrations attributed to rhe companions of the Prophet (;Ji;:)
and their students.' 76
Whether or not Satan was the forefather of all of the jinn, as Adam was the
forefather of man, has also been a subject of debate among some Muslim
scholars . Some held that he was just one among the jinn and not their
forefather. Furthermore, similar to Cain being the first wretched human,
they considered him the first wretched jinni due to his disobedience of
Allah's command to bow to Adam. 177 The following verse has been cited as
evidence to support this view:

"And when We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam,' they
prostrated, except Iblis. He was one of the jinn ... "

172

AI-Fatawii al-1:fad,thiyyah, p. 125. See also Riih al-Ma'ani, vol. I, p. 210.

173

Ahkiim al-Jann, pp. 199 -202.

174

See a lso Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam , pp. 143-144.

"' Ar/wii al-Bayiin, vol. 4, pp. 120- 12 1.
"' Al-Bidiiyah wal-Nihiiyah, vol. 1, p. 56.
177
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Al-Iman bil-Mala"ikah, p. 109.

Qur'an, 18:50
The apparent meaning of this verse implies that Satan was just one among
them and not the first among them. 178
The other view was expressed by al-I;Iasan al-Ba~ri in his interpretation of
the phrase from the above mentioned verse, "He was one of the jinn," He
stated, "Iblis was not one of the angels for even the blinking of an eye. He
was the origin of the jinn as Adam was the origin of mankind. " 179 This was
also the view favoured by Ibn Taymiyyah. 180 However, regarding the issue
of whether or not Satan was indeed the forefather of the jinn, there is not
any conclusive evidence from either the Qur'an or the Sunnah to favour one
opinion over the other.

FORM
In their natural state, most of the jinn are invisible to humans, but are
visible to some animals. This is the position of the majority of scholars,
past and present. Concerning seeing the jinn, Mutammad Rashid Ri9a
wrote the following, "If angels or jinn take a dense form like a human or
other [animals[, it becomes possible to see them. However, under normal
conditions they cannot be seen in their natural state. " 181 The following are
some of the authentic traditions used in support of this position:
Jabir ibn 'Abdullah reoorted that the Proohet Iii!:) said:

\..J!i--0f~1~ 1_.,~_,.:.;~~rA-1~.,~~\(.~~ \~l

\).,;~
"If you hear the barking of a dog or the braying of a
donkey at night, seek refuge in Allah from Satan, because
they see what you do not." 182

''" 'Alam al-.finn wa/-Shayiittn, p. 18.
'" Jiimi' al-Rayiin, vol. 1, p. 226.
1811

See Maimii' al-fatiiwii, vol. 4, p. 235.

"' Tafsir al-Maniir, vol. 7, p. 525.
182
Collected by A~mad and Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1415, no. 5084) and
authenticated by al-Albani in ,Sa~,~ Sunan Abii Diiwiid, vol. 3, p. 961, no. 4256.
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In another narration by Abu Hura yrah, he quoted the Prophet (:l!.) as
saying,

t~.;;\_; ~~j~l_:r-1½ ~~~ )J..\~~ l~tJ

"When you hear a donkey braying, seek refuge in Allah
from Satan, for he has seen a devil." 183
In yet an additional narration, Abu al-Darda' said,
~

'

'

"'

~\) J\:;~ (<..!bi.II½ ~y:-\} J~.o~(~} i.111Jy_; 1\:;
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'
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.

'
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~-- - )
.
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"Allah's Messenger (:j!i;) stood up [in pra yerJ and we heard
him sa y, 'I seek refuge in Allah from yo u.' Then he reached
out his hand as if he were catching hold of something,
and he said thrice, 'I curse you by Allah's curse.' When he
fini shed praying, we asked him, 'O Messenger of Allah, we
heard yo u say something in your prayer that we have never
heard you say before, and we saw you stretch your arm.'
He replied, 'Indeed, Allah's enemy Iblis brought a fi ery
torch and tried to thrust it in my face .. .' 184
Their invisibility has also been deduced from the following verse:

"He [i.e., Satan] and his tribe watch you from a position
where you cannot see them."
Qur'an, 7:27

" -' Collected by Abu Dawud , al-Bukhari and M uslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1428, no.
658 1) .
'" Sahih M uslim, vo l. 1, pp . 273-274, no. 1106.
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Some scholars of the past, like al-Shafi'I, 185 al-Nal:il:ias 186 and Ibn J:Iazm, 187
used this verse as proof that only Prophets could see the jinn. AI-Bayhaqi188
narrated in his book, Manaqib al-Shafi'i, from al-Rabi' that al-Shafi 'I said,
"We will invalidate the witness of anyone who claims to have seen the jinn,
unless he is a Prophet." Ibn J:Iajar 189 commented on his quotation, saying,
"This statemen t sho uld be taken to refer to one who claims to have seen
them in the form in which the y were created. One who claims to ha ve seen
them in their ado pted animal shapes and forms should not be discredited,
due to many reports with regard to their taking visi ble forms." 1~0
Imam a l-Shafi ', supported his ruling that onl y the Prophets could see the
jinn in their natural state with the above-me ntioned Qur'anic verse, to
which Ibn }:Ia jar commented, "The Almighty's statement, 'He and his tribe
watch you .. .' specifically refers to when they are in the form in which they
were created. 191 Al-Qur!ubI quoted al-Na99as as saying, "[The phrase]
'from a position where you cannot see them' indicates that the jinn cannot
be seen, except during the mission of a Prophet, so that it could be evidence
for [the truth of) his prophethood . Allah, Most Great and Glorious, created
them in an invisible world, and they can only be seen if they are changed
fr om their [naturalJ form, which is amo ng the miracles which only occur
durin g the era of the Prophets (May Alla h's peace and blessings be upo n

'" Muhammad ibn ldr,s al-Shafi'i (767-820 CE) was born in Ghazzah, Palestine. He became
on e of ihe lead ing scholars of all time, and one of the four schoo ls of Islamic jurisprudence was
founded by him. His most famous published works are al-Umm in jurisprudence and al-Risa/ah
in the science of jurisprudence. He also compil ed a work of ~adith called al-Musnad. (Al-A'liim,
vol. 6, p. 26.)
'" A~mad ihn Muhammad (d. 950 CE), known as a l-Na~has, was born in Egy pt, w here he
became a n o utstanding Qu r'a nic exegete of his time. He travelled to Iraq and m et the outstanding
scholars of the region. His most no ted published wo rks a re Niisikh al-Qur'iin wa Mansiikhuh ,
T<l(sir Abyiit Sibawayh and Sharh al- Mu'al/aqat al-Sah'. (AI- A'lam, vol. 1 , p. 208.)
'" See note .,6, p. 13.
'·" Ahmad ibn al-l;lusayn al-Bayhaqi (994- 1066 CE) was born in one of the vi ll ages of Bayhaqi
in the region of Naysa bur. He travelied to Baghdad, Kufah, M akkah and elsewhere in search
of knowledi;e. He was among the greatest Shafi'i scholars, but beca me even more famous as a
master of the hadith sciences. Among hi s mosr noted works are al-Sunan al-Kubra, al- Asma'
wal-"5i(Zit a nd Manaqih al-Shafi',. (Al-A'lam, vol. l , p. 116.)
'" Ahmad ibn ' Ali al-'Asqalani (l.,72- 1449 CE), commonl y known as lbn l;lajar, was one of the
greatest Islamic sc holars of all time. He was born in Cairo, but travelled extensively to learn
from the leading scholars of his time. H e was a historian but became best known for his mas tery
of the sc ience of hadith. H e served as a judge in Egypt on a number of occasio ns. His work s
a re man y, among them: l.isan al- Mizan, Tahdhih al- Tahdhib, al-l~abah fi Tamyiz al-.~a~iibah,
Bulii?,h al-Mariim and hi s most famou s wo rk, Fat~ al-Bari: Sharh ~ahi~ al-Bukhari. (A I-A'lam,
vol. I, pp. 178- 179 .)
'"" lhn Hajar, l'ath al-/liiri, vol. 6, p. 344.
"' Ibid., vol. 4, p. 488.
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them)." 192 Ibn l:{azm al-~ahiri states, "They see us and we do not see them.
Almighty Allah has sa id, 'He and his tribe watch you from a position where
you cannot see them.' So if Allah, Most Great and Glorious, has informed
us that we do not see them, anyone who claims to see them or to have seen
them is a liar, except if he is among the Prophets (May Allah 's peace be
upon them) . For that was a miracle for them, as in the case where Allah's
Messenger (ji;;) stated that Satan appeared before him in order to break his
prayer ... " 193 Further on, al-~ahiri states, "There is no way for there to
be any authentic report of the sighting of a jinn after the death of Allah's
Messenger (,;jij;). There are either narrations with broken chains (munqa!i'iit)
or narrations from worthless [narrators]. " 194
Different reasons have been given by scholars for the invisibility of jinn.
Some held that they were invisible because Allah did not create human eyes
with an ability to see them, while others were of the view that they were
invisible due to the fineness of their bodies. 195 Due to a lack of evidence to
support these opinions from either the Qur'an or the Sunnah, thi s issue
cannot be resolved.

VISIBLE
There are numerous authentic narrations which show that some of the jinn,
like the angels, can take visible human shapes and other various forms. Some
exist in permanent or temporary visible animal forms from this world.

191

Al-Jami' Ii Al}kiim al-Qur ·an, vol. 7, p. 187.

".1

Al-Fisiil (t al-Mila/, vol. 5, p. 12.

1

"
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Ibid ., p. 13.

"

5

See Gharii'ib wa 'A jii'ib al)inn, pp. 29-31.

In one of his long narrations Abu Huray rah said,
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"A llah's Messenger (~ ) put me in charge of the zakah of
Rama~an. 196 While I was doing so, someone came and
bega n to rummage around in the food, so I caught hold of
him and said, 'By Allah, I am going to take you to Allah's
Messenger!' But the man implored, 'Verily, I am poor and
I have dependents. I am in great need,' so I let him go. The
next morning the Prophet (j.1$) said, 'O Abu Hurayrah, what
did yo ur captive do last night ?' I replied, 'He complained
of being in great need and of having a fa mily, so I let him
go.' The Prophet(~ ) then said, 'Surely, he lied to you, and
he will return.'" The incident was repeated another two
times, after which the Prophet (~ ) said, " O Abu Hurayrah,
do yo u know with whom you have been speaking these
pas t th ree nights?" He replied that he did not, and so the
Prophet (j!;,) said, "That was a devil. " 197

" '' Compul sory cha rity given in the fo rm o f food stuff at the end of the annual mon th of fasting,
Ramadan, and d istributed among the poorest members o f society .

'" Sa hih al-Bukhari, vol. 3, p. 289, no. 505 .
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CATEGORIES
According to various authentic &adiths of Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ), the jinn
may be divided into three broad categories in relation to their modes of
existence. He said,

~ J ,-\_)\ ~ 0J_fa.2/. :l:.-~i

r1' ~ :....:,Loi -;:;-y:; _}:-1

0A._J 0.M ~ _J ,./J6y.~ ":>"There are three types of jinn: one type which flies in the
air all of the time, another type which exists as snakes and
dogs, and an earthbound type which resides in one place or
wanders a bout." 198

AERIAL
Among aerial jinn are those who eavesdrop on the angels in the lowest
heaven. The jinn then convey this information to some fortune-tellers.
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"' Collected by al-Tabari and al-Hakim (Mishkiih al-Masiibih, vol. 2, p. 883) a nd authenticated
by al-Albani in his ~diti on of Misbkiih al-Ma~iibi~, vol. 2, p. ·1206, no. 4148.
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'Abdullah ibn 'A bbas related an incident told to him by
another companion of the Prophet. He said that while they
were sitting at night with Allah's Messenger (~), a [falling)
meteor gave off a dazzling light, so the Prophet (~) asked
them, "What did you say in pre-Islamic days about such
occurrences?" They replied, "Allah and his Messenger
know best [the truth], but we used to say that on such a
night a great man was born and a great man died." Allah's
Messenger (,;ii;) then said, "These [meteors] are not sent
at either the death or birth of anyone. When Allah, the
Exalted and Glorious, decides to do something, He issues
a command. Then the angels bearing the throne and those
in the heavens next to them glorify and praise Him, until
the glorification of Allah reaches those in the heaven of this
world. The angels near the throne-bearers then ask them
[i.e., the throne-bearers], 'What has your Lord said?' They
inform them of what He has said, and those in the hea vens
fbelowj seek and rela y information from them [i.e. , the
angles near the throne-bearers] until it reaches the heaven
of this world. While the information is being transferred,
[the jinn] snatch what they manage to overhear and carry it
to their friends. When the angels spot the jinn, they attack
them with meteors. If they [i .e., the jinn) were to narrate
only what they overhear, it would be all correct; however,
they add to it and mix it with lies." 199
Prior to the beginning of Prophet Mutammad's m1ss1on, the jinn, by
eavesdropping were able to gather a considerable amount of information
about the future. However, after revelation began, Allah had the angels
carefully guard the lower reac hes of the heavens, and most of the jinn were
chased away. This phenomenon is described in the Qur'an through the
statement of one of the jinn:

'" Co llected by al-Bukhari and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vo l. 4, p. 1210, no. 5538).
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''We [i.e., the jinn] had sought out the heavens, but found
it filled with strong guardians and meteors. We used to sit
on high places in order to listen, but whoever listens now
finds a flame waiting for him."
Qur'an, 72: 8-9
Allah Himself says:
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"And We have guarded it [i.e., the heavens] from every
cursed devil, except the one who is able to snatch a
hearing. And he is pursued by a brightly burning flame."
Qur'an, 15 : 17-18.
The Prophet's companion, Ibn ' Abbas, further elaborated on this change in
which the jinn could no longer eavesdrop, saying,
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"When the Prophet ('ii.) and a group of his companions
set out for the 'Uka? market,2°0 the devils were blocked
from hearing information in the heavens. Meteors were
let loose on them, so they returned to their people. When
their people asked what had happened, they told them.
Some suggested that something must have happened, so
they spread out over earth, seeking the cause. Some of them
came across the Prophet (~ ) and his companions while they
were in prayer, and they heard the Qur'an being recited.
They said among themselves that this must have been what
blocked them from listening. When they returned to their
people, they told them: 'Verily we have heard a marvellous
Qur'an. It guides unto righteousness, so we believed in it.
And we will never make partners with our Lord,"' 20 t

ANIMAL
As for jinn appearing as snakes, the Prophet's companion, Abii Sa'id alKhudri, reported that the Prophet (:!Jii ) said,

"Madinah has in it a group of jinn who became Muslims,
so whoever sees any snakes fin their homes] should request
them to leave three times. If any of them appear after that,
he should kill it, because it is a devil." 202

""' An a nnual fair of 2lda ys, which was held between Ta' if and Nakhlah and which o pened o n
rhe I'' of Dhul-Qa'dah at the commencement of rh e three sacred months. Ir was abolis hed by
Pro phet Mu~ammad. (Shorter 1'.ncyclopaedia of /slam , pp. 649-650. )
'" ' Collected by al- Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhiiri, vo l. 6, pp. 415-416, no. 443 ), Muslim (Sahih
Mu slim, vo l. 1, pp. 243-244, no. 908 ), al-Tirrnidhi a nd A~mad.
Th e Qur'anic re ference is 72: l-2.

"" Sahih Mu slim, vol. 4, p. 1213, no, 5557.
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In a number of authentic badiths, the Prophet (,.~) spoke abo ut the jinn
appearing as dogs.
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Abu Dharr quoted the Messenger of All ah (~ ) as saying,
" When any o f you stands for prayer, it sho uld be towards
something that shields him, equivalent [in height] to the
back of a saddle, otherwise his prayer will be broken by
the passing of a donkey, a woman or a black dog. " Abu
Dharr's student asked, " What is the difference between a
black dog, a red dog and a tan-coloured dog?" H e repli ed,
" O my nephew, I also asked Alla h's M essenger as you are
asking me and he said, 'The black dog is a devil.' " 2"i

It is a lso believed by some sch ola rs that ca mels are jinn. Thi s opinion is
based upon an a uthentic tradition of the Prophet (:¾;) repo rted by al-Bara'
ibn 'Azib, in w hich he quoted him as saying,

" Do not offer prayer in camel pens, beca use they are
[created]2° 4 fr om the devil s. " 201

zo.i Collected by a ll of the six aut hentic books of hadith (a /-Sihah al-Sittah ), with the exception of
Sahih al-B ukhari. See Sahih Mus lim , vol. 1, pp. 261-262, ,;o·. 1·0.12.
' "' The word "created " occu rs in the na rration of this hadith collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad,
vol. 4, p. 86.
·
·
"'' Collected by Abu Dawl!d (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. l, pp. 44-45, no. 184 ) and auth entica ted
by al-Albani in ~ahi/1 Sunan A bu Dawiid, vol. 1, p. 37, no . 169.
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However, other scholars hold that the description is metaphorical and
not literal. Ibn f:Iibban 206 said, "If the discouragement from formal prayer
in camel pens was actually due to camels being created from jinn, the
Prophet (*') would not have prayed on the back of a camel !while riding
it]. It is impossible that formal prayer not be allowed in areas where devils
may be, but allowed on the devils themselves. The meaning of his [i.e.,
the Prophet's I statement, 'They are created from devils,' is that the devils
accompany them." 207

EARTHBOUND
The jinn which stay in one area or wander about belong to the earthbound
category and includes those jinn known as qar"in (literally, "companion").
One of these accompanies each human, from his birth until death.

'"' Muhammad ibn Hibban (d. 965 CE), also known as Abu Hatim al-Busti, was a great
historia"n, geographer; jurist and &adith scholar. He was born in· Bust (Sijistan) but travelled
extensively to Khurasan, Syria, Egypt and Algeria. He was made the judge of Samarqand for
some time and is noted for his writings. His most noted published work is al-Musnad al-/ia&t&
(known as Sahih lhn Hihhan), which is said to be more authentic than Sunan Ibn Majah. (AlA'lam, vol.
78.) .

6,·p:

"",5a&i& Jim f:libban, vol. 3, p. 157.
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This jinn encourages man's lower desires and constantl y tries to divert him
from righteousness. The Prophet (~ ) referred to this relationship, saying,

J_,...,J 4..!l ~J., : \_,l 1:; J:\:r- ~} '½ ~ » _., 'it »-l_j-' f.- l"
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"Everyone of you has been assigned a companion from
the jinn. " The ~aJ:iabah asked, "Even you, 0 Messenger
of Allah?" a nd the Prophet( ~ ) replied, "Even me, except
Allah has helped me against him and he has submitted.
N ow he only tells me to do good. " 208

ABILITIES

Eat and Drink
According to expla nations recorded in authentic ~adiths, the jinn consume
food and drink.
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The companion, Ibn M as'iid, said, "The Prophet (~ ) sa id,
'An emissary from the jinn came to me [and asked me
to accompany him], so I went with him and recited the
Qur'an to them.' He took us and showed us their tracks
a nd remnants of their fires . They asked the Prophet (jl!)
to specify fo od for them. He said [to them] , ' You may
have as meat every bone on which Allah's name has been
mentioned which falls into your hands, and for your

208
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Sahih Muslim, vo l. 4, p. 147 1, no. 6757.

animals every animal dropping.' The Prophet (:'j;,;) then
said [to his companions], 'So do not wipe yourselves clean
[istinja'J with them, for they are the provisions for your
brothers.'" 209
This ability of the jinn to ingest substances is further supported by the
Prophet's edict concerning eating and drinking. Ibn 'Umar quoted the
Prophet
as saymg,

0~10~~'":'~'":'r-

l~L.,~J~f.>->iJI bl
...i~'":'.ru...l~J~-

"If any one of you eats, let him eat with his right [hand],
and if he drinks let him do so with his right, for surely
Satan eats and drinks with his left. " 210
Some of the earlier scholars have debated as to how the jinn eat, whether by
sniffing or by chewing and swallowing. One side argued that the jinn were
invisible because they were incorporeal, and the process of chewing and
swallowing could only be done by corporeal beings. The other side base
their argument on the implications of a ~adith collected by Abu Dawud 211
and reported by Umayyah ibn MakhshL

~
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He stated that the Prophet (:'j;,;) was sitting by a man who
continued to eat without mentioning Allah's name until
only a single morsel was left. When he raised it to his
mouth, he said, "In the name of Allah in the beginning
and the end." The Prophet (:'j;,;) laughed and said, "Satan

w, Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 244, no. 903.

""Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1115, no. 5008.
211
Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1064, no. 3759. It is also collected by al-Nasa'i, al-Daraqu[ni
and al-Taharani in al-Mu'jam al-Kabfr, p. 268.
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continued to eat with him, but when he mentioned Allah's
name, he vomited what was in the stomach."
However this f;adTth is not authentic 21 2 and there is not suffici en t canonica l
evidence to determine the correctness of either opinion.2' 1

COHABITATION
The majority of the SunnI scholars hold that the jinn are capable of having
sexual relations and bearing offspring. This opinion is based upon the
existence of male and female jinn alluded to in the following verse:
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"True, there were men among humans who sought refuge
from men among the jinn, but they only
increased them in folly."
Qur'an, 72:6
The usage of men in reference to the jinn implies that there must also be
women among them. 2 14 Female jinn are spoken about in f;adiths from the
Prophet (~ ) and his companions. For example, Anas ibn Malik stated that
whenever the Prophet (:'ii$) went into the toilet area, he would say,

"O Allah, surely I seek refuge in You from evil male and
female jinn. " 2 .15

2 12

The ~adith is only reported by Jabir ibn Sub~ from al-Muthanna ibn al-Khuza'T ('Awn alMa'biid, vol. 10, p. 243), and al-Muthanna is classified ma1hii/ (unkno wn ). Thus, it is cla ss ifi ed
rja'zf (unreliable), accord ing to the science of ~adith criticism. See Ta qrzb al-Tahdhib, vol. 2, p.
228, no. 913 and al-Jar~ 1val-Ta'dt!, vo l. 3, p. 435, no. 706 2.

m 'Alam al-Jinn fi paw' al-Kitab wal-Sunnah, p. 49.
214

115

Al-'Aqidah al-1s/iimiyyah wa Ususuha, vol. 2, p. 27.

The Arabic term used in this hadith to refer to male and female iinn are khubuth a nd khaba'ith.
Ibn l;lajar a l-'AsqalanT said, "Khuhuth is the plural uf khabth, and kha/,a"ith is the plural of
khabthah which mean the male and female devils, as was stated by al-Kharrab, lbn l;lihban and
others." (rath al-Bari, vol. 1, p. 243.) The ~adith was collected in all six books of hadzth. See
Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, pp. 105-106, no. 144; Sahih Muslim , vol. 1, p. 205, no. 729 and S1111an
Abu Dawud, vol. 1, pp. 1-2, no. 4.
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'Umar ibn al-KhaWib once asked a question to a former fortune teller who
had converted to Islam,

"Tell me the strangest thing which your female jinn
(jinniyah) told you?" 216
Further support for this opinion is found in the implications of the following
two verses from the Qur'an:

"[Maidens of Paradise] whom no man or jinn before
had deffowered."
Qur'an, 55:74

'.§~~~~~_,~~:qj~J~,~_,~
"Will you then take him [i.e., Satan] and his children as
protectors besides Me? And they are enemies to you!"
Qur'an, 18:50
The sexual act of deflowering and the possession of offspring attributed to
the jinn in these verses imply that they procreate sexually. 217

FREE WILL

The jinn possess a free will like human beings; as such they may be divided
into two main groups according to their faith - Muslims (i.e., believers)
and kuffar (disbelievers). The Qur'an addresses this distinction in Surah
al-jinn:

"Say, 'It has been revealed to me that a group of jinn
listened and said, "Verily, we have heard a maroellous

"'Sahih Bukhari, vol. 5, pp. 131 132, no. 206.
217

Ahkam al-Jann, pp. 51-52.
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Qur'an. It guides unto righteousness so we have believed
in it. And we will never make partners with our Lord.""'
Qur'an, 72:1-2

"And there are among us Muslims [in submission to Allah/
and others who deviate from justice, and whoever accepts
Islam has sought out the right path. As for those who
deviate, they will be firewood for the Hellfire."
Qur'an, 72: 14-15
The disbelieving jinn are referred to in Arabic as Shayapin (s. shaytan).
The Qur'an also calls human beings who became enemies of righteousness
Shaya(Tn (devils):
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"Likewise, We have made for every prophet an enemy,
devils [Shaya(in] from among mankind and the jinn."
Qur'an, 6:112
The powerful and crafty jinn (especially the evil ones among them) are
called 'Ifrlt': 21 8

"An 'Ifrit from among the jinn said,
'I will bring it for you ... "'
Qur'an, 27:39
The Prophet (~ ) was reported to have said,

"Verily, an 'Ifrit from among the jinn tried to break my
prayer last night by spitting on me ... " 2 19
The lowest category of jinn in terms of their power or ability is referred to
-
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Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2089. See also al-Nihiiyah, vol. 3, p. 262 and al-Mu'iam
al-Was1(, vol. 2, p. 61 1.
219
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Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 268, no. 75.

in Arabic as binn. This category includes the weakest of the jinn and also
those who appear in the form of dogs which are completely black. 220
The jinn that suddenly appear in horrible, rapidly changing forms in the
presence of humans are referred to in Arabic as ghul (pl. ghilan). Mention
of them can be found in the badiths. For example, the Prophet
was
quoted as saying,

"If the gh1lan appear and transform themselves before you,
call the adhan. " 221

MOBILITY
Jinn have the ability to traverse huge distances instantaneously and transport
objects without being detected. This fact is mentioned in the Qur'an in the
story of Prophet Solomon and Bilq"is, 222 the queen of Sheba. Bilq"is was
coming to see him, and prior to her arrival he asked the jinn to bring her
throne from her land:

"An 'Ifrit from among the jinn said, 'I will bring it to you
before you can get up from your place. Verily, I am strong
and trustworthy for the assignment."'
Qur'an, 27:39

220

Lisiin al-'Arah, vol. 13, p. 132.

211

AI-Musnad, vol. 3, p. 305.

222

Bilq1s is the name among Muslims for the Queen of Sheba. Her story is given in 1 Kings 10:110, 13 and in the Qur'an, 27:20-45. The name is not mentioned in the Qur'an, but according to
Arab historians she is identified as the daughter of al-Had-had, the son of the Himyarite king,
Shura~b1l (or Shura~1l) of Yemen. Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406 CE) gives her name as Balqamah in
al-Muqaddimah, and the first century Jewish historian, Flavius Josephus (original name, Joseph
ben Matthias, d. 100 CE), regards her as the ruler of Egypt and Ethiopia and records her name
as Naukalis. Among Ethiopian historians, she is known as Makedah. See Shorter Encyclopaedia
of Islam, p. 63; The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 10, pp. 713-714; and al-Mawsu'ah al'Arabiyyah al-Muyassarah, vol. 1, p. 400.
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH HUMANS
According to numerous statements of Prophet Mu~ammad (jt), the jinn are
in very close contact with humans. The qarzn, mentioned earlier, is an evil
jinn that accompanies each and every human being from birth until death.
This demon encourages man's lower desires and constantly tires to divert
him from righteousness.

DREAMS
The jinn 's contact with man goes even deeper. ?afiyyah reported that the
Prophet (~ ) said,

"Verily, Satan flows in the bloodstream
of Adam's descendants." 223
The jinn are able to affect the subconscious human mind, according to the
Prophet's statement,

"Verily, the dreams which a man sees in his sleep are of
three types: a dream from the Most Merciful [Allahj, a sad
dream from Satan, and a sub-conscious dream. " 224
In another narration the Prophet (;j/,;) was reported to have said,
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Collected hy al-Bukhari (Sahih al- Bukhari, vol. 3, pp. 142-3, no. 255 ), Muslim (Sa hih Mu slim,
vol. 3, p. 1188, no. 5405), Ibn Majah and Abu Dawud.

223

"' Narrated by Abu Hura yrah a nd collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim , vol. 4, p. 1224, no.
5621), A}:imad, al-Tirmidh1, lbn Majah and Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. J, p. 1395,
no. 5001) and Ibn Hibban, and au thentica ted hv al-Albani in Sah,h Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3,
p. 985, no. 4369. ·
·
· · ·
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"If one of you sees a drea m which plea ses him, it is from
Allah, so let him praise Allah and speak abo ut it. But if he
sees other things which he dislikes, it is from Satan, so let
him seek refuge in Allah and not mention it to anyone and
it will not harm him. " 225
THOUGHTS
They can also affect the conscious mind by introducing deviant thoughts .
Abu Hurayrah quoted the Prophet (jij:) as saying,

"Satan will come to one of you and say, 'Who created this
and that?' until he asks, 'Who created your Lord?' When
he comes to that, one should seek refuge in Allah and stop
Isuch idle thoughts]. " 226

HOMES
They ma y sleep in the houses of humans and eat with a man while he eats.
Jabir ibn 'Abd ullah narrated chat the Prophet(~ ) sa id,

- --
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~

'" Collected hy a l- Buk ha ri (Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 324, no . .506) and A~mad.
'" Collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim , vol. 1, p. 77, no. 244) and a l-Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhari,
vo l. 4, p. 320, no. 496).
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"If a man enters his house and remembers Allah while
entering and while eating, Satan says [to his companion],
'There is no place to pass the night and no dinner. ' But if
he enters without remembering Allah while entering, Satan
says, 'You have caught a place to pass the night.' And if he
does not mention Allah's name before eating, he says, You
have caught both a place for the night and dinner. "' 227
They may also cause houses to burn down through the agency of animals
present in the house. The Prophet(~ ) was reported to have sa id,
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"When you go to sleep, put out your lamps, because Satan
may guide something like this [rat] to that [lamp] and cause
you to be burned." 228

BIRTH
At birth, every child is not only assigned a devil to accompany it throughout
life, but it is also touched by Satan. It was reported that Prophet Mu~ammad
(~) said,
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Collected by Muslim, Ibo Majah a nd Abu Dawii <l (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3 , r- 1063, no _
3756) and a uthenticated by al-Albani in ,5a~i~ Sunan Ahii Diiwiid, vol. 2, P- 7 17, no . 3200.

127

m Narrated by Ibo 'Abbas, collected by Abii Dawiid (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. .l, p. 1447, no.
5227) and Ibo l;Iibban, and authenticated by al-Albani in ,)a~i~ Sunan Al,ii Dii,viid, vol. 3, p.
985, no_ 4369.
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"Satan pricks with his finger every newborn child of
Adam's descendants. They all begin screaming from Satan's
jab, except Mary and her son [i.e. Jesusj." 229
The reason given by Abu Hurayrah for their protection is the supplication
made by Mary's mother at the time of Mary's birth. 230 It is recorded in the
Qur'an:

"I commend her and her offspring to Your protection
from Satan, the rejected."
Qur'an, 3:36
SICKNESS
Some physical human sicknesses are caused by the effects of jinn. The
Prophet
was quoted as saying,

, J-1 if

f
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"!One of the causes for] the destruction of my nation
of followers will be [assassination by] stabbing and the
plague, which is harassment from your enemies among the
jinn. IDeath] by either way is martyrdom. " 231
In the case of a woman who complained of vaginal bleeding at times other
than her menstrual period, the Prophet (~) called it,

"'Collected by al-Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 426, no. 641) and A~mad.
2

"'

See Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 426, no. 641.

rn Reported by Abu Musa al-Ash'ari, collected by A~mad and al-Tabarant, and ruled authentic
by al-Albani in .~aM, al-Jami' al-.~aghir, vol. 2, p. 779, no. 4231.
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Zaynab, the wife of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud, reported that
once he saw a cord necklace around her neck and he asked
what it was, she replied, " It is a cord in which a spell has
been placed to help me." He snatched it from her neck,
broke it and sa id, "Surely, the family of 'Abdullah has
no need for shirk! I heard Allah's Messenger say, 'Verily,
spells, talismans and charms are shirk."' Zayna b replied,
"Why are you saying this? My eye used to discharge, and
when I went to So-and-so, the Jew , he put a spell on it and
it stopped discharging!" Ibn Mas'ud replied, "Verily, it was
only a devil prodding it with his hand, so when you had it
bewitched, he stopped. " 233

232
Reported by J-:!amnah bint Ja~sh , collected by Abu Dawlid, al -Tirmidhi, al -Nasa'i and lbn
Majah, and authenticated (hasan) by a l-Albani in ~ahi~ S,111a11 Abii Oawiid, vol. 1, p. 56, no.
267.

"' Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1089, no. 3874 ), Ah mad , llm Majah
and lbn 1:Jibban and a uthenticated by al-Albani in ,Sa~ih Su nan Ahii Dawiid, vol. 2, pp. 736737, no. 3288 .
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DEATH
At the time of death, the evil jinn try their utmost to cause the believers to
stumble and go astray. It was reported by Abul-Yasar that the Prophet (.'JI,;)
used to pray for refuge from that moment as follows:

"O Allah .. .I seek refuge in You from Satan causing me to
fumble at the time of death ... " 214

COHABITATION
Scholars of the past have debated the possibility of humans and jinn having
sexual relations. The debate covered two basic points: (1) whether it was
physically possible for intercourse to take place, and (2) whether it was
legally permissible 211 within the bounds of marriage.
Those who hold that sexual relations are possible support their position
with the implications of the following verse:

"[Maidens of Paradise] whom no man or jinni before
them has deflowered."
Qur'an, 55:74
Al-AlusI said:
"The verse clearly negates the deflowering of the maidens of Paradise
(hur 'in) by male humans. As for its [the verse's] negation of jinn deflowering

214

Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 1, p. 402, no. 1547), al-Nasa'i and alHakim (Mishkah al-Mafabi~, vol. 1, p. 526) and authenticated by al-Albani in .~a~i~ al-Jami'
al-,~agbir, vol. I, p. 275, no. 1282.

,;s A~kam al-Jann, p. 91.
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the maidens of Paradise, Mujahid 216 and al-J:Iasanm were reported to have
said that the jinn are able to have sexual intercourse with human females
when their husbands do not mention the name of Allah [before engaging
in sex]. Thus, the negation here includes both of those [i.e. men and jinn]
who engage in sex. It has been said by others that there is no need for such
a [convoluted] explanation, as the negation of deflowerment of the maidens
of Paradise by jinn is sufficient to indicate that it is possible for them [the
jinn] to do so [i.e. have sex with human females·[. There is no doubt that
male jinn are capable of independently having sex with human females
without the presence of their husbands if the husbands do not mention
Allah's name. " 238
The concept of jinn having sex with the wives of men who do not mention
Allah's name prior to intercourse is based on a famous but weak tradition.
AI-Razi wrote in his Qur'anic commentary on this verse, "What is the
benefit in mentioning the jinn if they do not engage in sexual intercourse?
The view that they do not have sex among themselves is wrong, because the
jinn do have offspring and descendants. The difference of opinion [among
scholars] is whether they are able to engage in sex with human females or
not. The majority view is that they are able to do so .. .It is as if the human
deflowerment [of the maidens] is like that of the jinn with regard to the
implication of their negation [in the verse]." 219 lbn al-Jawzi 240 states the
following concerning the above mentioned verse, "The verse is proof th at a
jinni" can have sex with women in the same way that men do. " 241
Those scholars who deny the possibility of jinn having sexual relations with
humans rely on the implications of the following verse:

rn Mujahid ibn Jabr (642-722 CE), born in Mak ka h a freed sla ve of the M a khzum clan , he
became the leading Qur'anic exegete and autho rit y on recirations among M a kkans. He was
a tabi't (student of the companions o f the Prophet l~l) and the main pupil of the well-known
commenta tor among the Propher's companions, lbn 'Abbas. He later travelled and sertled in
Kufah. The work which he composed in Tafsfr was avoided b y other commentators because he
used to rely upon narratio ns from Ch ristian and Jewish sources. (A I-A'lam, vol. 5, p. 278. )
rn Al-l;lasa n ibn Yasa r al-Ba~ri (643-72 8 CE), a tabi'i and the leading scho lar of Ba~rah, was

perhaps rhe most outsta nding scholar o f his time. He was born in Madinah a nd raised there . He
was highly esteemed as a transmitter o f prophetic traditions and greatly renowned as an ascetic.
(AI-A'lam , vol. 2, p. 22 6 a nd Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 136. )
m Rii~ al-Ma'an,, vol. 27, p. 119.
219

AI-Ta(str al-Kabfr, vo l. 29, p. 130.

2' 0

'Abdul -Ra hman ihn 'Ali a l-.Jawzj (1114-1201 C E) was horn in Baghdad a nd hecame one o f
the leading scholars of his time in histo ry and ~adtth. He was a pro lific writer, producing ove r
300 works. Among the most notable o f his published works are Ru~ al-Arwah, Ta/his //,/is, Sayd
al-Khatir, and Zad al-Masir fi'Ilm al-Tafsfr. (AI-A'liim , vol. 3, pp. 316-317.)
241
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Zad al-Ma sfr (1 'Jim al-Tafsfr, vol. 8, p. 122.
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"And among His signs is that He created for you [men]
mates from among yourselves in order that you may live
with them in tranquillity, and He has put between you
love and mercy ... "
Qur'an, 30:21
According to them, men are blessed by Allah with wives from within their
own species and of a similar form wherein they find tranquillity, love and
mercy. Consequently, the divinely ordained goa ls of marriage cannot be
achieved with mates from another species who exist in another form. 242
Al-Mawardi 241 sa id, "The intellect rejects [the possibility of sex between
human s and jinn] due to the differences in their species, natures and senses .
Man is corporea l and the jinn incorporeal, and man was created from clay
while the jinn were created from fire. Thus, mixing would not be possible
with such differences, and offspring would be inconceivable. " 244
Al-SuyG~i 245 was of the opinion th at sexua l relations occur between humans
and jinn. He mentioned many narrations from the early scholars and those
of later genera tions indicating this. Ibn Taymiyyah wrote the following,
"jinn and humans may also ha ve sexual intercourse with each other
and beget children. This is a frequ ent occurrence that is well-known to
man y." 24n
Ass uming that sexual relations can occur, the vast majority of scholars
opposed it even within the bounds of marriage. There is a lack of evidence

242

Ahkiim al-jiinn, p. 93.

"' 'Ali ib n Mu~am mad (974-1058 CE), known as Abu I-Hasan al -Ma ward I, was the leading judge
of hi s time a nd a prolific writer. He was born in Ba~rah a nd tra nsferred to Baghdad. H e w as made
chief judge during the rule of the 'AhhasI caliph, a l-Qa'im bi Amrillah, and used to lean towards
some of the opinions of the Mu'tazil1s. Among his publi shed works are Adiib al-Dunyii wal-Din,
al-Ahkiim al-Sulraniyyah and 'Aliim al-Nubawwah. (A I-A'liim , vol. 4, p. 327. )

"'A I-Jiimi' Ii Ahkiim al-Quriin, vol. 13, p. 21].
2"

' Abdu l-Rah man ibn Ab u Bakr (1445-1505 CE), known as J a laluddin al-Su yu\I, is among the
leading Muslim scho lars of a ll time. H e grew up in Ca iro. At the age of 40, a leading scho lar in
a ll of the var ious Islamic disciplines, he secluded himself from his students a nd devoted himself
to his w ririn)a\. Amo ng his most nocahle published wo rks a re al-ltqiin fi 'Uliim al-Q11r'iin, Tadrib
al-Rawi, Tafsir al-Jaliilayn, al-Jami' al-!iaghir and al-Durr al-Manthur fi al-Tafsir bi/ Ma'thiir.
(AI-A 'liim, vol. 3, pp. 30 1-302.)
246

Maimii' a{-Fatiiwii, vol. 19, p. 39. See also Jbn Taymiyyah's Essay on the jinn , p. 3 1.
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to pronounce it ~aram (forbidden): however, some scholars ruled it to be
makruh (disliked) . Sa'1d ibn Dawud al-Zubaydt reported that some people
from Yemen wrote a letter to Imam Malik ibn Anas 24 7 asking him about
marriage to the jinn. He responded saying, "I do not see in it an y religious
objection, but I consider it detestable. For if a woman found pregnant is
asked, 'Who is your husband ?' and she replies that he is a jinn, this will lead
to much corruption in [the principles of] Islam." 24 8 Qatadah and al-I:Jasan
were also reported to have ruled that marriage to the jinn is makruh. 249
Other scholars prohibited sexual relations between humans and nonhumans, within or without marriage. Among leading I:Janafi scholars,
Jamaluddin al-Sijistan1 250 stated, "Marriage between humans and jinn or
mermaids 25 1 is prohibited due to the differences in their species. " 252 Among
Shafi'i scholars, al-Barizi: 253 also ruled that such marriages were ~aram,
because Almighty Allah informed mankind that He blessed us by creating
wives for us from among ourselves (Qur'an, 30:21 ). If marriage to jinn
were permissible, there would not be any blessing in the creation of human
wives. 254

CONCLUSION
From the preceding presentation of the origin, characteristics and
capabilities of the jinn, it is clear that they represent the only possible source
of spirit-possession of humans from the orthodox Islamic viewpoint. The
-
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247
Malik ibn Anas (71 2 -795 C E), horn in Madinah, became its leading schola r and the fo under
o f one o f the four schoo ls of Isla mic jurisprudence. H e was a n outstanding scholar of ~adith and
composed the earliest extant collection of ~adith, which he named al-Muwa //a '. (A I-A'liim, vo l.
5, pp. 25 7-25 8.)

248
Quoted in A~kiim al-Jiinn, p. 92, from al-1/hiim wal- Wa swasah by Sa 'id ihn al-'Abbas alRazI.

249

A~kiim al-Jiin n, p. 97.

250
Yusuf ibn A~mad al-Si jista ni (d. 1240 CE) was the o utstanding sc holar of J:l a nafi juri sprudence
o f his time. His most nota ble p ublished literary co ntribution s are Munyah al-Mufti a nd Ghunyah
a/-Fuqahii'. (Mu'iam al-Mu'allifin, vol. 13, p. 270. See also Kash( al- ?,uniin, vol. 2 , p. 1887. )

The Ara bic term used is insiin al-mii' (litera lly " huma n of the wa ter "), a legend which
a pparently develo ped as a result of sailors sighting manatees at a distance and believing th at they
we re seeing hum a ns or huma n-like c reatures .

HI

252

This was mentioned in Munyah al-Mufti a nd attributed by the a utho r to a/-fatiiwii alSiriiiiyyah. See Abkiim al-Jiinn, p. 98.

253
Ibrahim ibn al-Muslim al-Barizi (1184-1271 CE), a leading Shafi 'i jurist, was bo rn in f:lamah.
He was made the judge o fJ:lamah a nd was also a teac her and write r. (Mu'iam al-M11'allifin, vol.
1, p. 112.)

2
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Al-fatiiwii al-f:{adith iyyah, p. 69.

canonical texts clearly indicate that the jinn are able to enter the human
mind and body, and they can affect human beings both physically and
psychologically. The fact that a minority of scholars have interpreted these
texts symbolically and have ruled out the possibility of spirit-possession is
of no legal consequence. The general rule followed by orthodox scholars is
that the apparent meanings of texts are to be accepted and that symbolical
interpretations should only be resorted to when apparent meanings
either contradict other authentic texts or are logically impossible. Since
neither condition is fulfilled here, symbolical interpretation is rejected.
Consequently, the following chapters on possession and exorcism will
specifically refer to the jinn vis-a-vis humans.

91
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SPIRIT
POSSESSION
TERMINOLOGY

The most commonly used term for spirit-possession
in Arabic is ~ar'. This term is also applied to epilepsy
and the fits associated with it. The possessed person is
called ma~rii'. These terms come from the root ~ara'a,
which basically means "to throw down on the ground."
The passive form verb ~uri'a means to be affected with
epilepsy, diabolical possession or madness. 215
Another frequently used term is mass, coming from
the root massa which literally means "to touch with
hand." Mass is also used to mean madness or diabolical
possession, as in the phrase bihi mass, "in him is
madness." One possessed is termed mamsus. 256

"'Arabic-English Lexiwn, vol. 2, p. 1678.
""Ibid., pp. 2711-2712.
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Among the meaning of the term " khabtah '' (literally, "a strike or hit") is "a
touch, stroke of diabolical possession or insanity. " 2 17

In Arabic the insane person is called majnun, which is derived from the
same root as the word jinn, thereby indicating that insanity, at least in
some cases, was considered to be the product of jinn-possession. E.W.
Lane's entry for majnun reads: "possessed by a jinn or by jinn, or by a
devil, demon; a demoniac: and hence meaning bereft of reason; or mad,
insane, unso und in mind or intellect o r wanting therein: (see junun: ) it may
generally be rendered possessed; or mad, or insane. " 258

REALITY
According to the Islamic conception of the world of created spiritual
beings, the conclusion drawn from the evide nce presented in the previou s
chapters was that the on ly possi ble source which could be invol ved in
the spirit-possession of humans would be the jinn. This is the view held
by the ma jority of SunnI scholars, past and present. However, there is a
minority of Muslim schola rs, philosophers and scholastic theologians
who have question ed the possibility of possession. Some have deni ed this
possibility altogether, while others have offered different expla natio ns for
the phenomenon of madness and epilepsy.
Among the many statements from outstanding classical scholars confirming
the rea lity of possession is that of Imam A~mad. 259 'Abdullah reported that
when he asked hi s father, A~mad ibn }:Ianbal, "There are some people
who claim that the jinn cannot enter rhe body of a human." His father
replied, "O my dear son, they are lying; for that is one fj inntJ speakin g
with his tongue. " 260 Ibn Taymiyya h expressed the position of the majority
of Muslim scholars, stating, "The existence of the jinn is an established
fact, according to the Book [i.e. the Qur'an], the Sunnah and the agreement
of the early scholars . Likewise, the penetration of a jinni into a huma n
body is also an established fact, according to the consensus of lea ding

217

Ibid., vo l. I, p . 698.

"' Ibid. , p. 464 .
'-" Ahmad ibn 1\fo~ammad ibn J:lanbal (780- 855 CE) was ho rn in Baghdad , but his tr,ivels, in
sea rch of knowl edge took him to Kufah, Ba~rah, M a kkah , Madinah , Yemen, Syria , Maghrib,
Algeria, Persia, Khurasan etc. He is the founde r o f o ne o f the four main sc hools of jurisprudence
and is noted fo r his hadith com pendium called al-Musnad, which contains over 30,000 tradi tion s.
However, he w ro te a numbe r of o ther works. Amo ng those w hich ha ve hcc n published a rc alRadd 'alii al-Z aniidiqqah and al-Zuhd. (Al- A'liim, vol. I, p. 203 .)

"" lrja!, al-Diliilah fi'Umum al-Risiilah,
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p. 6.

Sunni scholars. It is also a fact witnessed and experienced by anyone who
reflects on it. The jinn enters the one seized by fits and causes him to speak
incomprehensible words, unknown to himself; if the one seized by fits is
struck a blow sufficient to kill a camel, he does not feel it." Elsewhere
he also said, "There is no one among the major scholars who denies the
[possibility of] a jinn"i entering the body of one seized by fits, as well as the
bodies of others. Whoever denies jinn possession and claims that the divine
law [shari"ah] belies it, has lied against divine law. For there does not exist
among the evidences of the divine law anything which repudiates demonic
possession. " 261
Even some of the leading scholars of the Mu'tazil1s have confirmed the
occurrence of jinn-possession of humans. For example, al-Qa91 'AbdulJabbar al-Hamathan1 262 was reported to have said, "There is nothing to
prevent them [i.e. the jinn] from entering our bodies, just as air and shifting
breath - which [in my opinion] is the soul [rub] - enters our bodies by
penetration and rarefaction." 263 Further on he commented on Abu 'Uthman
'Amr ibn 'Ubayd's 264 statement, "Surely, one who denies that jinn can enter
the bodies of humans is an atheist or will give birth to an atheist." AlHamathant remarked, "He [i.e. Abu 'Uthman] only said that because the fact
that jinn can possess humans is as well-known and obvious as information
about formal prayer [~a/ah], fasting, fajj and zakah. Just as whoever rejects
this basic type of information is judged as an apostate, whoever rejects
knowledge which may only be obtained through the Messenger [like the
jinn-possession of humans] is a disbeliever. " 265

"'' Maimii' al-fatiiwii, vol. 24, p. 277.
'" 'Abdul-Jabbar ibn Ahmad al-Hamthani (d. 415 AH) was a prominent Mu'tazili theologian and
an outstanding Shafi'i jurist. He was chief justice of Rayy and a prolific writer. Among his most
famous published works arc Tanzth al-Qur'iin 'an al-Ma[ii"in and Shar~ al-U~iil al-Khamsah.
(Siyar A'liim al-Nubalii', vol. 17, pp. 244-245.)

"·' Akam al-Murjiin

ft A~kiim al-Jiinn, p. 108.

264

'Amr ihn 'Ubayd al-Bair, (699-761 CE) was the leading Mu'tazilI theologian of his time, a
competent jurist and ascetic. Due to his knowledge, he was popular with the 'Abbasi caliphs,
especially al-Maniur (ruled 754-775 CE). He wrote a number of books and treatises, the most
important among them were al-Tafstr and al-Radd 'a/ii al-Qadariyyah. (Al-A'liim, vol. 5, p.
81.)
2
"'

Akam al-Murjiin fi A~kiim al-Jiinn, p. 109.
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EVIDENCE FOR POSSESSION
QUR'ANIC EVIDENCE
Evidence for sp irit-possession can be found in both the Qur'an and the
Sunnah. From the Qur'an the most commonly quoted support for jinnpossession is the following verse:

"Those who devour interest rise up like one stumbling
from Satan's touch. "
Qur'an, 2:275
Al-QuqubI commented on this verse in his exegesis, saying, "This verse
contains proof of the incorrectness of those who den y possession l~ar'] by
way of the jinn, claiming that it is the result of natural causes, as well
as those who claim that Satan does not enter humans nor does he touch
them. " 266 Abu Ja'far ibn Jarir 267 said the following in his commentary on
th e verse, "He [i .e. Allah], whose praise is grea t, said to those who deal in
interest: He whom We have so described in this life will rise up in the next
life from his grave like one stumbling from Satan's touch rises up. H e meant
that Satan drives him insane in this life. He is one whom Sa tan causes to
stumbl e, and he overpowers and knocks him down by the touch - that is
madness. " 268 Ibn Kath Ir's view on the interpretation of the verse was as
follows: "That is, they rise up from their graves on the Day of Judgemen t
unbalanced like an insane person in a fit of madness. His fumblin g around
under Satan's touch means that he will rise up unbalanced. Ibn Ab I f:Iatim 269
reported that Ibn 'Abbas said, 'One who devours interest will be resurrected
on the Day of Judgement insane in a suffocating fit of madness.' Ibn Abi
J::Iatim also said that similar commentaries 270 were narrated from 'Awf ibn

166

Al-Jami' Ii A/Jkiim al-Qur'iin, vol. 3, p . .US .

267

He is also known as al-Tabar, and his biographica l data ca n be fou nd in foo tnote no. 161.

"' Jami' al-Bayiin 'an Ta 'wi/ al-Qur'iin, vol. 3, p. 101.
" ' 'Abdul-Ra~ma n ibn M u~ammad Ab, l;latim (854-938 CE) was among the major scho la rs
of !Jadith criticism. He contributed many works in various Islamic disciplines. His most fam ous
published works are al-Jarh wal-Ta'dil in eight volum es, al-Radd 'ala/ jahmiyyah, 'Ila/ a/-l;fadith
and al-Mariisil. (A I- A'liim, vol. 3, p. 324. )
270
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Seejiimi' al-Bayiin, vol. 3, p. 102 for narration s of their comments on th is verse .

Malik, 271 Sa'id ibn Jubayr, 272 al-Suddi, 271 al-Rabi' ibn Anas, 274 Muqatil ibn
J:Iayyan 275 and Qatadah.27 6 " 277 ln a treatise on this subject, Ibn Taymiyyah
stated the following, "Although some Mu'tazilis, like al-Jubba'i 278 and Abu
Bakr al-Razi, erroneously rejected the possibility that jinn enter the bodies
of madmen, they did not deny the existence of jinn, because the former is
less evident than the latter. Thus al-Ash'ari" mentioned among the doctrines
of orthodox Muslims [Ahl al-Sunnah wal-Jama'ah] that they believed that
the jinn entered the bodies of madmen as stated by the Almighty in the
verse, 'Those who devour interest rise up like one stumbling from Satan's
touch.' 279
EVIDENCE FROM THE SUNNAH
In the authentic texts of the Sunnah there are a number of traditions which
indicate that the jinn may and do enter the human body. Some of these
~adtths are rather general, while others are quite specific. The most widely

" 1

'Awf ibn Malik al-Ashj'ai al-Ghatafani (d. 692 CE) was a companion of the Prophet (*1), and
he took part in the battle of Khaybar and the conquest of Makkah. He lived in Damascus, and
is known to have transmitted 67 recorded traditions from the Prophet (-Ji;). (Al-A'liim, vol. 5, p.
96.)

"'Sa'id ibn .Jubayr (665-714 CE), the most learned of the tiibi'is, was of Ethiopian origin. He
was a pupil of both Ibn 'Abbas and Ibn 'Umar, the leading scholars among the companions of the
Prophet ('ti). His home was in Kufah, and he was executed by al-l;Iajjaj (661-714 CE) for taking
part in the revolt of 'Abdul-Ra~man ibn al-Ash'ath (d. 704 CE) against the Umayyad caliph,
'Abdul-Malik ibn Marwan (646-705 CE). (Al-A'liim, vol. 3, p. 93.)
271 Isma'il ibn 'Abdul-Rahman al-Suddi (d. 745 CE) was a tiibi'i, originally from the Hijaz, but he
settled in Kufah. He wa;a noted Qur'anic exegete and an historian and was a leadi~g scholar of
the time. (Al-A'liim, vol. 1, p. 317.)

174

Al-Rabi' ibn Ziyad ibn Arras al-l;Iarithi (d. 673 CE) lived during the time of the prophethood, but
did not meet the Prophet ('ti) before his death. He was a successful leader of the Muslim armies
during the righteous caliphate and was made governor of Bahrain and later Sijistan. (Al-A'liim,
vol. 3, p. 14.)

Muqatil ibn l;Iayyan ibn Dawal Dur (died approx. 150 AH) was a reputable narrator of
prophetic traditions from the major scholars among the pupils of the Prophet's companions.
He fled Khurasan during the reign of Qutaybah ibn Muslim and settled in Kabul, where many
converted to Islam at his hands. (Siyar A'liim al-Nubalii', vol. 6, pp. 340-341.)
n

"'Tafsir al-Qur'iin al-'A;;Jm, vol. 1, p. 487.
177

Tafsir al-Qur'iin al-'A:,Jm, vol. 1, p. 334.

Mu~ammad ibn 'Abdul-Wahhab al-Jubba'i (849-916 CE) is considered among the leading
Mu'tazili theologians and the most outstanding scholastic theologian of his time. He held a
number of opinions which differed from those of the theological school to which he belonged, so
much so that his views formed an independent branch. (Al-A'liim, vol. 6, p. 256.)

278

Majmii' al-fatiiwii, vol. 19, p. 12. See also p. 7 of Ibn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn. The
Qur'anic quotation is 2:275.
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quoted of the general texts is one in which the Prophet (f< ) was repo rted by
his wife, $afiyya h, to have said: "Verily, Satan flows in th e bloodstream
of Adam's descendants." 280 According to the Sunni: scholars who use this
badzth as evidence, it clearly indicates that Satan - and by extension the jinn
- is able to invade the human body and permeate its various parts, similar
to the w ay blood circulates within the limbs.
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Ya'la ibn Murrah said: " I saw Allah's M essenger (,jt;;) do three things which
no one before or after me saw. I went with him on a trip. On the way we
passed by a woman sitting at the roadside with a young boy. She called out,
'O Messenger of Allah, this boy is afflicted with a tri al, and from him we
have also been afflicted with a trial. I do not kn ow how man y times per day
he is seized by fits.' H e said, 'Give him to me.' So she lifted him up to the
Prophet (~ ). H e then placed the boy between himself and the middle of the
saddle, opened the boy's mouth and blew in it three times, saying, 'In the
name of Allah; I am the slave of Allah. Get out, enem y of Allah!' Then he
gave the boy back to her and said , 'Meet us on o ur return at this same place
and inform us how he has fared.' We then went. On o ur return, we found

° Collected in the six authe ntic books o f hadith wi th the exceptio n o f al-T irmidhi. See Sahih
Muslim, vol. 3, pp. 1187-1188 , no. 5404. It is also na rra ted by An,1s in Sahih Muslim , vol. 3,
p. 11 88, no. 5404 .
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her in the sa me place with three sheep. When he said to her, 'H ow has your
son fared?' she re plied, 'By the O ne who sent you with the tru th, we have
not detected anything [unusu alJ in his behaviour up to this time .. . " ' 28 1
T his authentic na rration - and others which are weaker but still strong
eno ugh to be used as supportive evidence - po rtra ys the Prophet (;iii'.)
ap pa rentl y commanding an entity within this boy seized by fits of "madness "
to leave. If there was nothing rea lly possessing this boy, it would mean that
the Prophet(~ ) was involved in fo ll y and deception. Since he knew that his
action s would be imitated by hi s fo llowers, he would not engage in such
deviation. The idea of him being deceitful is tota lly inconsistent with the
Isla mic concept of prophethood a nd its responsibilities - that of cl arity and
gu idance. Consequently, the vast majority of orthodox Muslim scholars
co nclude that such narrations confirm the concept of diabolic possession
of humans.

LOGICA L EVIDENCE
Th e Mu'tazi!T judge, 'Abdul-J ab bar al-Hamthani,2 82 was repo rted to have
ra tionally argued in favour of spi rit-possession . He said:

" If what we have proven co ncerning the fineness and delicacy of their [i.e.
the j inn 's ! bodies and that they a re gaseous is correct, there is nothing to
prevent them fr o m entering ou r bodies, just as air and shiftin g breath which is the so ul - enters our bodies by penetra tion and rarefaction. And
that does not lea d to the !impossible ! combina tion of two substances in
a single locati on, beca use they only combine by being adj ace nt to each
other a nd not by o ne occupying the place of the other. They penetrate our
bodies the way thin bodies enter crevices. If it is said that the entrance of
jinn into our body orifices would necessitate the orifices being torn apart or
the dismemberment of the devil s - because whenever bodies enter narrow
locations, the penetrating body is always broken - then it may be sa.id that
the brea king of the penetrating body would occu r if the penetratin g body
is dense like iron o r wood. As fo r a gaseou s penet ra ting body, this would
not be the case. [Therefore], it may be similarl y said of devils that the y
are not dismembered by entering human bodies, because they will either
completely penet ra te as one body or partially penetrate as one cohesive
whole without being torn apa rt. " 28 -l

1'

1

Co ll ected by Ahmad (a l-Musnad, vo l. 4 , p. 170) and a l-1:fakim , who decla red it ,>a~1~, and

al-Dha hahi a!\recd with hi s assessment.
1
''

See note 262, p. 78 .

"' Akam al- Murii'i11 (i A~ki'im al-ji'inn, p. 108.
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EVIDENCE AGAINST POSSESSION
The body of Muslim scholars who denied the possibility of demonic
possession also used Qur'anic verses and logic to support their argumen ts.
Although most of them belonged to the deviant Mu'tazili philosophica l
school of thought, some were Sunnis, and to this day some Sunni scholars
deny it. AI-Alusi recorded the following in his exegesis of the Qur'an, "Th e
M u'tazilis and al-Qaffal2 84 from among the Shafi'is285 stated that the clai m
that epilepsy [~ar'] and insanity Uunun] were from Satan is fal se, because
he does not have the ability to do that. " 286 Fakhrudd1n al-Razi quoted th e
Mu'tazili scholar, al-Jubba'T, as saying, " People say the reason for the state
of the epileptic fit is that Satan touched [the victim] or possessed him. This
is false, because Satan is wea k and unable to possess or kill humans . " 287
QUR'ANIC EVIDENCE
The verse most commonly quoted by those who deny the poss ibility of
spirit-possession is the fo llowing:

"And Satan will say when the matter is decided, 'It was
Allah who gave you a truthful promise. I too promised
you, but I broke my promise to you. I had no authority
over you except to call you, but you answered my call... "
Qur'an, 14:22
Fakhrudd1n al-Razi made the following comment in his Qur'anic exegesis
of this verse, "This is unambiguo us and unequivocal evidence that Satan

284
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Mu]:iammad ihn 'Ali al-Qaffa l (904-976 CE) wa s among th e leading scholars of his time in law,

~adith, gramma r and literature. He was fro m the tow n o f al-Shash in Tra nsoxiana (ma wara'
al-nahr) and was responsible for the sprea d of the Sha fi ', school of jurisprudence in the entir('
region. His tra vels in search of knowledge took him to Khurasan, Iraq, l;{ijaz and Syria. The best
known of his published works are U? ul al-f'iqh and Shar~ Risa/ah al-Shafi',. (Al-A'lam, vol. 6,
p. 274. )
285

T he Sunn, school of legal thought found ed in the 9'" century CE and named after its foun der,
Mu]:iammad Idris al-Shafi'I.
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286

Ru~ al-Ma'an,, vol. 3, p. 49.

287

Al-Tafsfr al-Kabir, vol. 7, p. 89 .

does not have the ability to possess, kill or harm [humans] ." 288
Regarding the verse, "Those who devour interest rise up like one stumbling
from Satan's touch," 289 al-Zamakhsari stated, that is, they rise up when
they are resurrected from their graves like one thrown to the ground in
convulsions [takhabbup] by Satan, i.e., the possessed. [The concept of]
satanic convulsions are among the erroneous claims of the Arabs, whereby
they falsely assert that Satan can throw a person down in convulsions and
possess him. The word khabp refers to an aimless journey, as in the phrase
'khaht al-ashwa' [reckless], but it is mentioned [in the Qur'an] according to
their beliefs. The word 'mass' means 'madness', and a man in that state is
mamsus. It is also among the Arab fables that a jinnz can touch a man and
cause his mind to become mixed up. Similarly, the phrase junna al-rajul
means that a jinnt has struck him. I have observed them [i .e., the Arabs]
regarding frheir ideas about] the jinn fas mentioned] in their stories, reports
and remarkable tales. According to them, denial of these fables is the same
as denial of visually observable phenomena. 290
Two well-known SunnI Qur'anic exegetes, al-Bayc)awI and Abu Su'ud, 29 1
both followed al-ZamakhsarI's view. These scholars were of the opinion
that jinn do not have powers of possession. They thought that only in order
to get points across, the Qur'an addresses the Arabs in expressions familiar
to them and in terms of their beliefs and claims. According to al-Qaffal,
the Arabs had a habit of describing ugly things in terms of the devil. For
example, they used this claim to explain the description given by Allah for
the tree of Zaqqum, which grows from the bottom of Hell and which will
be among the sources of torment for sinners:

"The shoots of its fruit-stalks are like the heads of devils."
Qur'an, 37:65 292
Fakhruddin al-RazI was of the opinion that the "madness" (takhabbup)

'·" Ibid., p. 88.
'" Qur'an, 2:275
1

''"

Ta/sir al-Kasha(, vol. I, pp. 398 -.,99.

2
'"

Mu~ammad ibn Muh am mad (1 493-15 74 CE) , a famo us Qur'anic exegete and poet, was
born in Constantinople. He was fluent in both Arabic and Persian as well as hi s native Turkish,
and he was a judge in Turkey. He is most well -known for his Qur'anic exegesis, Irshad al-'Aql
al-Salim ila Mazaya al-Kitab al-Karim, which came to be known as Ta(szr Ab Su'iid. (A I-A'lam,
vol. 7, p. 59.)
" ' Quoted from al-Ta/sir al-Kabir, vol. 7, p. 89.
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mentioned in verse (Qur'an, 2:275) was not directly from Satan, but from
his touch (mass) by way of harmful whisperings, which, in turn, cause
convulsions and subsequent madness (?ar'). He further likened the meaning
of this verse to another in regard to Prophet Ayyub:
,.,
,,, ,,,
,,,_

-~

jk: ~J 1~~1/,?_;2s~~~~~ C~_:,.i ~t

"Remember when Our seroant Ayyub cried out to his
Lord, 'Satan has afflicted ['massan', literally, 'touched'/
me with distress and suffering!'"
Qur'an, 38:41
And he added, "The madness occurs with these whisperings because
Allah, Most High, created man with a weak disposition, the black bile
[al-sawda']2 93 being victorious over him, whereby he becomes fearful when
the whisperings occur. By not being courageous [enough to withstand the
mental pressure] he goes ma d, just as the cowardly are driven mad by
vacant locations. Due to that, this form of madness does not happen to
noble humans who have attained perfection and those who are resolute and
intelligent, but it exists among those possessing a weak temperament and
mental imbalance. " 294

LOGICAL EVIDENCE
Fakhruddfa al-Raz, quoted in his Qur'anic exegesis the main arguments of
the Mu'tazil, theologian, al-Jubba',, which later became the standard line
of logical reasoning used by those who rejected spirit possession:
"Satan can be said to have either a dense body or a fine body. If he has the
former, he must be visible. For, if it were possible for him to have a dense
form and be present and visible, it would also be possible for suns, peals of
thunder, flashes of lightening and mountains to be in our presence without
us seeing them; that would be greatly irrational. If he has a dense shape,
then how would it be possible for him to enter into the insides of a human
body? If, on the other hand, he were fine-bodied like air, such a being could
not be solid or powerful and could not be able to possess a human or kill
him.

"' A /-Sa wda" (melancholy) wa s considered to he one of the fo ur humours (akhla!) of the bod y.
The others are yellow bile o r cho ler (a/-~afra') , blood and phlegm (al-halgham ). (A ral>ic-Fnglish
Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 1463.) Sec a lso The New Encyclopaedia Brita1111ica, vol. 6, p. 145.
"' A/-Tafsir al-Kabfr, vol. 7, p. 89 .
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If Satan were able to possess and kill [humans], it would also be possible for
Satan to do acts similar to the miracles of the Prophets. This would lead to
the defamation of prophethood.

If he were able

to do that [i.e., possess], why does he not possess all of the
believers? Wh y does he not send all of them into convulsions, considering
the severity of his enmity towards the faithful? Why does he not steal their
wealth, corrupt their affairs, expose their secrets and drive them all mad?
All of that is obviously not taking place.

Those who claim that Satan can do these things may bring as evidence the
report concerning the devils who used to do hard labour during the era
of Sulayman ibn Dawud (May peace be upon him). This is based upon
what Allah told about them [i.e., the devils] making whatever he [i.e.,
Prophet Sulayman] wished of arches, statues, basins as large as reservoirs,
and [cooking] cauldrons fixed in place. 295 If this is brought as proof, the
response is that Allah, Most High, charged them with such tasks during
Sulayman's era and gave them the power to do those works as indications
of a miracle for Prophet Su layman (peace be upon him). " 296
Among modern scholars following the symbolic approach of al-Raz1 and
others towards the jinn, al-Ghazal1 has presented an interpretation of the
fad1th of ~afiyyah in which she quoted the Prophet(* ) as saying, "Verily,
the devil flows in the bloodstream of Adam's descendants." He claims
this is not the actual occupying of the human body, but refers to demonic
whispering [waswasah]. 297 Another recent Muslim scholar, Mu~ammad
Rashid Ri~a, 298 considered epilepsy (~ar') and other mental illnesses to be a
sickness of the nervous system. He claimed that these are caused in part by
microbes, and due to their invisibility he considered them to be a species of
the entities known in Islam as jinn .299

!'>'

This is in referl'n ce to Qur'an, 34:'13.

2
"

Al-Tafsir al-Kabir, vol. 7, pp. 88-89.

" ' Al-Sunnah al-Nabawiyyah, p. 94 and 96.
"' Mul!ammad ibn Rashid ibn 'Ali Rida (1865-1935 ), born in Tripoli (in Leba non ), was a writer
a nd schola r in badith, litera ture, history and Qur'a nic exegesis. He was a student of Mu~ammad
'Abdu I 1849-1905) and the editor of the lslamic magazine a/-Maniir. His most nota ble literary
contribution was hi s Qur'anic exegesis, Ta fs fr al-Q ur'iin a/. KaTim, which came to be known as
Tafsir al-Maniir. {AI-A'liim , vol. 6, p. 126.)

'" Ta/sir al-Maniir, vol. 3, pp. 95-96 .
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ANALYSIS OF THE ARGUMENTS
From the aforementioned arguments, it may be concluded that those who
deny the possibility of diabolical possession rely on only two sources Qur'anic texts and logic - while those who affirm it rely on three - Qur'anic
texts, texts from the Sunnah and logic. According to the correct methodology
of Qur'anic interpretation outlined by Ibn Kath1r in the introduction of his
exegesis of the Qur'an, 300 the interpretations of the Sunnah are essential
for determining the correct understanding of the Qur'anic text. lbn Kath1r
wrote,

If it is asked what is the best method of interpretation, the reply is that the
most correct method is that of [interpretation of] the Qur'an by the Qur'an.
This is because what has been generalised in one place has been specified in
another. If an explicit explanation is not found in another verse, then the
answers are found in the Sunnah, for it explains and clarifies the Qur'an. In
fact, Imam Mu~ammad ibn ld6s al-Shafi'I said, "Whatever the Messenger
of Allah (:~) ruled was based upon what he understood from the Qur'an.
The Almighty stated:
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"Surely, We revealed the Book to you in truth that you
may judge between people by what Allah has shown you.
So do not plead for the treacherous."
Qur'an, 4:105

"We have only revealed the Book to you in order that you
clarify for them the things about which they differ... "
Qur'an, 16:64
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"Verily, We have revealed the Reminder [i.e., the Qur'an/
to you [O Mu~ammad] so that you may explain to the
people what has been revealed to them ... "
Qur'an, 16:44
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Ta(s,r al-Qur'iin al-'A~tm, vol. 1, pp. 3-6.

Due to this fact, the Messenger of Allah stated,

' I have been given the Qur'an and something similar to it
along with it. ' 30 1
He meant the Sunnah, because the Sunnah was revealed to him as the
Qur'an was revealed, except that it was not recited as the Qur'an was
recited. " 302
If one applies the Sunnah to the interpretations of the Qur'anic texts in
question, then it can only be concluded that spirit-possession of human
beings by the jinn is not only possible, but real. Thus, it is not surprising to
find that the majority of the orthodox scholars support this view.

REFUTATION OF THE EVIDENCE AGAINST POSSESSION
QUR'ANIC EVIDENCE
The clear meaning of the verse concerning Satan's denial of authority over
man (Qur'an, 14:22) is in reference to his inability to force them to do evil.
He is only capa ble of making the evil way seem attractive to man, while the
actual act of evil is of man's own choosing. In this verse "authority" (sulpan)
has been interpreted by some classical exegetes as meaning "evidence." That
is, Satan stated chat he did not have any authority (i.e., proof) for the false
promises that he made those who followed him. 301 Therefore, in this verse
the devil's denial of authority over man, whether physical or psychological,
does not rule out rhe possibility of demonic possession.
It is not necessarily true that the Qur'an only "appears" to confirm jinnpossession by using the familiar style, rerms, and false pre-Islamic beliefs
of the Arabs in order to assist them in their comprehension of a point. In
reference to the comparison of the fruit of the Zaqqiim tree of Hell to the
imaginary heads of devils, some exegetes and Arab lexicographers have
pointed out that "heads of devils" ("ru'us al-Shayap1n") was the name of
a tree which grew in the region between Makkah and Yemen . Others used

"" Narrated by al-Miqdarn ibn Ma'dkarib, collected by Abu Dawud and lbn Maj ah (see al-Hadis,
vol.!, pp. 165- 166. no. 106), and authenticated by al-Albani in $al;tb Sunan Abii Dawiid, vol.
J,p~ 870-871,no. 3848 .

'"' Ta(szr al-Qur'an al-'A,-im, vol. 1, p. 3.
"" Ta(sir al-Qur'an al-'A,-im, vol. 2, p. 529.
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the term to describe a species of ugly crested snakes which were ca ll ed
Shayii(in:104 Therefore, the comparison was not to something imaginary
but to something real and seen by the Arabs. Furthermore, in respect to
normal human tastes, there is nothing to indicate tha t jinn , in general, are
not extremely ugly. Just as angels are described in the Qur'an as being
beautiful and were customarily held to be so by the Ara bs, it could also
logically be said that the comparison of someone possessed would be with
something known and real, just like many other similes in the Qur'an . Thi s
was the position of those scholars, like Ibn Tay mi yyah , al-Shanq1~1 a nd
others, who held that wh atever the Qur'an used for compa ri son is rea l and
true, because the Qur'an emphatically describes itself as a Book of t ruth,
free fr om any falsehood:

JJ\J~~;;;;q~ j ::.~~ ~c~ S3
0 J-~fi(;~~Ji,
"It is He who revealed to you the Book in truth,
confirming previous [scriptures], and it is He who revealed
the Torah and the Gospel. "
Qur'an, 3:3
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"Those who reject the Message when it comes to them fare
known]. And indeed, it is a Book of exalted power. No
falsehood can approach it from before it and behind it. It
is sent down by the Most Wise, Most Praised. "
Qur'an, 41:41 -42

EVID EN CE FROM HAD!TH
Sha ykh Ghazall's interpretation of ?afi yyah's ~ad1th to mean demo nic
whispering and not to refer to the actual a bil ity of the jinn to penetra te
the hu man body is somewhat far-fetched, for demonic whisperi ng is
consistently described in the Qur'an and the Sunn ah as taking place in the

104
lbn al -J awzi, Ziid al-Ma sir ft 'Tim al-Tafsir, vol. 7, pp. 63 -64. See also al-}Jmi' Ii Ahk iim <1 /Qur'iin , vol. 15, pp. 86-87.
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huma n hea rt a nd chest and no t througho ut the limbs of the body:

" ... Who whispers into the chest of men.,,
Qur'an, 114:5

LOGI CAL EVIDENCE
In th e firs t argument al-Jubba'T sought to prove that j inn must have fin e
bodies, otherwise they would have to be visible. H e then claimed possession
could onl y take pl ace if jinn had dense bodies. H e fu rther concluded that if
jinn had dense bodies they could not enter human bodies because the human
body does not ha ve enough room to hold a jinn. 'Abdul-Jabbar's argument
refutes this presenta tio n using the same rules of logic. It may also be sa id
that al-J ubba'T's arg ument ass umes that man is capable of understanding
the laws which govern the unseen. This is not the case . For example, we are
informed that angels blow the human spirit into the embryo in the womb 305
and that they sometimes fig ht along with the believers, but onl y Alla h
knows how these things take place. Likewise, thi s could be the case fo r
demonic possession. Also questi onable is al-Jubba'T's point that if jinn were
fine-bodied like air, they would not have the solidity or power necessa ry
to possess humans or kill them . The ability to kn ock down a human is
not limited to dense bodies. The forc e of a powerful gust of wind or a jolt
of electricity, which can knock over a ma n, is mo re powerful than that
produced by ma ny dense bodies.
The second argument claimed that if Satan and the jinn were able to possess
huma ns it would enabl e them to imitate th e mi racles of the prophets,
which wo uld be a defamatio n of pro phethood . However, the difference
between miracles and satanic acts is great. The for mer are supernatural
occurrences granted to prophets in order to confirm their prophethood and
the di vine origin of th eir message, whil e the latter are illusions and tricks
perform ed by the evil human co horts of the devils. It should also be noted
that this argument is quite far-fetched, because possessed individuals do not
exhibit any abilities even remotely resem bling the miracles of the prophets.
Furthermore, th ro ugh deception, magicians of the past and present have
done tricks which have convinced the masses that they possess supernatural
abilities. According to pro phesy, the false- Christ (Masi~ al-Dajjal )
apparentl y will have supernatural abilities which will delude many.
In the third argument the question was raised: if jinn had these abilities,

'"' See C hapter O ne, "The Huma n Spirit."
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why do they not concentrate their attacks on the true believers. Since the
evil jinn are the avowed enemi es of the God-fearing, they should exclusively
possess the pious and ruin their social and material lives, however, those
who seem most frequently possessed are not from the true believers. The
reason for this phenomenon may be due to the protection which Allah
granted the believers against much of the jinn's harm. True believers closely
follow the prophetic instructions for seeking refuge in Allah and shielding
themselves in righteousness and piety throughout their daily lives: 106

; ~;~&~~l:6J1~j1i>.:~;:J,~l
~)~6J1~.~~ ,t~.Cl0 0~~
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~-..:..>y? ~~~ 0:-~ \_,
"He has no authority over those who believe and put their
trust in their Lord. His authority is only over those who
take him as a patron and who join partners with Allah."
Qur'an, 16:99-100

e0;j;&~u~~~,~ ~J1u::30J;1,
"Can you not see that We have set the devils on the
disbelievers, excitedly prodding them
{to sin and disbelief]."
Qur'an, 19:83
The fact is that the jinn fear those who are strong among the righteous, and
therefore avoid them. On one occasion the Prophet (::l!!:) said,

"Surely, I can see the devils among the jinn and among
mankind fleeing from 'Umar." 307

306

'Alam al-Jinn f, r;>a w ' a /-Kitiib wal-Sunnah, pp. 284-286.

7
Collected by al-Tirmidhi and authenticated by al-Albani in
p. 329, no. 2492.
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.~abib al-Jiimi' al-,>aghir,

vol. 2,

REASONS FOR POSSESSION
Muslim scholars of the past recognised that some cases of apparent
possession (i.e., madness/convulsions) were a result of biological imbalance.
An example of this comes in the ~adith reported by lbn 'Abbas.
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One day he said to his student, 'AW ibn AbT Raba~,
"Should I show you a woman from among the people of
Paradise?" 'A~a' said, "Of course." He said, "This black
woman came to the Prophet (::;ii;) and said, 'Verily I have
falling fits [u~ra'u] and I get uncovered. Pray to Allah for
me.' The Prophet(~ ) said, 'If you wish, be patient and you
will have Paradise, or if you wish I can pray to Allah to
cure you.' Sh e said, 'I will be patient,' then she added, 'but
I become uncovered, so pray to Allah for me that I not get
uncovered.' So he prayed for her." 30 H
In this regard Ibo al-Qayyim stated:
"Fits of madness [or epileptic seizures] are of two types: fits resulting from
evil, earthly spirits [i.e., the iinn] and fits resulting from bad humours. 309
Doctors have spoken about the causes and remedies of the latter. Leading
scholars and intellectuals acknowledge the occurrence of spirit-possession
and do not attempt to treat it. They recognise that its treatment requires
that noble transcendent spirits counter, neutralise, and expel the evil spirits.
Hippocrates himself spoke on the matter at length in some of his books,
wherein he mentioned some remedies for epileptic fits and then said,
"These [medicines] are beneficial in the case of fits due to humours and
other biological causes. As for fits resulting from the effects of spirits, these
remedies are of no use." Only ignorant doctors and those pseudo-intellectuals
- - - · - -·
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"" Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, pp. 376-377, no 555 and Sahih Muslim , vol. 4, p. 1365, no. 6245.
"" An y fluid or se mi-fluid substance in the body.
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who consider heresy a virtue deny sprit-possession a nd its effects on the
body of the insane. T hey have no evidence for their denial except their
ignora nce of its occurre nce. There is nothing in the fi eld of medicine which
rejects it, while the senses and experience of peopl e worldwide confirm it.
Their ascribing it to th e prepondera nce of some humours is correct in some
insta nces, but not in a ll. " 3 10
Ibn al-Qayyim went o n to describe the biological ca uses . He said:
"Rega rding madness due to humo urs (akhlaf), it is a sickness which
partially prevents the limbs from feeling, moving and straightening out.
It is ca used by a visco us, stick y humo ur partly blocking the pores inside
the bra in, resulting in a fractiona l inhibition of sensory inAuence and
movement within it and within the limbs. Or it could be from other causes.
For example, it co uld be from the trapping of viscid odour in the o utl ets
of the spirit, or from the rising of bad ga ses to th e bra in from some of the
orga ns ... ca using the brain to contract in order to wa rd off the pain . Thi s
is fo llowed by convulsions and twitching in all the limbs. The man is not
a ble to re main upright but falls down, and froth usually appea rs in his
mo uth. This illness is considered among the periodica l sicknesses relative
to the [short] time fr ame of its painful occurrence. It is also considered
among the chronic illnesses relati ve to the long period of its presence and
the difficulty of curing those afflicted, especially beyond the age of twentyfi ve. lt is an illness of brain matter, and such a form of epilepsy is persistent.
As Hippocrates sa id, "Epilepsy remains in such persons until death ."" 111
With rega rd to the causes for spirit-possession, Ibn al-Qayyim said, "Evil
spirits mostly gain control of those having little religious inclination a nd
those whose hearts and tongues faith has deserted; those whose souls a re
desolate of the remembrance of Allah and of the formul as for strengthening
faith. When evil spirits meet a ma n who is isolated, weaponless and naked,
they are easily able to attack him and overcome him ." 1 12
Ibn Taymiyya h suggested the foll owing three circumstances to be the main
reasons why j inn may possess humans:
1.
"The occasional possession of man by the j inn may be d ue to
sensual desires on the part of the j inn ... or even love, just as it may be
among humans." 313

·" " Ziid al-Ma'iid, pp. 67-69 .
.111

A l-Tibb al- Nabawz, p. 55.

m Ziid al-Ma'iid, p. 69.

m lhn Taymiyyah 's Essay on the j inn, p. 3 1.
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2.
" Demonic possess ion sometimes also occurs as a result of
horseplay, jest or plain evil on the part of the j inn, just as evil and mischief
occurs a mong hum ans for similar reasons." 314
3.
" However, possession is most often a result of the jinn being angry
because some wrong has been done to them. Thus, the jinn punish those
who wro nged them . For example, when humans accidentally harm or hurt
them by urinating on them, by pouring hot water on them, or by killing
some of them, the jinn think that rhey ha ve been intentiona lly harmed.
Although humans may not realise what they have done, the jinn are by
nature very ignora nt, harsh and volatile in their behaviour, so they may
vengefully punish humans much more severely than they deserve. " 315
Thus, in the view of Ibn Taymiyyah, possession may occur with relative
frequen cy to practi si ng Muslims as well as to weak and non-practising
Muslims.

PARTIAL POSSESSION
MEDIUMSHIP
In occultism the medium is a person reputedly able to make contact with
the world of spirits, especia ll y in a state of trance. Disembodied voices
speak either directly or indirectly throu gh the medium, and materialisation
of a disembodied spirit ma y take place.3 16 The practice of communicating
with inca rnate spirits is ancient and widespread. Although those involved
claim to be in contact with the spirits of dead humans, from an Islam ic
point of view, they could only be involved with the jinn. Authentic cases
of mediumship would be interpreted as the volunta ry acceptance of spiritpossession by the jin n. From the Islamic point of view this rema ins the onl y
possible explanati on. When human spirits enter the world of the barzak h
after th ey are removed from their bodies, they cann ot return to this world,
communicate with the living, or ha ve an effect upon any events taking
place. 1 17
Ibn Taymiyyah spoke about this phenomenon nea rly nine hundred years
ago, say ing, "The jinn usua ll y communicate by either visions or voices

" ' Ibid ., p . .12.
'" Ibid. , p. .J2.
11

''

Th e Netu J--:ncyclopaedia Rritannica, vo l. 7, p. 1008.

" ' 'Al,1111 al-Jinn wal- Shayii[1n , p. I 03.
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with those seeking information among the idol-worshippers, Christians,
Jews and heretical Muslims driven astray by the devils .. .The devils will
often respond while taking the form of the one beso ught, whether dead or
alive .. .This frequ ently happens to Christians who call upon those whom
they deify, whether dead or alive . . .lt also occurs with heretical Muslims
who call upon the dead or those not present, and the devils take the form
of the one called upon." 3 18 Elsewhere he said, "And among them !i.e.,
disbelievers, pagans, magicians, etc.] are those who believe that when
someone dies he can return and communicate with them, pay their debts,
retrieve their lost items, and advise them. Images of those who die come to
them [during these things], but they are actually devils taking their forms. " 1 19
He also said, "And among th em are those upon whom the devils descend
and speak using their tongues about things which they [i.e., the mediums]
do not know or things which they do not understand. Sometimes they may
reveal what is in the hearts [and minds] of those present or they speak in
different languages and voices, similar to the way th at a iinni speaks usi ng
the tongue of the possessed. " ·120
POSSESSION OF OBJECTS

Jinn may penetrate and contro l animate and inanima te objects in order ro
harm humans or to mislead them. An example of the possibility of iinninduced harm could be deduced from the Prophet's instructions concerning
lamps. Ibn 'Abbas quoted him as saying, " When you go to sleep, put out
your lamps, because Satan may guide something like this [rat] to that !lamp]
and cause you to be burned. " 32 1 Evidence for the demonic possession of
objects to purposely misguide humans ma y be extracted from the Qur'anic
account of Prophet Moses a nd the golden calf:

"And in his absence Moses' people made out of their
-
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"' Majmii' al-Fatiiwii, vo l. 19, pp. 46-47. See a lso lbn Taymiyyah 's Essay on the Jinn,
pp. 43 -45.
"' Quoted in 'Alam al-Jinn wal-Shayii(fn, p. 102 from Ihn Tay miyyah's Jiimi' al-Rasii'il, pp.
194-1 95 .
12

"

AI-Furqiin Bayna Awliyii' al-Raf?miin wa Awliyii' a/-Shaytiin, p. 14.

121
Collected by Abu Oawud (Sunan Ahu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1147, no. 5227) and authenticated in
Jaf?if? Su nan Abu Diiwiid, vol. 3, p. 985, no. 4369.
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ornaments the statue of a calf which mooed. Could they
not see that it neither spoke to them nor showed them the
way? They took it for worship and they were wrong."
Qur'an, 7:148

"Then Moses returned to his people in a state of anger and
sorrow. He said, 'O my people, did your Lord not make
you a good promise? Did the promise seem to you too long
in coming? Or did you wish that your Lord's punishment
would fall upon you, so you broke your promise to me?'
They said, 'We did not break our promise to you by
our own choice. We were forced to carry the weight of
the people's ornaments, which we threw into the fire, as
suggested by al-Siimir. ,m Then he extracted for them the
statue of a calf which mooed, so they said, 'This is your
god and the god of Moses, but he forgot.' Could they not
see that it could not answer them and that it was neither
able to harm them nor do good for them?"
Qur'an, 20:86-89
The mooing of the idol could have been caused by a jinn entering it.
Concerning the phenomenon of demonic possession of animate and
inanimate objects, Ibn Taymiyyah wrote, "I know people whom the plants

" 1 AI-Samiri, identified by al-Tabari and some o ther exegetes as the Samaritan, is the Qur'a nic
name given to the man who seduced the Israelites ro ido l-wo rship. The stor y no r only a bsolves
Aa ro n o f bl ame (levelled at him in the Biblical acco unts) a nd po ints out how Satan sometimes
leads believers astra y, but, if al-Tabari's identification is correct, it also gives the reason for the
pari ah status of the Samaritans among the other J ews, namely by way of punishment. See Shorter
1:ncyclopaedia of Islam, pp. 501-502.
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greet and inform them of their beneficial ingredients; however, it is, in
fact, Satan who has entered the plants and spoken to them. I also know of
o thers to whom stones and trees speak, saying, 'Congratulations, 0 saint
of Allah,' .. .I am acquainted with yet others who have gone bird- hunting
and the sparrows addressed them, saying, 'Take me so that the poor may
eat me.' Such are the cases of evil jinn possessing birds in the same way that
they possess human s and talk through them." m He further wrote, "The
jinn also enter idols, speak to those who worship idols a nd fulfil some of
their needs ." 324
DEMONIC VISIONS
According to Isla mic beliefs, one of the ways by which the devils lea d
humans as tray is to appear to them in images which reinforce their false
beliefs. They become visible as apparitions or visions. In his thirty-six
volume compendium of Islamic rulings ca lled Majmii' al-Fatiiwii, Ibn
Taymiyyah stated:
The devils ma y appea r to those who worship them in forms which humans
mistakenly identify as heavenly spirits .. .Jinn may also make humans hea r
the voice of those whom they call upon who are far away. Such cases are
frequent among idolaters, Christians, Jews and ignorant Muslims who seek
refuge in those whom they consider holy. When some devotees ca ll upon
their spiritual masters for help, saying "O my lord So-and-so," th e jinnzwill
address them in the voice of their masters .. .The devils will often respond
while taking the form of the one besought, whether dead or alive, even if
he is una ware of those who call upon him. Those committing idolatry in
this fashion believe that the person beseeched has actually replied, when,
in fact, it is the jinnT replying. This frequ ently hap pens to Christians who
call upon those whom they deify, whether dead or alive, like Geo rge or
o ther holy figures. 325 It a lso occurs to heretical Muslims who ca ll upon
the dead or those not present, and the devils ta ke the form of the one
ca lled upon even without him realising it. I know of man y cases where thi s
has occurred. Although those beseeching them for help saw their images
and were convinced that it was the actual person, the people called upon
have told me that they were not aware of this. More tha n one person
has mentioned that they called upon me in times of distress, each telling
a different story abo ut how I responded. When I told them th at I never

,v Al-furqiin Bayna Awliyii' al-Ra/1miin wa Awliyii' al-Shaytiin, p. 87.
·124

Majmii' al-Patiiwii, vol. 19, p. 41.

-"' Divine grace (sa lvation) is fe lt to be especia ll y potent in places visited by Jesus Christ o r sa ints
or Mary; where they have appeared in visions. Major pilgrimage centres include Lourdes where

visions of the Virgin Mary were first seen in 1858 and where healing has heen occurring since
that time. (Dictionary of Religions, p. 254.)
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answered any of them nor did I know that they were calling upon me,
some said that it must have been an angel. I told them that angels do not
benefit those committing idolatry and that it was actually a devil trying
to further misguide them. Sometimes the jinn'i is actually a devil trying to
further misguide them. Sometimes the jinn will even take the form of those
admired and stand at 'Arafat, 326 and those who believe well of him will
think that he actually stood in 'Arafat. 327

MAGIC
Magic may be defined as the seeming control of natural forces or events by
ritual invocation of supernatural beings. It includes the belief that men can
coerce nature by the use of certain rites, formulas and actions. 328 In Arabic
the term sibr (magic) is defined as whatever is caused by hidden or subtle
forces. 129 For example, the Prophet
was reported to have said,

"Verily, some forms of speech are magic [sitr]." 330
The speeches of an eloquent, charismatic speaker who makes right seem
wrong and vice-versa, fall into this category. Thus, the Prophet
referred
to some aspects of speech as being magical. 131 The pre-dawn meal taken
before fasting is called sabur or subur132 because its time is in the darkness
at the end of the night. The magician is called sabir and the one spellbound
mashur.
In addition to the above-mentioned terms, a bewitched person is described

"'' A plain 12 miles from Makkah where pilgrims performing Hajj gather on the 9'" Dhul-J:Iijjah
(the 12'" month of the lunar calendar), perform the midday and afternoon prayers, listen to
the sermon and busy themselves in personal prayers until sunset. See Shorter Encyclopaedia of
Islam, p. 44.
127

Majmu' al-Fatiiwii, vol. 19, pp. 41 and 45.
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See Readers DiKest Great Encyclopaedic Dictionary, p. 813.

"" Arahic-bzfilish Lcxiwn, vol. I, pp. I 3 I 6-1317.
"" Collected by al-l\ukhar1 (Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 445, no. 662), Muslim, Abu Dawud
(Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1393, no. 4989) and al-Tirmidh1.

"' 'Alam al-Si~r wal-Sha'wadhah, p. 69.
2
"
Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. I, p. 1317. Apparently, the connection in meaning is that the
dark of night is the preferred time to perform magic.
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as matbub from the verb tubba meaning to become bewitch ed. 33 3 A magician
is termed mu'azzim, and a spell is called 'azlmah.3·14
According to Isl amic law, magic has been defined as "a contract or
incantation, spoken or written, or something done which will affect the
body, heart or mind of the one bewitched without actually coming in contact
with him. " 335 It has also been defined as "the occurrence of extraordinary
[khariq] events when something prohibited in the divine law lshar'i] is said
or done. Allah, Most Glorious, has permitted this occurrence to take place
spontaneously whenever such acts are said or done."rn
REALITY
Orthodox Islam rejects the effects of charms and amulets with regards to
the prevention of misfortune and the attraction of good fortune. However,
most SunnI scholars recognise that there are ocher aspects of magic which
are real and that they are not all cases of illusion. 317 Al-Qarafi ll 8 stated,
"Magic is real. The bewitched person could die or his nature or habits
could change even if it [i .e., the magic] did not touch him. This was the
position of al-Shafi', and Ibn f:Ianbal. The f:Ianafis held that if smoke o r
something similar reached the person's body, it [i .e., magicl could have an
effect, otherwise it could not. The Qadar1s 339 held that there was no reality
to magic." 340
EVIDENCE FOR THE REALITY OF MAGIC
The majority of Muslim scholars hold that magic is real because of its
prohibitions in the Qur'an and Sunnah. There are severe warnings for those
who practise it and a practitioner can be punished, accordingly, in this life

'·' ·' Fat!J al-Bari, vol. 10, p. 228. See a lso al-Nihiiyah, vol. 3, p. 1·10.
H4

Arabic- English Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2038.

'·" A I-Mughni, vol. 12, p. 229.
·' " Kash( l~/ila!Jiit al-funiin, p. 152.
337

Al-Jami' Ii A!Jkiim al-Qur'an, vo l. 2, p. 46.

-' " Al_i.mad ihn Idris a l-QarafI (d. 1275 CE), of Morocca n-Berber origin, was horn a nd raised in
Egy pt. H e was o ne of the leading scho la rs of the Malik, school of jurisprudence. Among hi s
ma ny boo ks on canon la w are Anwiir al-Buriiq (i Anwii' al-Furiiq, a 4 volume work ; al-l!Jkam (i
Tam ytZ al- Fa tiiwii and Shar!J Tanqib al-Fu~iil. (Al-A'lam, vol. 1, pp. 94-95 .)
'·" Qadaris (Ar. Q adariyyah), a name used regul a rl y as a descripri ve s urn a me for Mu'tazilis.
(Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 200. )
140
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A[-Buriiq fi Anwii' a/-Furiiq, vol. 4, p. 149. See a lso al-Mughni, vo l. 12, p. 299.

as well as in the next. Allah has revealed how to seek refuge from magic.
According to these scholars, it is illogical for Islamic law and the revealed
texts to treat something (e.g. magic) in such a serious and severe manner
if it is unreal. There is specific evidence used by the orthodox majority to
prove that there is such a thing as magic.
The first proof is the following Qur'anic verse:

"... [B]ut it was the devils who disbelieved by teaching the
people magic and what was revealed to the two angels,
Hariit and Mariit, in Babylon. However, the two would
not teach anyone anything until after they had warned
them, saying, 'Surely, we are only a test and a trial, so do
not disbelieve.' But the people went ahead and learned
from the two of them what would cause the separation
of a man from his wife. However, they could not harm
anyone except by Allah's permission. They learned what
would harm their own souls and not benefit them."
Qur'an, 2:102

If there is no reality to magic, what were the devils teaching and what were
the people learning? The fact that the magician is referred to in this verse as
being able to separate a man from his wife and to harm people (by Allah's
permission) is sufficient evidence that magic is real.
Another Qur'anic verse states as evidence:

"And [I seek refuge] from the evil of the witches
who blow on knots."
Qur'an, 113:4
Blowing on knotted material was a means by which spells were cast. The
Qur'anic command to seek refuge from this act indicates that there is a
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reality to magic. 141
Also, al-QarafI used as proof the consensus (ijma') of Muslim scholars.
He mentioned that since differences of opinion about the reality of magic
occurred after the consensus of the Prophet's companions, these later-day
differences were of no consequence. 142 In regard to the Mu'tazil, opinion
that all magic is deception, lbn al-Qayyim said, "This [opinionl contradicts
the numerous accounts related from the ~abiibah and early scholars, the
agreement of scholars of jurisprudence, the scholars of Qur'anic exegesis
and bad"ith, and that which is known practically to schola rs of law in
genera I." 343
Support for the reality of magic is also found in the &adiths describing the
time when the Prophet Mutammad (~ ) was bewitched. In various authentic
narrations it is related that a Jew, Lab,b bin A'~am, cast a spell upon the
Prophet (~ ). 144 The Qur'anic exegete, al-QurfubT, referred to the statement
made by the Prophet after the breaking of the spell:

"Allah cured me,"
as indicating that magic is real, because cure only follows an actual sickn ess
or disease. 345
In addition, the following Qur'anic verses indicate chat magic is real:
-:; "'~_,.,,-;_ o->~ /

~[11~\L,~
"They bewitched the people's eyes ... "
Qur'an, 7:116

" ' AI-Mughn,, vol. 12, p. 299. See also 'Alam al-Si~r wal-Sha'wadhah, p. 91.
142

AI-Furiiq, vol. 4, p. 150.

14

AI-Tafs1r al-Qayyim, p. 571.

'

144
See, for example, Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, pp. 443 -444, no. 660 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 3,
pp. 1192- 1193, no.542 8.
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Al-Jami' Ii A~kiim al-Qur'iin, vol. 1, p. 41.
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"Their magic caused it to appear to him that they were
crawling."
Qur'an, 20:66
Ibn al-Qayyim stated with rega rd

to

these two verses:

" If it is possible for the magicians to bewitch all the people's eyes, in spite
of their large numbers, to such a degree that they all saw something in a
way different from what it actually was - which is a change in their senses
- then what prevents its [i.e., magic's] effect from changing some of the
nonessential characteristics [a'ra,:f] of humans [like] their abilities and their
temperament? And what is the difference between changing what is actually
seen and changing the reality of some other characteristic of the body and
sou l?.. .For if the senses are changed to the degree that they perceive the
stationary as mov ing, the connected as disconnected, and the dead as living,
what, then, prevents the actual changing of characteristics whereby that
which is loved becomes hated and the hated becomes loved, etc. ?" 346
Schola rs also use the occurrence of magic as evidence for its being real.
Ibn al-Qayyim stated, "Magic exists, for its effects ca use illness to the dimwitted and the intelligent, love and hate, and even bleeding. It is known to
the masses, and many know it fro m personal experience. " 347 Ibn Qudamah
added, "So much information abo ut magicians has been narrated that it is
virtually impossib le for all those who narrated them to conspire to convey
such a lie. " 148

'" AI-Tafsir al-Qayyim, p. 57 1.
"' Ibid.
"" AI-M111;/mi, vo l. 12, p. 300.
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EVIDENCE AGAINST THE REALITY OF MAGIC
There were a few early scholars and a number of more recent scholars
who consider magic to be merely an illusion created by tricks. They
consider that any effect it might have on humans was purely psychological.
Among the early scholars who denied magic's reality was al-Ja~~a~. 349 He
defined magic in its linguistic meaning according to Isl amic law, saying,
"The philologists mention that its !i.e., magic's] basic linguistic meaning
includes everything whose cause is hidden or subtle. This term was then
transferred to everything whose cause was hidden - anything which is
imagined to be other than it is in reality and anything which occurs by
tricks and deception. " 350 lbn f:Iazm 351 and Fakhruddin al-Razi were among
the later scholars who accepted al-Ja~~af view. Al-Razi quoted al-Ja~~af
definitions and arguments verbatim in his exegesis of the Qur'an, 352 and
after mentioning the eight different types of magic, he said, "The Mu'tazilis
unanimously reject all of these types [of magic] except the types caused
by deception, and by sowing dissension and slander." i .11 Among the more
recent Muslim scholars, Sayyid Qu!b 154 echoed this view, stating, "Magic
is deception of the senses and the nerves, a nd it is a suggestion to the mind
and feelings. It neither changes the reality of things nor does it create any
new realities for them. Rather, the senses and feelings imagine whatever the
magician wishes. " 35 5
Following is some of the evidence brought by those who believed that magic
is only deception. Concerning the Qur'anic verses 7: 116 a nd 20:66, al-Ja~~a~
stated, "Whenever it [i.e., the word magic] is used unrestrictedly fmutlaql
it refers to something false - having no reality or stability. Almighty Allah

- - --- - --- - -~

'" A~mad ibn 'AII al-RazI (917-980 CE), known as Abu Bakr al-Jai~ai, was born in Ray y and
educated in Baghdad. He beca me the leading J:lanafi legal schola r of hi s time. His most noted
published work is Ahkam al-Qur'Zin . (AI-A'lam, vol. 1, p. 1 71. )

·' "' Abkiim al-Q ur'iin, vol. 1, pp. 41-43.
'·" Al-h~al, vol. 2, p. 2.
'-'

2

.ll.l

Al-Tafsir al-Kabir, vol. 3, p. 205 .
)hid ., p. 213.

-'" Sayyid ibn Quib ibn Ibrahim ( 1906-1966 CE), a leading 20'" century Islamic thinker, was a
graduate of Dar al-'Ulum in Egypt. He wrote for severa l ne wspape rs and Isla mic magazines, like
al-Risiilah, and was an Arabic school teache r for some time. He joined the lkhwiin al-M11s/im u11.
Later he was jailed and executed during the rule of J amal 'Ahdul-Na~ir ( 1918-1970 CE) . During
his imprisonment, he wrote many Islamic books. Among th em are al-Naqd al-Adal,i, al-'Adiilah
al-ljtimii'iyyah fil-Is/Zim , Ma'iilim fi al-Tariq and his exegesis of the Qur'an, ,.-; ?,ilal al-Qur'Zin.
(Al-A'liim , vol. 3, pp. 147-148.)

-'" H ?,ilal al-Qur'iin, vol. 6, p. 4007.
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said, 'They bewitched [sa~aru] the people's eyes.' 356 They deluded them
into thinking that their ropes and staffs were crawling. And [Allah also]
said, 'Their magic caused it to appear [yukhayyalu] to him that they were
crawling.' m He informed us that that which they thought was crawling
was actually not. It was only an illusion. " 358
AI-Ja~~a~ logically argued:
" If the magician and charmer [mu'azzim j were actually able to cause benefit
and harm in the way they claim - to fly, to know the unseen and information
about [what is going on in] distant lands, to steal things [without being
seen], and to harm people in other ways - it would be possible for them to
seize property, extract treasures from the earth, and conquer countries by
killing the rulers without any harm befa lling them. They would be able to
prevent anyone from hurting them, and they would have no need to seek
the common people's wealth . If this is not the case, they will [appear to]
be in th e worst condition, having the greatest desire and fanciest tricks
to take people's money, and they would be the most obviously poor and
impoverished. Thus, [since the latter is the case], you can be certain that
they are unable to do any of that !which they claim]. " 359
Some of these scholars also logically argued that if magicians were actually
able to do as they claim, their magic would become indistinguishable from
the miracles of the prophets. 160 Al-Ja~~a~ said, " It is amazing to see those
who combine belief in the prophets (may peace be upon them) and their
miracles with belief in similar acts by magicians when the Almighty has
sa id: "The magician will never be successful, no matter what amount of

--
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·--
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-

-

-
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" He Ji .e., Moses! sai<l, "You thro w [first] .' So when they th rew, the y bewitched the people's
eyes and struck terror into them, and they displayed great magic. " Qur'an, 7:1 16

H7

"I Moses I said, 'N o, you throw Ifirs t].' And all of a sudden their magic cau sed thei r ropes and
staffs to appear to him that the y we re craw ling.'' Qu r'an, 20:66
"" Af;kam al-Qur'an, vo l. 1, pp. 41 -43.
'" Ibid., p. 4 8.

'"' Ru(,al-Ma'an,, vo l. 1, p. 339 .
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skill he may attain." 361 Belief in them (is belief in] those whom Allah has
declared liars, and [He has] informed [us] that their claims are false." 362
Many of those who denied the reality of magic claimed that the traditions
about Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ) being bewitched were false. Al-Ja~~a~ said,
"Such traditions are among disbelievers' fabrications in order to play, by
interpolation, with [the minds] of common people and to drag them into
falsifying the miracles of the prophets (peace be upon them). " 161 Others held
that the assertion of a spell being placed upon the Prophet (* ) contradicted
the Qur'an. Fakhruddin al-RazT quoted the argument of the Mu'tazilTs,
"If he [i .e., the Prophet (,Jii;)] became bewitched, the disbelievers would not
deserve the rebuke in the Almighty's statement: 164 'And the wrongdoers
say, "You are only following a bewitched man.""' 36 1 Yet others declared
the traditions false on the basis that they all had chains of narration with
individual reports [khabar a~ad]3 66 which they [i.e., those who denied the
reality of magic] argue cannot be used as a basis for establishing articles of
faith. 367
ANALYSIS OF THE ARGUMENTS
The evidence used by the majority of scholars is more substantial, because
it not only utilises the Qur'an, logic and human experience, but it also finds
support from the Sunnah and the consensus of early scholars. The minority,
who are mainly from the Mu'tazilTs (so-called rationalist school of thought),
follow their usual pattern of preferring human reason over revelation.
Consequently, their evidence is only from three sources: the Qur'an, logic
and human experience. Their denial of the evidence from the traditions is

361

This wa s stated by Allah to reassure Prophet Moses (peace he upon him) that the miracl e
which he had been given would overcome the magician 's magic: " And throw what is in your
right hand. It will swallow up what they have made! W hat they made is onl y a magician's
trick, and the magician will never be successful, no matter wha t amount of skill he may attain. "
Qur'an, 20:69

362

Ahkiim al-Qur'iin, vol. 1, p. 49.

363

Ibid.

164

Allah quoted the argument of the disbelievers against Mu~ammad's prophcthood: "And th ey
say, ' Why does this messenger ea t food and walk about in the markets !like oursel ves!? Wh y is an
angel not sent down as a warner along with him ? Or why has treasure not been granted ro him or
a garden o f Paradise from which he may eat?' And the wrongdoers say, 'You are only followin g
a bewitched man."' Qur'an, 25:8
365

AI-Ta(sir al-Kabir, vol. 3, p . 214. See also A~kiim al-Qur'iin, vol. I, p. 49.

Khabar iihiid are traditions which were transmitted during the first three generations of
Muslims by ;ne to four transmitters only. (Hadith Literature, p. 194.)
166

167
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See al-Ta(sir al-Kabir, vol. 1, p. 214 and 'Alam al-Sihr wal-Sha'wadhah, pp. 180-181.

not based upon criticism according to the science of ~adzth, but upon their
own logic. There is an established principle in the science of jurisprudence
(u~iil al-fiqh) to favour the view supported by a preponderance of evidence.
It is therefore apparent that the view of the majority is the correct Islamic
view.

REFUTATION OF THE EVIDENCE AGAINST THE REALITY OF
MAGIC
The two Qur'anic verses (7: 116 and 20:66) address illusiona ry magic,
and thi s form of magic is not denied by anyone. However, the Qur'an's
descr iption of some magic as being trickery does not exclude the possible
existence of real magic, as indicated by verse (2:102). 368 Furthermore, the
discussion previously presented by Ibn al-Qayyim regarding these two
verses supports the possibility of rea l magic. It could also be said that
even real magic is illusionary from a particular point of view, for whatever
magician s produce of real magic is not from their power but from the help
of the jinn. 1" 9
In respect to the powers of magicians, the logical argument assumes that
they must be able to do all they claim in order for them to be able to do any.
However, their abilities are very limited, so they resort to trickery to capture
customers, concentrating on the easily deceived, ignorant masses. Since
magic is usually illusion and most magicians are tricksters, the majority
of th em will he impoverished and dependent upon people. However, there
have been many instances in human history when magicians have held very
high and powerful positions in society.
The other logica l argument proposes that if magic is in fact real, miracles will
become indistinguishable from ic. This is not sufficient to deny the rea lity
of some magic, beca use established Islamic principles clearly di stingui sh
between miracles and magic . The following are four such principles :
•

Miracles are divine gifts and not skills which may be learned by
anyone who studies them, as in the case of magic. 370

•

Miracles are events which go against the natural laws, while acts
of magic stay within the abilities of humans and jinn. 171

'" ratf:, al-/iari, vol. I 0, p. 255 .
,.., ' Ah1m al·Sif:,r wal-Sha'wadhah, p. 99.
"" Sec rat/, al-/lari, vo l. 10, p. 223 an<l lbn Khaldun' s al-Muqaddimah, p. 932.
'

71

AI-Furiiq, vo l. 4, p. 168 and Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol. l, p. 49.
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•

Miracles are only performed by those close to Allah, whereas
magic is performed by the friends of the devil. 372

•

Magic may be counteracted by prayers, recitations or magic, but
miracles cannot be counteracted.·m

The claim that the narrations of the Prophet's bewitchment are fabricated
is incorrect, because they were reported by both al-Bukhari and Muslim
(muttafaqun 'alayh), which Muslim scholars unanimously agree to be the
most authentic category of ~adTth .
The assertion that these ~ad'iths contradict the Qur'an is false, and these
9adiths do not support the pagans' idea that Prophet Mu9ammad (j;;) was
bewitched. The pagans claimed that whatever the Prophet ('.,';:) taught and
recited from the Qur'an was a result of madness or bewitchment and not
revelation from Allah. The fact that on one occasion he was bewitched in
a way which did not affect his prophethood does not confirm the pagans'
claim. It should also be noted that Prophet Moses (peace be upon him) was
bewitched along with the other people present and saw the rods and staffs
of the magicians moving like snakes. 174 Therefore, it is clear that anyone
can be affected by magic.
Because the ~adTth of the Prophet's bewitchment was a single report
(khabar ii~ad), it was rejected as a means for establishing a doctrine of
faith. However, the vast majority of Muslim scholars and the companions
of the Prophet (;iii; ) were known to have promulgated both doctrines of faith
and religious rituals based upon single reports.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAGIC AND POSSESSION
Real magic is the product of satanic intervention. Both the acts of magic
and the effects of spells on humans involve the agency of jinn. AI-Aliisi
addressed this issue, saying, "What is meant by magic is an ac t which
resembles a miracle but is not, because it [i.e., magicJ is learned. And
in order to perform it, the help of the devil is sought by pleasing him
with abominable acts. [These acts may be in the form ofJ statements,
like incantations containing phrases of shirk and praises of Satan; acts,
like planet worship and an adherence to crime and licentiousness; and

.m See al-furiiq, vol. 4, p. 170; Fat& al-Bari, vol. 10, p. 223 and Majmii' al-l'ati'iwii, vol. 11, p.
173.

"' 'Alam al-Si&r wal-Sha'wadhah, p. 78.
" ' See Qur'an, 20:67.
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beliefs, like the preference and love of whatever is necessary to please [the
devil]." 175 Al-Ghazal, was quoted as defining magic as follows, "Magic is
something which is derived from knowledge of the special characteristics
of elements liawahirl and mathematical calculations related to the time
of the rising of the celestial bodies. From these special characteristics a
form is made resembling the bewitched person, and a particular time of
the rising of celestial bodies is awaited. When the time arrives, words of
disbelief and obscenity, which contravene divine law, are uttered to obtain
access to the devil's assistance. The combination of these factors results in
- according to normal procedure - strange conditions within the bewitched
person." 17~ During his discussion on the type of sifr in which the devil's
help is employed, al-Raghib 377 said, "The second ftype] is that in which the
devil 's help is attracted by acts which will gain favour, as in the Almighty's
statement: 'Shall I inform you about those upon whom the devils descend?
They descend on every lying sinner."' 378
Dr. 'Umar al-Ashqar explicitly stated, "Real magic is that in which the
magician relies upon the devil. Our Lord, whose knowledge encompasses
all things, has informed us that it was the devils who taught mankind magic:
' ... Sulayman did not commit disbelief, but it was the devils who disbelieved
and taught mankind magic."'1 79
A good example of the relationship of magic to possession can also be seen
in an incident in which 'Abdullah bin Mas'ud found his wife wearing a
knotted cord necklace and asked about its purpose. She informed him that
it was given to her by a Jewish magician and that a spell had been placed
on it to stop her eye from discharging, which it did. Ibn Mas'ud snatched
it from her neck, told her it was an act of shirk and informed her that the
discharge was caused by a jinni, who desisted when the spell was placed
on her. " .1 80

'7i

- - - -- - · -· --- - -

Ruh al-Ma'i111i, vol. l, p ..B8.

,., Quoted in ~iddiq Hasan Khan's al-Din al-Kha/i~, vol. 2, p. 324.
'" Abu al-Qasim a l-Husayn ibn Mu~ammad, known as a l-Raghib al-l~fahani, from l~fahan in
central Iran, was a major scholar and author of the fifth century AH. His most famous work is
al-Mufradiit fi Gharih al-Qur'i'in, a dictiona ry of the Qur'a n. Reports of his death vary as widel y
as 452 AH co 502 AH. See Siyar A'lam al-Nubala', vol. 18, p. 120.
"' AI-Mufradiit fi Gharib al-Qur'an, p. 226. The Qur' anic quote is 26:221-222.
'" 'Alam al-.'ii~r wal-Sha'wadhah, p. 152. Th e Qur'anic quote is 2:102.
'·'" See Su nan Abu /)awud, vol. :l, p. I 089, no. 3874. The whole text of this ~adith was mentioned
earlier on page 71 and its authentication in footnote no. 232.
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THE EVIL EYE
A part of Islamic traditional belief is the concept of a type of glance capable
of causing harm to those upon whom it befalls. 381
lbn 'Abbas reported that the Prophet (~ ) said,

"The effect of the evil eye [al-'ayn) is real ,3 82 for if there
were anything which could overtake destiny, it wo uld have
been [the effect on the evil eye." 381
The word al-nafs is synonymous with al-'ayn .384 The evi l eye is included
in the study of possession because, like magic, its effects most likely take
place through the agency of the jinn, and it is a type of demonic possession
requiring treatment. Ibn al-Qayyim referred to the role of spirits pertaining
to the evil-eye, "Due to the close connection with the eye, its Ii.e., the evi l
eye's j effect is attributed to it, but the eye is not the perpetrator. The effect
is caused by spirits."
The evil eye is a form of jealousy (&asad). Ibn al-Qayy im said :
"Every possessor of the evil eye is jealous, but not every jealous person
possesses the evil eye. Since the categor y of jealousy is general and the evil
eye specific, seeking refu ge from jealousy includes seeking refuge from the
evil eye. This is the reason why the Qur'anic text addresses the jea lous and
not specifically the evil eye:

"Say, 'I seek refuge in the Lord of the dawn, from the evil
of what He has created ... and from the evil of the jealous
one when he is envious."'

-"' See Dictionary of Islam , p. 112.
'"' This portion is also narrated by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Bukhari (Sahih a/- llukh:iri,
vol. 7, p. 427, no. 636 ) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1192, no . 5426.)

.,., Sahih Muslim , vol. 3, p. 1192, no. 5427.
-'" Al-Tibh a/-Nabawi, p. 168.
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Qur'an, 113:1,2 and 5" 385
According to Ibn al-Qayyim, there are two types of evil eye: the human evil
eye and the jinnT evil eye. He said:

" It is authentically reported from Umm Salamah that the Prophet (,;ii;) saw
a girl in her house whose face had become dark 386 and said,

"Recite over her incantations, for she has Ithe effect of] the
glance [al-na~rah J. "387
AI-I:fusayn ibn Mas'ud al-Farra' 388 said, "Al-na:r,rah is from the jinn. He
said that she had an evil eye caused by the glance of a jinn"i, which is more
penetrating than the point of a spear."" 389
FORMS
According to Islamic understanding, it can be concluded that the spiritpossession of humans may take a variety of different forms. Possession
is not defined by any one set of symptoms. Possession may be partial,
affecting only certain parts of the body, or it may be complete, affecting
the whole body - thereby resulting in convulsive disorders like epilepsy and
hystero-epilepsy. However, it should be recognised that in some cases the
origin of these disorders may be purely biological. They may also include
the various categories of what have been termed by modern medical science
as "mental illness" like hypochondriacal neurosis, schizophrenia and other
dissociative disorders. 190

'" Ibid., p. 167.
'" The Ara hie term used here is suf"ah, which is defined in al-Nihayah, vol. 2, p. 374 as "changing
to wards black. "
i.;

Sahih al- Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 426, no. 635.

'" He is most commonly known by the title al-BaghawI. Biographical notes are given for him
in footnote no. 162.

'" AI-Tihb al-Nahawi, p. 164.
"" See Prof. ' Ali Muhammad Murawi M.D., Madakhil ila al-Tibb al- Islam , p. 201 , quoted by the
author in an article for Risa/ah al-Imam, no. 5, 1986.
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EXORCISM
The English term "exorcism" is derived from the Greek word "exorkizo"
meaning "to bind with an oath," "to adjure," and denotes the expulsion
of malevolent spirits from possessed persons, objects and places. The
general definition states that expulsion is usually achieved by the utterance
of an adoration in which the name(s) of more powerful spirits or deities
are invoked and their aid sought. 391 This definition generally describes the
process by which those who are ill due to spirit-possession are treated,
except, according to Islamic law, only the name of Allah may be invoked.
Cure is usually effected by the use of religious formulas, prayers and/or
artefacts.
Recited formulas are collectively referred to in Arabic as ruqa (s. ruqyah),
which is derived from the verb raqa I yarqi meaning "to charm [someone]
by invoking Allah." Ruqyah is "a charm or spell, either uttered or written,
by which a person having an evil affection, such as fever and epilepsy etc.,
is charmed. " 392
Originally, ta'wzdh, 'udhah and ma'adhah all meant the same as ruqyah. 393
Later these terms almost exclusively referred to "a kind of amulet or charm
bearing an inscription which is hung upon a man [or woman, child, horse
etc.] to charm the wearer against the evil eye, against fright and diabolical
possession. 394 The root of these terms is the verb adha I ya'udhu meaning
" to seek protection or refuge." 395
Charms or amulets used for curing a sick, possessed or mad person are
collectively called "nushrah," derived from the verb nashshara which
means "to charm away sickness, diabolical possession or madness by a
charm or amulet. " 396
The Arabic term "da'wah" (literally, "invitation, calling") in the Indian
subcontinent has come to mean "a system of incantation." 397

·" ' Encyclopaedia of Religion, p. 268.
-"' Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 1140.
"' Lisan al-'Arab, vol. 2, p. 923.
194
·

Arabic-Englisb Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 21 92.

19 1
·

Ibid.

-"' Ibid ., pp. 2793-2794.
"' Dictionary of Islam, p. 72.
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VALIDITY
According to Islamic law, treatment by exorcism is divided into two
categories: prohibited techniques and permissible techniques. Prohibited
techniques are those which include statements or acts which are contrary to
Islamic law. Permissible methods are those which conform to the guidelines
found in the sources of Islamic jurisprudence. In this regard Ibn Taymiyyah
said:
Idolaters use talismans and chant formulas contammg glorification and
worship of the jinn, and most [of the] incomprehensible incantations,
talismans and charms198 in use among the Muslim masses contain shirk
[associating partners with Allah] by way of the jinn. As a result, Muslim
scholars have prohibited the use of incantations whose meanings are not
understandable, because there is a possibility of shirk being involved, even
if it is not so in actuality.

J.,....J ~-: Lw~Ll:-l~_J; '5':Jt\,~-j,~\~\..J.0yd'

\..;JJ~;~ ~ .f~J~1>'°.;,1 :Jw~~~~i5;~11

~~~~t
'Awf ibn Malik al-Ashja'1 said, "We used to make
incantations during the times of ignorance, so we said,
0 Messenger of Allah, what is your opinion on this
matter?' He replied, 'Let me hear your incantations, for
incantations which do not have shirk in them are fine. " 199
Most of what is recited by those preparing amulets and talismans have
shirk in them. In an attempt to hide the shirk, Qur'anic verses are often
added throughout the recitation. 400 There are sufficient cures prescribed
by Allah and His Prophet to remove any need for methods involving shirk
and any need for those who practise it. Some Muslims may dispute the

"" See, for example, Ahmad Sa 'id Dehlvi, Prophetic Medical Sciences (The Saviour), Ganjna-eAsrar, p. 36. "VEIN-SEALING: (1) In case somebody has sealed the vein of somebody through
some [magical] trick, etc., due to which he is unable to perform sexual intercourse, write on a
sword the formula given below and cut an egg of a black hen right from the middle to turn it
into two pieces. One piece [should] be eaten by him and one by the woman. Allah-willing, due
to the blessings of this formula, the vein will get released. It is very well-tried. Bksm la la wm
ma ma la la la hhh."
199

Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1197, no. 5457.

"" See, for example, the quotations from Jawiihir al-Khamsah by Abu al-Mu'ayyid of Gujarat (d.
956 AH) in the Dictionary of Islam, pp. 72-78.
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permissibility of using medicines containing forbidden substances like
pork and parts of animals which die of themselves.40 1 However, there is
no difference of opinion with regard to the prohibition of treati ng sickness
with acts of shirk a nd kufr [disbelief] , because it is prohibited under all
circumstances. Performing acts of shirk and kufr are not the same as only
saying statements to that effect under duress, for the latter is allowed if
one's heart is full of fa ith. Speaking words of shirk and kufr only has an
effect if it [i.e., disbelief] already exists in the heart of the one saying them.
Thus, if one says them while his hea rt is at peace in faith , it has no effect
on one's level of belief. One under duress does not intend to utter words
of di sbelief, but is fo rced. If Satan knows that the one using prohibited
amulets o r incantatio ns does not take them serio usl y, he will not aid him.
Therefore, one may not use shirk on the ba sis that he or sh e does not believe
in it. It should also be noted that there is no necessity to treat an afflicted
person with shirk or ku fr fro m at least two other points of view: First, there
may be no effect, for most of those who treat illnesses with amulets have
no success.
-- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - -

-

-

"" Altho ugh scho la rs have d iffered with regard to treating illnesses with pro hibited subsmnces,
the au thentic evidence supports the positio n of those who disallow it under circumstances where
neither life nor lim b are threatened. Fo r exampl e:

.f ( ~) ~ I J\... JJ:-1->v- J ..:,J\1, ) y'~
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Wa'il al-Ijadrami reported that Tariq ibn Su wayd al-Ju'(, questioned Allah 's
Messenger (:;//,) about wine. The Prophet (:;//,) forbade its use and expressed
hatred that it should be /,repared. Tariq remarked, "But I prepare it as
medicine. " He replied, "lt is not a m edicine but an ailment." (Sahih Muslim,
vol. 3, p. 1099, no. 4892.) In anot her narratio n Abu a l-Darda ' q uoted t he
Prophet ("l:i) as sa ying,

"Allah has sent down both disease and cure, and He has appointed a cure
for every disease, so treat yourselves with medicine, but do not use anything
prohibited." (Sunan Abu Dawud_, vol. 3, p. 1087, no. 3865.) On the subject
o f using wine as a medicine, the Prophet's companion, Jhn Mas(iid , sa id,

·· Allah has not made a cure for your sickness in what He has prohibited. ··
(Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 357, no . IS .)
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Instead, they ma y even make the affliction worse. Second, there are sufficient
authentic methods of cure available to make fa lse methods superfluous. 402
In order for ruqii to be legitimate according to Islamic law, Ibn }:I a jar said,
"The scholars are in una nimous agreement that ruqa is permissible if [the
fo llowing! three conditions are met:
1) Only Allah 's words [i.e., th e Qur'an], names or attributes can be used.
2) It must be in [comprehensiblej Ara bic or intelligible words in another
language.
3) Those taking part must believe that the incantation cannot have an
independent effect, but it is Allah who causes it to have effect. " 403
Some people considered unintelligible ruqa permissible beca use of the
narration of Jabir.
-

I

,j>-J_,_r-.:-JI ~~,.J)l,y, (•) ~IJ.,-J~ :Ju .J.~d'
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He reported that when Allah's Messenger (j\;) prohibited
incantati on, the 'Amr ibn Hazm family came to him and
said, "We know an incant~tion which we used to recite
for curing scorpion stings." They recited th e incantation
for him, and he said, " I do no t see anything wrong with it.
Whoever among you is able to help his brother should do
so. "404

'"' lh n Taymiyyah "s Essay on the jinn, pp. 93 -95 .
'"' Fat!; al-Uiiri, vol. I 0, p. 195.
4114

Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1197, no. 5456.
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However, Ibn f:Iajar pointed out that 'Awf's narration in w hich the Prophet
(jij;) said, "incantations which do not have shirk in them are fine," 405
indicates that any ruqyah which leads to shirk is prohibited, and there is no
way of knowing if incomprehensi ble ruqa contain shirk or not. Therefore,
such ruqa are also prohibited as a precaution. 406

THE EXORCIST
There is no official position known as the "exorcist" under Islamic law.
However, in various parts of the Muslim world, titles have been given to
those who practise exorcism. For example, in India and Pakistan an exorcist
is called an 'amil. 407 According to shart'ah, exorcism is merely considered
a method of treatment for the ill and for helping the needy. As such, it
is req uired of all Muslims who are capable of treating those afflicted. In
addressing the generality of this responsibility, Ibn Taymiyyah sa id:
Th e fundamental principle on the basis of which this subject Ii.e., exorcism]
should be understood is that it may be permissible, recommended or even
compulsory to defend or aid one who is possessed, because helping the
oppressed is a duty according to one's ability. There is a narra tion in both
$abib al-Bukhari and $abib Muslim in which the Prophet's companion, alBara' ibn 'Azib, said,

.
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'Allah's Messenger commanded us to do seven things
and prohibited us from doing seven. He enjoined upon
us visiting the sick, funeral processions, wishing well for
one who sneezes, fulfilling oaths, helping the oppressed,
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Sahih Muslim , vol. 3, p. 1197, no. 5457.
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Fat~ al-Bar,, vol. 10, p. 195.

407

Dictionary of Islam, p. 73.

responding to invitations, and spreading greetings of peace.
He forbade us from wearing gold rings, drinking from
silver vessels, using silk brocade saddle blankets, wearing
silk blend clothes, silk clothes, velvet or silk brocade.' 408
.. .In [exorcism! there is also alleviation of the oppressed person's grief
and suffering. Allah's Messenger (j;;) is reported by Abu Hurayrah in $a&i&
Muslim to have said,

'Whoever relieves a believer of one of the tragedies of this
life, Allah will relieve him of one of the calamities of the
Day of Resurrection.' 409
Jabir was also reported in $a&i& Muslim to have said that when Allah's
Messenger (~) was asked about incantation, he replied, 'Whoever among
you is able to help his brother should do so.' 410
As to leaving one's [possessed] companion without treating him, it is the
same as abandoning someone who is oppressed. Aiding the oppressed is
fare/ kifayah (a group obligation) on everyone according to his ability,
based upon what the Prophet (~ ) was reported to have said,

'A Muslim is a brother to every other Muslim, he does not
leave him in harm nor does he harm him.' 411

If he is unable to help him or is busy with something more obligatory or
someone else has gone to help the possessed individual, it is no longer
obligatory on him to do so. If, on the other hand, he is the only one present
who is able to help and he is not busy with something more obligatory, it
then becomes a compulsory duty to exorcise the possessed. 4 12
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Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 8, p. 156, no. 241 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1139, no. 5129.

"" Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1366, no. 6250 .
410

Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1197, no. 5456. The quotation is from lbn Taymiyyah's Essay on
the Jinn, pp. 60-62.
41 1
This l;adith was narrated by 'Abdullah ibn 'Uma r in Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 3, p. 373, no. 622
and by Salim in Sahih Muslim , vol. 4, p. 1366, no. 6250 .

412

lhn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn, pp. 80-81.
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CONDITIONS
According to Islamic scholars, both parties to the exorcism must fulfil
certain spiritual and legal characteristics for effective treatment to take
place. In describing these necessary attributes, Ibn al-Qayyim said:
"Treatment of fits due to spi rit-possession requires two factors on the part
of the possessed and on the part of the hea ler.
1) On the part of the possessed it req uires (a) personal strength and turning
to the Creator of these spirits truthfully, and (b) the correct method of
seeking refuge wherein the heart and tongue will be in harmony. Indeed thi s
type of treatment is, in fac t, warfare, and the warrior will not be a ble to
defeat his enemy unless he possesses two qualities: that his weapon itself be
good and sharp and that his arm be strong. If either of these two cond itions
are not met, a long sword will be of no value. And if both are missing?
The heart which is in a state of desolation an d ruin with respect to Tawfid
[belief in the unity of Allah], trust in Allah, fear of Allah and turning to
Him, will have no weapon.
2) The req uirement on the part of the exorcist is that he also possess both
[of the above-mentioned] fac tors." m
Ibn Taymiyyah warned:

"If the possessing demon is an 'Ifrit among jinn and the exorcist is weak, it
could harm him. Consequently, he should shield himself by reciting prayers
through which he seeks refuge in Allah, the mu'awwidhatan 4 14 and Ayah
al-Kursi; by performing formal prayer (?a/ah); by making supplicati ons and
doing other similar things which strengthen his faith; and by putting aside
sins through which the evil jinn may gain control over him. Such a person is
a soldier of Allah, and since exorcism is among the greatest forms of jihad,
he should beware not to help his enemy overcome him by his own sins . If
the circumstance is beyond his capacity, he should remember th at 'Allah
does not burden a soul beyond its capacity.' He should not expose himself
to tribulation by taking on what he is un able to handle. " 4 15

METHODOLOGY
The following steps of exorcism have been deduced from the texts of the

rn Ziid al-Ma'iid, p.
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69.

414

Chapter numbers 11 3 and 114.

4 15

/bn Taym iyyah's essay on the Jinn , pp. 69-72.

Sunnah, the practice of the Prophet's companions and early scholars. The
order in which the steps are mentioned is not intended to be unalterably
fixed, but merely a possible sequence which may be followed.
FIRST STEP: (A) UNDO CHARM
In cases where possession is a result of magic the most effective method
of cancelling its effects is by finding and undoing the charm used in the
bewitchment. Ibn al-Qayyim stated, " Removing the charm and neutralising
it is the most profound treatment. " 41 6 Once the charm has been found and
dismantled, the spell will be broken and the jinnT connected with it will
leave the person alone. This was rhe method used by Prophet Muryammad
('Jii: ) on the occasion of his own bewitchment. Zayd ibn Arqam reported
that a Jew, by the name of Labib ibn A'~am [from the Zuraq clan), 417 cast
a spell on the Prophet (~ ). When he began to suffer from it, Jibril came to
him and revealed the two chapters for seeking refuge (mu'awwidhatiin)
and then said to him, "Surely, it was a Jew who cast this spell on you, and
the magical charm is in a certain well." The Prophet (* ) sent 'Ali ibn Abt
Talib to go and fetch the charm. When he returned with it, the Prophet (j!;;)
told him to untie the knots, one by one, and to recite a verse from the two
chapters with the undoing of each knot. When he did so, the Prophet(~ ) got
up as if he had been released from being tied up. 418 Although destroying the
charm is the best method of breaking the spell, it is the most difficult, unless
someone confesses or the charm is discovered accidentally. The Prophet
(,j!j;) only found out the location of the charm by revelation. Consequently,
the cases of jinn-possession induced by magic may be treated by the usual
method for general demonic possession outlined below.
FIRST STEP: (B) ADDRESS

It was the practice of Prophet Muryammad (~ ) to address the possessing
spirit and command it to leave. In his narration Ya'la ibn Murrah reported
that on one occasion a woman brought her demented son to the Prophet
(~ ). The Prophet (!iii,) said [to the boy), "Get our, enemy of Allah! I am the
Messenger of Allah!" The boy recovered, and she gave the Prophet(~ ) a gift

"'Ziid al-Ma'iid, vol. 3, p. l 04, See also al-Tibb al- Nabawi, p. J 24.
rn What appea rs in brackets was mentioned in al -Bukhari's narration on the authority of

'A'i shah. See Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, pp. 44 3-444, no. 660.
The report of Zayd ibn Arqam wa s collected by Al;rnad and a l-N asa'i and authentica ted by
al-Albani in $a(,ih Sunan a/-Nasii'i, vol. 3, pp. 855-6, no. 3802, but neither version mentions the
recitation of rhc murawwidhatiin. Mention of the mu(awwidhatcin in relation to thi s incident
comes in versions reported by al-Bayhaqi in Dalii'il al- Nubuwwah , vol. 7, p. 92, and by ' Abd
ibn f:lumayd in his Musnad.
m
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of two male sheep, some aqap (dried curd) 4 ' 9 and fat. Allah's Messenger(~ )
said, "Take the aqaf, the fat and one of the sheep and return the other. " 420
According to some early scholars, an attempt should be made to
communicate with the intruding spirit(s), encouraging it/them to leave by
giving advice and admonishment.
This procedure was proposed by Ibn Taymiyyah, who said:
"In the first instance, where possession is due to sexual desire on the jinni's
part - even with the consent of the human partner - it fi.e., sexual relations]
is as forbidden by Allah as it is among [unmarried] humans. Without the
possessed human's consent it becomes an even graver case of atrocity
and oppression. In such circumstances the jinn should be addressed and
informed that their acts are either abominable and prohibited or vile and
tyrannical. They are informed [of this] so that evidence may be brought
against them on the Day of Judgement and that they are made aware that
they have broken the laws of Allah and His Prophet, whom He sent to both
worlds - that of men and jinn .
In cases of the second category wherein the [possessed] human was unaware
that he had harmed a jinn'i, the jinn'i should be addressed and informed
that the human's act was unintentional and therefore not deserving of
punishment. If it [i.e., the accidental injury] took place in the man's house
or on his property, the jinn'i should be informed that the house and property
belong to the man and, as such, he is permitted to use them in allowable
ways as he pleases. The jinn'i should also be told that they do not have the
right to inhabit human property without the permission of the occupants.
They only have a right to dwell in places not occupied by humans, like
abandoned buildings and open country." 421
[In summary], if the jinn attack a human, they should be informed of Allah
and His Messenger's ruling on the matter, and proof of their error should
be pointed out. They should be instructed to be righteous and to abstain
from evil, just as is done with humans, based upon Allah's statement:

rn A prepa ra tion made fro m sheep or goat"s milk which has been churned a nd the butter
removed, then cooked and left to dry until it becomes hard li ke stone. It is used in cooking. See
Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 70.
420
Collected by A~mad a nd rated authentic by al-Arna'ut in his edition of Zad al-Ma'ad, vo l.
4, p. 68, ftn. 1.
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Ibn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn, p. 32-33.
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'We will not punish [the wayward] until a messenger has
been sent [to them].'
Qur'an, 17:15
As a result of this obligation, the Prophet (~ ) forbade the killing of snakes
found in hou ses until after they have been told to leave three times. In $abTb
Muslim and other books of badith there is a narratio n fr om Abu Sa'Id alKhudrT in which he stated that the Prophet(~ ) said, "Madinah has a group
of jinn who became Muslims, so whoever sees any snakes [in their homes]
sho uld request them to leave three times. If any of them appear after that,
he should kill it, beca use it is a devil. " 422
SECOND STEP: CURSING

If the jinnt refuses

to respond app ropriately by leaving, the exorcist may
then use harsh language wherein Allah's curse is invoked upon the jinnt.
This step was specifically referred to by Ibn Taymiyyah, and he brought
evidence in support of it in one of his works, saying, "The commanding
of a jinnT to righteousness and its prohibition from evil sho uld be carried
out in the same wa y that humans are admonished . Whatever is allowable
in the case of humans is also allowable in the case of jinn. For example,
the repelling of jinn might require scolding, threatening and even evoking
Allah's curse.
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' " Majmii' a/- fotiiwii, vol. 19, p. 42. The ~adith ca n be found in Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1213,
no. 5557.
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Abu al-Darda' narrated, "Allah's Messenger(~) stood up
[in prayer] and we heard him say, 'I seek refuge in Allah
from you. ' Then he reached out his hand as if he were
catching something, and he said three times, 'I curse you by
Allah's curse.' When he finished praying, we asked him, 'O
Messenger of Allah, we heard you say something in your
prayer which we have never heard yo u say before, and we
saw you stretch out your arm.' He replied, 'Indeed, Allah's
enemy, Iblis, brought a fiery torch and tried to thrust it
in my face, so I sought refuge in Allah and cursed him by
Allah's perfect curse three times. But he did not retreat. So
I caught hold of him and, by Allah, had it not been for the
prayer of our brother, Sulayman, 423 he would have been
tied up for the children of Mad1nah to play with ."' 4 24
This J:iadith provides the foundation for the practice of
seeking refuge in Allah from the jinn and cursing them by
Allah's curse. " 4 25

m Prophet Sulayman (So lomon ) asked Allah for a unique mi racle to be granted only to him .
Consequently, Allah gave him control over the animals, the jin11 and many forces of nature. See
Qur'an, 38:36-38.
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424

Sahih Muslim, vo l. 1, pp. 273-274, no . 1106.

425

/bn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn, pp. 64-65.

THIRD STEP: (A) RECITATIONS
Since the time of the Prophet (~ ), recitation of the Qur'an for the sick has
been an accepted practice among Muslims. Textual evidence for the use of
the Qur'an in curing illnesses is based upon the following verses:

"We revealed in stages of the Qur'an that which is a
healing and mercy for believers. But for the unjust it only
adds to their loss."
Qur'an, 17:82
,,. -,,. / ~ /
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"O mankind, there has come to you [in the Qur'an]
an admonition from your Lord and a healing for the
[diseases] in your hearts and, for the believers, a guidance
and mercy."
Qur'an, 10:57

Siirah al-Fati~ah
The companions of Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ) used to recite chapters and
verses of the Qur'an as a cure for possession as well as other illnesses.
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The uncle of Kharijah ibn al-~alt reported that he went
to the Prophet (~ ) and embraced Islam. During his return
journey, he came across a tribe which had among them a
madman fettered in iron chains. The madman's family sa id
to him, "We have been informed that your companion [i.e.,
Prophet Mu~ammad (~ )] has come with good. Do you
have anything with which to treat illnesses?" He recited
over him Fati~ah al-Kitab, 426 and he got well. [In another
narration it stated: "He recited over him Fatihah al-Kitab
every morning and evening for three days. Whenever he
would finish his recitation, he would gather his saliva and
spit. And he got well."] They gave him one hundred sheep
[but he was in doubt about whether he should accept them]
so he went back to Allah's Messenger and informed him of
the incident. The Prophet (~ ) asked him, "Did you recite
anything else besides this?" He replied that he had not.
The Prophet (~) then said, "Take them, for by my religion,
whoever devours the payment for a false incantation will
be destroyed. Indeed, yo u have eaten the price of a truthful
incantation. " 427

426

427

The first chapter of the Qur'an.

Co llected by Abu Dawud (Szman Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. I 093, no. 3892) and authenticated
by al-Albani in ~a~,~ Sunan Abu DZiwud, vol. 2, p. 737, no. 3297.
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Abu Sa'1d al-Khudr1 said, "While we were on a journey,
we dismounted at a place, whereupon a servant girl came
to us and said, 'The chief of our tribe has been stung by
a scorpion and our men are not present. Is there anyone
among you who can recite incantations?' A man from
among us, whom no one suspected knew incantations,
got up and went with her. He subsequently recited over
him. When the chief got well, he gave him thirty sheep and
gave us milk to drink. On his return we asked him, 'Did
you have previous experience at reciting incantations?' He
replied, 'No, I only recited over him Umm al-Kitab.' 428 We
agreed not to speak about it until we reached Mad1nah and
sought the Prophet's advice. When we arrived and asked
the Prophet (;Ji;:) about it, he said, 'How did he know that
it exorcises? Distribute the sheep among yourselves and set
aside a share for me also. " 429

"' Another name for the first chapter of the Qur'an.

"'Sahth al-Bukhari, vol. 6, p. 490, no. 529 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1198, no, 5460.
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Ayah al-Kursi 410

Among the greatest weapons which may be used to exorcise the jinn is
Ayah al-Kurs'i, as confirmed in Abu Hurayrah's narration:
Allah's Messenger put me in charge of the zakiih of Rama~an .411 While I
was doing so, someone came and began to rummage around in th e food,
so I caught hold of him and said, " By Allah, I am going to take you to
Allah's Messenger!" Bur the man implored, "Verily, I am poor and I have
dependents. I am in great need. " So I let him go. The next morning the
Prophet (~) said, "O Abu Hurayrah, what did your captive do last night?"
I replied, "He complained of being in great need and having a family, so l

43 "

Qur'an, 2:255. Ayah al-Kursi litera lly means "Verse of the Footstool. " Prophet Muhammad
(j,) declared it to be the greatest verse of the Qur'an relative to man .
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Ubayy ibn Ka'h said, "A llah 's Messenger asked me, 'O Abul-Mundhir, do
you know which verse of Allah's Book is the greatest relative to you?' I
replied, 'Allah, there is no god but He, the Living, the Eternal.' Thereupon
he patted my chest and said, 'May knowledge always be pleasant for you, 0
Abul-Mundhir!" {Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, p. 387, no. 1786.) The full text of
the verse is as follows:
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"A llah, there is no god but He, the Living, the Eternal. Neither drowsi11ess
nor sleep overtakes Him. All that is in the heavens and earth helong to Him.
Who can intercede {011 behalf of others] to Him except by His permissiu11?
He knows what is in front of them and what is behind them. They will 1101
grasp any of His knowledge, except what He wills. His footstoo l extends
over the heavens and earth, and He is not made tired by governing them
/i.e., the heavens and earth]. He is Transcendent, the Magnificent.
'" Compul sory charity given in rhe form of foodstuff at the end of the ann ua l month of fasting,
Rama~an, and distributed among th e poorest members of society.
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let him go." The Prophet
then said, "Surely, he lied to you and he will
return." Since I knew that he was going to return, I laid in wait for him.
When he returned and began to dig about in the food, I grabbed him and
said, "I am definitely going to take you to Allah's Messenger (,jjj;)." Again
he pleaded, "Let me go! Verily, I am poor and I have a family. I will not
return." So I had mercy on him and let him go. The next morning Allah's
Messenger
said, "Abu Hurayrah, what did your captive do last night?"
I said that he complained of being in great need and of having a family, so
I let him go." The Prophet (,jjj;) replied, "Surely, he lied to you and he will
return." So I waited for him and grabbed him when he began to scatter food
around. I said, "By Allah, I will take you to Allah's Messenger. This is the
third time, and you had promised that you would not return; yet you come
back anyway!" He said, "Let me give you some words by which Allah will
benefit you." I said, "What are they?" and he replied, "Whenever you go
to bed, recite Ayah al-Kursz from beginning to end. If you do so, a guardian
from Allah will remain with you and Satan will not come near you until
the morning." I then let him go. The next morning the Messenger of Allah
said, "What did your captive do last night?" I said that he claimed that he
would teach me some words by which Allah would benefit me, so I let him
go. When the Prophet
asked what they were, I told him that they were
the saying of Ayah al-Kursz before going to bed. I also told him that he said
that a guardian from Allah would remain with me, and Satan would not
come near me until I awoke in the morning. The Prophet
said, "Indeed
he has told the truth, although he is a compulsive liar. 0 Abu Hurayrah, do
you know with whom you have been speaking these past three nights?" I
replied, "No," and so he said, "That was a devil. " 432
Regarding Ayah al-Kursz Ibn Taymiyyah said:
"The countless many who have experience in this field unanimously
confirm the incredible effectiveness of this verse in warding off the devils
and breaking their spells. Indeed, it is greatly effective in repelling the evil
jinn from human souls and exorcising them from the possessed, as well as
those prodded by the devils, like tyrants, those easily enraged, the lustful
and lecherous, musicians and those who ecstatically whistle and clap,
enraptured by their music. If this verse is sincerely recited over them, it will
drive away the devils and neutralise their illusions. It will also disrupt satanic
visions and devil-aided, supernatural feats performed by humans." 433
Surah al-Baqarah

Another means recommended for repelling the devil is reading the second

"'Sahzh al-Bukhari, vol. 9, p. 492, no. 530.
"'Maimu' al-Fatiiwii, vol. 19, p. 55.
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chapter of the Qur'an, Surah al-Baqarah (The Cow). Abu Hurayrah quoted
the Prophet (~) as saying,

0_)_,..,,~ ~

9:iJk:.~1-r ~-.:i~1.:iLr.~~J::! ' ~ ~

o):11
" Do not make your houses like graveyards. 434 Verily,
the devil flees from a house in which Surah al-Baqarah is
read. " 435
According to the prophetic traditions, the last two verses of this chapter
also have special merit for exorcism. Prophet Mutammad (~ ) was reported
by al-Nu'man ibn Bashir to have said,
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"When the last two verses of Surah al-Baqarah are read in
a home for three consecutive nights, the devil will not come
near it. " 436
Basmalah437

Also reported to have preventive and curative properties is the basmalah.
This is written before each chapter of the Qur'an, excluding the 9th chapter,
an d is also found in verse 30 of chapter 27 (Surah al-Nam/).

34
The Qur'an may not be recited in graveyards. Th us, a home in which the Qur'an is not read
resembles a graveyard in that respect.

'

"'Co llected by a l-Tirmidhi and Muslim (Sahih Muslim , vol. 1, p. 337, no. 1707).
' -16

Collected by al-Tirmidhi and lbn f:{ibban and a uthenticated by al-Albani in ~al;il; Sunan al-

Tirmidhi, vol. 3, p. 4, no. 2311.
4-17 This is the verbal noun meaning: to say the phrase, "Bismilliihir-Rahmiinir-Ra(,im" (" In the
Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful " ). See Arabic-English Lexicon, vo l. l, p. 206.
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Abu al-Mali~'s father quoted the Prophet (~ ) as saying,
"Do not say, 'May Satan be degraded,' for surely, he will
grow until he becomes the size of a house and he will say,
'By my power, I will possess him.' Say instead, 'Bismillah'
[' In the name of Allah ']. If you do that, he will shrink until
he becomes the size of a fly. " 438
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' Uthman ibn Abul-'As al-Thaqafi reported that when he
complained to the Messenger of Allah (:j.!j;) about a pain
which he felt in his body from the time he accepted Islam,
the Prophet(~ ) said, "Place your hand at the place where
you feel the pain in your body and say, 'Bismillah' three
times, then say seven times, 'A'udhu billahi wa qudratihi
min sharri ma ajidu wa u~adhir.' ['I seek refuge in Allah
and His power from the evil that I find and (from the evil)
that I fear.']" 439

"' Collected hy Abu Dawiid (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1387, no. 4964), al-Nasa'i and
A~mad and authenticated hy al-Albani in !jabih al-Jami' al-~aghir, vol. 2, p. 1234 , no. 7401.
m Sahib Muslim, vol. 3, pp. 1198-1 199.
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Ta'awwudh 440
Seeking refuge in Allah has been prescribed in some Qur'anic verses as a
means of warding off the devils:

"If Satan touches you, seek refuge in Allah, for verily, He
is the Hearer and Knower."
Qur'an, 41:36
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"Say, 'My Lord, I seek refuge in You from the prodding of
the devils, and I seek refuge in You, my Lord, from their
presence."'
Qur'an, 23:97-98
In regard to one whose face had become red with anger, the Prophet
said,

~)\
"Verily, I know some words which would cause his anger
to subside if he said them. He should say, 'A'udhu billahi
min al-shanan al-rajtm.' ['I seek refuge in Allah from
Satan, the cursed.']" 441
Before the recitation of the opening chapter of the Qur'an in formal prayer,
the Prophet
used to say,

44

"

441

To seek refuge in Allah.

Narrated by Sulayman ibn ~ard and collected by al-Bukhari and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol.
4, p. 1377, no. 6317).
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"A'udhu billahi min al-shay!an min nafkhihi wa nafathihi
wa hamzih." ("I seek refuge in Allah from the pride, poetry
and touch of Satan, the cursed.") 442
Among the most powerful Qur'anic formulas for seeking refuge are the last
two chapters of the Qur'an, collectively referred to as the mu'awwidhatiin.
According to a number of reports, these two chapters were specifically
revealed to break the magical spell which had been placed upon the Prophet
(*)_441

The Prophet's wife, 'A'ishah, also reported that whenever
any of the members of the household fell ill, Allah's
Messenger
used to blow444 over them by reciting the
mu 'awwidha tan. 445

Adhan and Iqamah 446
Both calls to pray have been defined by the Prophet(*) as having the ability
to drive away the devils. Abu Hurayrah reported Allah's Messenger
as
saymg,

442
Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. l, p. 196, no. 736) and authenticated by
al-Albani in lrwii' al-Ghalil, no. 342.

441
These include versions reported by 'A'ishah, Ibn 'Abbas, Zayd ibn Arqam and Zayd ibn Aslam
and collected by 'Abd ibn l;lumayd, al-Bayhaqi in Dalii'il al-Nubuwwah and Ibn Mardawayh.
See al-Durr al-Manthiir, vol. 6, pp. 716-7, and Fat~ al-Biiri, vol. 10, pp. 236,241.

444

The Arabic term used here is nafath, which refers to the act of blowing with a spitting sound
produced by placing the tip of the tongue between the lips prior to blowing. The actual term for
blowing is nafakh and for light spitting is tafal. See Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 2, p. 2819.

4

"

Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. l 19S, no. 5439.

4

" ' The adhiin is the general call to prayer recited at the beginning of the period for each prayer,
and the iqiimah is the prayer call proclaimed when the congregational prayer is about to begin.
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~f½?J.N_)l~)\~~ ,f~-~ "When the adhan is made, Satan runs away and breaks
wind to drown it out. When it is fini shed , he returns, but
when the iqamah is proclaimed, he again turns and run s
away. When it is finish ed, he retu rns to distract a man
[praying], saying, 'Remember such and such; remember
such and such,' referring to something the man did not
have on his mind. As a result, he fo rgets how much he has
prayed. "447
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Suh ayl reported thar his father sent him co the J:Iarirhah
clan along with someone. On the way there, a voice fro m
an enclosure called him by his name. When the person
with him looked into the enclosure, he saw no one. Upon
his return, he mentioned it to his fa ther, who sa id, "Had I
known that yo u would have met such a situation, I would
never have sent you. But whenever you hea r such a call,
pronounce rhe adhan, for I have heard Abu H urayrah say
chat he heard Allah's Messenger say,

"' Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 336, no. 582 a nd Sahih Muslim , vol. 1, p. 2 11 , no. 756.
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'Whenever the adhan is given, Satan runs away
vehemently.' " 448
to recite the adhan in the ears of

It was also the practice of the Prophet
children at the time of their birth.

.
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~0!~10~\~0~\ (~) ~IJ_,...,..>-..::..;.i.J :J\:,~\->-/-1.f'
o)\.,a) ½~ \:, ~ .>JJ ,f.:>Abu Rafi' said, "I saw Allah's Messenger (;Jii;) call the
adhan in the ear of [his grandson] al-I:Iasan ibn 'Ali, when
Farimah gave birth to him. " 449
This was to neutralise or to reduce the effect of the devil's influence on
the newborn. According to Prophet Mulpmmad (;jij;), all newborn children
are touched by the Devil. He was reported by Abu Hurayrah to have said,
"Satan pricks with his finger every newborn child of Adam's descendants.
They all begin screaming from Satan's jab, except Mary and her son
Uesus]. " 4 so
PROPHETIC PRAYERS
The Prophet(~) taught a number of prayers for a variety of occasions. Some
cure illnesses caused by the jinn and others ward them off. The following
are a selection of them:

r' J .>->- l~t.,1...,b- r'if J ~... bfiY Ji.!1..):,1.11('"""½
(jf-4.f~f
"Bismillahi yubr1ka wa min kulli da'in yashf1ka wa min
sharri ~asidin idha ~asad 451 wa sharri kulli dh1 'ayn." ("In
the name of Allah, may He make you well and may He
cure you from every ill, from the evil of the jealous when

448

Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 211, no. 755.

Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Diiwud, vol. 3, p. 1415, no. 5086) and al-Tirmidh, and
authenticated by al-Albani in 0ab1b Sunan al-Tirmidhi, vol. 2, p. 93, no. 1224.

449

"" Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 324, no. 506.
"' The phrase, "wa min sharri hiisidin idhii basad," is the last verse of the 113'" chapter, the first
of the two chapters known as the mu'awwidhatiin.
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they envy, and from the harm of the evil eye.") 452

"Bismillahi arqika min kulli shay'in yu'dhika, min sharri
kulli nafsin aw 'aynin ~asidin, Allahu yashfika. Bismillahi
arqik." (" In the name of Allah I exorcise you from
everything which harms you, from the evil of every soul
or jealous eye. May Allah cure you. In the name of Allah I
exorcise you. " )453

"A'udhu bi kalimatillahit-tammati min kulli shananin wa
hammatin wa min kulli 'aynin lammah." (" I seek refuge
with the perfect words of Allah from every devil, poisonou s
pest and every harmful evil eye." )454

"~ !lj~ ~l "~ ~ ~ l::.ll ,.::.i. . A..'.:,I.Jl.i'U\ '-:'Ju"~\~~\
~ ):::, I.;.,''
.. :l
"Adh-hibil ba'sa ra bban-nasi washfi anta al-shafi la shifa'a
ilia shifa'uka shifa'an la yughadiru saqama." ("Remove the
suffering, 0 Lord of mankind, and heal it perfectly - You
are the true healer; there is no cure except Your cu re - a
cure which is not followed by sickness.") 455
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4

" The Prophet' s wife, 'A' ishah, reported that Angel Gabriel used to exorcise the Prophet (,;.,.)
with these words whenever he complained of illness. Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1192, no. 5424.

451

Abu Sa 'id reporred that Angel Ga briel ca me to rhe Pro phet (~ ) and asked him, " Mu~ammad ,
have you fall en ill? " H e replied, " Yes, " and Gabriel sa id the above-mentio ned prayer. Sahih
Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1192, no. 5424.

4
.s< lbn 'Abbas reported that the Prophet (3<!) used to seek refuge with Allah for his grandsons,
al -H asan and a l-1:J.usa yn, saying, " Your forefather, [i. e., Abrah a m], used to seek refuge in Allah
for Ishmael and Isaac by reciting, 'A'udhu bi kalimiitilliihi .... "' Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, pp.
385-386, no. 590.

m 'A'ishah, the wife of the Prophet (~), repo rted th at whenever someone a mong them fell ill ,
Allah's Messenger (:¼:) used to wipe him with his right hand and then say the aforemention ed
pra yer. Sahib Muslim , vol. 4, p. 11 94, no. 5432.
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"Whoever says 'La ilaha illallahu wa):idahu la shar"ika lah,
lahul-mulku wa lahul-J:iamdu wa huwa 'a la kulli shay'in
Qadi:r,' ('There is no god but Allah, Who is alone without
partner; rhe dominion and praise are His, and He is able
to do all things,') one hundred times per day will have a
reward similar to freeing ten slaves, one hundred good
deeds will be recorded for him, one hundred of his sins
erased, and he will have a charm against Satan for the
whole day until the night. No one can do better rhan that
except one who does it more often." 456
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" If one of yo u goes to his wife and says, 'Allahumma
jannibna al-shay!an wa jannib al-shay!an ma razaqrana,'
['O Allah, keep Satan away from us and keep Satan away
from what (offspring) You have bestowed upon us,'] and
they have a child, Satan will not harm him or gain control
over him. " 457
" If a man enters his house and remembers Allah while entering and while
eating, Satan says [to his companions!, 'There is no place to pass the night
and no dinner.' But if he enters without remembering Allah while entering,
Satan says, 'You have caught a place to pass the night.' And if he does not

"" Narrated by Ahu Hurnyrah and collected by al-Bukhart and Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 4,
p. 1415, nu. 6508) .
417

Reported by lhn 'A hhas and collected by al-Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 105, no. 143
and vol. 7, p. 74, no. 94) and Muslim.
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mention Allah's name before eating, he says, 'You have caught both a place
for the night and dinner. "' 458
THIRD STEP: (B) MEDICINES
The Prophet (~ ) prescribed certain natural medicines for sicknesses
associated with the jinn.
Dates
For protection against magic or for its treatment, the Prophet (~ )
recommended the eating of dates in the morning. Sa'd quoted the Messenger
of Allah (~ ) as saying,

"Whoever takes seven [Madinite] 459 'ajwah 460 dates in the morning, neither
magic nor poison will hurt him that day." 461
Truffles
The Prophet (;-i) was reported to have said,

"Truffles are a form of manna [mann] and their water is a
cure for the eye. " 462

Bath
In cases of suffering from the evil eye, the Prophet (~) recommended taking
a bath with water used by the source of the evil eye. Ibn 'Abbas quoted
Allah's Messenger (!J/$) as saying,

4

·'" Narrated by Jabir ibn 'Abdullah and collected by Muslim, Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Daw"d,
vol. 3, p. 1063, no. 3756) and lbn Majah.

4

"

What appears in rhe brac kets was mentioned in Muslim's narration. See Sahih M"slim, vol.

3,~ 112~no.508Q
46

" The best kind of Madinite dates coming from the l.eenah palm-tree. (Arabic-ionglish Lexicon,
vol. 2, pp . 1968-1969).
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461

Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 446, no. 664 and Sahih Muslim , vol. 3, p. 1129, no. 508 1.

462

Reported by Sa'id ibn Zayd in Sahih al-Bukhari, vo l. 7, p. 409, no. 609.
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"The effect of the evil eye is real, for if there were anything
which could overtake destiny, it would have been [the
effect ofl the evil eye. So if you are asked to take a bath Jas
a cure l for the evil eye, do it. " 463

µ_~ .l.D_;:.;, JWI _,.._;,_ 0(: -.:JI:,~ 11 ~_., ~\s. .y,
~\.;.;..
'A'ishah also said that the Prophet(~ ) used to instruct the
possessor of the evil eye to perform ablution (wu4u') and
then for the one suffering to bathe from its water. 464
FOURTH STEP: BEATING

If the above-mentioned three steps fail to bring the desired results, the
exorcist may then resort to striking the possessed individual in order to
inflict pain on the possessing spirit and to elicit a response to commands,
prayers or recitations. Ibn Taymiyyah spoke on this subject, saying,
Curing a possessed person and removal of the jinn may require that the
afflicted individual be beaten several times. However, the blows fall upon
the jinn and the possessed human does not feel them. When a demented
person regains his senses after a beating, he often informs those present that
he did not feel anything, and that they [i.e., the blows] did not have any
effect on his body. Even when some are struck over three or four hundred
times with severe blows on their feet, the effects of which would normally
kill a man, only the jinn feel it. The jinnT will scream and yell and inform
those present about many things. We have ourselves experienced such cases
in the presence of crowds on so many occasions that it would take a long
time to describe them all. 465
lbn Taymiyyah's student, lbn al-Qayyim, described an exorcism performed

" ' Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p.1192, no. 5427.
' " Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1088, no. 3871) and authenticated
hy al-A rna'ii~ in al-Tibh al-Nabaw,, p. 163, ftn. 1.

'" lbn Taymiyyah's Essay on the Jinn, p. 93 .
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by his mentor in which he struck the patient. He said,
"Often the shaykh [i.e., Ibo Taymiyyahj would recite in the ear of the
insane, "Afa J;asibtum annamii khalaqniikum 'abathan wa annakum
ilaynii lii turja'iin." [" Do you imagine that We created you in jest and that
you will not return to Us?"] 466 He told me that on one occasion he read this
verse in a madman's ear and the possessing spirit replied in a draw n-out
voice, "Ye-e-e-e-s. " So he took a stick and beat the man on the veins of
his neck until lbn Ta ym iyyah 's arm became fatigued fro m hitting him and
those present were sure that the man was dead from the beating. During
the beating the jinn cried o ur, " I love him. " The shaykh said, " He does not
love you. " It said, "I want to make bajj with him." He replied, "He does
not want to make baj j with you." It sa id, " I will leave him in yo ur ho nour. "
H e replied, " N o, do so in obedience to Allah and His Messenger. " It said,
"Then I will leave him ." The madman sat up, looked left and right and
said, "Why did I come to the hono urable shaykh ?" Those present sa id to
him, "What about all of the beating you have received?" H e asked, "Why
wo uld the shaykh beat me when I have not committed any sin ?" He was
not at all aware that he had been beaten. " 467
The practice of beating was attributed to Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ) in a
narration related by Umm Aban from her father, al-Wazi', that her
gra ndfather, al-Zari' ibn 'Amir al-'AbdI, went to Allah's Messenger (~ )
with his son (or nephew) who was insane. She reported that her grandfather
said ,
"When we reached Alla h's M essenger (~ ), I said, " J have a son [o r nephew]
with me who is insane. I have brought him to you so that you may pray
to Allah on his behalf." He sa id, " Bring him to me." So J went to get him
from the group of riding animals [among which I had left him). I took off
his tra velling clothes and dressed him in hi s good clothes. I th en took him
by the hand back to the Messenger of Allah (j&;) . He said, " Bring him closer
to me and turn his back to me. " H e then grabbed the boy's garment and
began to beat hi m on the back so vigorously tha t I saw the w hiteness of his
[i.e., the Prophet's] armpits. While doing so, he said, " Get o ut, enemy of
Allah! Enemy of Allah, get o ut!" The boy then began to gaze in a health y
manner quite different from his earlier gaze. Alla h's M essenger(~) then sat
him down directl y in front of him, called for some water for him and wiped
his face. Then he prayed for him. After the Messenger of Allah had prayed
for him, there was no one in the delegation better than him. " 468
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466

Qur'an, 23:1 15

467

Z iid al- Ma'iid, vo l. 4, pp . 67-69.

468

Collected by al-Taba riini (al-Mu'jam al-Kabir, vl. S, pp . 275 -6) and Abu Dawud al -Tayalasi.

This narration is weak, however there is an authentic narration in this
regard collected by Ibn Maj ah:
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"When the Messenger of Allah appointed me as governor
of al-Ta'if, something began to appear to me in my ~alah
so that I wo uldn't know how many rak'a hs I had prayed.
When I noticed that, I travelled to the Messenger of Allah
(~t). He sai d, 'lbn Abi al-'As?' I said 'Yes, 0 Messenger
of Allah .' He said, 'What brings you here?' I said, 'O
Messenger of Allah, something appears to me in my ~alah,
so that I don't know how many rak'ahs I have prayed.' He
said, 'Come close.' So I came close to him and sat on the
soles of my feet. He struck my chest with hi s hand, blew
into my mouth and said, 'Get out, enemy of Allah!' He did
that three times, then said, 'Resume your duty.' After that, I
swear I was never confused [in my ~alah]." 469

41
''

Collected by lbn Maja h a nd authenticated by al-A lbani in ~ahih Sunan lhn Majah, vol. 2, p.

273, no. 2858.
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MODERN
MUSLIM
EXORCIST
The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
current trends in the practice of exorcism among Muslims
in order to determine the degree which they have either
adhered to or strayed from prophetic guidelines. The
secondary purpose is to compare Muslim exorcist
tradition with that of the Christian tradition. Since
Christianity can be an example of exorcist tradition
among other nations and religious systems, an Islamic
rationale is necessary to explain the apparent success of
practitioners whose theology Islam considers fa lse.
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METHODOLOGY
A field research was undertaken in order to gather a sample of ideas and
methods used by Muslim exorcists from various segments of the Islamic
world. Approximately three exorcists from each country - Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, Pakistan, India and Trinidad - were interviewed. All
of these men claimed to treat the possessed according to the Qur'an and
the Sunnah. Additionally, data was obtai ned from an unpublished M.A.
(Psychology) thesis on the techniques of Muslim exorcists in Sudan. 470
PROCEDURE
The interviews were conducted using a questionnaire which had been
prepared beforehand. The questions dealt with bio data, experience and
training, theological concepts and practical observations. These interviews
were taped, transcribed and translated into English when necessa ry, and
are compiled in an appendix at the end of the book. Included within this
appendix is the data extracted from the M.A. thesis on Sudanese exorcists.
The information from these interviews was subsequently placed in tables
to facilitate analysis of the data and to develop a profile of the modern
Muslim exorcist. The results are followed by a discussion in which modern
practices a re compared and contrasted with those of early Muslims.
Lastly, a brief history o f exorcism and the theo retical basis for it in
Christianity (Roman Catholicism in particular) is compared with modern
Christian concepts and analyses. These are then discussed in the light of
Islamic beliefs and practices.

QUESTIONNAIRE: EXORCISTS
NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
PLACE OF BIRTH:
NATIONALITY:

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

4711
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Fugara Techniques of Mental Healing.

1) When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
2) What percentage of the cases you meet are actual possession?
3) Identify the main signs of real possession.
4) From your own experience, what are the main reasons why people are
possessed?
5) What percentage of yo ur cases of possession are women?
6) Do male and female jinn possess human males and females without
distinction, or is there a preference? If so, what are the percentages?
7) Is it only disbelieving jinn which possess humans? If not, identify the
percentages?
8) Have you treated cases of people who are possessed by more than one
jinn"i at a time?

9) ls possession a swift or a slow process (taking months or years)?
10) Do the jinn speak in the voice of the possessed person
or in another voice?
11) Have you ever experienced the jinn speaking in languages other than
th at of the possessed person?
12) Which part of the human body do jinn enter and leave by, and in which
part do they dwell?
13) Do the possessing jinn have names or titles that they go by? .
14) During exorcisms, do the possessing jinn tr y to possess you?
If so, how do you avoid it?
15) After you began practising exorcism, have any of your family
members been affected?
16)Describe the steps involved in a typical exorcism.
17) Does treatment usually involve more than one session?
18) Describe in detail three of the most distinct cases of exorcism which you
have performed, mentioning names, ages, dates and background of patients
(whenever possible).
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Country

Age

Education

Length Of
Practice

Reason For
Beginning

Real
Cases

Female
Cases

N umber
Of Jinn

41

University

9

Study

50%

>75 %

Multi

B

73

University

40

Accident

>75 %

70°/4,

Multi

C

47

Diploma

10

Accident

<50 %

95 %

Mu lti

Egypt
A

Sau di
Arabia
A

29

B

University

2

Study

Not All

55 %

Mu lti

University

3

Accident

Not All

>75 %

Multi

C

28

Primary (S)

5 Months

Accident

80 %

Mu lti

D

S5

Non-formal

30

Acciden t

>75 %

Multi

A

35

Secondary (S)

17

Study

70 %

One

B

68

University

20

Study

>75%

One

C

36

University

18

Study

85 %

One

62

Secondary (S)

30

Inherited

Pa kistan

Few

India
A

i
10%

One

B

69

University

50

Inherited

20 %

40 %

Multi

C

71

University

33

Study

8%

70%

Mu lti

University

10

Inspired

Not All

42

Secondary (S)

2

Study

>75 1¾,

Mu lti

52

University

33

Stud y

>7.5 (¾,

One

52

N on-formal

21

Inherited

i

Trinidad
A
B

70 %

-

Multi

Bahrain
A
Sudan
A
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Not All

I

Country

Kafir
Cases

Male Jinn
Human F/M

Voice
Change

Foreign
Language

Enter/
Exit

Names/
Titles

Attack
Exorcist

Yes

No

Yes

Son

Egypt
A

Usual

Both

Usual

Rare

Any

B

Both

Both

At Times

O ften

O rifices

C

Bo th

Us ual

At Times

A

Both

90%

40 %

Feet

B

Both

Both

At Times

Feet

C:

Usual

Both

Rare

Big Toe

Yes

D

Both

Both

Orifices

No

No

Saudi
Arabia
No
Yes

Pak ista n

' A
! B
i

Both

95°/4,

20%

Rare

Any

Yes

Yes

Rare

Both

Rare

Rare

Any

Yes

Son

C

Both

Both

Yes

No

•

At Times

India
A

Usual

Both

Usua l

At Times

B

Both

Both

so

Ra re

Any

-

C

Usua l

Usua l

33

Rare

Mouth/
nose

Yes

No

A

Both

Both

10

At Times

Orifice s

Yes

No

B

Both

Both

Usual

Trinidad

Yes

Bahrain
A

Both

Us ual

At Times

Pores

Yes

Son
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COUNTRY

SIGNS OF POSSESSION

EGYPT
A

B

Uneasiness; unintelligihle speech; convulsio ns; preternatural

knowledge
Preternatura l strength ; swift mood shifts; recurring nightma res;
insomnia; depression; migraine headaches; inex plica ble loss of
faculties of speech, hearing or sight; paralysis; epileptic convulsi ons
Reaction to Qur'anic recitati o n; untreatabl e; co ntinual vaginal

C

bleed ing; loss of speech; nightmares; feelings of suffocation; in ferti lity;
regula rl y spending unusua lly lo ng time on toilet; a naesthesia to pain

SAUDI ARABIA
Reacti on to oil rubbed or water drunk, over which Qur'an has
A

been read; reaction to Qur'3ni c recitatio n; preterna tural strength ;

depression; headaches; nightma res; movement within the body; ba d
odo urs; hypochondria; inexplicable loss of fac ulties
Suffoca ti on; reaction ro Q ur'anic recitation; unusual movem ents;

B

C

D

unconsc io us talking; nightmares; a state of immobility when going
to sleep; mood shifts; love o f seclusion; disli ke fo r filthy things
and places; extreme depression; epileptic fi ts; parti al paralysis;
preternatural knowledge; spontaneous fires.
Uneasiness; going to toilet often; strange smile; weird laugh; laughing
co Qur'anic recitation;
constriction of chest; severe headaches; hea ring so unds; foul odou r.
w ithout reason; unnatura l movements; reactio n

Unusual w ay of walking; reaction to Qur'anic recitation; epileptic

convulsions; whispering

PAKISTAN
Erra tic actio ns; plajn wa ter o r sugar over w hich Q ur'a"n is read

A

tastes bitter; if cotton cloth changes in length; pretern atural strength;
reaction to Qur'anic reci tation; fits ; contortion of fa ce
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B

Partic ular eye movements; shoulder pains; uneasiness; unnatural
actions; shouting; fa cial expression

C

Bilio us complexion; red eyes; unintelligible speech; laughter;
ani ma listic behavio ur; dislike fo r a rtificia l lights; reaction to Q ur'anic
recitation (Siirah al-Jinn ); preternatura l strength

..

SIGNS OF POSSESSION

Jc~UNTRY

--[ ;ND IA
Pra ye r of cho ice perfo rmed during three consecutive nights, diagnosis
shown in dream; weight on shoulders; palms smell foul; unus ua l
behaviour; ability to spea k different lang uages; spontaneo us fires

A
----

Darud Sharif and al- Fati~ah recited seven times, blow once in
patient's left palm, then patient makes a fi st, Surah al-Nas recited
three times and blown over patient's fist, if palm sme ll s fi shy, patient
possessed; The numerica l va lue of patient's mother's na me added to
the numerical value of the da y (in Persian) a nd di vided by four. If the

B

remainder is one, it means jinn-possession.

-----

A piece of patient's clothing is removed and measured, Qur'an is

rec ited over it and the patient is asked to wear it. It is then taken off
and re-measured. If it decreased in length, the person is possessed .
Something is written in black ink on a piece of clay and put in fire.
If the letters turn white o r red, the person is possessed. Preternatural
strength is also a sign.

C:

T RINIDAD
--

--

--

Eye movements; reaction to Qur'anic recitation; preternatural

A

B
- --

knowledge; loss of fac ulties; unna t ura l swelling of affected limbs;
suicidal tendencies
Uneasiness; nightmares; jinn-rape; fits; uncontrolled, vio lent
movement

BAHRAIN
A

Un natural movements; falling; unintelligibl e speech; reaction to
Qur'a"nic recitati on

-

-

SUDAN
A

Speaking in loud voice; quick speech; incoherent speech;
uncoordinated movement of limbs; stari ng in odd directions
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-·
COUNTRY

REASONS FOR POSSESSION

--·--EGYPT
A

Retaliatio n fo r harming the iinn; no fortifying pra yers; wa lking
abo ut ho use naked; jinn-lust

B

retaliati on for harming the jinn, extreme fear; extreme anger;
extreme jea lousy; jinn-love; human devotion to lust

C

Reta liation fo r harming the jinn, human error; no fortifying
prayers; irreligiousness; jinn-love
..

SAUDI ARA BIA

--

A

Retaliatio n fo r harming the jinn; jinn-love; magic; ev il eye;
mischief; irreligiousness

B

Retaliation for harming the jinn; magic; mischief; jinn-love;
sleeping a lo ne in deserted places; tra velling alone; ex treme fear;
excessive merry-making

C

D

Retaliatio n for harming the jinn; irreligiousness; abuse of parents;
extreme fear
- -- - -·· ·Reta liatio n fo r harming the jinn; evil eye; magic; mi schie f
-

PAKISTAN
A

Retaliati on for ha rming the jinn or their property; jinn-love,
m ischief

B

Mischief; retaliation; jinn -lu st

C

Retaliatio n for ha rming the jinn or their pro perty ; mi schie f; jinnlo ve .
-- - - -

-

~

..__ . ,-

· ··-

IN DIA
A

Unknown

B

Retaliation for harming the jinn; jinn- lu st

C

Reta liatio n for harming the jinn; jinn-lust; mischief

--

--·

-I

TRINIDAD
A

Jinn-love; reta liation for harming the jinn; devil wors hip; magic

B

Jinn-love; mischief; envy; greed

BAHRAJN
A

j inn-love; reta liation for harm ing the iinn; m ischief

--

SUDAN
- ~

A
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Retaliation fo r harming rhe jinn;

·-·--

-

-- - -

-

--

---

METHOD OF EXORCISM

COUNTRY

EGYPT
I--------

A

Qur'a"nic recitation; crushed lotus leaves in water and Qur'an read
over it: drinking and bathing; beating; communication with jinn;
command to leave

B

Recitation; adhiin called in right ear and iqiimah in the left;
Qur'an read over water and olive oil: water drunk and oil rubbed;
beating; communication with jinn; command to leave

C

Qur'anic recitation; communication with jinn; command to leave;
adhiin called
-~·-··--.. -

~---

SAUDI ARABIA
-

!

r=
C

~--

Qur'anic recitation; grasping the neck; beating; Qur'an read
over olive oil and water: oil rubbed and water drunk; string
tied around fingers and toes; beating; communication with jinn;
command to leave

Qur'anic recitation; grasping the throat; communication with jinn,
hound with an oath to leave
Qur'anic recitation; blowing; grasping the neck; Qur'an read over
olive oil or water: oil rubbed and water drunk; rarely beating;
string tied around fingers and toes; communication with jinn;
bound with an oath to leave; command to leave
Qur'Jnic recitation; Qur''an read over rose water; communication
with jinn; bound with an oath to leave; slapping

D
~-

PAKISTAN
---

~

Scented oil poured on cotton and Qur'an read over it and given to
smell; Qur'anic verses recited in the patient's ear; blowing in ear;
patient shaken; a lock of hair from the forehead of female patients
wrapped around exorcist's finger; beating; amulets with Qur'anic
verses tied around arm; Qur'an read over water and drunk; nails
over which Qur'anic verses read hammered in four corners of
house; communication with jinn, scolded and commanded to
leave; incantation before lighting lamps and blowing o~er lamps
causes jinn to leave patient, enter lamp and be consumed

I

A

----

B

Qur'an recited over water and drunk; Qur'an recited over oil and
poured in patient's ears; knot tied in patient's hair to imprison the
jinn; communication with jinn; bound with oath to leave

C

Patient tied; Qur'an recited; amulet put around patient's neck or
right arm; charm burnt and smoke inhaled; communication with
jinn, who is commanded or permitted to leave

-----
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-----·------~-----·--- -------··-------

COUNTRY

--·----

-

-

----------

---

-

- - - --------- - - - - - - -

METHOD OF EXORCISM

INDIA
·-·-····-----·--- ···-· -

A

Patient recites Qur'an; Qur'an recited over water; drunk
and bathed with; patient tied down; talismans made of lines,
numerology and knowledge of names; charms written in saffron
ink on plate, washed with milk and drunk

B

Qur'an recited over patient; blowing; amulet with Qur'anic verses
given; communicate with jinn; a lock of hair grabbed to arrest the
jinn; knot tied in patient's hair; prayers

C

Qur'an recited over water and drunk; amulet worn around neck
for seven days

TRINIDAD
A

Qur'an recited over water and drunk; Qur'an recited and blown in
face; supplications; communication with jinn, command to leave

I\

Qur'an recited over water and drunk; mustard oil put in patient's
right palm and Qur'an recited over the patient with blowing; lock
of hair tied; mustard oil placed in patient's ear and sealed; nostrils
pinched closed and palm with mustard oil held in front of mouth;
patient's limbs massaged and pressed to determine location of
jinn; communication with jinn; jinn driven upward to head and
hair; tied lock of hair cut off; heating

---·-· - ------

I\AHRAIN
-- - ---

Patient faces Makkah and line is drawn in front of him and
another drawn around him, along with supplications; Qur'anic
verses are recited; light beating; communication with jinn,
command to leave

A

SUDAN
--

A
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-··----- .

-----

Aching part of hody touched with hand; Qur'anic verses recited;
point of pain blown upon; administered only at sunrise or sunset;
Qur'anic verses written on tablet or bowl and washed with water;
solution drunk and rubbed over body; Qur'anic verses or their
numerical value written on paper and burned, patient inhales
fumes; amulets of Qur'anic verses hung on ankle, waist or neck;
beating; fasting from meat, milk and dairy products.

PROFILE OF THE 2orn CENTURY MUSLIM EXORCIST

BACKGROUND
The contemporary Muslim exorcist is about 50 years old, likely to have
memorized the whole Qur'an during childhood and graduated from
a university, having specialised in one of the Islamic disciplines. He has
probably been practising exorcism for about 20 years, although this is not
his main job but something he does in his spare time due to his reputation. If
he is from India or Sudan, knowledge of exorcism was probably passed on
to him from his father, but if he is from elsewhere, particular circumstances
have probably drawn him into the field, inspiring him to make a thorough
stud y of exorcism before undertaking treatment of others.

CASES
Not all cases brought in for treatment are real cases of demonic possession.
In most countries the seeming frequency of real cases can only be due to
the inclusion of other types of illnesses (psychological or biological) seen
for treatment by an exorcist; or it could be due to the exorcist's high rate
of cure. Only in India and Pakistan is the percentage of real cases extremely
low. The vast majority of patients are women possessed by a single jinni
or a group of jinn. The possessing entity may be a male or a female jinni, a
Muslim or non-Muslim.
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SIGNS OF POSSESSION
According to the experience of most Muslim exorcists, the signs of
possession are as follows: 471

A.) CHANGE OF PERSONALITY
1. Rapid mood shifts; uncontrollable laughter or crying
2. Depression
3. Prefers solitude

B.) PHYSICAL CHANGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preternatural strength
Epileptiform convulsions
Catatonic symptoms; falling
Clouding of consciousness; anaesthesia to pain
Changed voice
Psychosomatic pains, especially migraine headaches
Loss of certain faculties

C.) MENTAL CHANGES

1. Glossolalia; understanding unknown languages
2. Preternatural strength
3. Recurrent nightmares; insomnia

D.) SPIRITUAL CHANGES
1. Strong reaction to Qur'anic recitation or the adhan
2. An adverse reaction when touched by oil on which the Qur'an has been
read, or when bathed in water over which Qur'an has been read, or when
water over which Qur'an has been read is drunk.
3. Abandonment of religious practices

471

The format used here is one developed by John Richards in his book, But Deliver Us from
Evil, p. 156.
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Muslim exorcists from the subcontinent, especially those from India,
diagnose their patients by rather unusual means, most of which seem to
border on the magical or supernatural. Most of them do cite some of the
above-mentioned signs, but they seem to prefer to rely on other "mysterious"
methods to verify possession.

REASONS FOR POSSESSION
Contemporary Muslim exorcists have identified four mam reasons for
demonic possession of humans:
1) Retaliation for harming the jinn- This occurs when humans inadvertently
harm the jinn and are therefore possessed by them out of revenge. In this
circumstance the possessing spirit may either be male or female.
2) Jinn-love or lust - Under some circumstances, a jinnf may possess a
human being because of "carnal" love. In such cases the sex of the jinnfwill
be different from that of the human.

3) Mischief - The evil disbelieving jinn or corrupt Muslim jinn may possess
a human being due to their perverted love of sin.
4) Magic - Demonic possession may be a result of bewitchment caused by
jealousy, hatred, etc. on the part of other humans.
In the view of Muslim exorcists, the people most likely to be possessed are
those who are irreligious and those who become spiritually weakened by
entering into states of extreme fear and anger. Also open to attack are those
who do not practise the means of protection prescribed by the Prophet (;j!,;).

METHOD OF EXORCISM
The method of exorcism developed by modern Muslim exorcists outside
of the Indian subcontinent and Sudan is free from the use of talismans,
amulets and numerology. It may be summarised in the following steps:
1) Qur'anic verses are read over the patient, punctuated by blowing on the
patient or on the part of the body which ails him.
2) Qur'anic verses may be recited over water and given to the patient to
drink. Olive oil over which the Qur'an has been read may be rubbed on
the aching limbs.
3) Once communication is established with the possessing spirit, information
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is sought concerning its name and its reason for possessing the patient.
4) Through admon ition, scolding and/or persuasion, the jinn or group of
jinn are then encouraged to leave.

5) If the possessing jinn "i refuses to leave through encouragement, it is then
tortured by furth er Qur'anic recitation. It is comm anded to leave and to
take an oath not to return.
6) Beating ma y be resorted to in order to inflict pain on the possessing
entity only when the human personality is not conscious. This is used in
conjunction with commands to the jinni to leave.
7) Water over which the Qur'an has been recited is used for drinking, and
olive oil over which the Qur'an has been recited is used for rubbing on the
aching parts of the body.

ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES472
1) The patient may be made unconscious by depressing his jugular veins

in o rder to force the jinni to expose itself.
2) A forelock of the patient's hair may be wrapped a round the exorcist's
finger or tied in order to arrest the jinn.
3) Thread may be tied around each of the patient's fingers and toes in
order to trap the jinni within the patient.
4) Amulets containing Qur'anic verses may be either worn by the patient
or burned and the fumes inhaled.
5) The adhan may be called in the patient's presence .
6) Inscrip tions from numerology and other occult sciences may be
contained within charms which are worn, or such inscriptions may be
written, then washed, and the resulting solution imbibed.

472
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These are methods used by two o r more of the exorcists interviewed.

POSSESSION AND EXORCISM IN CHRISTIANITY
The English term "exorcism" is derived from the Greek word , "exorkizo,"
meaning to bind with an oath or to adjure, and it denotes the expulsion
of malevolent spirits from possessed persons, o bjects and places. 473 In its
proper and tec hnical sense, exo rcism refers to a ceremon y used by the
Chris tian church to expel demo ns fr om persons who have come under the
demon's power. 474
Exorcism is also described in the Exeter report, which states,
" In Christi an usage the verb to exorcise applies strictly only to demons. It
is possible to speak loosely abo ut exorcising persons or places, but what
is meant is the exorcising of the demonic forces of evil in those persons or
places. Exorcism is an exercise of exousia: it commands and binds. This .. .
must never be applied to humans as such . And in dealing with places it is
well to exorcise over the place, in order to release it from the domination
of any evil powers that may be there ... Christi an exorcism is the binding of
evil powers by th e triumph of Christ Jesus, thro ugh the application of the
power demonstrated by that triu mph, in and by his Church. " 475
John Richards, who was secreta ry of the Bisho p of Exeter's Stud y Group
o n Exorcism fo r nine years and helped to bring o ut its valuable report, 476
explained that, "Christian expulsion of demons has nothing to do with
entering into any relationship or pact with them, as the term [Christian
exorcism] suggests .. .The avoidance of any sort of pact or agreement
between mini ster and spirits is sound and essential.. .Christi an exorcism
may be either a petitio n to God, as in the Lord 's Prayer a nd las in the
mea ns used withinJ the traditio n of the Eastern Churches; or a command
addressed not to the demonic but to the demon (s) . " 477

m t.11cyclopaedia of Religio n, p. 268.
474

t.ncyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 8, p. 972.

-m Exorcism, p. 16.
"' The Christian Healing Minis try, p. 128.
477

But Deliver Us from Evil, pp. 160- 16 1.
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DEVILS, DEMONS AND FALLEN ANGELS
Devils are frequently mentioned in literature about possession. The term
denotes non-human, wicked spirits, usually fallen angels of God. When the
expression "the Devil" is used, it refers to one of the leaders of the fallen
angels, often called Satan, Beelzebub or Lucifer. Usually, lesser non-human
spirits are not named, but are simply referred to as "devils" or "demons."
In general, the latter word has evolved to signify "evil spirits" and also can
include the spirits of wicked, incarnate human beings. 478
The term "demon" is derived from the Greek word daimon (pl. daimones),
which means a "supernatural being" or "spirit." Although it has commonly
been associated with an evil or malevolent spirit, the term originally meant
a spiritual being that influenced a person's character. 479
In Hebrew literature, demons were believed to be jinn-like beings. For
example, in Isaiah (34:14) reference is made to se'irim, i.e., "hairy ones"
(translated in the Revised Standard Version of the Holy Bible as "satyrs"),
which were demonic beings inhabiting ruins and desert wastes. Reference
to the origin of demons is found in Genesis 6:2-4, wherein they are
represented as fallen angels. 480 The hierarchy of demons in Judaism is quite
varied. It is rooted in ancient Middle Eastern and Zoroastrian demonology
after the post-exilic period (after 538 BC). The prince of evil forces 48 1 was
called by different names - Satan (the Antagonist), Belia] (the spirit of
perversion, darkness and destruction), Mastema (Enmity or Opposition)
and others. Although the Old Testament refers to Satan as the prosecutor
of God's celestial court (Zach. 3; Job 1-2), he was also considered the head
of a hierarchy of demons or other princes of evil. This idea was developed
within Old Testament literature and later Judaism.
Christianity inherited Old Testament demonology, and leading figures like
Thomas Aquinas (d.1274 CE) endorsed the traditional view that demons
were fallen angels - fallen from their original state through envy and pride.
They abide in both Hell (where they are tormented and damned) and in
the air (where they trouble men). 482 Developed later was the concept of
a hierarchy of demons, based upon various sources, including Jewish,

"" Multiple Man, p. 135.
479

The New Fncyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 17, p. 409.

"" A Dictionary of Comparative Religion, pp. 230-231.
Fo rces of evil are known in Hebrew as "shaedim ", meaning "demons." This term applied to
foreign gods who were often believed to inflict humanity with various physical, psychol ogical
and spiritual disorders.
<IH I

"' A Dictionary of Comparative Religion, p. 231.
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Zoroastrian, Gnostic, and the indigeno us religions that succumbed to
Christian missionary activity. In the New Testament, Jesus speaks of
Beelzebub as the chief of demons and equates him with Satan. During
th e European Middle Ages and the Reformation period, various demonic
hierarchi es were developed, such as the one associated with the seven
deadly si ns: Lucifer (pride), Mammon (avarice), Asmodeus (lechery), Satan
(anger), Beelzebub (gluttony), Leviathan (envy), and Belphegor (sloth) .483
ORIGIN: OLD TESTAMENT AND APOCRYPHA
There is little direct reference to possession and exorcism in the Old
Testament. King Solomon, who is identified as having great knowledge and
wisdom, was described as a skilled exorcist only by the first-century Jewish
historian, Fla vi us Josephus. Writing in his monumental Antiquities of the
Jews, Josephus stated that Solomon's gifts were so varied that "God also
enabled him to lea rn that skill which expels demons, which is a science
usefu l and hea ling to men." Accordi ng to this historian, King Solomon
" lefr behind him the manner of using exorcisms, by which they dri ve away
demo ns, so that they never return and this method of cure is of great force
to this day."
Josephus also cited several people who were demoniacal in the presence of
the Roman emperor, Vespasian (ru led 70-79 CE), his sons, his captains,
and the whole multitude of soldiers. An exorcist named Eleazar took a
root mentioned by Solomon and attac hed it to a ring. Then, holding this
to the nostri ls of the possessed person, he drew out the demon through this
person's nostrils. Eleazar, seeing the man fa ll to the ground, warned the
demon not to return to the man again, while at the same time mentioning
Solomon a nd reciting the incantation which he had composed. 484 Rabbi
Jo ha nan ben Zakkai, a contemporary of Josephus, once prescribed the
following technique to expel demons: "Ta ke roots of herbs, burn them
under him !i.e., the possessed person], and surround him with water,
whereupon the spirit will flee. " 485
The on ly allusion in the Old Testament to an evil spirit which actua lly
took possession of a man and tormented his mind is found in the story of
Saul (I Sam. 16:14-16, 18:10 and 19:9). The shepherd boy, David, drove
away the evi l spirit from King Saul by playing his lyre.4 86 In the Book of

"' The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 4, p. 7.
"' See Antiq. Vlll .ii.5 (By the Finger of God, p. 79, ff. 16) and Exorcism Past and Present, pp.
8-9.

"' The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, p. 199.

'"' Ibid.
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Tobias48 7 there is the story of Sarah, whose seven successive hu sbands were
each killed by a demon on their wedding night. When Tobit and Sarah
prayed to God for deliverance, the angel, Raphael, instructed To bit (6:7,
16-17; 8:3) to ban the evil spirit fro m the marriage chamber by making
a fi re and then placing on the embers the heart and live r of a fi sh. "And
To bias 488 remembered the words of Raphael and took the li ve r of the fish
and the heart out of the bag which he had, and put them on the as hes of the
incense. And the smell of the fish baffled the demon, IAsmodeus], 489 and he
ra n away into the upper parts of Egypt. " 4 90 Jubilees4 9 1 (10:10-14) preserves
the Jewish legend that all of the secret herbs which were used to control
demo ns were given to N oa h by an angel and that he passed the in formation
down to his eldest son, Shem. Ju bilees (69:14-15 ) relates that the archangel,
Michael, revealed a hidden name which was to be enunciated in an oath,
together with other secrets, fo r protection against demons.492 In Palestine
the secretaries of Qumran recorded in the Genesis Apocryphon 49 3 the tale
of Abra ham exorcising the Pharao h in Egypt. "I prayed fo r hi m ... and I laid
hands on his head; and the scourge departed from him, and th e evil spirit

'"' An Apocryphal wo rk (non-ca nonical fo r Jews a nd Protesta nts) th at fo und its way into the
Roman Ca tho lic ca no n via the Septuagint. T his is a religio us folk -ta le pr ima ril y concerned with
the problem o f reconciling evil in the wo rld with divine justice. T o hit and the da ughte r of his
nearest relative, Sa ra h, are pious J ews unacco untahly affl icted by ma levolent forces, but their fa ith
is finall y rewa rded, and God is vindicated as both ju st and omni potent. Historica l inaccuracies,
a rchaisms a nd confused geograp h.ica l references indicate that the book was no r actua ll y writte n
at N ineveh in the early 7'" centu ry BC but possibly in Antioch during the re ign (175 - 164 BC) of
Anti ochus IV Epiphanes of Syria . (The N ew Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 11 , p. 8 13 .)
488

The son of Tobit.

"' By th e Finger of God, p. 77.
"

0

Tobit, 8:1-3.
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T he Book o f Jubilees, also ca lled " Little Genesis" (not included in a n y ca non of scripture) is
most nota ble fo r its ch rono logical schema by w hic h events described in Ge nesis th ro ugh Exodus
12 a re da ted by jubi lees of 49 yea rs, each o f w hich is co mposed o f seven cycl es o f seven years.
In its fina l for m, Ju bilees was likely written abo ut 100 BC, alth ough it inco rpo rates much o lde r
myth ological traditions. Severa l fragments of the origi nal , H ebrew editio n of Jubilees were fo und
in the Q umran library. However, it is preserved in its entirety only in a n Ethio pian t ra nslation
w hich was derived from a Greek trans lation made from the Hebrew. (Th e N ew En cyclopaedia
Britannica, vol. 6, p. 635.)

"' By th e Finger of G od, p. 102.
491
A pseudepigra phical work (no t accepted in an y ca non o f sc ri p ture) whic h wa s one o f the most
im porta nt wo rks of t he Essene commu nity o f Jews, part of whose lihra ry was discove red in 1947
in caves at Q umra n nea r the Dead Sea in Palestine. The contents of the scroll , the last of the seven
scro lls discovered in Ca ve 1, comprise fo ur ma jor sectio ns: the sto ry of La mech, the sto ry of N oa h,
the ta le of the Peoples, a nd the sto ry o f Abra ha m. It is a good exa mple of Essene biblica l ex egesis
a nd shows strik ing similari ties to the pseudepigraphica l Book of ju bilees. lle<:a usc the sc ro ll also
co nta ins material related to tha t found in 1-'irst Book of Enoch, the Genesis Apocryph on was
possibl y the source of both Jubilees a nd I Enoch. It is written in Ara maic a nd da tes from either
the 1" century BC or CE (Th e N ew En cyclopaedia Brita nnica, vol. 5, p. 177.)
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was expelled and he lived. " 494 The Jewish theory about exorcism may be
gathered from the Testament of Ruben (3:2) among the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs.49 5 It stated that the spirit of deceit sends seven other
spirits upon a man: lust, gluttony, anger, flattery, pride, lying and grasping
at injustice. 496

NEW TEST AMENT
In the narratives of demonic possession within the New Testament, Jesus
and his disciples commanded evil spirits to depart and never again to afflict
their victims. To the demon in the Capernaum synagogue, Jesus said,
"Hold your peace and come out of him!" (Mark 1:25) At Gerasa, Jesus
said, "Come forth, you unclean spirit, out of the man!" (Mark 5:8) His
words to a demon which afflicted an epileptic boy were, "You dumb and
deaf spirit, I command you, come out of him and enter no more into him! "
(Mark 9:25) Jesus cast out seven demons from Mary Magdalene (Luke
8:2) and his disciples exorcised on many occasions (Mark 6:13, Acts 5:16;
8:7; 19:12). According to Mark (6:7), when Jesus sent his twelve disciples
forth on their mission, the power over demons was their only specific duty
or power which he gave them. 497 However, the disciples sometimes failed
in their exorcisms during the time of Jesus (Mark 9:18). They felt that the
power which they had over demons came from Jesus. And they expressly
acknowledged his authority. On this point, Luke (10: 17) testifies, "And
seventy returned with joy, saying, 'Lord, even the demons are subject unto
us in Your name."' The exorcisms recorded in the Acts of the Apostles are
done in the name of Jesus. An exa mple of this is the soothsaying maid at
Philippi exorcised by Paul (Acts 16:16 f.). To the demon that possessed her,
Paul said, (16:18), "I charge you in the name of Jesus Christ to come out
of her." Another example is in the attempt to exorcise by the seven sons of
Sceva at Ephesus, who applied Jesus' name, saying, "I adjure you by Jesus
whom Paul preaches." (Acts 19:13)

444

r;xorcism, p. 1 ·1.

"' A pseudepigraphica l work (nor in any biblical canon) purporting to present the la sr words
of rhe 12 sons of Jacob - founders of rhe twelve tribes of Israel. Ir conrains length y moral
ex hortations hased upon the supposed sin o r virtue of each patriarch. In its extant form, rhe hook
is a Jewish work, probably of the lare 2"" century CE, with Christia n interpolations. The work
is extant in several Greek manuscripts and in Armenian and Slavic translations. The Testaments
a re connected histori ca lly and ideologically with the Essene seer a r Qumran and their Dead Sea
Scrolls, among which fragments of rh e testaments of Levi (in Aramaic) and Naphtali (i n Hehrew)
were found. (The New Fncyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 12, p. 78.)
.i-;i.

"

7

Exorcism, p. 1 ·1.

See also Matthew 10: I and Luke 9: l
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However, they not only failed to cast out the demon, but were themselves
also severely beaten by the possessed man. (Acts 19:14).
It seems from the evidence of the New Testament that the essential element
within the techniques of early Christian exorcists was to adjure the demon
to depart in the name of Jesus. At the same time, there is evidence even in
Mark (9:29) that this simple procedure expanded early. When the disciples
asked Jesus why they were unable to cast out the demon from the epileptic
boy, he replied, "This kind can come out by nothing except prayer." To this
passage in Mark many ancient manuscripts add "and fasting. " This shows
that long ago, fasting and prayer were regarded as necessary preparations
for the exorcist to perform his work.

DEVELOPMENT: SECOND CENTURY CE
The procedure of exorcising in the name of Jesus is also characteristic of
second century Christians. Exorcism was familiar to them. Justin 498 gives
much attention to this phenomenon, using such expressions as "[T]he
devils ... are overthrown by men through the name of Jesus Christ," 499 and
"[E]very demon, when exorcised in the name of this very Son of God ... is
overcome and subdued." 500 Tertullian 50 1 writes that, "[T]he authority and

" ' Justin (c. 100-165 CE), born in Nabulus [Israeli -occupied Jordan[, was one of the most
important Greek philosopher-apologists in the ea rl y C hristian church. A pagan raised in
a Jewish environment, Justin studied Stoic, Platonic and other pagan philosophers and then
became a Christian in 132 CE at Ephesus . At first, he wandered from place to place proclaiming
his newfound religion. Then he spent consi derable time in Rome, where he was denounced as
a subversive a nd condemned to death . The authentic works of Justin are two, A/mlugies and
Dialogue with Tryphu. Justin's concrete description of the sacramental celebrations of Baptism
and the Eucharist remain a principal source for the history of the primitive church. (The N ew
Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 6, p. 663.)

"' Second Apology vi ii, quoted in By the Finger of Cud, p. 105, ff. 28.
500

Dialogue lxxxv, quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 105, ff. 29 .

m, Quintus Septimus Florens Tertullianus (c. 155/160-a fter 220 CE), born in Carthage [n ow in
T unisiaj, was an important early C hristian theologia n, polemicist and moralist. As the initiator
of ecclesiastical Latin, he was instrumental in shaping the vocabulary and thought of Western
Christianity. His parents were pagan, and he became exposed to Christian teach ings during his
studies in Rome. Sometime before 210 CE, Tertullian left the orthodox church to join a new
prophetic, secta rian movement known as Montanism, wh ich had spread from Asia Minor to
Africa. H e later broke with them and founded his own sect. This group existed until the 5'"
century in Africa . He was a prolific writer. Among his works are Apologeticum (Defence), in
defence of the faith; Adversus Marcionem, against heresy; De Resurrectione Carnis (Concerning
Resurrection of the Flesh); De Baptismo, the first Christian book on baptism; and De anima
(Concerning the Soul ), dealing with the Christian doctrine of man. (The New l::.ncydopaedia
Britannica, vol. 11 , pp. 652-653 .)
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power we have over them is in our naming the name of Christ." 502 Origen 503
states, "It is not by incantations that Christians seem to prevail [over evil
spirits], but by the name of Jesus, accompanied by the announcement of
the narratives which relate to him; for the repetition of these has frequently
been the means of driving demons out of men, especially when those who
repeated them did so in a sound and genuinely believing spirit." 504

THIRD AND FOURTH CENTURIES CE
The development of numerous ritualistic and sacramental acts in connection
with exorcism occurred within the third and fourth centuries CE. The
passage in Mark 9:22, to which reference has already been made, shows
that the tendency toward ritualism began even in the first century. Origen's
reference to reading the narratives about Jesus in connection with exorcism
shows this expansion. Also, the sacramental development is clearly evident
in the belief that, although demons may deceive the Christian exorcist and
defy his spoken word, the waters of baptism exert a power from which the
devils flee in terror. This idea is clearl y expressed in the following words
of Cyprian: 505
But if anyone is moved by this, that some of those who are baptised 111
sickness are still tempted by unclean spirits, let him know that the obstinate
wickedness of the devil prevails even up to the saving water, but that in

rnz Apology xx iii, quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 106, ff. 32.
11
" - Oregcncs Adma ntius (c. 185 -25 4 CE), born in Alexa ndria , was the most importa nt theologian
and biblica l scholar of the ea rl y G reek church. His greatest work is the Hexapla, w hic h is a
synopsis of the six versions of the Old Testament. Origen's exegetical writings consist of
commenta ri es (scholarly expositions for instructed C hristians) , homilies for mixed congregations
and scholi a (detached comments on particular passages or books). He also wrote De Prinicipiis,
an ordered statement of Christian doctrine on an ambitious sca le; and Con tra Ce/sum, a
vindication o f C hristianity against pagan attack. In his lifetime he was often a ttacked , suspected
of adulterating the Gospel with pagan philosophy. After his death, opposition steadily mounted.
In the 6'" century, Justinian I issued a long edict denouncing O ri gen and those who supported
some of hi s views. The chief accusations against his teachings are the following: making the Son
inferio r to the father, thus being a precursor of Ari a nism; spiritua lising away the res urrection of
the body, a nd den ying Hell. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vo l. 8, pp. 997-999.)

'

tM

Against Celsus I. vi. Cf. I. xivi; II. xxxiii, quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 106, ff. 33.

05
'
Thascius Ceacilius Cy pranius (c. 200-258 CE), born in Ca rth age, was an ea rl y C hristia n
theo logian a nd bishop of Ca rth age who led the C hristians of North Africa during a period o f
persecution from Rom e. Upon his execution, he became the first bishop-martyr o f Africa. H e was
horn of wea lthy pagan parents and educated in law. Before his conversion to Christianity in 246
C E, he pra cti sed as a lawyer in Carthage. His major w riting was a treatise, On the Unity of the
Catholic Church, in which he pro moted the centra l idea o f unity a nd uniqueness of the c hurc h,
sta ting, " He no longe r has God for hi s Father who does not have the Church for his mother. "
(The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vo l. 3, pp 826 -827.)
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baptism it loses all the poison of its wickedness ... And this is also done in
the present day, in that the devil is scourged, and burned, and tortured by
exorcists, by human voice, and by divine power; and although he often
says that he is going out and will leave the men of God, yet in that which
he says he deceives ... When however, they come to the water of salvation
and to the sanctification of baptism we ought to know and to trust that
there the devil is beaten down, and the man, dedicated to God, is set free
by divine mercy. 506
The earliest descriptions of exorcisms in relation to Christians baptism are
those of Rome in the third century, preserved in the Apostolic Tradition of
Hippolytus. 507 Candidates were exorcised by their sponsors at the end of
each weekly instruction by their teacher and immediately before baptism
by the bishop. 508 This practice was mentioned at the Council of Carthage
in 255. 509 Thus, the ancient liturgical books, which date from the third
century and deal with baptism, disclose the prevailing Christian doctrine
about Satan and his intervention in the affairs of man. In the devil's hatred
for God, he turned on man, who was made in God's image. In occurrence
with "original sin" men were no longer temples of the Holy spirit; but
rather, they were now habitations for the demon. There is not much of
a distinction between the possessed and the unbaptised. St. Isidore of
Seville 510 placed both classes on the same level when he stated that exorcism
is the ceremony of banishing the most wicked influences of the devil from
catechumens and possessed alike. 511

rn, £pistle, LXXXV. xv, quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 106, ff. 34.
507

Hippolytus of Rome (c. 170-235 CE), a Christian martyr and the first antipope (217-235
CE), was a controversial theologian who was the first Roman priest to produce a thcologicophilosophical work on dogma. He was a leader of the Roman church during the pontificate (c.
199-217 CE) of St. Zephyrinus. His most monumental work is considered to he Philosophumena
(Refutation of all Heresies), which seeks to show that all Christian heresies are traceable to
pagan philosophies. The church order, Apostolic Tradition is now generally attributed to him
and illuminates liturgical practice around 217 CE. (The New £ncyclopaedia Britamzim, vol. 5.
p. 940.)
rn 8 Deliverance: Psychic Disturbances and Occult Involvement, p. 110. See also Exorcism, p.

18.
509

The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 365.

101
Isidore of Seville (c. 560-636 CE) was a theologian, the last of the Western Latin rathers,
an archbishop and an encyclopaedist. His Etymologies, an encyclopaedia of human and
divine subjects, was for many centuries one of the most important reference books. (The New
£ncyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 6, pp. 407-408.)

rn Diabolical Possession and Exorcism, p. 93, quoting from Rev. Philip Weller's introduction to
the modern version of the Roman Ritual.
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Asceticism became a further device for driving o ut demons. It was believed
th at demons too k possession of human bodies in order to enj oy food,
indulge in sexual pleasures o r sa tisfy other cravings. Natura lly, therefore,
the practice of rigid asceticism was thought to make the human body
unattracti ve to demo ns. It was a means of driving them out. This belief is
expressed within the Clem entine Homilies 512 as foJlows: "They enter into
th e bodies of men, in order that, getting organs to minister them, they may
obtain the things that they wish, whether it be meat, by means of men's
teeth, or sexual pleasures, by means of men's members. Hence, in order to
put the demons to flight, the most useful help is a bstinence, and fasting, and
suffering afflicti on. For if they enter men's bodies for the sa ke of sharing
pleas ures, it is manifest that they are put to flight by suffering. " 513 But this
same document proceeds to say that some of the more malignant demons
ca n be expelled o nly by "recourse to God by prayer and petitions."
Additi onally, in o ther writings of this period, Jesus himself is no longer
rega rded as the sole means of exorcism nor is he central in the procedure.
T his new attitude a ppears clearly in the following quotes fro m Lacta ntius:
"When they [i.e. , demons] seize upon the bodies of men and harass their
soul s, they are adjured by them, and at the na me of the true God are put
to flight . .. " 5 14 a nd : "They fear the righteous, that is, worshi ppers of God,
adjured by whose name they depa rt from the bodies of the possessed. " 5 1.s
Therefore, by the beginning of the fourth century, the chief means of
Christian exorcism was no longer simple adju ra tion in the name of Jesus.
The name of God himself had now become central in the procedure, and
included vari ous other complementary techniques. Ritual, sacrament,
praye r and asceticism all assumed places of impo rta nce.516
T here was no separate order of exorcists in the Eastern Church, and

111 Clement I (d. c. ,·nd of ] " century CE) was the first Apostolic Farher, pope from .88 -97 CE an d
supposed third successor o f Sr. Peter. Bishop St. lrenaeus of Lyon lists him as a contempora ry
of the Apostles and a w itness o f their preaching. Letter to the Church of Cornith (I Clement)
has been tradi tiona lly ascribed to him. Still exta nt, his Letter achieved almost cano nical status
and was regarded as sc ri ptu re by many 3"1 and 4'" century Christians. (The New En cyclopaedia
Rrita nnica, vol. 3, p. 371 .) The Seco nd Letter of Clement (ll Clement), which was not a letter but
a sermon, was accepted as a genuin e work of Clement's by some. It was regarded as canonical
in the Codex Alexandrin us (a 5'" century man uscript of the Greek Bible) and by the later Syrian
Church. The Homilies (preserved in rhe Greek orig in al) attem pt to exa lt the positio n of the
O rienta l churches in relatio n to Rome and we re based upo n a n ea rlier wo rk, the Circuits of Peter,
arrested hy Epip hanius. T hey a re impo rtant fo r the in for mation they give on Jewish-Chr istian
heresy in the ea rl y centuries of the ch urch. (The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 3, p. 376.)

·'

1

11

IX. x, quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 107, ff. 35 .

"

The Divine Institutes, V. xx ii , quoted in By the Finger of God, p. 107, ff. 37.

11 1

lhid. II. xv i, q uored in By the Finger of Cod, p. 107, ff. 38.

"' By the Finger of Cod, pp. I 03-1 07.
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exorcism against the evil eye was performed by "charismatic" lay people
(male or female) or monastics. In contrast, the Church of the West
regularised exorcism by making the second office of the minor orders that
of "exorcist." This office was first made official in the mid-third century
and was retained within the Roman Catholic Church until the reforms
of the ordinal which took place in the 1960's. 517 In Rome in 251, Pope
Cornelius retained a team of fifty-two men as exorcists, and they worked in
the fourteen divisions of Rome. 518

MIDDLE AGES AND REFORMATION
By the Middle Ages, exorcism was part of infant baptism. The service also
included the exshufflate, the thrice-repeated breathing on the face of the
infant with the accompanying words, "Depart from him, thou unclean
spirit, and give place to the Holy Spirit. " 519 The main purpose of exorcisms,
apart from curing the demoniac, seemed to have become a demonstration
of the sanctity of the exorcist.
After the reformation began, exorcisms were used by one group of Christians
as propaganda against another. For example, in France, exorcisms were
utilised by the Catholics in order to convert, or at least confute, the
Huguenots 520 and also to confirm the faith and devotional practices of the
Roman Church. Catholic exorcisms were designed, not only to demonstrate
transubstantiation, but also to vindicate other practices and beliefs that
were under attack from Protestants. Catholic practices were considered
by them to be purely magical superstitions, and they criticised the use of
relics, holy water and other blessed objects, the sign of the cross, the power
of names, etc. Consequently, the exorcisms of this era were accompanied
by deliberately encouraged publicity, both at the time, by attracting large
audiences, and afterwards, by publishing printed accounts. 121 Sometimes
during the public exorcisms in Loudon 522 there must have been as many

"'Deliverance: Psychic Disturbances and Occult Involvement, p. 111.
m Sybil I.eek, Driving Out the Devils, p. 123.

"'The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 365.
s2o Huguenots are any of the Protestants in France in the l 6t1· and 17 th centuries. The origin of the

name is uncertain. (The New 1'ncyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 6, p. 127.)
521

Unclean Spirits: Possession and Exorcism in France and England in the Late Sixteenth and
Early Seventeenth Centuries, p. 4.

s22 A great seventeenth century epidemic of possession took place in Loudon, and several of the

exorcists taking part were themselves infected. L'Histoire des Diab/es de Loudon, Amsterdam,
1716, quoted in Possession and Exorcism, pp. 50 and 92.
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as 7,000 spectators. The exorcisms of Nicole de Vervins (1566 CE) were
also great spectacles. Catholics and Protestants came in crowds from the
surrounding districts to the cathedral of Laun, and civil authorities were
also present. 121
There was at this time a great variety of published exorcisms from which a
priest could choose, but they all followed a similar pattern of adjuring the
evil spirit by Almighty God. This diversity can be seen in the practices of
the foll owing saints from the beginning of the Middle Ages to the end of
the fifteenth century. To effect a cure, St. Augustine 524 laid his hands on the
possessed and implored God. 525 St. Bernard 526 prayed inwardly, put wine
from the chalice [used in the Eucharist] on his fingers and applied it to the
possessed person's lips. He allowed some drops of wine to fall onto the
person's body in one of his exorcisms. 527 In another he made the sign of the
cross with the sacred Host (bread used in the Eucharist), read the Lord's
prayer and commanded the demon to leave, saying, "By the terribl e power
of His majesty I command thee, evil spirit, to come out of His servant and
dare to touch her no more thereafter. " 528 On one occasion, St. Francis 529
was reported to have cured a possessed person by praying, signing the

,v Possession and Exorcism, p. 103.
"' Augu stine o f Hippo (354-430 CE ) wa s the bi shop of Hippo in Roman Africa [w ha t is no w
Algeri a I an d th e m,1 jo r Christian theologia n of th e Western Church. Although his mother was a
devout Chri sti a n, during his studi es of phil osoph y he conve rted to Manichaeism and la ter we nt
on to Neoplato nism before being conve rted to Christia nity in 386 CE. His best known works a re
Confessions, the sto ry o f his restless yo uth a nd conve rsio n; a nd The City of God, w hich espo used
a religio us philosoph y nf predestinatio n. (The N ew b rcyclopaedia Britannica , vol. 1, p. 700. )

" ·' Acta Sanctorum , Augusti, vol. vi, p. 439 (August 28), quo ted in Possession and Exorcism ,
p. 177.
12 ' Bern ard o f Clairvaux (1090- 1153 CE ), a Cistercia n monk and mystic, was the fo under a nd
abbot of th e a bbey of Clairvaux and one of the most influential churchmen of his time. Amo ng
hi s wo rks a re /'raises of the Virgin Mother o n M a rio logy, and his greatest literary endea vo ur,
Sermons on the Canticle of Canticles. (Th e N ew Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 2 , pp. 144l45.)
127

Acta Sa11cto ru m, Augusti , vol. iv, p. 28 1 (August 20), quoted in Possession and Exorcism,

p. 178.

"' Ibid ., p. 282, quo ted in l'ossession and Fxorcism, pp. 179-180.
12 '' Franci s of Assisi, original name, Fra ncesco di Pietro di Bernardone (11 81-1 226 C E), was
the fo unde r of the Franciscan orders of men and women and a leader of the church refor m
movemen ts o f the ea rl y 13'" century. His fraternal cha rity, consecration to poverty a nd d yna mic
leadership drew tho usands of followers and made him o ne o f the most venerated religio us fig ures .
He is (alo ng with Catherine of Siena) the principal pa tro n sa int of Italy. (The New l::,ncyclopaedia
Britannica , vol. 4, pp. 926-927.)
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possessed person with the cross and blessing him.no On another occasio n,
he add ressed the demon directly and ordered it to leave, saying, "In virtue
of obedience I bid thee to go out for her, thou unclean spirit!" 531
In one exorcism, St. Nobert532 commanded the unclea n spirit to depart.
Then he instructed that the possessed woman be plunged into exorcised
water and he had her hair cut. He then fasted for a day and night, read
several passages from the Gospels over her head and attacked the demon by
prayer until it fled. 533 It was reported that St. Francis of Paolo 534 exorcised
by adjuring the spirit and commanding it to leave the body of the possessed,
which it did after numerous, lengthy discussions .535
The growth of exorcism finally came to an end at the time of the CounterReformation. This was due, in part, to the publication of the Rituale
Romanum (The Roman Ritual) in 1614 at the repeated request of Pope Paul
V. 536 H owever, this was not the only text written on the subject during this
era. In 1626, Maximilian va n Eynatten produced his 1,232-page Manuale
Exorcismorum, 537 in which he covered every eventuality, each one with an
appropriate rite, ranging from a conjuration against the "antique serpen t, "
noxio us pests, the evil spirits that wreck matrimony, and any demon
causing vexa tion in a house. 538 Prepa ration of the Ritual and the Manual
was essential, becau se this period of time preceding and accompanying the
witchcraft persecutions had been one of doctrinal confu sion . Rules were

·'·"' Thomas of Celano, The Lives of St. Fran cis of Assisi (London , 1908), First Life, part i, chap.
xxv, p. 66, quoted in Possession and Exorcism , p. 181.
rn Ibid. , p. 69, quoted in Possession and Exorcism, p. 182.

m Nobert of Xa nten (1080-1134 CE) was the a rchbi shop of M agdcburg a nd found er of the
Prem onstratensians (Norbertines or White Canons), a congregation oi priests. (Th e New
encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 8, p. 757.)
5
H Joseph vo n Gorres, Die Christliche Mystik (Regensb urg: 1842) , vol. iv, part i, p. 332, from the
Acta San ctorum, June 6, c. viii , p. 834, quoted in Possession and Exorcism, pp. 182- 183.
514

Francis of Paolo (14 16- 1507 CE) was the founder of the
Roma n Catholic order that does charitable work a nd refrains
products . Francis was named patron of Italian seamen in 1943
of the miracles attributed to him we re related to the sea . (The
vol. 4, p. 927.)

Minin Friars, a severely asce tic
fr om eating meat, eggs o r dairy
by Pope Pius XII, becau se many

New encyclopaedia Britannica,

rn Acta Sanctorum, Ap rilis, vol. i, p. 144, cited in Possession and Exorcism, pp. 184-18.5.
sJr, Possession and Exorcism, p. 10 1.
117
The 1974 New York editi on of Rituale Romanuin reproduced verbatim the text as written by
Maximilian van Eyn atren together wi th an introduction by Francis Ca rdinal Spel lman . (Driuing
Out Devils, p. 127.)

m Driving O ut the Devils, p. 127. See also Possession and exorcism , p. I 02.
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evolving, but haphazardly. A French priest, Grosbal, recorded on April 6,
1601 that he was beginning an exorcism case, but the proceedings had
not been completed by September 10. Other priests, including travellers
from Limoges and Savoy, tried to help. One pilgrim from Spain sought
to question the demon in Spanish, but was not understood . Two visitors
from Scotland addressed him in Gaelic and others in Breton. It was useless.
Grosbal concluded reluctantly that conceivably it was not a case of demonic
possession. ·139

SURVEY OF CHRISTIAN EXORCISTS
The preceding information answers the first question of the survey used
while interviewing the Muslim exorcists:
" 1. When and why did yo u begin to practise exorcism?"

The Roman Ritual, the Exeter Report and other studies made by Christian
researchers will be used to answer the remaining questions.
2. What percentage of the cases are actual possession ?
Father Ugo Saroglia, 72, who retired in 1984 after almost ten years as a
Turin exorcist, told the newspape r Corriere Della Sera that only about ten
percent of the cases he was involved in dealt with "authentic possession.
The others who came ... were simply afflicted by nervous or psychiatric
di sturbances. " 540 In his book , Exorcising Devils, Dom Robart Petitpierre
said that possession in which an individual is "controlled " by a demon
is "extremely rare, estimated at no more than one percent of all the cases
coming forward ." 54 1 However, Ca non John D. Pearce-Higgins, who treated
about 3,000 cases in England during an eighteen-month period in 1971 and
1972, found that five percent were genuine cases of possession. 542

11

"

l:~xurcism Past and Present, p. 89.

" " The Sunday Star, November 24, 198S, H 8.

" ' Exonising Devils, p. 37.
542

Exorcism Past and /'resent, p. 201.
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3. Identify the main signs of real possession

(a) Change of Personality

i) Resulting in change of intelligence, character, demeanour, and
appearance

(b) Physical Changes

i) Preternatural strength
ii) Epileptiform convulsions; foaming
iii) Catatonic symptoms; falling
iv) Clouding of consciousness; anaesthesia to pain
v) Changed voice
vi) There will be physical signs such as bilious complexion, wasting of the
body and psychosomatic pains, all unassociated with any particular illness;
an evil or frightening expression will become habitual. 541

(c) Mental Changes

i) Glossolalia; understanding unknown languages
ii) Preternatural knowledge
iii) Psychic and occult powers, e.g., clairvoyance, telepathy and prediction.
(The theological theory behind these symptoms is the doctrine that
devils, being fallen angels, retain their angelic intelligence; their minds are
immeasurably quicker and more experienced than those of men, and their
knowledge therefore enormously greater. )544

(d) Spiritual Changes
i) Reaction to and fear of Christ; causing blasphemy, etc.
ii) Affected by prayer 545
iii) Horror and revulsion of sacred things, at hearing scripture, being
touched by relics, the host, holy water or other blessed objects. 146
-

-

-

-- -- -

-

--

\4.l Sympto m number 6 ha s been taken from Deliverance: Psychic Disturbances and O ccult
lnvolveme/1/ , p. 86.
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Unclean Spirits, p. 13.

m But Deliver Us from Evil, p. 156.
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4. How can a distinction be made between demonic possession and bodily
and/or mental ills?
One of the few pieces of diagnostic writing relating to this subject is an
essay by Dr. Lechler. 547 It includes the following points:
a) Although the possessed person may be restless and driven into a rage
at times, he still remains sane in his thoughts, whereas one with mental
problems does not.
b) The mental patient will speak in extravagant tones of demons which he
alleges to be living inside of him. However, the possessed person avoids all
mention of demons as long as no one approaches him on a spiritual level.
c) The voices which a mental patient claims originate from strange people
are usually of a pathological nature. The satanic voices heard by a possessed
person are of a completely different nature. If the voices are demonic in
origin, they will attempt to lure the person away from God, whereas if they
are the result of some natural abnormality, they will speak about unnatural
and nonsensical things.
d) Schizophrenics who continually talk about being possessed are deluding
themselves. On the contrary, a person who is really possessed will never
let the idea of possession enter his head, even if there is no other logical
explanation for his condition.
e) A person who blasphemes without the slightest remorse is most likely to
be possessed. The mental depressive will lament the fact that he thinks such
things and will try not to express them. 548
5. What are the main reasons why people and places are possessed?
People and places are possessed due to the following:
a) Accident, e.g., heredity, place, occult experience and healing, occult
transference and curses
b) Invitation - knowingly, e.g. devil subscription
c) Invitation - unknowingly, e.g., mediums 549

w In "Part II" of Kurt Koch's Occult Bondage and Deliverance (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Kregel Puhlishing House).
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But Deliver Us from Evil, pp. 158-159.
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Ibid., p. 157.
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Possession is not as common as the media like to portray. It cannot just
"happen" unwillingly. Man cannot catch demons as he catches the common
cold. He has to put himself at risk and in a vulnerable position. The greatest
risk is that of straightforward invitation. This can occur knowingly by
becoming a member of voodoo, witchcraft, magic or Satanist group; by
"do it yourself" magic experiments, or by the deliberate invitation extended
from a despairing soul. It can take place unknowingly by fringe occultism
of various kinds, such as the Ouija board, planchette, or other "sessions,"
like seances, in which the operator exposes himself to possible invasion by
some external spirit. Although rare, there may be cases when the invitation
is very indirect, in which the victim may be an empty soul with no particular
faith to withstand stray spiritual influences of a malign kind. This is one
who has put himself in a position of danger without realising the danger in
which he stands. Also, possession may sometimes occur through some kind
of occult transference from a Satanist group or witch coven, by cursing, or
perhaps genetically, through long family occult traditions. 550
Places, such as churches, houses, towns and the countryside, may be
strained and influenced by a variety of causes - frequently by more than
one at a time. Among these causes may be the following:
Souls of the departed (ghosts proper) - Most often of those who have
recently died.
Magicians - They claim to be able to instigate and operate "haunts," and
this can be in some measure substantiated.
Human sin - Human sin opens the door for other forces to enter; for
example, a house or site used for sexual misbehaviour. The office of an
organisation devoted to greed or domination can also often incur trouble
or act as a dispersal centre.
Place memories - These account for some nine-tenths of what are popularly
called "haunts." They are impersonal traces of personal action and seem to
be caused either by habitual actions or by actions accompanied by violent
emotion.
Poltergeists and the accompanying appanttons, levitations and other
phenomena - These remain a mystery. There is the possibility of psychic
action similar to table-turning or perhaps planchette.

sso Deliverance: Psychic Disturbances and O ccult Involvement, pp. 82-81.
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This may be due to some uncontrolled subconscience of a human in the
house, to the interference of magicians, or even perhaps to some form of
non-human, mischievous spirit.
Demonic interference - This is common on desecrated sites such as ruined
sanctuaries, and in connection with seances. This kind of activity and that of
magicians frequently revivifies ancient pagan sites, thereby causing a general
sense of "buzz " or strain that can be disturbing, but rarely dangerous.

There are, therefore, at least three quite different types of forces which may
possibly be operating at any given place: those which are purely human (1,
2 and 3 ); those which are impersona l (4 and perhaps 5) and those which
are demonic (6). 11 1
6. What percentage of cases are women?
So far as age is concerned, the first appearance of possession is not
connected with any given time of life. But in regard to sex, possession
occurs predominantly in women. Out of thirteen cases related by Kerner
(Nachricht, etc.), some which were observed by him, there were only two
men. These numbers are essentially in agreement with percentages derived
from other sources, except that perhaps the number of males is slightly
more. The epi demics of possession ha ve almost always affected convents of
nuns or corresponding establishments. H owever, men are only occasionally
affected in similar circumstances.152
7. Do on ly male spirits possess women?
Traugott said, "The feminine voice is transformed into a bass one, for in all
the cases of possession which have hitherto been my lot to know the new
individuality was a man." On the other hand, Adam Crabtree cites the case
of Anna Ecklund (b. 1882 CE), who was exorcised by Father Theophilus
Riesinger, a Capuchin mon k from the community of St. Anthony at
Marathon, Wisconsin, in 1912 and again in 1928. During the exorcism, a
possessing fe male demon by the name of M ina appeared. 111 Mr. Crabtree
also cited the case of the three day exorcism of Karen Kingston (b. 1960
CE) in April , 1974, in which female demons by the names Mariana, Jeanne
a nd Eliza beth were expelled from her. 554 In fact, there are numerous other
cases in which female, possessing entities were invo lved.

"' Exorcism, pp. 2 1-22.
~
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Possession and Ex orcism, p. 121.

"' Multiple Man: Explorations in Possession and Multiple Personality, pp. 138-143.
"

4

Ibid., pp. 145-148.
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8. Can more than one spirit possess a single person?
Jesus is recorded in Luke (8:2) as casting out seven demons from Mary
of Magdaia. When he asked the demon possessing the man in Gerasenes
its name, it replied, "My name is Legion; for we are many;" and when he
permitted them, "the unclean spirits came out and entered the swine. " 555
"The Roman Catholic manuals on exorcism instruct the priest to interrogate
the possessing spirit to find out if it has any other companions." 116 The
German authority, Kerner, is quoted by Oesterreich as saying, "It often
happens that we recognise in a single individual not merely one demon
but several at once or in succession." Most Pentecostalist literature on the
subject treats multiple possession as the norm. 557
In the twelve exorcism sessions of Karen Kingston, who was mentioned
earlier, thirteen demons were expelled. Each demon had a distinct
personality and a total of eight handwriting samples were obtained from
the demons, each with a very distinct style .558
9. Are there different kinds of possession?
"Possession: the domination by the demon over the man's bodily organs
and his lower spiritual faculties; or, in later times, a distinction is made
between possession and obsession, the latter connoting a lesser grade of
demonic disturbance. " 559
It is generally thought that there is only one state of demonic assault on
human lives, but there is, in fact, a whole range of demonic influences.
Writers on this subject have a vast array of terms for the more ordinary
states of possession. Among Catholic terminology, "temptation" and
"infestation" are commonly used (L. Cristiani), while among Pentecostalists
"oppression" and "obsession" refer to less acute states (H. Maxwell Whyte).
Others used terms such as "bondage" and "vexed." However, there are
a number of people who feel that to be true to the Scriptures one must
use "demonised," as it is a literal translation of Greek terminology. Still

m Mark S:1-13.
"' Roman Ritual, Chapter 1:15, quoted in The Story Rehind The Exorcist, p. 219. See also
Unclean Spirits: Possession and Exorcism in France and England, p. 8.
557

Rut Deliver Us from Evil, p. 15 I.

m Multiple Man, pp. 148-150.
159

Quoted from the introduction to Rite of Exorcism in the most modern version of the Roman

Ritual (English translation by Rev. Philip T. Weller) in Diabolical Possession and Exorcism,
p. 92.
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others say that three terms may be used: for mild cases, demonic influence;
for more serious cases, demonic possession; and for acute demonic states,
demonic attack. 560
In his book, Deliverance, Michael Perry divided the spectrum of demonic
activity into four categories:
"a) Every Christian knows that he is subject to temptation.
b) Temptation may become so intense that it has to be described as demonic
obsession. In this state, temptation and demonic interference increase to
such a degree that normal life begins to become impossible beca use of ideas
in the mind, a preoccupation with evil, or a sense of all-pervading guilt or
fear.
c) A further stage may be called oppression, in which there is a n occult or
demonic attack in dreams or otherwise.
d) Possession is the most serious case. In this, the person's will is taken over
by an intruding alien entity. When this happens, the person is incapable
of asking for delive rance on hi s own behalf. It may be a tempora ry state,
however, so that the person when he is not possessed may know tha t he has
bee n, and so will come to a counsellor expressing a wish to be re leased from
this recurring condition. If a person is possessed by a demon, it can only be
dislodged by exorcism. " 561
In o ne form of possession, the possessed person may be conscious of having
been invaded and dominated by an outside personality beyond his control,
and this now dwells within him together with his own spirit. The person
at times speaks normally and does not lose his sense of identity. But he
is aware of the presence of the intruder, who may be vicious, licentious
and irrational. This intruder takes possession of the victim's speech organs
and of his body in general, making the victim do and say things which he
disapproves of but is helpless to prevent. While the demon is speaking or
performing, the normal self stands by as a helpless spectator. The person is
aware of what is going on, for reason is not entirely removed. This type is
sometimes called lucid possession.
In the extreme form of
rep laces the norma l one.
been completely routed
true identity. The victim

possession, the abnormal personality completely
He is un awa re that his own spirit appears to have
by the invader, losing consciousness o f his own
fully identifies himself with the demonic ego, and

"" Rut Deliuer Us from Evil, p. 9 1.
" ' Deliverance: Psychic Disturhances and Occult Involvement, p. 82.
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his normal self is forgotten. He is like a sleepwalker, although he does not
know that he is asleep. In fact, this strange phenomenon has been identified
as amnesia. But it is distinguished from ordinary somnambulism or amnesia
by the intensity of its emotional and motor accompaniments. 162
Spirit-possession has also been categorised by other writers as either
temporary, intermittent or permanent. 563
10. Do possessing entities speak in the voice of the possessed person or in
another voice?
One of the signs of true possession is that the person's voice changes to
match that of the invading spirit. Oesterreich referred to this, saying,
"The second characteristic which reveals change of personality is closely
related to the first: it is the voice. At the moment when the countenance
alters, a more or less changed voice issues from the mouth of the person
in the fit. The intonation also corresponds to the character of the new
individuality manifesting itself in the organism and is conditioned by it.
In particular the top register of the voice is displaced; the feminine voice is
transformed into a bass one .. .In other cases the timbre of the voice is not
changed to an extreme degree ... But the most important particular in which
'the invasion of the organism by a strange individuality' is manifested, is
the third: the new voice does not speak according to the spirit of the normal
personality but that of the new one. Its 'ego' is the latter's, and is opposed
to the character of the normal individual." 564
11. Do spirits speak in languages unknown to the possessed?
The ability to understand and speak in other languages was previously
identified as one of the characteristics of true possession. Under the heading,
"The Signs of Demonic Possession," Michael Perry wrote, "When blessed,
or prayed for, he may fall into a type of trance-state, in which he will
manifest one of the three characteristic signs: (i) speaking in a voice unlike
his normal voice; (ii) in a language, or languages, unknown to him in his
normal state; (iii) he will be able to converse in that language and answer
questions if they are put to him . He will completely be unaware of what has
happened when he recovers from the state. " 565

m By the Finger of God, pp. 18-19.
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Possession and Fxorcism, pp. 19-2 ·1.
Deliverance: Psychic Disturhances and Occult Involvement, p. 86.

12. Do the possessing entities have names which they go by?
In Catholic manuals of exorcism, the priest is told to interrogate the
devil and to ask its name. The following passage from the Roman Ritual
illustrates chis point. It stares, "I command you, unclean spirit, whoever
you are, ... by the mysteries of the incarnation, passion, resurrection, and
ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ; by the descent of the Holy Spirit; by
the coming of our Lord for judgement, that you tell me by some sign your
name. " 166 Thus, according to Catholic tradition, the devils or spirits have
names or titles.
13. During exorcisms, do possessing spirits try to possess the exorcists?
The French mystic, Jean-Joseph Surin, became a victim in the course of his
exorcism to the great seventeenth-century epidemic of possession at the
Ursuline convent at Loudon. He was already extremely exhausted by a
long and rigorous life of asceticism. 567 In spite of all of his torment, Surin
escaped with his life. However, Lactance and Tranquille, two of the other
exorcists involved in the struggle with the epidemic of Loudon, succumbed
to possession. 568
Rev. John Nicola stated that the three principal dangers confronting a
priest during exorcism are "physical injury, perhaps even death; mental
and spiritual intimidation, usually by the revelation of embarrassing
information through the mouth of the energumen; and transference of the
diabolical possession to the exorcist. " 169
14. Does treatment usually involve more than one session?
Oestereich presented his view, saying, "Cures by a single application of
exorcism appear to have been rare; exorcisms last as a rule for days, weeks,
months and even years." 570 Dom Petitpierre expressed that in the case of
a ma jor exorcism where "it becomes evident that there has been an actual
attack by a demon - a non-human spirit . .. there must be a longish time,
perhaps up to a month, spent in examination and prayer for the person
concerned. " 57 1
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15. Describe the steps involved in a typical exorcism.
The Roman Ritual

a) The priest first goes to confession. Then he wears a surplice and a violet
stole and traces the sign of the cross over the possessed person (bound if
he is violent), over himself, and those present. He then sprinkles all present
with holy water, kneels and says the Litany of the Saints, with all present
making the response.
b) The priest then reads Psalms 53 ("God, by your name save me"), followed
by specific prayers in which he implores God to give them courage, to strike
terror into the demon and cast him out of the person by His mighty hand .
He then commands the demon and its helpers to reveal its name and the
time of its departure, to strictly obey him and not to harm the possessed
person or the bystanders.
c) Then the priest reads over the possessed person one or all of the following
selections from the Gospels: John 1:1-14, Mark 16:15-18, Luke 10:17-20
and Luke 11:14-22. A prayer is then made to Jesus Christ seeking pardon
from sins, steadfast faith and power to confront the demon.
d) Next the priest makes the sign of the cross over himself and the one
possessed, places the end of his stole on the latter's neck, and, putting his
right hand on the latter's head, he says another prayer to God the Father
for help through Christ.
e) The priest then recites the First Exorcism: "I cast yo u out, unclean spirit,
along with every satanic power of the enemy, every spectre from hell, and
all your foul companions; in the name of our Lord Jesus [t] Christ. Begone
and stay far from this creature of God [t], for it is He who commands you,
He who flung you headlong from the heights of heaven into the depths of
hell. It is He who commands you, He who once stilled the sea and the wind
and the storm. Hearken, therefore, and tremble in fear, Satan, you enemy
of the faith, you foe of the human race, you begetter of death , you robber
of life, yo u corruptor of justice, you root of all evil and vice; seducer of
men, betrayer of the nations, instigator of envy, font of avarice, fomenter
of discord, author of pain and sorrow. Why, then, do you stand and resist,
knowing as you must that Christ the Lord brings yo ur plans to nothing?
Fear Him, who in Isaac was offered in sacrifice, in Joseph sold into bondage,
slain as the paschal lamb, crucified as man, yet triumphed over the powers
of hell. (The following three signs of the cross are traced on the forehead of
the possessed.) Begone, then, in the name of the Father, [t] and of the Son,
[t] and of the Holy [t] Spirit. Give place to the Holy Spirit by this sign of
the holy [t] cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns with the
Father and the H oly Spirit, forever and ever.
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f) Then the priest leads those present in prayer to God, imploring Him to

repel the devil's power, break his snares and put him to flight, [saying], "By
the sign ft] (on the fore-head) of your name, let your servant be protected
in mind and body. (The following three crosses are traced on the chest of
the possessed.) Keep watch over the innermost recesses of his/her [t] heart;
rule over his/her ft] emotions; strengthen his/her [t] will. .. through Christ
our Lord."
g) The priest then recites the Second Exorcism: "I adjure you, ancient
serpent, by the judge of the living and the dead, by your Creator, by the
Creator of the whole universe, by Him who has the power to consign you
to hell, to depart forthwith in fear, along with your savage minions, from
this servant of God, (name of the person), who seeks refuge in the fold of
the Church ... "
h) Those present are again led in prayer directed to God of heaven and
earth, God of the angels and the archangels, to deliver the servant from
unclean spirits through Christ.
i) The Third Exorcism is then recited by the priest: "Therefore, I adjure
you, every unclean spirit, spectre from hell, every satanic power, in the
name of Jesus [t] Christ of Nazareth, who was led into the desert after His
baptism by John to vanquish you in your citadel, to cease your assaults
against the creature whom He has informed from the slime of the earth for
His own honour and glory ... "
j) The priest repeats the above steps as long as is necessary until the one
possessed is freed. 572
The Exeter Report: The Exorcism and Blessing of a person
a) All present gather around the patient and join in the Lord's Prayer,
followed by a reading from John 1:1-14 and a silent prayer concluded with:
"O God, whose nature and property it is ever to have mercy and to forgive,
grant that the chains of evil binding this person may, by your mercy, be
loosened, and let no evil power harm any one. Through Jesus Christ, your
Son, our Lord. Amen.
b) The exorcist stands before the patient land] performs the exorcism by
saying a prayer like the following: "I command you, every evil spirit, in the
Name of God the Father Almighty, in the Name of Jesus Christ, his only
son, and in the Name of the Holy Spirit, that, harming no one, you depart
from this creature of God, (name), and return to the place appointed you,
there to remain forever."
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c) Then the exorcist exhales deeply or sprinkles holy water on the patient
and repeats the exorcism over the patient (who should be firmly held down)
if, as occasionally happens, there are violent physical reactions. It is also
recommended that on such occasions the exorcist recite some form of St.
Patrick's Breastplate, such as:
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ

be with you: Christ within you;
before you; Christ behind you;
on your right hand; Christ on your left hand;
above you; Christ beneath you;
round about you.

d) The final prayer is made to God as follows: "O God, the creator and
defender of men, look upon this your servant, (name). Drive back from
him, 0 Lord, the power of the demons and banish forever their treacherous
deceits. May the wicked tempers flee away. May your servant, (name), be
fortified in mind and body by the power of your Name. Guard his inner life,
rule his desires, strengthen his purposes. May the powerful temptations of
the enemy vanish from his souls. Grant grace, 0 Lord, by this invocation
of your Name, that the prince of this world, who has struck terror until
now may himself flee in terror to his own place. And may this your servant
be enabled to do your will with a firm heart and undivided mind: through
Jesus Christ, your Son, our Lord. Amen"
e) If contact with occultism was involved, the Baptismal Promises are then
renewed in any of the official forms available.
f) A final blessing is then invoked with hands laid on the person's head. 573

573
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Exorcism, pp. 37-39.

DISCUSSION
In the Muslim world today exorcism has, to a large
degree, become the profession of an elite few . However,
those practising it have limited Islamic education. In most
cases in India and to some degree in Sudan, the practice
is a closely guarded and inherited secret, handed down
fro m father to son. For people like Rana M u~ammad in
Pakistan and al-Dawsar1 in Saudi Ara bia, it is their means
of earning a livelihood. Although there still remains
no officiall y designated office ca lled "The Exorcist,"
certain na mes and titles (e.g., 'amil, faq'ir, peer, etc.) are
now commo nl y used to identify professional exorcists.
Unfortunately, most of the common Muslims today
erroneousl y attribute the power to expel j inn to the
exorcist himself, rather than the mercy of Allah, which is
a va ila ble to any believer.
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The basic principle of reciting verses from the Qur'an over possessed people
for ms the foundations of Islamic exorcism, past and prese nt. Although
Prophet Mu~ammad (!#5), like Jesus, was recorded to ha ve comm anded the
possessing spirit in those demonically possessed to leave, hi s companions
read Qur'anic verses over possessed individuals in their treatments.
The Prophet (~) personally approved treatment by Qur'ani c recitation
when cases utilising the Qur'an were related to him by his compani ons.
Consequently, since the time of the Prophet l\1u~ammad (~ ), exorcism by
Qur'anic reciration became an indisputa ble pa rt of ca nonical prophetic
tradition (the Sunnah).
Communicating with the iinn also has its foundation in pro phetic practice,
even though the Prophet (~ ) was only recorded to have sa id, "Get out,
enemy of Allah, I am the Messenger of Allah." 574 He did not hold a twoway conversation with the possessing spirit but, instead, gave it a firm
command to leave. Likewise, commanding the evil spirits to leave was the
recorded practice of Jesus, but on some occasions it was recorded th at he
also questioned the possessing spirit (Mark 5:1-13 ). T he Roman Ca tholic
handbook on exorcism, Roman Ritual, instructs the exorcist to as k the
name of the possessing entity, the number of spirits inha biting the patient,
the ca use of their entry, the time when it or they entered, a nd their intended
time of departure. 575 However, in the book 's introductory directi ons, the
priest is also admonished not to believe what the possessing devil says.
Furthermore, as a result of the trial of Father Louis Ga ufridi , who was
convicted of conferring with and being possessed by th e Devil, a law was
passed in 1620 which stated that the testimony of devil s sho uld not be
accepted in any court of law . The University of Sorbonne, in Pa ri s, Fra nce,
judiciously stated that the dev il could not be expected to tell the truth. 576
Among early Muslim schola rs, Ibn Tay mi yyah advocated communica tion
w ith possessing entities in order to persuade them to leave thro ugh
admonition, etc. Considering the perverse nature of possessio n, little
credibility can be placed on the information relayed by possessing demons .
They should be distrusted in the same way as co rrupt and irreligious
humans, since the relia bil ity of their information is suspect. Consequentl y,
altho ugh communicatio n is permissible, it should be restricted to what is
necessary or useful in encouraging the spirit's departure.
The practice of blowing over the demonically possessed pati ent or on the
location where the patient complains of pain is unanimously applied by
modern exorcists throughout th e Mu slim world at different points during
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their exorcisms. This also has its foundation in the Prophet's practice. On
one occasion, he was recorded as blowing in the mouth of a possessed boy
before ordering the possessing spirit to leave. 577 It was also his practice
to blow in his hands and wipe them on the parts of his body where he
experienced aches and pains. This corresponds with the early Christian
baptismal tradition of exorcism which included the exshufflate - the thricerepeated breathing on the face of the infant with the accompanying words,
"Depart from him, thou unclean spirit, and give place to the Holy Spirit." 178
It is also mentioned as a recommended practice in the Exeter Report on
exorcism for the Church of England. 579
The additional practices of having possessed patients drink water over
which Qur'anic verses have been read or writing Qur'anic verses on a
plate, washing it and having one drink the wash-water, seem to have begun
among the early generation of Muslims. Likewise, having the demonically
possessed bathe in water over which verses from the Qur'an have been
read was recommended by some of the ea rly Muslim scholars. This
practice has its counterpart, or perhaps even its origin, in Catholic and
Anglican exorcisms wherein holy water is sprinkled on patients. 580 During
an exorcism performed by St. Nobert of Magdeburg (d. 1134 CE), he
instructed that the possessed woman "be plunged into exorcised water." 58 1
"Holy water" - if water on which Qur'anic verses were recited could be
described as such - was not utilised by the Prophet (~ ) or his companions
in their exorcisms. On the other hand, the use of olive oil and its use for
diagnostic or therapeutic treatment is relatively new. A modern Anglican
exorcist, Dom Robart Petitpierre, recommended the use of blessed oil,
saying, "I have known blessed oil, which is used to anoint the forehead of
the troubled person, to be of considerable efficacy." 582 The use of "blessed"
water and olive oil has arisen from the unanimous belief among Muslims in
the healing qualities of the divine word, which is itself based upon Qur'anic
verses (17:82; 10:57) and prophetic traditions to that effect.

,,- Collected hy ;\~mad in al-Musnad a nd by al-f;!akim in al-Mustadrak a nd authenticated by
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This belief has been furth er extended to justify the use of amulets containing
Qur'anic verses, which is the predominant method for treati ng the possessed
in Sudan. In India, numerology and other occult arts are widely used in the
preparation of such amulets. However, the use of amulets has been strictly
forbidden by the Prophet (~ ) in a number of his authentica ll y recorded
statements. For example, 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud quoted the Prop het (~ ) as
saying, "Verily, spells, talismans and charms [by incantation] are shirk ." 183

.
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'Uqbah ibn 'Amir reported that a group of ten men
approached Allah's Messenger (* ) to pledge their a llegiance
to him. He accepted the oath of allegiance fr om nine of
them, but refu sed one. When they asked him why he had
refused one of them, he replied, "Veril y, he is wearing an
amulet." The man who was wearing it put his hand into his
cloth, pulled it off and broke it, and then made the oath.
The Prophet (~ ) then said, "Whoever wears an am ulet has
committed shirk. " 584
In the case of incantations (ruqa), the Prophet (~) mad e an exception. If,
after hearing the incantation for himself, he determined that the ruqa did
no t contain shirk, they were permitted. 585 However, the excepti on in the
case of allowing ruqii cannot be legally extended to amulets. Ta lismans
were also in vogue during the Prophet's time, but he did not ask to see them
in order to distinguish between them. Since talismans and amu lets were so
closely associated with pagan beliefs a nd rituals, Prophet Mu~ammad (* ) left
the prohibition of talismans as ge nera l, never specifying if and when they
were permitted. Conseq uentl y, the use of Qur'anic amulets or talismans
re presents a clear deviatio n fr om the prophetic way.
The Church succumbed to popular demand and allowed the use of am ulets,

5'-'

Collected in Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1089, n o. 3874 and a uthenticated in Jahih Sunan
Abii Dawiid, vol. 2, pp. 736-737, no. 3288.

"' Co llected hy A~mad and authenticated in .~a~i~ al-Jami' al-0aghir, vol. 2, p. I 092, no. 6394.
ss; See Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 11 97, no. 5457.
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although some Christian scholars opposed this trend. According to the
opinion of Arnald of Villanova (d. 1311 CE), a physician and theologian,
even divine words, if carried on the body, would represent magic amulets. 58 6
This was in agreement with more rigorous churchmen like St. Eligius, who
taught them "fraught, not with the remedy of Christ, but with the poison of
the Devil." 58 7 However, other physicians, like Bernard of Gordon (d. 1303
CE), made the priest not only recite the biblical passages for epileptics,
lunatics and demoniacs, but also write them down so that they may be
carried by the patient as an amulet.
As to the Indian practice of using numerology and other occult sciences
in the preparation of amulets, it is an even greater deviation from Islam.
Numerology has no place in Islam because of its pagan origin. 588 In fact,
the Abjad system of numerology in use among Muslims came from the
Jewish Cabalist system called gematria, in which each letter of the Hebrew
alphabet is given a numerical value .589 The Abjad is in the order of the old
Hebrew alphabet up to the number 400, the remaining six letters having
been added by the Arabs. 590
On the other hand, in vogue in Sudan is the burning and inhalation of
Qur'anic verses written on paper. This is not considered an obvious
violation of Islamic law, but it could be included in the same category as
the practice of drinking the wash-water of Qur'anic writings. However, in
India, the use of occult writings plays an even bigger part than the use of
Qur'anic verses in the practice of inhaling smoke of burnt paper amulets.
These inscriptions make the Indian version of this practice a clear violation
of Islamic law.
The use of beating during exorcism is a common feature among Arab
Muslim exorcists. Those of India and Pakistan (with the exception of Rana
Mu~ammad) did not use any form of what may be termed in some cases
as "aversion therapy." The rationale for its use is that the patient who
is in a state of somnambulism or amnesia does not feel the blows, but
the demon which has overtaken his consciousness does. Consequently, it
constitutes a means of punishing the possessing devil and forcing it out
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of the patient. In Sudan, flogging is also applied to inhibit undesirable
behaviour by patients. 591 This methodology, according to experienced
Muslim exorcists, should be applied sparingly and judiciously in order
to avoid hurting the patient himself. The origins of this practice can be
found in two narrations attributed to Prophet MuJ:iammad (eli;:). In one he
beat a young boy vigorously while commanding the possessing spirit to
leave. 592 In the other, he struck 'Uthman ibn Abi al-'As three times on the
chest, blew in his mouth and commanded the spirit to leave. The reliability
of the first narration is suspect, 593 but the second is authentic. 194 Beating
during exorcism has been attributed to some early scholars, like AJ:imad
ibn }::lanbal, but such narrations need to be critically researched. However,
there is no doubt that later scholars like Ibn Taymiyyah used beating during
their treatment. After exorcisms involving physical force, possessed patients
usually awaken without any recollection of pain from being beaten.
However, there have been cases when people who were believed to have
been possessed have died during exorcisms after severe, excessive beatings.
For example, a 30-year old agricultural engineer, Abdul-FattaJ:i Khalil,
died in Cairo in 1988 after a violent exorcism. A relative, Ad-ham, and
a friend, Faris, were charged with murder. 595 In a village outside Zurich,
Switzerland, a teenage girl by the name of Bernadette Hasler died from
a violent exorcism in 1966. Three years later, a Zurich court imprisoned
Magdalena Kohler and Stocker, co-founders of the Christian cult to which
Bernadette belonged, for her death. 596 A later case (reported in The Times
on September 4, 1980) involved a preacher and his friend who kicked a

m Fugara Techniques of Mental Healing, p. 76.
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Collected by al-Tabarani (a l-Mu'jam al-Kabir, vol. 5, pp. 275 -6) and Abu Dawud a l-Tayalisi
from Matar ibn 'Abdul-Rahman from Umm Aban from her father, al-Wazi', from his fa ther,
al-Zari' ( Usiid al-Ghiibah, ~ol. 2, p. 245 ). There is only one J;adith narrated by a l-Zari' in the
six main books of hadith. Thar narration is found in Sunan Abu Dawud with the same chain of
narration as this l;~dith bur the text only mentions that al-Zari ' and others kissed the Prophet's
hand and feet (S1man Abu Dawud, vol. 3, p. 1441, no. 5206 ). Al-Albani authenticated (hasan)
the latter narration, excluding the mention of the Prophet's feet (~a/;i/; Sunan Abu Diiwiid, vol.
3,~981, n~4353) .

.m One of the principal narrators, Hind, known as Umm Aban, the daughter of al-Wazi', was
classified by Ibn J:Iajar as acceptable (maql,iilah) in Taqrib al-Tahdhib, vol. 2, p. 619, no. 1.
However, this classification is conditional on there being a supporting narrntion; otherwise, she

is considered weak (layyinah). Since there are no other supporting narrations for the incident she
related, the ~adith is considered unreli able (c}a'if) .
m It was collected by lbn Majah with a chain of narrators composed of thiqiit, eminentl y reliable

narrators, with the exception of ' Uya ynah ibn ' Abdul-Rahman, who was classed as ~adiiq
(truthful ) by Ibn J:Iajar and others, which would make the isniid hasan. See Taqril, al-Tahdhih,
p. 441 , no. 5343.
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mentally unstable woman to death as they tried to rid her of an evil spirit,
allegedly that of Judas Iscariot, which was possessing her. 597 Even more
recently in June 1991, 20-year old Kousar Bashir was starved for eight
days, given chilli powder to eat, and battered to death in Manchester,
England, by two peers, 63-year old Mu~ammad Niirani and 55-year old
Mu~ammad BashTr. During the exorcism she suffered 16 fractured ribs and
a fractured breas t bone from beating with a cane, broken ashtray, fists and
from the peers' jumping up and down on her stomach.598
As was previously stated, the report which mentions the Prophet (~ )
vigorously beating the possessed boy is weak and, thus, cannot be used
as evidence to support such a practice. The one authentic narration of the
Prophet (J!,; ) striking a man in the chest in the course of an exorcism must be
understood in conjunction with his statements and the general guidelines of
the Shart'ah. The Prophet (~) said,

"One should neither hurt himself nor others. " 599
He was also quoted as saying,

"The Muslim is one from whose hands and tongue other
Muslims are sa fe. " 600
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"' Quoted in Deliverance: l'sychic Disturbances and Occult Involvement, p. 112.

"' Q News, vol. 1, ed. 0, Friday, 27'" March, 1992, p. 4.
" '' Reported by 'Ubadah ibn al -?ami t and Ibn 'Abbas, collected by lbn Majah, Malik, al-Hakim
and al-Bay haqi. (See F.zzedin Ib rah im and Denys Johnson-Davies, An-Nawawee·s Forty Hadeeth
[Salimiah, Kuwait: Intern ational Islamic Federation of Student Organisations, 199 1], p. 106),
and authentica ted by a l-Albani in .~aiJilJ Sunan lbn Miijah , vol. 2, p. 39, no. 1896.
'''" Reported by 'Abd ullah ibn 'Am r ibn al -'As and collected by Muslim (Sah ih Muslim, vol. 1,
p. 29, no . 64 ).
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He also said that if a man reaches the point of striking his reluctant wife,
the blow should be:

i.e., it should not leave a mark.'· 01
The Prophet(~ ) struck 'Uthman on the chest three rimes only. The na rrator
went to the trouble of mentioning that he sat on the soles of hi s feet. If
the Prophet (~ ) had hit him hard, he would have knocked him over, but
this is not mentioned, which indicates that the blow was light. Therefore,
the Prophet's action should not be extended beyond the wa y he did it,
since his previously quoted words establish the general rule with regard
to beating and inflicting harm. The claim that flogging is a reason for
success in treatment cannot be used as a justification for its use. Inflicting
unwarranted pain and bodily harm is prohibited. The issue is not whether
the patient feels the pain or not, because battering a comatose person is
as prohibited as battering a conscious person. The issue is whether it is
allowable in Islam. The Prophet(~ ) stated,

"Verily, Allah has sent down disease and medication,
and [He has] made a treatment for every disease. So trea t
[your sicknesses] but do not treat [them] with what is
prohibited. " 602
Shaykh 'Al, Mushrif in Saudi Arabia seems to have developed a unique
technique of grasping the pa tient's throat in order to force the jinnf to
expose itself. According to him , this method replaces bea ting, which he
feels causes more harm to the patients than to the possessing spirit. His
gras p is a firm, choking grasp which throws the patient into a state of
frenzy or causes him to faint. It is alleged that in most cases this technique
has proven itself successful. The possessing spirits have revealed themselves,
leading to their expulsion and the curing of those possessed. Others have
developed a milder grasp of depressing the jugular veins, which starves
the brain of oxygenated blood and causes patients to faint. The choking

60 1

Reported by Jabiribn ' Abdullah and ' Amr ibn al-A~wa~ and collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim,
vol. 2, p. 6 15, no. 2803), Abu Daw ud (S,man Abu Dawud, vol. 2, p . .50.5, no. 1900), al-Tirmidhi,
lbn Ma jah and al-Darimi.

"" Reported by Abu al-Darda', co llected by Abu Dawiid (Sunan Ahu Dawud, vol. 3, p. I 087, no.
3865) and rated authentic (hasan) by al-Arna 'iif in Jami' al-U~iil, vol. 7, p. 5 12, no. 5626.
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or grasping method introduced by Shaykh 'AII Mushrif of Madinah has
spread among those who studied his methodology and subsequently set up
their own practices in Riyadh and other parts of Saudi Arabia. However,
it is not employed in any other areas of the Muslim world. The theory
behind this technique is that it causes the possessing devil to expose itself
by submerging the human personality. This practice has no foundation
in prophetic tradition, and when people are hurt, it violates Islamic Law.
Some of Shaykh 'Ali's patients whom I interviewed complained of severe
neck pains after their treatment. There is also potential danger of brain
damage by cutting off the blood supply to the brain. An even greater danger
is suffocation by strangulation of patients. In spite of its reported successes,
this method is Islamically undesirable. One cannot correctly argue that
the suffering caused by choking during exorcism is like the pain involved
in an injection against disease. That is, the greater good of the injection
outweighs the minor pain of a needle piercing the skin. This argument
is not sound, because, in some cases, injection is the only way by which
inoculation against certain diseases can be given. However, exorcism may
be accomplished in other ways that do not involve physical harm to the
patient.
Holding or tying the forelock to "arrest" the jinn and tying fingers and
toes to "trap" the jinn appear to be part of the psychological techniques
of auto-suggestion used to help the patient cure himself. Although it
has no foundation in prophetic tradition, it does not seem to have any
apparent pagan roots, either in its theology or in its ritual. However, it is
based upon the erroneous idea held by some Muslim exorcists in India,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Trinidad that the jinn can be imprisoned within
the human body by such means. Consequently, it cannot be considered
to have any real value in the actual exorcism of those who are affected
by true, demonic possession. When people's complaints are based upon
psychological problems, like neuroses and psychoses, or, to a certain
degree, biological reasons, such techniques may have a positive effect. It
depends upon the strength of the patient's confidence in the exorcist, as has
been amply demonstrated in the use of placebos by Western experimental
psychologists.
The question which arises here is whether the methodology of exorcism is
restricted to what was done by the Prophet (:!ii;) and his companions or if the
field is open for individual experimentation. In respect to ruqii and Qur'anic
recitation, it appears that the latter position was taken by the companions
of the Prophet ('.:l!.). The numerous reports of them using different recitations
and then asking the Prophet (~) about it afterwards seem to indicate that
the door is open for experimentation within the bounds of divine law. The
basic principle appears to be that one may experiment as long as what is
done does not contain shirk, cause bodily harm or contravene either the
letter or the spirit of the divine law in any way. A further principle is that
experimentation cannot be done in areas which have already been specified
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by the Prophet(~) , because that would involve amending what the Prophet
(~ ) taught, based upon divine revelation, 6°' which is inconceivable acco rding
to Islamic law and theology. It is stated in the Qur'an:

•\ _,.,..._,,:->•,, ,t;- ,.~I,,,,->

>. >.-< J>. >,;;(\>t;',;\/(,,,,
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'Whatever the Prophet gives you, take it; and whatever he
has forbidden you, leave it. "
Qur'an, 59:7
~ ,, >»• ,. .jl,,.,
~ll'".Y..~J l

• &-:''Y\ ,. . ~ L.' ,,...,.
~-"'i:ilw~...,...
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"He [i.e., the Prophet] did not speak from his own desires.
What he said was revelation. "
Qur'an, 53:3-4
Much of the theory and practice of exorcism in Islam agrees with that of
Christianity. This has also been th e observation of experienced Christian
writers on the subject. For exa mple, John L. Nevius wrote the following
in his book, Demon Possession and Allied Themes: "There is a lso much
exorcism among the Moslems of Palestine and other sections of the Orient.
The Dervishes are especially noted for it. But aside from the fac t that they
use Koran verses and Moslem terminology, their healings are the same in
principle as the Christian. " 604 H owever, there is a fundam enta l difference
with regard to the identity of the possessing entity. The C hri sti an church
recognises two classes of ange ls (like some early Muslim exegetes) : those
obedient to God, who are genera ll y called angels, and those who disobeyed
God and came to be referred to as fa llen angels. Fallen angels a re one source
of demonic possession, according to the Christian view. The Church also
accepts that the souls of some departed humans ca n influence events in
this world a fter their death (perhaps originating from the Greek concept of
demons ). This represents the second source of diabol ica l possession fr om the
Christia n perspective. H owever, this category has no Biblica l basis, and its
va lidity has been contested by some Christian scholars. One of the leading
Christian authorities on this subj ect, John Richards, stated, "Possession by
the departed is not mentioned in the Bible, and many friends of mine, for
example Prebendary Henry Cooper and Rev. Dennis Peterson, wo uld argue
strongly, on quite different grounds, for the impossibility of 'earthbo und'
spirits. " 605 Some Christian writers have also acknowl edged anoth er class
of possessing spirits, which they have termed "non-human spi ri ts," whose
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o rigin remain s unkn own."° 6 Muslim theology on the other ha nd, recognises
only the jinn as a so urce of spirit-possession of humans.

CONCLUSION
The basic concepts and methods of exo rcism have changed little in the
O rthodox Isla mic world over the past fourteen centu ries. There has
been neither an official formul ation of methodology, as took place in
Christendom, nor has there evolved a position designated as exorcist.
H owever, in circles where people have deviated from the prophetic path
by utilising methods involving amulets and shirk, standard methods
have evolved and are being taught. 60 7 Even though there is no " official"
methodology, there is continuity of practice among Muslim scholars. This
is due to the great emphasis placed upon closely following the Sunnah of
Prophet Mu9ammad (* ) and avoiding innovation in religious practices. Abu
N aj19 q uoted the Prophet (~ ) as saying,
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J,.\)A.,o
"Keep to my Sunna h a nd that of the rightly-g uided caliphs
after me. Bite onto it with your molars, and beware of
innovations, fo r verily, they are all [forms of] heresy, which
are all misguidance [leadi ng to the H ellfire]. " 608
T he Prophet's wife, 'A'ishah, reported that he also sa id,
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" Whoever introduces something new into our religio n that
does not belong in it will have it rejected. " 609
The prac tice o f exorcism is based upon the belief that spirits can enter,

t.o,, Exorcism, p. 22.
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occupy or possess inanimate objects, places, animals and human beings.
One identifying feature of demonic possession is that it involves a partial or
complete change of personality of the possessed person. His normal self is
replaced by an abnormal personality believed to be that of a demon. 6 w Prior
to the advent of modern scientific theories and methodologies, exorcism
was more readily seen as a cure for personality disorders. The ideas about
demonic possession in the past often had the same respectable standing that
theories of science have today. However, this once reputable profession
has presently fallen into disrepute in the West and to a large degree in
the East. The modern person looks upon exorcism as superstition. This
may be due to the radical changes in man's ideas about his own nature
and the world in which he lives. These new concepts form the body of
modern science. Medicine today completely rejects the notion that demons
can cause disease. Methods of treatment are based upon newly developed
concepts about personality. 611 The phenomena called "demon possession"
now seems to occur less frequently in those parts of the world where science
has been freely accepted. It should be kept in mind that in the past the
exorcist was seen for any and all of the complaints which today's physicians
handle . The disappearance of exorcism on a large scale has come about
primarily because of the acceptance of a new physiology and psychology
which treat man's problems and which reject the belief that spirits can
cause illnesses. In this new structure of thought, there is no place for what
appears as irrational, and this includes the belief in demonic possession and
the practice of exorcism. The exorcist, with his commands, incantations or
charms, has today been replaced by a physician who diagnoses on the basis
of naturalistic theories and then proceeds with treatment along rational
lines.
The mysteries of personality still remain, but the approach to them is now
different. However, the basic phenomena of human life and the natural
world remain the same today as they were before. The change that has
come about is in our ideas of them. While the old phenomena remain
unchanged, modern science has given us new concepts about them. The
new terminology seems to be more efficient, but it still designates essentially
the same facts of life. To understand disease more fully is not to alter its
own nature. The modern physician still faces the same phenomenon, but he
brings a new understanding and new methods of healing.
The exorcist was among other things a physician. It was his function to
cure disease; and, in general, disease was the same then as it is today. It is a
historical fact that, at times, the exorcist cured the sick. Occasional success
was sufficient to validate his procedure. In evolving efforts to treat patients,
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he stumbled upon principles of sound therapy which worked in spite of
inaccurate interpretations of them. Exorcism has been most successful for
illnesses which yield to suggestion. The principle of suggestion probably
accounts for most of the cures which are achieved. 612 In modern times,
medicine is rediscovering the virtue of suggestion as an instrument of
healing. Just how this principle operates in restoring deranged minds and
ailing bodies still appears to be a mystery, but the fact of its healing value
can not be denied. Healing by exorcism usually involves confidence: faith in
the healer and assurance that the demon will be driven away. 6 1.l Psychiatry
has come to be a recognised branch of healing, and every reputable
physician frequently utilises suggestion in his ordinary treatment of disease.
Confidence and faith are important aspects of the healing process, without
which the physician's power is greatly limited. This is not to discredit
drugs, surgery and other procedures, but underlying them all is the element
of faith in the skill, especially in the knowledge, of the physician. 6 14 The
successful physician establishes confidence in himself, and he deliberately
builds up in the mind of his patient the belief that he is going to get well.
Specific characteristics are exhibited during treatment of possession. The
demon recognises the exorcist, usually admitting the superiority of the
exorcist's power. The exorcist in turn speaks to the demon, threatening
him. After begging for mercy, which may or may not be granted, with
visible signs the demon departs from the afflicted person. The technique
of the exorcist usually consists of incantations or adjurations involving
divine names. 6 15 These elements are found in records of exorcisms
performed worldwide by representatives of the major religions. The
symptoms which are associated with demonic possession are generally
classified by modern psychiatry as neuroses or psychoses, and these labels
are further divided into organic, toxic and psychogenic. Under organic are
included psychoses resulting from syphilis, senility, arteriosclerosis, head
injuries, epilepsy and neurological disorders. Toxic psychoses result from
alcoholism, metal poisoning, drugs or certain bodily diseases. The third
group includes classifications of paranoia, schizophrenia, mental deficiency
and psycho-neuroses. This is subdivided into states like hysteria, anxiety
and compulsion neuroses. It is obvious that the psychoses resulting from
organic and toxic conditions respond best to medical treatment, while those
which are psychogenic in origin (which constitute over fifty percent of all
cases) yield only to treatment which is primarily psychological in nature.
However, there may be an advantage in using psychological therapy as a
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supplement to other therapies in treating organic and toxic psychoses. 6 16 It
should be noted that the new psychological and psychiatric labels are more
descriptions of symptoms than of causes, 617 and as such, do not rule out the
possibility of demonic possession. Rega rding such labels, Victor White in
God and the Unconscious concludes:
This writer's limited acquaintance [Fr. White was a foundation member
and lecturer at the Jung Institute of Analytical Psychology!] with psychiatric
literature, confirmed by discussions with psychiatric friends, strongly
suggests that the names by which mental diseases are classified are purely
descriptive, and in no sense at all cover etiological explanations; that is
to say they are no more than labels for certain syndromes or symptoms
which are commonly associated together. To the extent that their respective
psychosomatic 'causes' are understood (which would not seem, in most
cases, to be to any great extent), this would seem in no way to invalid ate
such conceptions of their diabolic origin. 6 18
Thus, the ultimate cause is not always within the sphere of medicine or
psychiatry. For example, schizophrenia may be due to a chemical imbalance
or it may not. In the body/mind/spirit unity of man, it would be logical to
expect some suffering, if not traceable to bodily or mental factors, to be due
to spiritual causes. 61 9
Convulsive disorders peculiar to demoniacs have been identified by modern
science as epilepsy. However, epilepsy is itself an ill-defined group of
disorde rs sharing characteristic fits and seizures. When a cause of epilepsy
can be detected, the condition is termed "symptomatic epilepsy." However,
two-thirds of epileptics suffer from what is called "idiopathic epilepsy" in
which the cause is unknown. In the first case, the symptoms as well as the
causes can be treated, for they are known. But in the latter case, only the
symptoms can be trea ted. Apart from the fits, the individual can remain in
perfect health. Yet, as many as one-fifth of epileptics receive no benefit from
existing drugs. 620 In addition, those diagnosed as epileptic in well-known
cases of exorcism do not automatically exclude demonic possession as the
cause of their disease. Epilepsy, like most psychiatric la bels, is the name of
a symptom, not a description of its origin. Doctor John Wilkinson, writing
on "The Case of the Epileptic Boy" in the Expository Times , vol. lxxix, no.
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2, writes: "If demon possession is a fact, there seems no reason why it could
not be the cause of some cases of epilepsy. We do not know enough about
the spirit world to disprove demon possession, nor enough about epilepsy
to deny that it may be caused by such possession. " 62 1
Regardless of the variety of causes which lead to it, somnambulism or
amnesia are also forms of demonic possession which bring about a change
in personality. 622 The individual either temporarily or permanently forgets
his real identity. It is a form of sleep. Hypnosis is also a form of sleep, a
type of amnesia that the physician artificially induces for the purpose of his
therapy . The suggestion made by the physician to the patient under hypnosis
is therefore virtually identical with the spell uttered by the exorcist to the
person supposed to be possessed. 62 ' Thus, even this favourite tool of modern
psychiatry seems to be a case of new labels on ancient methodologies.
Various accounts of exorcism in pagan, Christian and Islamic sources
manifest a general uniformity in the symptoms of the possessed, in the
conversations between the demons and the exorcists, and in the relief
which the afflicted person enjoys after the demon has been driven out.
This has been verified by people who have witnessed successful exorcisms
and by ancient stories describing treatments. Uniformity exists because
we are dealing with things which really occur, not with mere creations of
the imagination. 624 Does medical success in the treatment of the mentally
deranged automatically mean that its physiological and psychological
interpretations more accurately describe the phenomena than the universal
description of exorcisms from those who believe in demonic possession?
Centuries ago Islamic scholars distinguished between psychoses whose
origins were biological and those which were spiritual. The authentic,
Islamic traditions clearly indicate that some cases of derangement are a
produce of diabolical possession . Prophet Mu~ammad (:l&:) addressed real
entities, which he commanded to leave from the possessed people brought
to him, and so did Jesus Christ. Consequently, from the Islamic perspective,
there is no room for doubt about the occurrence of demonic possession.
However, that does not justify the extremes to which some modern Mus lim
exorcists have gone in labelling all unusual psychological symptoms as
evidence for possession. For example, Wa~Id Abdul-Salam Bal, lists in his
book, Wiqiiyah al-Insiin min al-Jinn wal-Shay!iin (Protecting Mankind
from the Jinn and Satan), the following thirteen symptoms which may occur
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" ' Ibid., p. 89.
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during sleep as evidence of possession: 1) insomni a; 2) disturbed sleep; 3)
seeing in a dream something disturbing and wishing ro call for help but
bei ng unable to call out; 4) nightmares; 5) seeing animals like cats, dogs,
camels, snakes, lions, foxes or rats in drea ms; 6) grinding one's teeth; 7)
la ughing, crying or screaming; 8) moaning; 9) sleepwalking; 10) dreaming
of oneself a bout to fall fr om a high place; 11) having a drea m in which one
sees oneself in a graveyard, in a garbage dump, or on a desolate roa d; 12)
seeing strange-looking humans w ho are extremel y tall, incredibly short or
black; and 13) seeing ghosts in one's dreams.621
The list covers virtually all of the common human sleep experiences,
thereby indicating that almost everyone is possessed - which is a gross
exaggeration. Muslim and Christian exorcists unanimo usly indicated that
only a minority of patients who came ro them were actually diabolically
possessed . A list such as Wah1d's places well over 90 percent of human
beings in the category of being possessed.
The question which remains to be answered regarding the Islamic view of
exorcism is, " How does Islam explain successful exorcisms performed by
Christians over the centuries when it considers Christianity to be a false
religion?" First and foremost, it must be said th at Islam recogn ises the
exorcisms of Jesus Christ and his true fo llowers as being in conformity
with Islamic and Mosaic tradition. That is, according to the Islamic view,
Jesus exorcised by the will of God and so did his disciples . Furthermore, it
is believed that the disciples exorcised in the name of God and nor in Jesus'
name, as recorded in the Gospels.
As for those who exorcise in the name of Jesus or in the name of Mu~ammad
(~ ), they are considered within the same classification as those who exorcise
in pagan religions in the names of their gods or by using sorcery. Since the
possessing spirits are fund amentally evil, they will leave if shirk is done in
their presence. Their leaving reinforces in the mind s of the a udience and the
exorcist that their false beliefs and methods are correct.

'
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Wiqiiyah a/-/nsiin min al-jinn wal-Shay!iin, p. 77.

Consequently, the jinn leave the diabolicall y possessed dur ing Christian
and pagan exorcisms by their own free will, having accompli shed their
malevolent goa l of misguiding mankind as promised by Satan in the
Qur'an:

0 u~;o:7t~1_;~e;~
"{Satan/ said, 'Because You have sent me astray, I will
surely sit in wait against them [i.e. , mankind] on Your
straight path. Then I will come at them from their front
and from behind, from their right and from their left, and
You will not find most of them dutiful to You."'
Qur'a n, 7:16-17

"[Satan/ said, 'O my Lord, because You sent me astray,
I will surely beautify the path of error for them [i. e.,
mankind] on earth, and I will mislead them all. "'
Qur'an, 15:39

"{Satan] said, 'Then, by Your might, I will mislead them
all."'
Qur'an, 38:82.
T hus, the revulsion shown by the demonically possessed to the sign of the
cross, the sprinkling of "holy water," relics of the saints, etc., is all feigned
by the possessing spirit. This is to delude the Christian exorcist into thinking
that these symbols have power over the spirits and to falsely assure these
exorcists that their belief in the di vinity of Christ - which is considered by
Muslims the greatest act of shirk [idolatry] - is correct. The spirit's exit may
be quick, or it may be slow and torturous. When there is an opportunity
for the spectac ul ar, the jinn will put on a show in order to crea te a lasting
impression on the witnesses.
T he following eye-w itness acco unt from the a uto biographica l book by
Peter Goullart published in 196 1 further illustra tes this point of view:
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"We arrived at a medium-sized stone courtyard, halfway up the hill, situated
in front of a temple. There was a small group of onlookers standing in
corners in the shadow of the wall, among them a distracted couple who ...
were the energumen's parents. The energumen himself, a rather emaciated
man of about twenty-five ... lay on an iron bedstead on a rush mat. He was
very pale and there was a wild, roving look in his fevered eyes. The ITaoisrl
priest. .. was attired in full ritual robes and stood before a portable altar
on which was an incense burner, the small image of a god, a vase of holy
water, a ritual sword and other articles and a book from which he was
reading. Two monks were assisting him, whilst four muscular men watched
the prostrate demoniac.
The Abbot was reading the !Taoist] scriptures in a monotonous,
droning voice, repeating mantras over and over again with a great deal
of concentration. Then he stopped and, taking an elongated ivory tablet,
the symbol of wisdom and authority, he held it ceremonially in both
hands in front of his chest and approached the bed slowly. There was a
visible transformation on the energumen's face. His eyes were filled with
malice as he watched the priest's measured advance with a sly cunning
and hatred. Suddenly he gave a bestial whoop and jumped up in his bed,
the four attendants rushing to hold him. "No! No! You cannot drive us
out. We were two against one. Our power is greater than yours!" The
sentences poured out of the energumen's mouth in a strange, shrill voice,
which sounded mechanical, inhuman - as if pronounced by a parrot.
The priest looked at the victim intensely, gathering all his inner strength;
beads of perspiration appeared on his thin face. "Come out! Come out! I
command you to come out!" He was repeating in a strong metallic voice
with great force. "I am using the power of the One compared to whom you
are nothing. In his name I command you to come out." .... The man was
struggling in the bed with incredible strength against the four men who held
him . Animal growls and howls issued from time to time from his mouth ...
I had the impression that a pack of wild animals was fighting inside the
body ... Terrible threats poured out of the contorted mouth, now fringed
in white foam, and interspersed with such incredible obscenities that the
women had to plug their ears with their fingers ... Again the Abbot cried his
command to the unseen adversaries to leave the prostrate man. There was
a burst of horrible laughter from the victim's throat and suddenly with a
mighty heave of his supernaturally strengthened arms he threw off the men
who held him and jumped at the priest's throat like a mad bloodhound.
But he was overpowered again. This time they bound him with ropes and
fastened the ends to the bedposts ...
"Leave him! Leave him!" cried the monk concentrating harder .. . For an
hour this continued and then the energumen ... seemed to come to rest, with
his eyes watching the unmoved priest who was still reading ... Th e priest
stopped reading; with sweat pouring down his face, he backed down to
the altar, laid down the tablet and took up the ritual sword. Threateningly
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and commandingly he stood again over the energumen. "The struggle is
useless!" He cried, "Leave him! Leave him, in the name of the Supreme
Power, who never meant you to stea l this man's body!" ... A long time
passed with the Abbot reading and commanding interminabl y. At last he
sprinkled the inert man with holy water and advanced to him again with a
sword . His concentration was so deep th at he did not seem to see anybody.
He was utterly ex hausted and swayed slightly. Two novices came up to
support him.
"I have won!" he cried triumphantly in a strange voice. "Get out! Get out!"
The energumen stirred and fell into dreadful convulsions. His eyes rolled up
and only the whites were visible . .. "Damn you! Damn you!" ca me a wild
scream from the foaming lips. "We are going, but you shall pay for it with
your life!" There was a terrible struggle on the bed, the poor man twisting
and rolling like a mortally-wounded snake ... Suddenly he fell flat on his
back and was still. His eyes opened. His gaze was normal and he saw his
parents who now came forward. "My parents!" he cried weakly. "Where
am I?" He was feeble and they carried him out in a specially ordered sedan
chair. The Abbot himself was in a terrible state of prostration and was halfcarried a nd half-dragged away by his novices ...
The Taoist hosts stated that these exorcist priests sacrificed yea rs of their
mortal lives as the price for every victory of this kind, their vital forces
drained and spent." 626
All of th e elements of possession and exorcism are contained in this narrative.
And, like man y Christian exorcisms, it is very taxing on the exorcist. The
robes, relics and rituals are the same as within Catholic tradition, and the
treatment is impressive. The Taoist consider their supreme being, Ta o, to
be ineffable, eternal, and the creative reality which is the source and end
of all things. 627 He is called upon, but somehow it is the "power" of the
exorcist which appears to exorcise the energumen. This is why he exclaims,
"I have won!" Consequently, exorcism takes its toll on the Taoist exorcists.
However, it is not his powers of concentration or spiritual training which
overcame the demon, but his reliance on false rituals and idols which
satisfied the devil's wish.

" '" Quoted in /)ia/Jolical l'ossessio11 and J:-:xorcism , pp. 101 -104 from Laurence G. Thompson,
Chinese Religion: An lntruduction.

"'' The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, vo l. 11, p. 551.
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Allah said in the Qur'an:
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"I [i.e., Prophet Sulayman] found her [i.e. , the Queen of
Sheba] and her people worshipping the sun instead of
Allah. And Satan had made their deeds fair-seeming to
them and barred them from the path [of truth j .. . "
Qur'an, 27:24
Non-Muslims ma y be expected to raise rhe objection that if jinn sometimes
leave the possessed of their own free will and sometimes are driven out
by exorcism, then who is to say which exorcist tradi tion forces them to
leave? What is to say that they don 't leave of their own free will after
a Muslim exorcism in order to confirm the Muslims in their particular
religious misconceptions? The Muslim's response to this is that the criterion
for distinguishing between the truly effective and the seemingly effective
exorcism is the presence or absence of shirk. Whenever the exorcism ritual
involves shirk, the invocation of anyone besides Alm ighty God, then the
desires of the evil jinn are fulfilled, and there is nothing in such a process to
compel them to leave, and if they do so it is of thei r own fre e will.
In the case of Orthodox Muslim exorcisms or those of other religions
where only Almighty God is call ed upon without giving Him associates and
without attributing His attributes to others, the evil jinn are defeated and
expelled by the force of truth. An illustration of a part of this conclusion
may be found in a statement of Justin Martyr to Trypho, the Jew, with
whom he was debating the truth of Christianity: "For every demon, when
exorcised in the name of this very Son of God ... is overcome and subdued.
But though you exorcise any demon in the name of any of those who were
amongst you - either kings, or righteous men, or prophets, or patriarchs
- it will not be subject to you. But if any of you exorcise it in the name of
the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, it will
perhaps be subject to you. " 628
Ca lling upon God alone was recognised by this second century, Christian
scholar as a successful method of exorcism. Note, however, how confused
his declara tion of this principle is, for "this very Son of God" is in no way the
God of Abraham, Isaac or Jacob . Freedom from shirk is what distinguishes
Islam from every other religion on the face of the earth . Although prophets
came to all peoples with the message of Taw~Td (monotheism), deviations
628
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Justin, Dialogue l xxx:v, quoted in By the Finger of God, pp. 87-88.

crept into the beliefs of their followers after the passing of the prophets.
These deviations reached the point of corrupting the scriptures and
central message of all religiou s traditions except the scripture of the final
prophet, Mu~ammad (:;i!;). For a lthough there are Muslims who have lost
the understanding of Tawfid, the most essential principle of the religion,
the message is still intact in the Qur'an and the Sunnah in its pristine form,
and there are still Muslims who understand it and practise it. Every other
re ligious tradition has become contaminated with elements of shirk, the
worship of other than the One True God, and this contaminati on tends to be
present in their exorcism proced ures. There is no difference between ca lling
upon Jesus or calling upon Buddha or upon a Hindu avatar to remo ve
the affliction, because they are a ll created beings. There is a difference
between all that and calling solely upon the Creator, as is only done in
Islam, because He alone has the power to dri ve the jinn out. Consequently,
the only tradition where one can expect to find exorcism procedures that
are free fro m shirk is orthodox Islam. This makes Islam unique among the
wo rld 's religious t ra ditions and leaves it as the onl y logical candidate for
true exorcism which drives the jinn out against their will.
Although there are records of Muslims appearing "successful " exorcising
possessed people using the name of Prophet Mu~ammad (~ ), such exorcisms
a re looked at in the same light as Christian exorcisms conducted in the
name of Jesus and pagan exo rcisms performed in the name of other deities.
r or example, Yusuf al-Nabhani:, head of the Beirut law courts, wrote:
While exorcising, I ha ve tested swearing by the Prophet (*' ) a long with
[rec itatio n ofl the Almighty's statement, "Mu~ammad is the Messenger of
Allah, and those with him are stern with the disbelievers ... " 629 to the end
of Surah Fat~1 (48), on my two young daughters who had fits, and they
became well. Among the most unusual incidents [which I have encountered]
was that of Ghazali:, our Ethiopian servant. She was seized by demonic
epileptic fits on the l:lijaz road. [We were] on our way to Makkah after
returning from a visit (to the Prophet's grave) in 1285 AH. Egypt was our
fin a l destination. Her fits and convulsions continued for some days, and I
besought the Prophet (~) for help . During a dream, the one possessing her
was brought to me by the Prophet's command, and I scolded him. H e swore
not to return to her again. When I awoke, her pain had disappeared; and
from tha t point onwa rd, it did not return to her - al&amdulilliih - and she
remained in good hea lth until I parted with her in Ma kkah in 1294 AH .630

,,., Qur'an, 48:29.

'·'" Al-A nwi"ir al-Muharnmadiyyah min al-Mawahib al-Laduniyyah, p. 4.57.
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However, it needs to be pointed out that swearing by the Prophet's name is
strictly forbidden in Islam, based upon the Prophet's statement:

"Surely, Allah forbids you to swear by your fath ers. So
whoever has to take an oath, let him do so by Allah or be
quiet. "63 1
In fact, swearing by the Prophet' s name is con sidered an act of idolatry
(shirk ), according to another statement of the Prophet (:¾;),

.

'

!I_r!, \.u:, ~ \~ ._ab. If
"Whoever has sworn by other than Allah has associated
partners [with Allah J. "632
Consequently, the cure could not have been beca use of al-NabhanT's act
of shirk. Similarly, calling upon the dead for help is a n idola trous act,
because the deceased cannot do anything in this world after their death .
The Prophet (:i:) stated,

"When a man dies, his acts cease. ""1 ·1
So the cure which took place in al-Nabhani's dream could not have been
in the way he perceived. In both of these cases it was not the name of
the Prophet MuJ:iammad (~ ) which affected a cu re, but the possessing jinni
left when idolatry was resorted to in order to convince al-Nabhan1 of the
validity of his actions.
Names such as Jesus and MuJ:iammad are nor magical entities. They have
no special power. John Richards had the fo llowing to say in this regard:
The Apostolic Church healed in the Name of Jesus, not beca use they

" ' Reported by 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar and co llected in Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 8, p. 417, no . 642 and
Sahih Mu slim, vol. 3, p. 875, no. 4038.
612

Reported by lbn ' Umar, collected by a l-T irmidhi and A~mad, and a uthenticated by al-Albani
in $a&,& al-]iimi' al-~aghir, vol. 5, p. 282, no. 6080 .

' ·" Reported by Ab u Hurayrah and collered in Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 867, no. 4005.
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regarded it as magically significant, but as signifying that it was not they
who were healing, a fact that Peter makes very clear in Acts 3. It is well
known that the Name in Babylonian and Assyrian demonology was of
foremost importance in using 'words of power.' The fact that Jesus' name
could be used in this way successfully (see Mark 9:38) does not indicate
that this was the Church's use of it. The fare of Sceva's sons 634 has already
been referred to and illustrates the dangers of confusion about this. 635
However, the stress placed on the name of Jesus by the second century
church fathers seem to indicate otherwise. In conclusion, the Islamic view
holds that the power to exorcise comes from Allah alone and not from any
of His creatures. It is in His name alone that devils are actually driven out.
In the name of others, the devils leave of their own free will, or they are
obliged to exit due to the human body/mind becoming uninhabitable as a
result of treatment by drugs, electric shock or physical abuse.

" 14

The seven Jewish sons of Sceva tried to exorcise a possessed man at Ephesus in Jesus' name
but failed and were severely beaten by the energumen. (Acts J 9:13-14).

"' But Deliver Us from Evil, p. 165.
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APPENDIX
INTER VIEW: N0 .1
LOCATION: Cairo, Egypt
DATE: 9/8/88
NAME: Shaykh Mu~ammad Tahir 'Abdul-Mu~sin
DATE OF BIRTH: 1952
PLACE OF BIRTH: Cairo
EDUCATION: BA in Islamic Studies from al-Azhar University,
specialising in qira'iit, 1978. Lectures occasionally at al-Azhar.

Q. When did you begin practising exorcism?
A. I began about nine or ten years ago.

Q. What caused you to begin?
A. I read Ibn Taymiyyah's book on the jinn and when my friend in Talibiyyah
described his wife's state, I realised that it was a case of possession and
proceeded to treat her.

Q. What are the signs which indicate that a person is possessed?
A. Som e of the signs are that a person mentions that he is uneasy, he finds
himself getting up and sitting down frequently, he speaks unintelligibly, etc.
This is called demonic possession (~ar' al-jinn).

Q. What is the first thing you do when a possessed person is brought to
you?
A. In the beginnmg, we ask the possessed if he has been treated by a
physician. If he has already been treated by a doctor, we address the jinni,
saying, "Fear Allah!" I speak to it in the same way that I speak to a human.
If he is in a state of convulsion, I speak directly to the jinni. Otherwise,
I recite over him some Qur'anic verses. Sometimes it will manifest itself
during the recitation and at other times it will hide.

Q. How do you distinguish between one who is possessed and one who is
sick?
A. The state of the possessed is unstable, and they usually do not come to
me until after they have visited a physician or psychiatrist. Patients usually
won' t come until after they have tried all other methods. In that way, we
know that he is likely to be possessed or possibly under a magical spell.
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Q. How do you distinguish between the effects of magic and demonic
possession?
A. In the case of possession the jinn will speak immediatel y, yet fo r
a patient under a magica l spell the jinn will not talk. The one under a
magic spell will require recitation for a long time, and he will need to rake
Arabic fo lk medicine. This is encouraged, according to the statement of
the Prophet (~ ) collected by Muslim, "Whoever is a ble to help his brother
sho uld do so. " When the Prophet (';is ) pro hibited inca ntations, so meone
stated, " O Messenger of Allah, we have some inca ntati ons again st magic
and sco rpions." H e said to them, " Read yo ur inca ntatio ns to me." When
they did so, he prohibited those containing idolatry and confirmed th ose
which did not. H e then sa id, "Wh oever is able to help his brother, let him
do so. " He meant by that, for exa mple, ca ncelling the effects of magic from
one bewitched, which may make him una ble to go to his wife. He takes a
double edged axe, heats it on a fire until it becomes red , then he passes it
over her. T his does not have shirk in it. It is Ara bic medicine. Such things
are mentioned in Fath al-Bart.
There are two ways of treating magic - o ne way is according to di vine law
(shari'ah ) and another is not. The legal way removes it completely while the
illegal method onl y removes it temporarily. Ibn al-Qayyim mentioned that
if the effects of the spell have been present fo r a long time, it must be broken
by Arabic medicinal methods. On the other hand, if it is recent, it may be
removed by Qur'anic verses and prophetic methods.

Q. Based upon your communication with possessing jinn , what are the
main reasons why jinn possess humans ?
A. The reasons are as fo llows:
1. Walki ng around the ho use naked.
2. Being isolated and unprotected by the prophetic morning and evening
prayers.
3. Entering the toilet with out the fo rtifying prayers beca use th e toilets are
among the dwelling places of the jinn.
4 . Pouring hot water on the jinnt without mentioning Allah's name.
5. Going without making the forti fying prayers to the areas of the jinn, lik e
mo unta in tops and garbage dumps, hurting them by urin ating on them o r
stepping on them - The j inn may then ignorantly hurt the person much
more than he deserves. In such cases, the treatment involves addressing th e
jinn1 and telling it that the patient had accidenta lly - and not intentiona ll y
- hurt it. If it was harmed in the patient's home, it sh o uld be to ld that it
had no right to be there in the fi rst place, fo r j in n are not allowed to live in
the homes of humans. Th us, the jinni" sho uld be told that it is in the wrong.
They will actually reply. Sometimes they will say, "I love him." O ther times
they may threaten those in their presence by saying, "I will leave and hurt
him. " In such cases, the exorcist must have strong faith and believe in th e
oneness of Allah and say to the jinni, "You are certainl y not able to do
anything at all because the only o ne who ca n benefit or ha rm is All ah. "
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At that point, the jinni will become fearful and cause the person to shake.

Q. Who are most affected by jinn, men or women?
A. Women are most affected because the jinn love bea utiful women. They
may even have intercourse wi th them. A case of possession was presented
to me in which a Christian woman sa id that she fee ls something come upon
her and she struggles with it but it overcomes her. I told her, "Accept Islam
and I will - by th e grace of Allah - remove it from you." She refused, so
I left her. Consensual intercourse can take place between them, but this
wo uld be a ma jor sin beca use Allah has created that which is su ita ble for
each species. Thus, it is not allowa ble for humans to marry from the animal
world.

Q. Do male jinn possess women and female jinn possess men, or is it
possible that male jinn possess males and vice-versa?
A. In reference to those jinn who possess beca use of love, their love for
humans is based upon desire. Therefore, male jinn love women, a nd female
jinn love men . H owever, there is no gender preference when humans
accidentally cause harm to jinn . For example, we saw a man from Upper
Egypt who kn ew nothing of th e Qur'an and Sunnah, but in his possessed
state he would recite the Qur'an like a trained reciter. When the jinn"i
was removed, we discovered that it used to wors hip in a cave. The man,
who was a stonemason, went into the cave and urinated and defecated in
it, so the jinni hurt him. We told the jinni, "You are a Muslim who has
memorized the Qur'an, and spoiling this man's mind and body is satanic."
The jinni complied by leaving.

Q. From your experience, if a jinni speaks, does he use the voice of the
possessed person or does the voice change?
A. The voice is o ften different. If it is a female jinnt, it speaks with a female
voice, and a ma le jinni with a male voice.

Q. Can a disbelieving jinni enter a Muslim?
A. Usually a disbelieving jinni enters a Muslim. The conditions of the jinn
are like that of the humans. Some are Muslims a nd others are not. Some
a re righteous and others are not. However, it is possible for a Muslim jinnT
to harm a Mu slim human.

Q. Whenever you address the jinn and invite them to Islam, do they
accept it?
A. Yes. I presen t Islam to them and they usually accept. I remind them of
the next life and th at they will have to return to Allah. They often comply
immediately. Sometimes they listen to a great deal of religious admonition,
yet do not respond . The ease o r difficulty of their removal varies from one
person to another. By using methods involving kufr, the jinn will respond
but they won't leave permanentl y. If the exorcist possesses strong faith,
the jinni will respond and leave. However, if he does not, the possession of
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the person will continue. In the kufr methods, the jinn are called up using
unlawful means, like making oaths containing shirk and kufr. For example,
they say, "I swear by your seven most mighty." In such a case shirk is
involved, and assuredly the jinn will answer him and ask him what he
wishes because he has exalted them. He will then ask the jinn to leave, but
the jinn will ask him to do some things in return. Shaykh Ibn Taymiyyah
said that one should not do anything that the jinn request. If he tells you to
drink water or sacrifice an animal for him, it should not be done. If he says
that he will leave for one reason or another, tell him that he must leave in
obedience to Allah and His Messenger.

Q. From your experience, how do jinn benefit from possessing humans?
A. It is from love or just desire. For example, if an ignorant man walking
down the street is accidentally hurt by an intelligent person, the ignorant
man decides to punish the intelligent one. What benefit does he get from
that? It is just ignorance. There are prophetic traditions which indicate that
the jinn may take the form of vermin, like snakes and rats. One may kill
a vermin without mentioning Allah's name and it may have been one of
them. Because of this, the jinn may afflict him with some punishment.

Q. How does a jinni enter a human?
A. The Prophet (~ ) said that the devil flows in the blood stream of Adam's
descendants. Sometimes it may have fun with the superstitious by saying
that it will leave through the eye of the possessed and gouge it out or that
it will leave by his leg, paralysing it. Consequently, the true believer should
not accept such statements but tell it to leave as it came. Sometimes the jinn
will only leave if they are flogged.

Q. Have you found any jinn who spoke in a different language than the
one possessed?
A. Yes. We found a jinni in an Egyptian woman who spoke Urdu. He was
originally from Pakistan. H e said that he was on ~ajj and fell in love with her
and returned with her to Egypt. His name was strange, incomprehensible.
He said chat he lived in an abandoned apartment and that he had over ten
thousand children and grandchildren. Some people may hear this and ask,
"How could ten thousand live in one apartment?" However, we already
pointed out that they may take the form of vermin, like ants.

I also helped a Saudi married to an Egyptian woman who used to curse her
husband in different languages, like English and French. I communicated
with the jinni in Arabic, and it left her after promising to do so.
Sometimes exorcists fall into shirk as a result of a jinni. ror exa mple, when
an exorcist orders a jinni to leave a person by the permission of Allah, but
the jinni swears that it will only leave by other than Allah (e.g., swearing to
leave by a so-called saint) and the exorcist agrees to its stipulation, this is
shirk. If the exorcist strictly believes in the oneness of Allah, he will say to
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it, "No. You are a liar and a pagan. You are not allowed to swear by other
than Allah. You must swear by Allah, saying, 'I promise Allah to leave the
person and protect her from others as much as possible. By the One who
split the sea for Moses and made the winds blow for Solomon, I will leave
her and will not return again."' And it will actually leave.

Q. When you address the jinn, do you find that they have names like
humans?
A. Yes. They sometimes name themselves with human names like 'Abdul'Aziz. At other times they have non-human names and incomprehensible
titles.
Q. Have any of your children been affected by possession after you began
treating possessed people?
A. No, may Allah be praised. My children recite from the Qur'an the two
chapters of protection (mu'awwidhatiin) and the opening chapter (alFiitibah). The Qur'an is a cure for all physica l and spiritual ailments. If the
people ask how disease can be resisted, the response is that resistance is
granted by the Lord of the earth and the sky. The proof of this is that the
companions of the Prophet(~ ) treated scorpion stings with the recitation of
al-Fiitibah. The sting was a physical ailment and the recitation of al-Fiitibah
was a spiritual healing. Ibn al-Qayyim also used as proof the Almighty's
statement:

~Jjlt;.~_/{[~;c:½/(__;jj1~jJ~
'We revealed in the Qur'an what is a healing and mercy
for the believers. " 636
This is in reference to all forms of ailment, ph ysical or spiritual. In several
known cases when the possessed reached the door of a particular house,
the jinnT screamed out, "I will never enter this place because the Qur'an is
read in it." The Prophet(~ ) said, " If Su.rah al-Baqarah is read in a house, the
devil will not come near it for three days. " 63 7

Q. During an exorcism have you ever found more than one jinni in a
person?
A. Yes, more than one jinni may cause harm to a person's body, as Ibo
Taymiyyah confirmed. They will also have different voices.

'" Qur'an, 17:82.
"'' This version of the ~ad1th was collected by al-Tabarani in al-Mu'jam al-Kabfr, vol. 6, p. 163,
no. 5864, and by lbn 1:fibban. Both isnads sha re a weak narrator, Khalid ibn Sa'd al -Madani, as
was mentioned by al-Arna'ut. (See al-I~san fi Tartib $a~,,~ Ibn I:fibban, vol. 3, p. 59, no. 780.)
Imams Mu slim, Ahmad and al-Tirmidhi reported a ~adith similar to this, but without a mention
of a time period. (Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 377, no. 1707.) See note 433, p. 124.
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Q. Could you describe the steps that you use for treatment?
A. First I ask the person being treated his name and he may say, for example,
A~mad or Mu~ammad. During my recitation I again ask for his name and
he may say, for example, George. Therefore I know that it is a jinnt. I then
ask if it is a Muslim and so on.
Q. If you communicate with the jinni and it refuses to leave, what do you
do?
A. I recite many verses of Qur'an over him. And if it still refuses to leave,
I then say, "I will drive you out with severe beating." It becomes fearful,
because humans are stronger than jinn. I saw a case in which a jinnz was in
love with a woman, and I said to it, "I will read a lot of Qur'an over you."
It replied that it loved the Qur'an. I asked it how it could love the Qur'an
and at the same time be passionately in love with a woman. I brought a
stick and hit her on the neck with it, yet the possessed woman did not feel
anything. Only in cases of possession should beating be used.
Q. Do you tie the toes of the person?
A. There are many different methods which do not contain shirk or kufr
which may be used .
Q. Do you recite over water and make the possessed person drink it? Or
do you use oil?
A. Yes, sometimes I have, as long as there is no shirk involved. I have used
the nushrah method of stone grinding seven lotus leaves, placing this in a
container of water and reciting the kawiifir (Surah al-Kiifirun [109 I, Surah
al-Ikhlii~ (112], verse 255 of the second chapter and al-Fiiti~ah) over it. The
patient then drinks three mouthfuls of this and bathes with the remainder.
It is a good and effective method.
When the possessed person comes, I recite verses over him, such as the four
verses of Surah al-Baqarah, "wa iliihukum iliihun wii~id ... ," 618 verse 255 of
al-Baqarah and the closing verses of al-Baqarah; the last verses of Al 'lmriin
(3); Surah al-A'riif from the Almighty's statement: "inna rabbakumulliihu
alladhi khalqas samiiwiiti wal-arq,a (t sittati ayyiimin thummastawii 'a lal'arsh yughshil lay/an nahiir ... " 639 for about four verses until His statement:
"innahu Iii yu~ibbul mu'tadin wa lii tufsidu fil arq,i ba'da i~lii~ihii wad'uhu
khawfan wa pama'an inna Ra~mat-alliihi qar"ibun minal mu~sintn"; 640 also
"laqad jii'akum rasulun min anfusikum"; 641 Surah al-Mu'minun (23); Surah
-
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m Qur'an, 2:163.
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Qur'an, 7:54.
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Qur'an , 9:128.
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a/-~affat (37); the ending of Siirah al-1:fashr (59); and Surah al-Kafiriin
(109). 642 This is called the small dose (jur'ah ~ughra). Those possessed
always are affected by it and the jinntusually comes out after this recitation.
If the jinni does not come out or manifest itself, I know that the person is
not possessed. However, instead, he may be bewitched. Sometimes the jinni
will manifest itself while I address it after the recitation. Some cases may
be delusion and therefore are called delusionary magic (sibr al-awham).
Sometimes the person may have ailments due to bad character.

About 50 percent of the cases that are brought to me are demonic possession
or magic and the rest common sicknesses.
Once a woman came to me and I recited upon her, and the jinniwas burned
up. It is possible for them to be burned. On another occasion, a Saudi man
came to me who had been bewitched by menstrual blood and sperm. He
was screaming like a calf being slaughtered.

'" This is hased upon a narration from Abu Layla and collected by lbn Majah. However, it is not
authentic due to the presence of Abu Janah al-Kalbi in its chain of narrators.
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INTERVIEW NO. 2
LOCATION: Cairo
DATE: 9/8/88
NAME: 'Abdul-Khaliq al-Agar
DATE OF BIRTH: 1920
PLACE OF BIRTH: Cairo
EDUCATION: Law Degree from Cairo University, 1950. Memorized
complete Qur'an and studied shari'ah at the College of Law.

Q. When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. About forty years ago one of my sons was afflicted by the jinn - although
I did not know it at the time - and his sickness became a major problem
for me. I went to many psychiatrists, psychologists, neurologists, brain
specialists and a variety of medical doctors for treatment. But after every
visit to the medical specialists his sickness became worse. Around that time
I happened to be reading Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah's book, Zad al-Ma'ad.
In a chapter on the treatment of the possessed, I noticed that the symptoms
of possession were the same as those shown by my son. The prescribed
treatment mentioned in the chapter was the recitation of some Qur'anic
verses and prophetic supplications. So I recited over my son and he began
to get better. His condition improved the more I recited until he became
completely well - by the permission of Allah. From that moment I felt a
great desire to increase my knowledge of this science. Day and night I began
to research the topic of the world of the jinn, the devils and the angels. I
read many good books and many terrible ones. However - by the grace of
Allah - whenever I came across new information, I would not adopt it until
after I had checked its authenticity based upon the Qur'an and the Sunnah.
What was confirmed, I accepted and what was not, I rejected. The correct
information I recorded in my own notebooks until I had gathered many
such notebooks and a large quantity of material. I then read extensively
the writings of Imam Ibn Taymiyyah (may Allah be pleased with him) and
his student Imam Ibn al-Qayyim. Then I began to organise the information
in chapters which lead - by the mercy of Allah - to my writing 30 books
in the form of manuscripts about Qur'anic medicine (al-Tihb al-Qur'anl)
and prophetic medicine (al-Tihb al-Nabawt). These books are ready for
publication; however, due to my limited resources, I have been unable to
publish any of them to date.
Q. What percentage of the cases you meet are actual cases of demonic
possession?
A. When I visit someone or someone is brought to me who believes
that he is affected by magic, evil eye or the jinn, my first session is an
examination (fa&~) and giving advice. The method of examination is quite
simple. Anyone afflicted by magic, evil eye or jinn attack must show some
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symptoms o f the affliction, which I ca ll, "symptoms of satanic bonding."
The symptoms have peculiarities like the symptoms of any other sickness,
such as influenza or rheumatism. During the examination I, therefore, ask
about the symptoms which may appear in both the waking state as well
as during sleep. Symptoms during sleep include nightmares, sleeplessness,
broken slee p, uneasiness, the grinding of teeth, and dreams of Satan in the
form of ca rnivorous animals. Then I ask a bout symptoms while awake,
such as feelings of anxiety, forgetfulness, hopelessness, lethargy and
immobility. Included a mong the signs are being easily angered, crying, and
starin g aimlessl y or avo iding the eyes of others. If the patient displays such
symptoms during his waking and sleeping states, I recite upon him some
Qur'anic ve rses. If he is possessed, the jinn"i may begin at this point to
talk either with the voice of the person or with another voice. Sometimes
it will use foul langu age, curse those present or strike and kick. It ma y
reveal why it possessed the person and when it did so . It may also reveal
if there are others present. Psychiatrists diagnose this as schizophrenia
or dual persona lity. If a jinnT speaks through a human telling its name,
religion and condition, they call it dual personality. If the jinn, does not
speak but the person's personality goes through a major change, they call
it schizophrenia.

Q. Are there other signs, like bad smells or an unnatural smile, that are
common to those possessed?
A. In rea lity, when a jinnT bonds w ith a human , there are innumera ble signs.
Among them are laughter and crying for no reason. These symptoms are
well-known to the medical profession and a re explained as a result of overactivity or under-activity o f certain glands. We know in spiritual medicine
that this is due to demons playing with the glands, causing them ro oversecrete or to decrease their secretions, therefor e causing sudden changes in
personality and swift mood shifts. The possessed person may a lso exhibit
supernatural strength.

Q. What is the percentage of real cases of possession among your
patients?
A. My shaykh and mentor, Imam Ibn Ta ymiyya h (may Allah have mercy
upon him), who died more than 700 years ago, said in al-Fatiiwii the
following, excel lent sta tement, " If the veil were removed from the people
of thi s tim e [Ibn Ta ymiyyah's time, over 700 years ago[, we would find
most of the people of this time are possessed by demons. " If that was said
700 years ago, what can we sa y a bou t this age in which filth is widespread
and the mea ns o f demonic possession a re abundant. This is a time of sport
and play, disobedience and corruption. The percentage of those possessed
is very startling - may Allah protect us all. Those spared demonic influence
are very few, while those under attack are many. Allah, the Almighty said
in Surah al-Nisa':
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" ... rebellious devil, cursed by Allah, said, 'I will surely
take a definite portion of Your seroants and mislead them.
I will create in them false desires and order them to slit the
ears of cattle and to deface the creation of Allah ... "'643
They are many. And Almighty Allah's statement:

~J ~l;;.~ ~.~,G~:ir {~ Jt:.~_;
~ ~:>if':'~

~

.. ,,,~v,,,,

"And Satan proved his idea true on them, and they all
followed him except a group of those who believed. "''44
So in rea lity, the percentage of those under satanic influence in the world
today is extremel y high. And there is a need everywhere for thousands a nd
thousands of exorcists in order to help mankind ac hieve bliss in this life.
There are a number of real sicknesses which the medical profession, past
and present, in the East and in the West, has been unable to cure, and the
cure lies only in the Noble Qur'an. The medical profession readily admits
it has not advanced over the years in its ability to cure problems such as
epilepsy, bewitchment, and schizophren ia. In reality, those touched by
Satan a re so many and their percentage is rapidl y increasing. Yet, those
involved in treating them according to the Qur'an and the Sunnah are so
few tha t one cannot but fear for the future of mankind if a solution is not
found. By Allah's blessing, I am working on passing on kn owledge of thi s
science to many yo ung people. But resources to do this effectively are ve ry
limited.

Q. From your own experience, what are the main reasons why people arc
possessed?
A. I have written a chapter in my book, lqtiran al-Sha ytan hil-lnsan,6 45

"·' Qur'an, 4:117-11 9.
644

Qur'an, 34:20 .

" ·' An un published m a nuscript, as mentioned ea rlier.
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specifica lly for this questio n. There are exactl y six reasons: 1) extreme
fear, 2) extreme anger, 3) extreme jealousy, 4) devotion to lust, 5) human
agg ression against devils, and 6) love of demons for humans. Human
aggression could be in the form of pouring hot water on the places where
devils reside o r urinating in hol es or cracks in the ground. The Prophet (* )
prohibited us from urinating in holes and cracks in the earth because they
are places where the jinn reside. The love of demons for humans is very,
very common. When male jinn possess human females and we communicate
with them, they often readily admit that they are in love with them. And
when female jinn possess men, they often express the same.

Q. What is the percentage of females among your patients?
A. They are a bout 70 percent of the cases. The percentage of possession
amo ng women is greater than it is among men. And this percentage is
consistent with the texts of the Qur'an and the Sunnah. On one occasion,
the Prophet( ~ ) visited a group of women and said, "Give in charity, because
I was shown that yo u made up most of the inha bita nts of the Fire." When
he was as ked why, he replied, " You deny the good your husbands do
whenever he ma kes a single mistake. " 646

Q. You mentioned about male jinn possessing human females and female
jinn possessing men. Is this always the case?
A. No. Sometimes fema le jinn possess human females and male jinn possess
men. But I am unable to give you a percentage as I did not keep a record
of this.
Q. When jinn speak through humans, do they use the same voice of the
possessed? If not, what is the percentage?
A. The Prophet(,;~) used to seek refuge in Allah from what appears at night
and is hidden during the day, and what is hidden at night and appears
during the day. 64 7 And he also used to seek refuge in Allah from every [evil]
which an nounces itself and every [evil] which hides. 648 That which appears
at night is th at which speaks and that which is hidden is that which does
not. Thu s, the speaking or not speaking of a jinnt through the voice of the
possessed is found in the Sunnah of the Prophet (ji). Even in the cases when
the Prophet( ~ ) treated those possessed, the jinni did not speak with him or
respond to him . The Prophet(,;\,) struck the possessed person and said, "Get
out, 0 enemy of Alla h, for I am the M essenger of Allah! " And the jinn did
not repl y to th e Prophet(~ ). But, in the case of the jinn"i who was searching

" '' See Sahth al-Bukhari, vo l. 7, pp . 95 -6, no. 125, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, pp. 4.3 1-2, no.
198 2.
7
A'ud/111 hillahi taharaka wa ta'ala min sharri maya,;harn bil-layli wa yakmunu bil-nahari wa
min sharri ma ya,;haru hil-nahZiri wa yak munu bil-layl.

"

" ' A'udh11 billahi min sharri kulli mu'lin wa musirr.
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through fo od and was ca ught by Abu Hu rayrah , it spoke with him. Also,
the j inn1 who possessed 'Abdulla h ibn Mas'ud communicated with him.
Likewise, the jinniwho was beaten by 'Umar ibn a l-Khaf~a b spoke with him.
Another example is the female j innf wh o spoke to Imam Ibn Taymi yyah in
the presence of hi s student, Ibn a l-Qayyim, saying, "I love him. " And Shay kh
al-Islam lbn Taymiyyah replied, "But he does not love yo u." It then said, " I
wa nt to ma ke bajj with him. " And Ibn Taymi yyah re plied , " But he does not
want to ma ke bajj with yo u. " It sa id, "Then I will lea ve him for yo ur sake."
Ibn Taymi yyah said, "No. Leave him in obedience to Allah's command. "
T his incident can be found in Ibn a l-Qayyim's book, Z ad al-Ma'ad in the
chapter o n prophetic guidance fo r treating the possessed. Likewise, during
the reign of the 'Abbasi caliph, Mutawakkil, the caliph informed Imam
AJ:imad ibn J:Ianba l that one of his slave girls was possessed. Imam AJ:imad
sent one of his students with a pair of his wooden slippers and to ld him to
tell the j inni, "It is not permissible for yo u to inhabit thi s woman's body,
and AJ:imad commands you ro leave this woma n's body." Al- M urawa kkil
and others present heard the wo man speak in a gruff, ma le voice, saying,
" AJ:imad 's command is welcome. For AJ:imad is one who has obeyed Allah ,
and Alla h has made everything o bedient to him. If AJ:imad ordered us to
leave Ira q, we wo uld leave." Today, in ma ny ca ses the jinn do spea k, bur in
ma ny other cases they do not.
Q . Is possession a swift process or does it take a long time, like months or
years?
A. M edical docto rs say that epilepsy is a sudden, unknown change in the
electrical discharges of the brain. T hey say that there are mo re than 40 milli on
electrical connectio ns in the human bra in , and it is like a small electrica l
ge nerating station. It produces electricity and distributes it throughout the
other parts of th e body. According to doctors, an epileptic fit occ urs when
there is a sudden surge in the electric discharge of the bra in . This overloads
the circuit and leads to dysfuncti on in the body pa rts and becomes manifes t
in shaking, stiffness in the body pa rts, drooling a nd foaming at the mouth
and staring lasting for a few brief moments. When we sec such conditions,
we call the adhan in the epileptic's right ear and call the iqamah in the left
ear and - by Alla h's will - he becomes cured and returns to hi s normal
state. Altho ugh the medical profession, a ncient and modern, does no r kn ow
the cause of the sudden increase in the electrical di scharges of the brain, the
Prophet (~ ) indicated a cause. In a badith reported by Ibn 'Abbas (may Allah
be pleased with him), a black woman ca me to the Prophet (~ ) and sa id, "O
Messenge r of Allah, I am o vercome with firs and rake off my clothes ." [and
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in another narration, "Veril y, the evil jinni rakes off my clothes. "] 649 In this
~adtth the Pro phet (:i) confirmed that it is the devil who causes people to
fall down in fits . Ir has been demonstrated that the cause is demonic fr om
the many cases in which we have called the adhiin in the ears of those
in epileptic fits, and consequentl y the fits ceased. For the Prophet (?i) has
stated, " When Satan hears the adhiin, he turns and flees. " This is in the case
of complete possession (~ar' kullf) . There are other types of possession in
which humans are affected, like migraine headaches (~udif ni?{f), insomnia
(araq), depression, introversion (inpiwa), or pains occurring in differe nt
parts of the bod y at various rimes. The possessing demon who inha bits
the human brain is able to vary cerebral electric discharges - by the will of
Allah and due to reasons known only to Allah - and affect the body parts
with a variety of ailments . For example, it may affect the man's tongue so
th at he cannot speak, his ears so that he cannot hear, his eyes so that he
ca nnot see, o r his hands so they tremble and become paralysed. These are
all various types of possession.

Q. Have you ever experienced the jinn speaking in languages other than
that of the possessed person?
A. I have found many cases in which the jinn speak in other languages or
other dialects common to other regions of the country.

Q. Do the jinn enter the human body from particular points, like the
mouth, eyes or hand?
A. There are three types of jinn. O ne type consists of animals, such as dogs,
snakes, donkeys, and mules. These give birth to offspring like themselves.
A dog-jinn'i gives birth to a do g-jinn'i and a snake-jinnT gives birth to a
snake -jinni. Ano ther type flies in the ai r, like the one mentioned in Siirah
al-Nam/: "An 'Ifrit among the jinn said, 'I will bring it to you before you
can rise from your position, for surely I am strong and trustworthy for
that purpose." ' 65 0 I consider this type of jinni like the TV picture which is
transferred th rough the air. The jinn which enters the bodies of humans are
fro m this type. Alla h referred to them at the beginning of Siirah al-A 'riif:
"Surely, he and his tribe see you from a position where you cannot see
them ... " 65 1 This verse mea ns that the jinn see us, but we cannot see them.
Air is with us everywhere. We sense it and are certain abo ut its existence,
but we canno t see it. The jinn are just like air, which is the meaning of
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A wo rd ing close to th is was collected hy al -Bazzar in his Musnad: " Verily, th e evil liinnJ
o vercomes me ... Veril y, I fea r that the ev il liinn j will take off my clothes. " However, lbn J:la jar
said , "We do n' t know any isniid fo r this word ing except this one .. . and Fa rqad lo ne of its
nar rato rs ! has a had memory." (Mukh ta fir Zawii'id Mu snad al-Bazzar, vol. 1, pp . 336-7, no.
5.15.)
'' "' Qur'an, 27: 39.

, ,, Qur'an, 7: 27.
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Almighty Allah's statement in Siirah al-Ra~miin: "And He created the jinn
from a flame [mari7l of fire. " 65 2 Miirij is the hot air which is above the fire.
Thus, the jinn"i which enters the human body is not of the type which has
a material form , like that of a human, donkey or dog. This type has a fin e,
invisible, ethereal (hawii' ) body. And it enters the body just like air does
through open orifices, like the mouth, the nose and the anus. Even the
pores of the skin allow air to enter and thus become ports of entrance for
the jinn. If we drink water in the summer, the wa ter spreads throughout
the body and passes out through the pores in the skin . Air also enters and
along with it the j inn of this kind. H owever, the jinn usually live in the
toilet areas used fo r defecation, urination and bathing. This is based upon
the Prophet's statement,

"Surely, these ~ushu sh are inhabited." 653
The ~ushiish are the places used by humans to relieve and clea n themselves.
Thus, Muslims are enjoined to recite the following supplication before
entering such places, " O Allah, I seek refuge in yo u from the evil male and
female j inn. " The jinn find it easiest to enter fr om the anus so this is the
most common entrance. However, they also gain access from other orifices,
including the eye.

Q. And how do they leave?
A. From the same places that they enter.

Q. In which part of the human body do the jinn dwell?
A. When the j inn enter the human body, they settle in the control centre
of the human body - the brain. They concentrate in the brain and conceal
the human mind, making the person lose consciousness in a way similar
to hypnotism. Then they manifest themselves and take control of the body
through the brain. However, this does not mean that they only concentra te
in the brain. They may concentrate in other body parts and organs, thereby
leaving the brain.

Q. During exorcisms have you experienced any attempts by the jinn to
possess you?
A. I p raise Allah and give th anks to Him in the way appro priate to Hi s
glory. M y shaykh, Ibn Taymi yyah (may Allah have mercy upon him) said
in his book, al-Fatawa, " Applying this knowledge of spiritual medicine
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m Collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 1, p. 2, no. 6) and Jbn Ma jah (Sunan Jim
Majah, vol. 1, p. J71, no. 296) a nd a uthenticated by al-Albani in ~a!J,IJ Sunan Abii Diiwiid, vol.
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and/or Qur'anic medicine is compulsory upon whoever lea rns it. Because
it is equivalent to relieving the troubled, helping the oppressed, liberating
the distressed and supporting the weak, it is among the greatest branches of
fighting in the path of Allah (jihad fi sablilliih)." He also said, "Those who
work in this field are feared by the jinn because they know that they [i.e., the
exorcists I do it as a means of pleasing Allah. Thus, Allah places in the soul
of the jinn a fear of the exorcist. " I have never experienced a jinni attack
while I was awake. However, if I go to sleep without making the protective
supplications, the jinn hurt me during my sleep and make me restless.
Whenever this happens, I awaken quickly and recite the supplications of
divine refuge (ta'awwudhiit) and protection, and Allah protects me.

Q. Since you began exorcising people over 40 years ago, have any of your
family members been possessed?
A. I have not experienced it within my family. However, whenever devils
fail in their attack on the human soul, they will try an external attack by
setting his family against him, such as his wife, child, mother, father or
leader. But such attacks are comparatively mild. If the exorcist has strong
faith in Allah and is truthful and pious, external attack will also fail. I
would like to advise those who wish to work in this field to be careful.
On one occasion I was exorcising a jinnl by the name of Jibril, who had
been severely hurting a woman (and this was around the time that I began
exorcising). I said to it, "Jibr1l, leave the woman and come into my body.
Give her a break. Perhaps Allah will give me the strength and health to bear
your presence." Jibrtl was silent for a moment, then he said, "From where
will I enter you? From which part can I? " I took this as glad tidings from
Allah that He was protecting me by sending angels who would ward off the
evil of the jinn. For Allah has made a type of angel which is specifically for
the protection of humans, according to the text of the Qur'an:
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"Surely, every soul has a protector over it. " 6.54
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"Each [person} has a succession of angels in front of him
and behind him, protecting him by Allah's command. " 655
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Qur'an, 86:4.

'" Qur'an, 13: 11.
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"He is the Irresistible, high above His seroants, and He
sends protectors over you ... " 656
Whenever Allah sees His servants being sincere and in constant worship,
working in the service of mankind and Islam, He protects the servant from
the evil jinn by sending angels to protect him. I thank Allah for protecting
me and all who work in this field.

Q. You mentioned earlier that your first session with a patient is an
examination. If it leads to the conclusion that the patient is possessed,
what is your next step?
A. I begin the treatment sessions (jalasiit al-'iliij). T hese sittings vary m
length and number depending upon the case involved. The first of th ese
sessions I call "purification of the heart" ("tathtr al-qalb"). The idea being
that the faith of the person whom I am to treat must be clear and pure.
There sho uld not be in his faith any paganism, evil, disbelief, hypocrisy or
falsity. I therefore clean the heart first so that when the verses of treatmen t
are read, they meet a pure heart. Otherwise, the verses will meet a defiled,
sick heart not capable of treatment. This is comparable to planting a seed
in infertile ground. It will not grow, but not due to any defect in the seed.
The ground was no t prepared for culti va tion .
The third sitting I have named "purification of the psyche" ("tazkiyah
al-nafs" ), for Allah has created man with a heart, mind, spirit/soul (rub),
psyche and a body. The treatments are aimed at the first four elements. Th e
soul (nafs) is a combination of cravings (shahwah), instincts (gharizah),
emotions ('iitifah) and inclinations (naz'ah). So, we purify the sick patient's
psyche. If he smokes, drinks, gambles, lusts after women or is corrupt in any
way, we purify it so that the psyche can help the hea rt. I also try to purify
the psyche of other sicknesses, like anger, hatred, malice, jealousy, conceit,
pride, arrogance, intemperance, greed and stinginess. T hi s session is no less
important than the second, for it is by the way of the ev il psyche that the
possessing jinni establishes itself. Consequently, this level of treatment may
requ ire two, three or fo ur sittings until the psyche of the patient is purified
and contented. After this treatment, the psyche does not whisper to itself
and it will block the whisperings of devils.
The fourth sitting concentrates on the mind, and I refer to it as "clea ning
the mind " (" tanqiyah al-'aql"). In this session I address how a person
spends much of his time. If he reads useless material, like love stories,
pornographic material, detective stories and newspaper articles, it only

'" Qur'a n, 6:61.
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increases his remoteness from Allah. I advise those who read such material
to give them up and replace them with reading the Qur'an and its exegesis,
authentic books of &adith, and books of law. I also encourage them to
read useful books in other fields, like mathematics, philosophy, physics,
engineerin g, etc.
The fin a l treatment ca n be one session or as many as six to twelve sessions.
I call it "removing the spirit" ("takh/T? al-riif'). It consists of removing
the evi l spirit fr om its hold on the human spirit. This is in accordance with
a &adtth recorded in the Musnad of Atmad in which a companion of the
Prophet (:Ji;;) passed by a mad person and recited over him a legal ruqyah
for six days, morning and evening. 657 Also in the &adtth of Abu Sa '1d alKhudr"i, Ibn Mas'iid and others, it is recorded that the legal ruqyah should
be repeated twice per day for six days. If it produces results, fine. If it
does not, it means that something is incomplete from the previous steps.
Therefor e, I go back over all of the sessions and check the state of the
patient.
These sessions are followed by the prescription of precautionary measures
(ta&affu?,iit) . When a patient gets well, doctors usually advise him to avoid
certain foods in order to prevent the reoccurrence of the sickness. I do the
sa me. I advise the pa tient to give up watching TV - especially the useless
programs, to be consistent in performing his daily acts of worship, to get
up at night for voluntary prayer, to read certain Qur'anic verses daily, to
repea t the decl aration of faith a hundred times daily, to seek forgiveness
from Allah, to pray for the Prophet (~ ).

Q. Do you use in your treatment physical techniques like tying fingers or
tying hair, burning incense, rubbing olive oil, salt or beating?
A. There a re no authentic narra tions to support the use of salt except in
cases of scorpi on stings. There is no basis for using either it, oil or other
such things to treat jinn-possession. Likewise, the use of amulets (&iiiib, 658
ta'widh and tamimah ) which are worn around different parts of the bod y
are completely forbidden. Regarding beating, it is a uthentically reported
that the Prophet (*1;) utilised it, and Shaykh lbn Taymi yya h also used a
stick to beat a patient possessed by a jinni. However, I advise my young
brothers who are working in this field not to use beating at all, because the
use of beating has guidelines and conditions. We do not beat the possessed
human, but the jinni which has possessed the human. And this requires

"' T he recitation was for three days, twice a day. Sec note 420, p. 118. See al so Mawsii'ah al1:fadith al- Sharif, M11snad al-l miim A~mad, nos. 20833-4.
1 11
·'

The name given to an amulet consisting o f a sheet of paper o n which Qur'linic verses are
written and fo lded into a rectangle or square. It is then covered with a thick cloth , leath er or tin
and a t hread is added so that it may be worn around the ankle, wa ist or neck. This is usuall y
given after recovery as a sea ling treatment. See Fuga ra Techniques of Menta l Healing, p. 44.
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a high level of skill and discernment to be able co accu rately know who
the exorcist is hitting. For if he hits the possessed perso n, it is prohibited
in divine law, and it would only increase the suffering of the patient. The
details of this, I cannot go right into now, because it would require a very
long sitting to explain exactly how to determine the appropriate time to
hit. At any rate, I do advise the beginners in this field not to use beating.
And even the beating used by many is far too violent and is applied to very
dangerous areas of the body. It should on ly be on the beh ind, the shoulders
or the extremities of the hands or feet. As to hitting the face, eyes or head
with sandals and sticks, it is forbidden. However, if the exorcist has had
much experience and insight, and he is absolutely certain that it is the jinnz
which is present, he may do as the Prophet (o!i::) did.
Q. What is your opinion about recitation over oil and rubbing with it?
A. These methods are not forbidden according to Islamic law. They are
permissible and have some basis in the religion. Before going to sleep, the
Prophet (~ ) used to recite the quls in his palms, blow in them, and then
wipe his hands over whatever hi s hands could reach of hi s body, beginning
with his face. On the basis of this, the companion lbn 'Abbas, and also Ibn
Taymiyyah, Ibn al-Qayyim, Aqmad ibn }:ianbal an d other Muslim scholars
permitted the recitation of Qur'an on pure olive oil. There are verses in
Surah al-Nur (24) and Surah al-Tzn (95) which indicate that olive oil is
blessed. Qur'anic verses may also be read over other substances like musk,
oil, saffron, rose water or drinking water. Subsequently, the patient drinks
or bathes with these. However, one who bathes with such fluid s muse do
so in a place where the fluids will not flow into sewage pipes or other
filth y places. The liquids used should be collected in a special container and
thrown on the roadside.

Q. During treatment do you have to seek assistance to hold the patient
down?
A. Sometimes when a person is possessed, the jinn"i cau ses him to make
unusual movements like punching, getting up and sitting down , and
breaking things. I may need help in holding down his legs and arms, and
then I begin to recite over him.

Q. Could you recount some of your more recent and unusual cases?
A. I have treated many patients and my students have recorded on tape the
conversations, actions and words which a re used in these gatherings. Each
case is on a 60 minute tape.

Q. Do disbelieving jinn possess Muslims?
A. The world of the jinn is similar to the world of man. There are no rul es
in this matter. All possible permutations occur.
Q. Can more than one jinni possess a person at the same time?
A. From my experience, this is possible. In fact, in some of my taped
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exorcisms, you can hear the removal of six or more jinn from some
possessed people.
Q. Have you treated non-Muslims who were possessed?
A. Some have come. However, l inform them that l only treat with the
Qur'an; l do not treat them. Most Christian Egyptians who have come
to me have welcomed treatment with the Qur'an and have experienced
successful cures - all praise belongs to Allah. And a number of them have
converted to Islam by the grace of Allah.
Q. How do jinn benefit from the possession of humans?
A. Allah has created the jinn to live in isolated areas, deserts, refuse dumps,
graveyards and animal pens. Jinn-animals eat faeces and jinn eat bones. The
jinn are definitely on a level below humans, as a result of Allah's favours
which He gives to whomsoever He wishes. Allah said in Siirah al-lsrii':
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"We have honoured the children of Adam, carried
them on the land and on the sea, provided them with good
things and greatly preferred them over much of what
We have created." 6s9
Consequently, jinn accompany humans in order to enjoy some of that
favour with which Allah has honoured men. They try to parta ke of the
good food, drink, clothes, sex and sleep. This good life tempts the jinn into
attacking humans.

Q. Do jinn take pleasure by having sex with humans?
A. There is a verse in Surah al-An'iim in which our blessed, Almighty Lord
said:

"Our Lord, some of us took pleasure one from the other,
and we have reached the tenn which
You appointed for us. "660

"' Qur'an, 17:70.
" '' Qur'an , 6: 128.
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Actually, all the Qur'anic exegetes understand the pleasure ta ken here to
refer to the jinn 's misguidance of men a nd man's worship of the jinn. They
consider the taking of pleasure to onl y mean obedience and following.
However, the Qur'an should be interp reted first by its own verses. This
verse should be understood along with the Almighty's statement in Surah
Muhammad:

"Those who disbelieve take pleasure and eat as animals
do, and the Fire will be their home. " 661
Do animals follow jinn or do jinn misguide animals? No. The taking of
pleasure here refers to the fulfilment of sexual desire. Thus, th e "pleasure"
mentio ned in Surah al-An'iim can also include sexual pleasure enjo yed by
males a nd females. This is what happens when a man or woman has a
wet drea m. And I have dealt with many cases where male jinn were taking
pleasure from women and female jinn were taking pleasure from men.
Q. Do jinn possess believing Muslims who are conscientious in their
religious practices?
A. This only happens to those of weak fa ith. The jinn have no power over
the true believers. The Almighty said:

"You will have no authority over My servants, except
those among the misguided who follow you. "662

"He [i.e., Satan] said, 'By Your power, I will surely
mislead them all, except Your sincere, chosen servants. "'663

" ' Qur"an, 47: 12.
"' Qur'an, 15:42.
,,., Qur'an, 38: 82-83.
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The true believers and sincere worship pers of Alla h are pro tected by Hi m,
so th e devils cannot possess them. On the other hand, the devils play wi th
the worshippers of Satan w ho disobey Alla h in the same way that children
play foo tball.
Q. If that be the case, how do you explain the hadith of the woman who
was overcome by fits , yet the companions bore witness that she would be
among the people of Paradise?
A. ~ar' is of two types: fits ca used by jinn and those caused by biological
reasons which lbn al-Qayy im called ~ar' m in al-ak hlii?- Thus, seizures may
be from jinn-possession or they ma y be from a chemical imbalance in the
brain or the ner vo us system. Jinn-possession is treated most effectively by
the Q ur'an, beca use it is a spi rit treating another spirit. Demonic possession
is like the loss of sight and hearing. It may be a test fr om Allah. The Prophet
(jt,) told the woma n, " If yo u are patient, your reward is Paradise ."
Q. How do you explain a Christian priest's successful exorcism of
patients?
A. The no n-Muslim in this field works with the jinn . The jinn may ease
the pain for a week or month in order that the patient put hi s trust in the
disbeliev ing healer. If he were a Muslim patient, his faith wo uld be lost.
For only the Qur'an is the word of Alla h and only it can hea l the spirit. The
Prophet (*') said ,

"Whoever visits a fo rtune-teller, his pra ye r will not be
acce pted fo r 40 da ys. " 664
And he also sa id.

(~)~~J) 4/.,wJ~.4.J~ \:,\_;-) 66'J\0-4
" Whoe ver believes a fo rtune-teller has disbelieved in the
religion that Mu~ammad brought. " 665

Q. How do you distinguish between someone who is suffering from
bewitchment and one suffering from the evil eye?
A. They are very similar, and they are both a product of the jinn'i attaching

"'

4

Sahih Mus lim, vo l. 4, p, 1211, no . 5540.

'" Collectl'<l by A~mad, Ab u Daw ud (S1111an Abu Daw11d, vol. 3, p. 1095, no. 3895 ), al-Tirmidhi,
lhn Ma ja h, and others. Authenticated by al-Albani in ~ah,~ Sunan Abii Diiwiid, vo l. 2, p. 73 9,
no. 3., 04. The wording is that of A~mad's version .
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itself within a person. The distinction comes in the treatment. The longest
lasting and more difficult to cure is from magic spells and the easiest to treat
are seizures (~ar' ). As to the Prophet's bewitchment, some scholars have
declared it false even though the narrations are highl y accurate, without
any discrepancy in their chain of narrators or in their text. These scholars
have allowed their limited minds to determine right and wrong in the
religion. This is an error on their part. There are different types of magic:
habal (dimwittedness), khaba/ (confusion) and 'aha[ (stupidity). These all
affect the mind of the bewitched person. There is another kind called si&r
al-jawiiri& wal-a'{jii' (magic of the limbs and the organs) which does not
affect the mind but affects one of the organs, like the hand or the genitals.
The type which affected the Prophet (j,;) was the second type in which his
mind was not affected at all. For him to be affected is not strange because
he was a human being and affected by many sicknesses. He was wounded,
his incisor tooth was broken, he was cursed, made fun of, called a fortun eteller, a magician and a madman. He was an example for us of one who
suffered as we do, but was patient and accepted his fate. The hadzth about
the Prophet's bewitchment in al-Bukhari and Muslim reported by 'A'ishah
states that he used to think that he had come to his wife when he had not.
And in the other books of traditions it is mentioned that he would think
he had done something which he had not. That was merely forgetfulness,
which all the prophets were subject to. The Almighty sa id in Siirah Yusuf:

"But Satan made him forget to remember his Lord, and he
remained in prison for a few [more] years. " 666
And in Siirah al-An'iim:

"And if Satan causes you to forget, do not remain in the
company of transgressors after you have remembered, " 66 7

666

Qur'a:n, 12:42. This verse has two va lid interpretations: either, "Sa tan made the servant forget
to mention Prophet Yusuf's ability to interpret dreams to his lord (i.e., his master)" or "Satan
made Yusuf fo rger ro ask help from his Lord (i.e., Allah) instead of others." See The Noble
Qur'an, p. 347.

"' Qur'an, 6:68.
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And in Siirah al-Kah(:
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"None made me forget it except Satan, and amazingly it
took its way back to the sea. " 668
The Prophet (~ ) prayed a four unit prayer and concluded it with saliims
after the second unit. The companion, Dhul-Yadayn said to him, "Has
the prayer been shortened or did you forget, 0 Messenger of Allah? " The
Prophet(~ ) said, "The prayer has not been shortened and I did not forget."
The companion told him that he only prayed two units. The Prophet (:lli:)
then asked the other companions if what he said was correct, and they
confirmed it. So the Prophet (*') got up and prayed with them two more
units of prayer. 669 Consequently, forgetfulness can happen to prophets and
this is not considered mental disorder (habal) in any sense of the term.

Q. What do you recite over those suffering possession, magic and the evil
eye?
A. There are incantations called ruqyah al-mas~ur, others called ruqyah
al-ma~siid, a third, ruqyah al-ma~rii' and ruqyah al-marhj.. I have gathered
the ma ny narrations from the Prophet (:;ll;) and placed them under these
headings in a large, unpublished volume, which I have entitled Wasii'il
F:fimiiyah al-Insiin min Ma~ii'ib al-ShaY{iin. Time does not permit me to go
through them at this point.

----- -
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''" Qur'iin, 18: 63.

' '" See Sahih al- Bukhari, vol. 1, pp. 278-9, no. 469, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, pp. 285-6, nos.
1182-4.
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INTERVIEW N0.3
LOCATION: Cairo, Egypt
DATE: 10/8/88
NAME: Sa 'd Mu~ammad
DATE OF BIRTH: 1946
PLACE OF BIRTH: Tan!a
EDUCATION: Diploma from the 'Ibad al-Du'a' Institute.

Q. When did you begin practising exorcism?
A. I began practising more than ten years ago.

Q. What caused you to begin?
A. It began when the wife of my brother became afflicted with continual
vaginal bleeding that the doctors were unable to treat. As yo u know, there
is a prophetic tradition in which a woman came to th e Prophet ()I;:) and said,
" O Messenger of Allah, I am a woman whose blood flows continually." He
said to her, "It is due to a blow struck by the devil." That is, th e devil has
some influence in this area. Perhaps it was due to a fit (mass) or per haps
she was bewitched, both of which are m anifestations of the iinn in th e
body. There is a &adith saying that the devil flows in the bloodstream of
Adam's descend ants. Because of this, I recited over her al-Fati&ah; th e first
five verses of Surah al-Baqarah; "wa ilahukum ilahun wa&id .. . , " 670 ve rse
255 of al-Baqarah; "shahidallahu annahu la ilaha ilia hu ... " from Surah
Al-'Imran; 67 1 "rabbakumllah ... " from Siirah al-A'ra(;6 72 "afa&asibtum ... "
from Siirah al-Mu 'minun;6 73 the closin g verses of Siirah al-1-:fashr, and three
verses from Surah al-Jinn. The iinni in her manifested itself and spoke to
me. I realised that it was a male iinni. It sa id that it came to her when
she cried in the dark because her husband had trave lled. My brother's
complaint was that whenever he approached his wife, she would begin to
bleed even though it was not th e time of her menses. In the end, after my
recitation, I found that the jinni was not a Muslim. I invited him to Islam ,
and he accepted and then left her.
Q. Was his voice different from your brother's wife's voice?
A. Yes, it was the voice of a male.

,.,uQur'a n, 2:163.
rn Qur'an, 3:18.

"' Qur'an, 7:54.
"' Qur'an, 23:115.
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Q. How old was the woman?
A. She was 25 years old. It is the Qur'anic verses which can control the
jinn, Muslim or non-Muslim. Some are rebellious and others are Muslim.
Sometimes it may argue with th e exorcist himself. We see that th e churches
are filled with mag ic, for when we as k the jinn questions, they say that they
came from th e c hu rch of George's fa mily. And the jinn are tou gh and try to
destroy whoever is in their presence.
Q. What percentage of the cases are true, demonic possession?
A. Some are imaginary. Women often imagine that someone has bewitched
th em or tha t the change of their husband's treatment is due to a magic spell
put upon th eir husbands.
The first sign of real possession in a woman is that her menses becomes
irregular. Sh e a lso feels a kind of suffocation which is quite different from
psychological depression or medical asphyxia. It comes to her at night in
th e form of a nightmare, even if she is regula r in her form al prayers and
uses the presc ribed daily supplications. At the end of her treatment she
listens to a tape of the verses which I mentioned earlier. When she listens
to the tape alone, she discovers her life changi ng. She becomes imbalanced
at first. In th e beginning, I greet the jinni with sa lutations of peace. If it is
a Muslim, it replies, and if not, it does not reply. I then begin to address
it with any other greetings, an d it replies, informing me tha t it is not a
Muslim. After spea king to it, it leaves the woman, freeing her from all
of the afflicting pains, from headaches to infertility and other symptoms
which doctors are unable to cure.
On one occasion during an arg ument between a woman a nd her husband,
th e wife lost her speech. He r tongue refused to function, and she became
very depressed. She saw a doctor who was una ble to determine the medical
cause, so he sent her to me. I recited over her the verses I mentioned earlier
and called th e adhan. At the end of the adhan, the woman began to speak
aga in . She made the declaratio n of faith (shahadah ), and the jinnf left her.
Q. From your experience, what are the reasons why the jinn possess
people?
A. Jinn enter human bodies when man commits errors. However, if he lives
according to th e Qur'an and th e Sunnah of the Prophet (~ ) and uses the
presc ribed supplications and prayer shields (taf;a~~uniit) which the Prophet
(~ ) taught us, he will not be affli cted by the jinn. The jinn may afflict one
who is far from supplications, the Sunnah and Qur'anic recitation . Such an
affliction can be quite destructive. Sometimes when marital partners argue
for no reason , th e husband will report that he saw his wife looking quite
unnatural, and she will say likewise about him . This is a form of magica l
spell called "the reve rsal " (qalb). It existed durin g the era o f Moses and is
still around today. The wife may become possessed or bewitched. When a
jin ni enters a huma n body, it wishes the body to remain in its possession. It
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may practise evil w ith the woma n in her ea ting and drinking habits, in her
sleep, etc. It may enter the toilet with her when she goes to relieve herself. If
you ask her if she spends a long time in the toilet relieving herself, she will
repl y, "Yes, I do although I do not need to spend all of th at time in there ."
This is because the jinn want her in th at state in order to see her exposed
priva te parts.
Q. What are the other reasons?
A. The iinn may fall in love with a woman. When we perform interco urse,
we are supposed to say, " O Allah, remove the devil fr om us and from
whatever offspring You provide us." It may be deduced from this praye r
that the devil may take part when a man has intercourse with his wife. As
Allah, Most Great and Glorious, said to Sata n in Surah al-lsra':

"Share in their wealth and children ... "674
Sata n does not have power over the true servants of Allah who pray
regularl y and read the Qur'an. When you enter a hou se, yo u may find most
of its occupants are afflicted with some sort or form of demonic possession
(m ass), and when yo u as k the head of th e household if he prays, he will say
no . The ho use is in ruins a nd thus the devils enter.

Q. What is the percentage of possessed women in relationship to men?
A. The greater maj ority are women, about 95 percent, because they like
to ad orn themselves, display their bea uty, and are disobedient. I ha ve only
enco untered one possessed woman who was pio us. She attended one of my
lectures and after I recited the verses, we hea rd her screa m. She was kn own
to pray regularly and had memorized much of the Q ur'an , so I as ked her
what was wrong with her, and she re plied in a man's vo ice, "I am 'Ali." I
asked him, "Are you a Muslim?" and he replied, "Yes." I asked, "How did
you enter her?" H e sa id , " She poured hot water outside and hurt me." I
told him, " Get out! " and he left her. She was 28 yea rs old .
Q. How did you know that she was possessed?
A. She said that when she poured the hot water she fe lt as though there
was fi re in her left leg. Some people sense the jinn's entrance whil e others
do not .

"' Qur'an, 17:64 .
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Q. From your experience, do male jinn enter women and female jinn
enter men?
A. If a woman harms a female jinn'i, it will enter her. Sometimes we have
found both male and female jinn inside of a single person. Sometimes,
when you say to it, "Send out So-and-so," it turns out to be only one jinn'i
pretending to be different people.

Q. Do they have names?
A. Yes, they do have names. However, on one occasion, I asked a jinn'i
about its name and it replied that it was the number thirty-six. When I
asked about its tribe, it said it was from Bani al-A~far. And when I inquired
about the location of its home, it replied that it was Printing Press Road.

Q. Is it common for a male jinn to affect a woman?
A. Yes. It is the usual case for women to be possessed by male jinn and men
by female jinn. I saw one case in which a man was possessed by a female
jinn'i who was a non-Muslim. He used to have terrible fits whenever he
recited the Qur'an. I told her that he was going to get married soon and she
screamed. After great effort, she was made to leave.

Q. Are possessing jinn usually Muslims or non-Muslims?
A. In reality, jinn may be both. But Muslim jinn only enter if they are hurt,
while non-Muslim jinn will enter whether hurt or not. Most often they are
non-Muslims.

Q. Do the jinn settle in a particular portion of the human body?
A. Usually they spread throughout the whole body. The Prophet (~) said,
"Certainly the devil flows in the veins of Adam's descendants." And in
another narration, "Satan circulates in Adam's descendants like blood." In
some cases, I ask the jinn'i to congregate in one specific place.

Q. Have you experienced any attempt to possess you?
A. The jinn have tribes and families. They are just like us. They will try to
take revenge on the one who removes them. One time, they tried to affect
my son, Atmad.
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INTERVIEW NO. 4
LOCATION: Riyad h, Saudi Arabia
DATE: 2/4/88
NAME: 'Abdullah M ushrif al-'AmrI
DATE OF BIRTH: 1964 CE
PLACE OF BIRTH: Riyadh
EDUCATION: BA from Imam lbn Sa'iid Islamic University in the field of
Had"ith.
Q. Exactly when did you begin to treat possessed people?
A. I began reciting the Qur'an over the sick approx imately two years ago .
Q. What made you decide to begin this?
A. I am not of those who haphazardly began to trea t people. I first noticed
that this sickness was common. I was working as a member of the Morals
Commission (Hay'at al-Amr bil-Ma'ruf wal-Nahiy 'an al-Munkar),
following the statement of Prop het Mu~ ammad (*.),
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"Whoever sees evil should change it with his hand. If he
is unable, he should change it with his tongue. And if he
isunable to do [even that], he should hate it in his heart,
and that is the lowest [level] of faith. "w
As a member of the Morals Commission, we arrested a number of people
involved in magic and trickery who were treating people from a variety of
backgrounds. These individuals admitted exploiting the ignoran t masses in
the most repulsive and gross ways. They were using a variety of amulets and
charms which all involved shirk. I was assigned as the imam of a M asjid .
A lot of people came to me with different ailments so I recited over them
regularly. This was not connected with any special treatment. Any imam
of a M asjid can read for people, however, there are some con ditions for
recitation. One should have strong faith and full tru st in Allah . The Prophet
(~ ) sa id, "If you trust in Allah as He deserves to be trusted, the angels will

m Collected by Imam Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 33, no. 79).
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shake your hands." 676 I found that people were greatly benefiting from
these readings. Among the problems they faced was the effect of the evil
eye. The Prophet (~) said,

"The evi l eye is real. It may put a man in the grave and a
camel in a pot. " 677
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Asma', the daughter of Abu Bakr, said to the Prophet(~), "O Messenger of
Allah, the Ja'far clan is affected by the evil eye. Should we do incantations
for them?" He said, "Yes, for if there was anything which could overcome
destiny, it would be the evil eye." 67 8 And Ibn Baz mentioned that whoever
denies the entrance of jinn into humans has told a lie against the divine
law (shar'i'ah). There are very clear proofs of this taking place. After being
a ppointed the governor of Ta'if, 'Uthman ibn Abi al-'As came to the
Prophet (;Ji,;) and informed him that he was getting confused in his prayers.
He explained that something was interfering with his ability to perform
prayer and to recite the Qur'an. The Prophet(~ ) sa id, "Come here. That is
a devil." When he came close, the Prophet (~ ) blew in his mouth and said,

'" The well-known, ao thentic hadtth of similar wording is,
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"If Dnly you trusted in Allah as He should be trusted, He would provide
for you as He provides for the birds, who leave their nests in the morning
hunKry and return in the evening f11 /I. " Collected by al-Tirmidhi, lbn Majah
and Al_1mad, and authenticated by al-Arna'u; in Jami' al- U~iil, vol. 10, p.
140, nD. 7620.
"' The first sentence is a hadtth narrated by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al -Bukhari (Sahih al/lukhari, vol. 7, p. 427, no. 636), Muslim (Sah ih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1192, no. 5426) and others.
The second sentence was narrated by Jabir, collected by lbn 'Adi in al-Kami/ and Abu Nu'aym in
al-Hilyah, and aut hentica ted in .~af?1f? al-Jami' al-Jaghir, vol. 2, p. 761, no. 4144.
''" Collected by a l-Tirmidhi and authentica ted in Jaf?if? Siman al-Tirmidht, vol. 2, p. 206, no.
1682. Also collected by Ahmad, lbn Majah and al-DarimL A similar narration by lbn 'Abbas
was collected by Muslim.
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" Get out, enemy of Allah, I a m the Messenger of Allah." So what was he
telling to leave, sickness? And he also said, "Get o ut, enemy of Allah, " and
we are prohibited from cursing sicknesses. After that, 'Uthman ibn Abi
al-'As said that for the rest of his life he was never again confused in his
pra yer. That was a devil called Khanzab. 679 Also, when the Prophet (:l!.) was
on a jo urney with a companion named Abu Ya'la Shaddad ibn Aws, 680 a
woman came to them with her son, the Prophet (,jij;) read over him, blew in
his mouth and said, " Get out, enemy of Allah." The woman offered the
Prophet (~ ) two goats and some fat. He told Abu Ya'la to take the fat and
one of the goats and return the other. Allah has also said in the Qur'a n:
"Those who eat interest get up like one stumbling from Satan 's touch."

Q. How long have you been the imam of the masjid?
A. I have been the imam for three years. After the first yea r of experience
with people coming for readi ngs and consequently getting better, I bega n
to research the subject of possession thoroughly. I gathered the classical
reference works containing information on this . I studied cases of these
sicknesses, methods of treating them and specific verses which should be
recited during treatment. Praise be to Allah, I was able to ma ster this subj ect
and began to treat a few people at a time. Eventually, my high success ra te
became known and people came in d roves. If people had not found any
improvement after my treatment, no one else would have come .

Q. Could you describe your methodology in curing the possessed?
A. The first thing to understand is that seizures (~ar') are of two kinds. The
first type are seizures of the brain which can only be treated in the hospital.
The Qur'an cannot cure it. An example of this is a case of the woman
who came to the Prophet (~ ) and informed him that she was overcome by
seizures during which she would tear off her clothes. He told her, "If yo u
wish, I will pray to Allah on your behalf, or, if you wish you may be patient
and Paradise will be yo urs. " She asked him to pray on her behalf in order
for her to stop exposing herself, which he did . The second type are seizures
caused by the jinn-possession of humans. Sometimes it is due to the jinn's
love obsession with humans, desire to punish or merely scare them, and at
other times due to magic or the evil eye. The recitation of the Qur'an over
them once, twice, three times or more cures them.
-
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The hadith w as collected by Ibn Majah and authenticated by a l-Albani in Sahih Sunan /Im
Maiah , ~o l. 2, p. 273, no. 2858. The two narrations of 'Uthman ibn Abi al-'As i,1; this marcer
collected by Imam Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 252, no. 946 and vol. 3, p. 1 I 98, no. 5462)
do not incl ude t he Prop het (j>i) blowing in his mouth o r saying, "Ger our, enemy o f Allah. 1am rhe
Messenger of Allah," bu r they do mention Khanzab as the name of that devi l.
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The name of the companion who accompanied hi m on the journey was Ya ' la ibn Murrah ibn
Wahb ibn Jabir al-Thaq afi and not (Abu) Ya'la ibn Shaddad ibn Aws al-Ansa ri, who was from
the third level of ~adith narrators a nd not a companion of the Prophet ('t,,). See lbn f:lajar's Taqrih
al-Tahdhib, vol. 2, p. 378.
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Q. Do you use any particular verses?
A. There are no special verses besides Ayah al-Kursi, al-Fiiti&ah and the
mu'awwidhatiin, which were all mentioned in very strong prophetic
traditions. Otherwise, all of the Qur'an is blessed. After recitation, I
communicate with the jinnT, which will say, for example, "I am in love
with her."

Q. Do you use any other supportive techniques along with your
recitation?
A. Yes. Some jinn will only leave if they are beaten. Continuous recitation
is sufficient to make some of them communicate, yet others will only
communicate if I grasp the neck here (i.e., on the jugular veins). Then they
reveal the reason for their possession of the human, which is either out of
love or caused by the magic or the evil eye. The Prophet (~) said that the evil
eye is real and attended by the devil. 681 I then order the possessing spirit to
leave after telling it what it has done is oppression, which is forbidden in
the Qur'an and Sunnah. I may quote the badith qudsi in which Allah said:

"O my servants, I have made oppression forbidden to
Myself and prohibited it among you, so do not oppress
each other. " 682
And also the Prophet's statement,

"Oppression is darkness on the Day of judgement. " 683

If a man is possessed by a female jinn"i out of love for him, I tell her that her
possession is oppressing him.

Q. Do female, Muslim jinn sometimes possess people?
A. Yes. Female jinn will possess Muslims and cause seizures. I tell the jinnT
that her possession is not an expression of love but one of harm, and I ask
her to depart and not to return. I have her swear by Allah not to possess
male or female Muslims in the future. If she is a disbelieving jinnT, I invite
her to Islam. In fact, a number of them have accepted Islam from me - all

Reported by Abu Hurayrah and collected by al-Kaj, in his Sunan, but it is rated inauthentic
(rja',f) by al-Albani in pa'tf al-Jiimi' al-~aghfr, vol. 4, p. 76, no. 3906.
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Reported by Abu Dharr and collected by Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1365, no. 6246).

681

Reported by al-Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 3, p. 376, no. 627) and Muslim (Sahih Muslim,
vol. 4, p. 1366, no. 6249).
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praise is due to Allah - around thirteen or fourteen Buddhists, Christians,
etc.
Q. Do female jinn always enter men and male jinn enter women?
A. Yes. That is the most common occurrence. Although it is very rare,
a male jinnT may also possess a man, perhaps only in 10 percent of the
cases.
Q. If the female jinni speaks, does it speak with the man's voice?
A. Sometimes it speaks with the man's voice and sometimes with a female's
voice. About 60 percent of the time, the jinn'i communicates with the
possessed person's voice.
Q. I notice that you have with you bottles of water and olive oil. What is
their purpose?
A. I will explain this to you. The Prophet (ji;;) said:

"Eat olive oil and anoint yourselves with it; for verily, it is
a blessed tree. " 684
The olive tree is a blessed tree by which Allah swears in the Qur'an. 6s5 I recite
some verses from the Qur'an over the oil and the person rubs some of the
oil on the part of their body which gives him pain. In any case, everything is
by experimentation, even medical knowledge. As to the water, I also recite
over it and they drink it. If the person experiences gradual improvement by the grace of Allah - fine, because the jinn cannot withstand contact with
the Qur'an. If the person drinks the water and rubs the oil and finds himself
becoming uneasy and irritated, it means that he is possessed by a jinn'i. So,
it is used to determine the nature of the illness, like a medical examination.
This method has proven itself effective in the vast majority of cases. There
are other methods being used, but the best is by using only the Qur'an.

Q. Do others assist you by holding down patients?
A. Yes. If the man is possessed by a female jinnz - and a female jinn'i is
stronger than ten men - it will require at least ten men to hold him down.
It happened in my home recently that I recited over one man who suddenly
became incredibly powerful. He leaped up and it took about ten men to

684

This is in reference to the following verse: "Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth.
His light is like a niche with a lamp, the lamp encased in glass, the glass like a brilliant star lit
from a blessed olive tree ... " Qur'an, 24:35. The !iad,th was reported by 'Umar and Abu Usayd,
collected by al-Tirmidhi, and authenticated by al-Albani in :ja~,~ al-Jami' al-:ja1<hir, vo l. 4, p.
167, no. 4374.
685
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See Qur'an, Chapter 95.

hold him. l am usually assisted by th e patient's relatives or fri ends. If I
find that there is something in him, I ask them to hold him steady so that
he will not punch or kick me. Sometimes the jinnl will speak immedia tely,
so I recite a few verses and it leaves rig ht away. The jinn have different
strength s, for some are very strong a nd yet others are quite weak.

Q. What is the purpose of depressing the jugular veins?
A. Sometimes it is only when the human mind is unconscio us that the
jinn appear. I hold them lightly and not in a way which could ]~ad to
stra ngul ati on . This has happened at the hands of some inexperi enced
exorcists. The comparison is like the difference between the treatment by a
qualified doctor and someone just beginning their studies.

Q. Do you tie strings around the fingers and toes during treatment?
A. Sometimes there are cases when a man comes with his wife, informing
me that she is possessed by a jinni. When she is in my presence the jinni
leaves immediately, but by the time he takes her back to his car, the jinnT
returns. This type of jinni is marij, and the only way to hold him is by tyi ng
the strings. Therefore, I tell the husband that if the jinni returns, he sho uld
tie string aro und her fingers and toes a nd bring her back to me. In chis
manner it is ca ught and cannot escape.

Q. How are the fingers and toes tied?
A. A sering is tied around each finger and each toe separately. The str ing
sho uld not be very tight. On on e occasion a possessed woman was brought
to me with her fingers and toes tied. I bega n reciting over her until the jinni
screamed and sa id, "I swear by Allah that I will leave." I said, "No. I wi ll
burn you with the Qur'an, the words of Almighty Allah. I will not lee you
go . You have become impriso ned by Alla h and then by me. " It promised
over and over again to lea ve and never to return again. At that point, I
untied her fin ge rs and it left through her fingers.

Q. Do they always leave by the fingers or could it also be through the
toes?
A. It cou ld be either. Occasionally the jinn will seek permission to leave
throu gh the eyes or the head. I tell them no, leave from here, and they
depa rt from where they are commanded.

Q. Are there any signs which let you know which part of the body they
are leaving from?
A. Yes. T he ar m or the leg will begin to shake, sometimes moderately, and
sometimes vio lentl y, until the movement gradually subsides, indicating that
the jinnl has left.

Q. When you use beating in your treatment, on what part of the body do
you apply it?
A. T he patient should only be beaten when he has become unconscious and
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the jinni has appeared. And even in such cases, it should not be severe. It
is preferable to hit the back or the shoulders, the point of the body where
the jinni seems to be residing or different parts as it moves. At times the
patient may be conscious, and he can identify the movement of the jinn,
about his body.
Q. What percentage of your patients are men and women?
A. I would first like to point out that people's abandonment of the Qur'an
and the Sunnah is what has caused them to be afflicted by possession. For
exa mple, when I encounter a person who says that he feels depressed or
bored with life and I subsequently recite the Qur'an over him, I find a
female jinn, present. When I ask why she possessed him, she replies, "He
does not pray." Allah spoke the truth when He sa id:

"And whoever turns away from remembrance of the Most
Merciful [i.e., Allah], We appoint for him a devil as a
companion. " 686
And the Almighty said:

~ / ~~ &~ /~AO'\ / ,.,,, J-> ~ .,.,: /
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"And whoever turns away from My remembrance will
have a wretched life, and We will gather him up blind on
the Day of Resurrection. "687
So afrer the jinni leaves, I advise the patient to fea r Allah, establish his
prayers at their proper times, and read the Qur'an regularly. By the will
of Allah, it will never return. I tell him that if he does not do these things
or only does them for a while then stops, it ma y return . Regarding the
percentage of patients, it is about the same. However, I have about 5
percent more women patients than men due to the genera l weakness of
women in comparison to men.
Q. What benefit does a jinni get from possessing a human?
A. In the case of a female jinnt possessing a man out of love, it has intercourse

"' Qur'an, 43:3 6.
m Qur'an, 20: 124.
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with him in his dreams and takes pleasure in this way. Sometimes it may
take the form of a woman, but even then it will have intercourse with him
while he is sleeping. Most often this occurs during dreams. Otherwise, the
jinn1 just disturbs him based upon the fact that it was sent by a magical spell
or in revenge for some harm done to it by the person.

Q. Is there a particular part of the body that the jinnt occupies?
A. In the case of women it usually occupies their wombs, and in the case of
men it usually settles in their chests.

Q. Are there degrees of possession?
A. Yes, there is a complete and final possession. When a jinn'i first enters
the human body, it only has a partial hold. It takes time for it to completely
possess the individual.

Q. From what parts of the body do they enter?
A. They enter mainly from the feet.

Q. Have you encountered cases of more than one jinnt possessing a single
person?
A. On many occasions during exorcisms it becomes evident that the person
has within him more than one jinn'i. After expelling one, the person still
exhibits signs of possession. When I recite over them, another entity emerges
and speaks in a different voice, using a different name.

Q. Does the qarin (the companion jinn"i) assigned to every man from
birth possess, or is it another jinnt?
A. No. It is another jinn. It is the qar'in which the Prophet
said flows in
the bloodstream, but it is another jinn'i which actually possesses.
Q. Does the qar"in harm its human companion?
A. Sometimes its strong whispers swerve the human away from performing
prayer, remembering Allah and helping the needy.

Q. During an exorcism have you ever experienced the jinn trying to
possess you?
A. No. Never.
Q. Are all of the patients brought to you cases of true possession?
A. No, but I recite over everyone. Illness due to biological causes may be
cured by recitation, depending upon the level of the person's faith. The
companions of the Prophet
used to recite al-Fati&ah over those stung by
scorpions, and they were cured. What about a few microbes which enter a
person? He should seek help from Allah believing that Allah has revealed
within the Qur'an a cure. He should rely upon it with sure faith and
sincerity as Ibn al-Qayyim said, "If every sick person recited the Qur'an
over himself with certainty of faith and sincerity, no sick person would
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remain. Almighty Allah informs us:

"If We revealed this Qur'an on a mountain, you would see
it humbly crumbling out of fear of Allah. " 6 H8
And He said:

"And We reveal within the Qur'an healing and mercy for
the believers. " 689
And elsewhere:

"O mankind, there has come to you from your Lord a
good advice and healing for what is in your chests ... "690
Some of them have ailments which canno t be diagnosed in hospita ls. For
example, when one afflicted by the evil eye is checked in the hospital, they
will not find anything wrong with him. Others have sicknesses which can
be treated medica lly. Not everyon e over whom I have read ha s recovered. I
recommended that those with physical ailments be treated in a hospital.

Q. Have truly insane people been brought to you for treatment?
A. Yes, such people have been brought to me. I usually tell them that if the
hospital has diagnosed their ailment and identified its causes, there is no
need to bring them to me. H owever, if the hospital is unable to identify the
cause, I will try to treat them. Sometimes the jinn will cause a human to
act in an insane manner. So it is better to recite over such a patient to see if
he is really possessed. There was a young man who was admitted to Ta'if
Psychiatric Hospital whom I treated, and he was cured. His condition was
caused by jinn-possession. The jinn used to spea k through his voice and
cause him to make strange movements.

"' Q ur'an , 59:21.
"' Qur'an, 17:82 .
69
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Q ur'an, 10:57.

Q. What are the signs and symptoms of possession?
A. I first ask the patients some questions. I ask if they experience states
of depression, headaches, continual movements in the body or disturbing
dreams. If that is the case, they spend the night at my house, and I ask them
to inform me when the condition comes. I then recite over them. If I find
them shaking or breathing strangely when I recite, I continue reciting until
they scream and the jinnz starts communicating. I ask it why it came, and
it reveals the reason, for example, magic, the evil eye, etc. I take from it a
solemn oath to leave and not to return. The patients then find out that all
of their ailments are gone.
Q. Have you noticed any other symptoms like a strange way of smiling or
a foul odour?
A. Yes, particularly those afflicted by a magic spell give off a very bad
odour. Other signs are continuou s movements and pains which seem to
travel around the body. When I recite, they scream, faint or tremble. Some
patients do not do these things and are cured with just recitation of the
Qur'an.
Q. What about that little boy who was just brought to you?
A. That little boy has a problem with his leg. On Thursdays and Fridays he
is able to walk quite normally, but during the rest of the week he is unable
to walk. He has pains here and here (i.e., his thighs and lower legs).
Q. Could the cause be due to his dislike for school?
A. No, he is not going to school at all. I think - and Allah knows best - that
he ma y be afflicted by the evil eye.
Q. Could you describe a few recent cases of possession which you have
successfully treated?
A. There are many.
CASE NO. 1
There was a woman about 28 years old who used to be overcome by
seizures from time to time over a period of two years. Sometimes she would
lose consciousness. Whenever she had fits, they took her to the hospital,
where she received injections, putting her in a drugged state. About a year
ago, she had a very intense seizure and her family brought her to me at
10 o'clock at night. They told me that the hospital only informed them
that she had psychological problems. When I recited over her it became
obvious that she was possessed, and the cause was from magic. The jinnz in
her was a Buddhist. She did not respond immediately after recitation, but
after pressing her jugular veins, the jinnz presented himself and informed us
about the magician who put the spell on her and the charm's location.
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Q. Do you believe everything that the jinn say?
A. Not everything they say is to be believed unless it is confirmed. In this
case we found the charm where the jinn"i said it was located and we burned
it. Since then she has not had any more seizures.
CASE NO. 2
About six months ago, a man brought his wife a nd told me that she refused
to speak to him. She became agitated and depressed whenever he ca me near
her. After reciting over her, the jinn"i appeared and informed us that her
state was due to bewitchment and that the charm was buried in her father's
grave. We went to the grave, du g it up and removed the charm, which was
made with her hair and fingern ail clippings, and then we burned it. After
that she was cured - by the will of Allah.
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INTERVIEW NO. 5
LOCATION: Madi:nah, Saudi Arabia
DATE: 8/4/88
NAME: 'Al"i Mushrif al-'Amri:
EDUCATION: Teacher at Islamic Uni versity of Madi:nah

Q. When and why did you practise exorcism?
A. Thi s situation whereby people ca me to me for ailments caused by th e
jinn began quite recently. When I was appointed imam of Masjid Quba 691 and my Qur'anic recitation was good, pra ise be to Allah - I was afflicted by
the evil eye in my throat. When I got down off the podium after delivering
the Friday sermon and wanted to recite the Qur'an for the prayer, I was
totall y una ble to recite the opening chapter, al-Fatibah. In fact, I cou ld
not even say, " Allahu akbar" (Allah is the greatest) in order to begin the
praye r. Some o f those behind me realised that I had been affected with the
evil eye, a nd one of them stepped forward and led the prayer for me. When
the prayer was over, people came to me and greeted a nd wished me well
and cursed whoe ver put the evil eye on me. They all knew it was ca used
by the evil eye, bur there was no way to identify the person beca use of the
large number of people who prayed in the mosque. I was forced to resign
from leading prayer in the mosque due to inability to recite or lea d the
prayer. It even reached the level that I was unable to teach at the University
of M adTnah, and I asked to be released from my post. Some of my friends
and close relatives suggested that I go to see some magicians. But how could
I do th at when I was a teacher of TawbTd at the university, teaching that
it was prohibited to go to fortune -tellers and magicians? I refused to go to
a magician even if it meant my death. Then I recalled that the Prophet (~ )
said,

" Inca ntation is not allowed except for the evil eye or the
sting of a scorpion. "6 92
I reflected that this text explicitly allows the believers to use permissible
incantation s - and the greatest wo uld be for the evil eye. So I began to
- - - --
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" ' Q uha is a place three miles from Madinah where Prop het M uhammad (:1:;;) laid the fo undations
of the first place for puhlic worship in Islam. It is esteemed as the fourth mosque in ra nk, being
next to that of Makkah, Mad111ah and Jerusa lem. (Dictionary of Islam, p. 482.)

" ' Reported by Burayda h ihn Hu~ayb al-Aslami and collected by Muslim (Sahih M.,s/im, vol.
1, pp. 141 -142, no. 625) and Ihn Majah ($ahih S"nan l bn Miijah, vol. 2, p. 266, no. 2832) .
A simil ar sta tement was also reported by 'Imran ibn J:lu~ayn and collected by Abu Dawud, alTirmidhi and A~mad (,>ahzh al-Jiimi' al-$aghzr, vol. 6, p. 191, no. 7373).
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research this issue by gathering together books of prophetic traditions,
commentaries on the Qur'an, writings of the scholars a bout the use of
verses and prophetic supplications. I found that these scholars said that
when some Jews wanted to affect the Prophet Ci) with the evi l eye, the
following verse was revealed:

"And surely those who disbelieve will almost make you
slip with their eyes when they hear the Reminder {i.e., the
Qur'an], and they say, 'Surely, he is a madman.' But it is
only a reminder to all of the worlds. "693
The scholars say that whenever this verse is recited on someone afflicted with
the evil eye, it cures him by the permission of Allah. They mentioned their
experience in using this verse and its results. Almighty Allah stated that He
revea led in the Qur'an a verse which is a cure and a mercy for the believers .694
I found in authentic traditions that the Prophet (J.'t) said, "Verily, in the
Qur'an is a cure for your sicknesses. " 695 And I found that other chapters
like the mu'awwidhatiin and al-Fiiti~ah were used for various spiritual
ailments. So I gathered these verses, chapters and prophetic supplications
and recited them upon myself. In addition, I noticed that the commentaries
written about them usually spoke of the iinn. So, not only did I personally
benefit from this research concerning the evil eye, but I also learned about
the world of the iinn. I discovered what may be recited as protection against
chem or for relief for those possessed, and I discovered the effects of magic
and its Qur'anic cures. Reading upon myself cured most of the effects of the
evil eye. Although I am still unable to raise my voice in recitation between
Maghrib and 'Ishii', I have begun to give lectures again a nd have returned
to teaching.
Shortly after this, I came across an article in the newspaper about a man
from the MutayrT clan in Hadban (about 300 km from Madinah) whose
place was being burned by fire, and he was forced to leave his place because
- --
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"' Qur'an, 68: 51 -52 .
"'See Qur'an, 17:82.
"' I could not find an y tradition with this wo rding in the reference books on prophetic traditions.
T he wording, "The best medicin e is the Qur'an, " is not auth entic (r;>a'if Sunan Jim Maiah, p.
287, no. 774 and p. 284, no. 767) and neither is the wording, "Use two cures - honey and
the Qur'an " (I;>a'if Sunan lbn Maiah, p. 280, no. 756) . There is a narration with the wording,
" Surely, thi s Qur'an is the rope of Allah, light and a beneficial cure, " co llected by al-Dari mi,
(Sunan al- Diirimt, vol. 2, p. 4 31), however, it is also not aurh entic due to the presence of th e
unreliable narrator, Ibra him ibn Muslim al-Hajar (Taqr,b al-Tahdhtb, p. 9.3, no . 252).
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of it. The papers mentioned that after investigation some geologists a nd
other scientists concluded that the area was flammable due to gas leaks,
while others claimed that it was caused by bacteria. In the end, they wrote
that the scientists were unable to solve the problem. So I contacted the civil
defence administration and informed them that the cause was jinn. The
man or a member of his family had harmed the jinn, so they were taking
revenge by hurting the famil y. I told the ad ministration that with Qur'anic
recitation it would go away. The civil defence contacted the Emirate a nd
informed them of what I had said. They in turn contacted the Director of
the University, who summoned me and told me that I would be sent by car
to Hadba n, so I went.
When I met the man, I greeted him and asked him what had happened . He
said that he built a seven room residence and dug a well there. H e placed
his ca mel-h air tent next to his house. While he and his family were sitting
in the house after ?,uhr, they noticed a fire had started in the tent. They
put it out, ass uming that someone passing by had inadvertently thrown a
ciga rette into the tent and caused the fire. So they began to curse the one
who did it. When they sat back down in the living room, they noticed the
smell of smoke and thought that the tent had reignited, but they did not
find it on fire. They began to search in other rooms for the source. They
discovered that the room next to them was on fire, and the y thought that
perhaps someone had deliberately thrown a nother lit cigarette thro ugh
one of the open windows of the roo m. Again, they cursed the perpetrator.
However, while they were putting o ut this fire, they found that the room
in which they had previously been sitting was now on fire. So they realised
that it was not as they suspected. They collected some of their belongings
and gathered in one of the bedrooms. There was a metal wardrobe in
this bedroom along with a metal trunk containing some valuables. They
suddenl y no ticed smoke coming from inside the metal trunk. When they
opened it, they found their belo ngings burned to ashes. So they collected
their remaining belo ngings, left the house, went to the head of the tribe in
the region, and informed him of what had occurred. While the tribal leader
was debating whether the information was true or false, their car ignited.
The leader told them to leave the ho use and to stay in two tents which he
wou ld set up outside the house. At the time of 'A~r prayer, a tent was set up
for the women and another for the men . When Maghrib came and they left
the tents to perform their prayers, the two tents burst into flames.
Subsequentl y, eve ry time they set up new tents, they also went up in flames.
They sent a telegra m to the King asking him to save them from the fire. The
governo rate was contacted, and the civil defence was sent. Another tent
was set up for the famil y, and two officers from the civil defence sat with
al-Mu~ay r inside the tent. When they all got up and went outside, the tent
ignited a nd burned to the ground. The civil defence apologised that they
were unab le to do anything further in the case. Next the geologists came and
said that the land was subject to spontaneous ignition due to gas seepage,
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so the man and his family were taken to a town 30 kilometres away, but
things kept bursting into flames around them. The other scientists, who
said that the combustion was due to bacteria, were just as wrong because
the combustion would only occur when they left a place. In fact, whenever
someone from the family remained behind in a place, the fires stopped.
Then other problems began. If they were in front of food, nothing would
happen, but if they left, salt would spill in the food or soap powder would
be found all over it. Sometimes they would find cow dung or goat droppings
in their food when they left it alone for a moment.
During my first night there I recited in all seven rooms of the house, then
everyone left. We ate ar the leader of the tribe's house which was many
kilometres away. When we returned that night, nothing was burned. So
we spent the night there without an incident. I also spent the next night
there, and again we left and returned without any fires igniting. After
that I returned to Madinah. The newspapers, which like to exaggerate
everything, wrote a number of lengthy articles on the incident and how a
hadith scholar from the Islamic University had driven away the jinn. Within
three days, people came in droves outside my door, informing me that they
were afflicted with jinn, etc. I told them that I was myself afflicted and l
only wanted to help the family in Hadban. I informed them that I had never
read over anyone before, but they insisted that I recite anyway. I felt that
if I recited and nothing happened, it would convince them and they would
leave. So I recited over the first case, a woman, and to my surprise the jinni
left her immediately. That only increased the problem and the crowds got
bigger and bigger. Even now, sometimes nights pass and I am unable to
sleep due to the many cases which are brought to me.

Q. How long have you been exorcising people?
A. I have been exorcising people for two years.

Q. What are the main signs of possession?
A. There are many. For instance, a man may come to me complaining that
he feels as though chains are tied to his body between his stomach and his
neck and at times something seems to suffocate him. When I recite over him
for a while, he begins to take deep breaths and his body begins to shake. If I
grab him by the neck and speak to the jinni in him, it begins to speak. When
I ask the jinni its name, it gives a name different from that of the man, or
the jinni may say that she is a woman. Once I recited over a brother and
ordered the possessing spirit, "Get out you evil, male jinni," and it replied,
"I am a woman and not a man." When l asked her, "Why did you take
him?" she replied, "I did not come to him, he came to me. I was in a well
along with my children and he climbed down the well and hurt us." When
the man regained consciousness, he confirmed her story, saying that he had
a well and when he had climbed down into it, he felt something enter his
stomach like an arrow.
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One possessed by a jinni exhibits some strange movements and speaks
without realising it. People will inform the person after regaining
consciousness about the things he had sa id.
If a person experiences nightmares or a state of immobility at the time
of going to sleep or between the state of wakefulness and sleep, these are
among the beginning signs of possession. They must be treated immediately,
otherwise they will lead to major problems later. If Ayah al-Kursi is recited
repeatedly, the jinni will go away and not return.

Q. How do you distinguish between a possessed person and one who is
bewitched?
A. These two states are quite similar and can easily be mistaken for each
other. When researching th ese cases, one find s that magic operates by way
of the jinn. The magician is not able to affect the one on whom he casts
the spell except with the help of the jinn. I am able to tell the difference
during treatment. Treating jinn-possession is much easier than breaking
a magic spell. The companions of the Prophet(~) recited over a possessed
person three times a nd he got well. The Prophet (~ ) addressed a possessed
person on one occasion and he was cured. However, the spell which was
cast upo n the Prophet (~ ) lasted for six months. It was not broken until he
was informed where the charm was and it was dismantled. This tells us
that complete cure will usually only take place when the charm has been
destroyed. Finding the charm is not easy unless one discovers the one who
cast the spell and forces him to destroy it. If the charm is not found , it is very
difficult to cure. The spell can be broken without the charm, but it requires
continuous treatment and patience. I have treated a few cases successfully,
so it can be done, but it requires long, continuo us trea tment. When verses
are read over a possessed person, he becomes uneasy and begins to make
man y unnecessary movements. This tells you that the cause is jinn. If the
verses of magic (Ayat al-si~r) are read over a bewitched perso n, he will
also exhibit additional mo vements. One knows by experience the difference
between the two. In the beginning it is not easy to tell. Now when a patient
comes and I recite over him some verses I am a ble to tell his relatives if he
is under a spell or possessed. Because of that, some people say that I am
a magician. Some tell me that I am dealing with magic because they went
to magicians who confirmed what I said. However, it is only coincidence.
If the patient's movements are strange o r unusual, it may be due to jinnpossession. If not, it will probably be due to magic. Spells often affect only
one particul a r characteristic of the person. If the person develops a pho bia
a bout something; it is probably due to a magic spell. For example, a person
suddenly develops an intense dislike for his job. If yo u take him anywhere
else he is fin e, but if you take him to his job he refuses to go. His supervisor
would then termina te his contract beca use he does not wish to work. This
is proba bly due to magic. However, it might be mixed with the evil eye.
The difference is that the person under the spell will act crazily when taken
to something he dislikes. Those affected by the jinn will develop a dislike
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of filthy things. For example, he may refu se to enter a bath room. He may
dislike entering a number of places a nd he develo ps a fear of them. Also, he
will begin to like being alone, avoiding people. The jinn want to be secluded
with the one possessed.

Q. Do only non-Muslim jinn possess ?
A. No, the possessing spirit could be Muslim, but a corrupt one, like corrupt
Muslim humans.
Q. Can righteous jinn possess humans for their benefit?
A. No, the act of possession is an act of o ppression. H owever, if a human
develops a habit of doing a righteous act, like prayer at a particular time,
and he oversleeps or forgets, a righteous jinni (or angel, according to some
scholars ) will sometimes remind him. H e may hear a voice calling him to
get up, and when he awakens, no one is there.
Q. Are people possessed by only one jinn'i at a time?
A. There are no limitations for the jinn in this regard. It is not a case where
one enters and the host is full.

Q. How do the jinn possess humans?
A. They ente r most often from the feet. One feels as though an ant
is crawling on one's foo t and then up one's leg. This continues until it
occupies th e whole body. Or it may come feeling like a sharp arrow piercing
one's stomach. Then it seems to enter the throat. A third way is that one
experiences a very severe headache which temporaril y cau ses a complete
loss of consciousness, then it descends on the remainder of the body. Or
one may suffer from an extreme bo ut of depression.
Ibn Taymiyyah divided the jinn with regard to their affecting humans into
three groups: 1) a group which attacks humans and may even kill them, 2)
a gro up which possesses humans without killing or harming them, but it
is difficult to get them to leave, and 3) a gro up which harms them slightly
and leaves quickl y. The third group is the most common. They are the
mischievous type which will possess without any logical cause. They possess
just to do harm, and they o nly control humans whose hea rts are empty,
vacant of the rememb rance of Allah. Jinn usuall y occupy filth y, vacant and
deserted places. If the Qur'an is recited over someone possessed by this type
of jinnT, it leaves quickly because it had no real purpose besides mischief.
The second group consists of j inn who possess humans out of pa ssionate
love, and they usually cause epi leptic fits. This type requires long treatment
beca use it is the most difficult to remove. The first group is the worst and
most dangerous. They harm huma ns according to the level of harm which
humans did to them. If someone threw a stone and killed one of them, they
may kill him or one of his children. If part of the body was paralysed fr om
huma n harm, the jinn will ca use the paralysis of a part of the person who
harmed them. This is the type that the Prophet (j/!;) warned us about, and
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he gave us prayers to protect ourselves from them. Muslims are instructed
to mention the name of Allah before entering the toilets, when leaving and
entering their homes, when eating, when discharging a weapon during
hunting, when throwing anything or when pouring hot water. The last two
are the most common causes for the possession of women. I will cite two
cases of this type.
A woman was brought to me unconscious and, when I recited over her,
the spirit left and she regained her consciousness. I asked her what had
ha ppened. She replied that she had left her house after Maghrib - and this
is when possession most often takes place, which is why the Prophet(~ ) said
in an authentic tradition:
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"When night falls, keep your children in your homes
because the devils spread out in that hour," 696
- and saw a black cat which ra n into her apa rtment. She chased it from
room to room, trying to expel it, until she cornered it in the bedroom .
There she took her nightgown from a chair and hit it, and it ran under the
bed. She looked under the bed but did not see it. So she assumed that it
must have left without her realising it. When her husband returned later
on that night an d she put on the nightgown, it possessed her from her
nightgown . However, because her harm to it was slight, it readil y left after
a single recitation on her and did not return.
Another unconscious woman was brought to me, and after I recited over
her and grasped her throat, the jinn'i began to speak, because it suffered
from this. Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah and other scholars used to beat
their patients, but I found that beating sometimes hurts the person. The
jinn'i spoke, sayi ng, "My name is ?ali~." Then I said , "?ali~ is a Muslim
name," and he replied, "I am a Muslim." I scolded him, saying, "Since you
are a Muslim, why are you hurting this Muslim woman?" He said, "She
hurt me. Why did she hurt me?" I asked how she hurt him and he replied,
"She poured hot water on me in the toilet and wounded me. She did not
even warn me." I questioned, " How could she have warned you?" He said,
" By saying bismilliih (In the name of Allah ). I would have heard that and
left." When the woman regained consciousness, I asked her if she poured
hot water in the toilet, and she confirmed that she had. So I cold her to

'" Reported by Jabir and collected by al-Bukhari (Sahih al-Bukhiiri, vol. 4, p. 321, no. 500) and
Muslim (Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 111 3, no. 4995-8).
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mention Allah's name before doing so in the future. As for the possessing
jinni, he left and did not return again.
Q. Are there other circumstances when the jinn may possess humans?
A. The weapons are in one's hands to protect oneself from falling into their
evil. Whenever a Muslim leaves or enters his home, he should mention the
name of Allah. When he goes to sleep, he should recite Ayah al-Kursz. One
should try not to leave any opportunities for them to attack. The Prophet(,!,)
mentioned certain circumstances which should be avoided: 1) Do not sleep
by yourself in an empty house or in the desert. The Prophet (~) prohibited
people from sleeping alone because the devil may gain control over them.
2) Do not travel alone. He named the one who travels alone "satan,"
two who travel together "two devils" (shayfiiniin), and three "a caravan"
(rakb). 697 Most people who are possessed either forgot to mention Allah's
name before pouring hot water or throwing something, or they slept or
travelled alone.
The jinn usually possess people when they are in a state of either extreme
fear or excessive frivolity. For example, there is a type of jinn called jinn alziir which possessed people during musical parties. It can be treated. When
the participants of such gatherings are filled with the spirits, the exorcist
grasps them by the throat and recites over them until the jinn leave.
Q. What are the Qur'anic verses which you read over the possessed?
A. Most of them can be found in Sunan Abu Diiwud, al-Adhkiir by alNawaw,, Tadhkirah al-Dhiikirin by al-Shawkan,, Shar& al-Jf irz al-lfaf'in
and al-Tibb al-Nabawi. It is good to read Surah al-Jinn, Surah al-Kafirun,
Surah al-Ikhlaf, Surah al-Falaq and Surah al-Nas. These last four may
be read three times each or seven times each. There are also prophetic
prayers which have been used successfully by some scholars, as well as
supplications used by early scholars which are mentioned by lbn al-Qayyim
in his book, Zad al-Ma'ad. That is from the point of the exorcist. The
possessed is recommended to recite the seven verses on magic, among them
are the following verses: Qur'an, 10:81, 20:69 and 7:117-121. These three
surahs contain seven verses which have been tried and tested by scholars
with very good results.
Q. Is it necessary to take an oath from the jinn before they depart?
A. It is necessary in order to discourage them from returning. Sometimes I
will grasp the patients neck and say, "I ask you by the One besides whom
there is no god, the Ever-Living, the Self-Subsisting, to speak on her tongue
without hurting her," and it will begin to talk. It may say, "What do you
want?" or "This is none of your business."
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Collected by al-Tirmidh,, Ahmad, Malik and Abu Dawud (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 2, p. 721,
no. 2601), and authenticated (i;asan) by al-Alban, in ~a/;ib Sunan Abu Diiwud, vol. 2, p. 494,
no. 2271.
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Q. Do the jinn speak in the voice of the possessed?
A. Yes, the jinn speak in the same dialect and with the same voice. But I did
have a case where a common, uneducated person recited the Qur'an better
than I could. If I recited over him Ayah al-Kursi, he would say, "I have
learned it better than you." And he would proceed to recite it.

Q. What is the role of the qarin in possession?
A. The jinni assigned to a person may inform the magician or fortuneteller's jinni all about you. So they appear capable of knowing the unseen.
There was a case in the time of Caliph al-MahdI (ruled 775-785 CE) in
which a man entered his court and claimed that he was a prophet receiving
revelation. He was asked for proof and he said, "Everyone put in his hand
a specific number of items. I will leave and come back and inform you of
what you have in your hands. This will prove what I say because it could
only take place by revelation." They did as he asked and he informed them
of the exact amo unts in their hands. They were amazed until a scholar
came and told them that the man was lying to them. The scholar said that
the man was really a magician. They asked how he knew that and he told
them that he would demonstrate. He said, "If he is able to tell what is in
my hand, he is a true prophet." Then he told the man to leave. He then
took out a number of dirhams and held some in his hand. When the man
returned, the scholar asked him to inform them. The man lowered his head
for a moment then raised it up and said, "Thirty." The scholar opened his
hand and showed he had over one hundred. When asked how the impostor
did it the first time, he told them that they counted what was in their hands
and their jinn counted along with them and informed the impostor's jinni.
However, the scholar grasped a quantity without counting them, so his
jinni was unable to count them; therefore, the magician could not find out
what he had. The man was beaten and he admitted the truth.
There is a popular school of thought spreading in these times called
mediumship. It is all lies and involves magic. If someone says, "But I heard
my father's voice," the answer should be "No, you heard your father's
jinnt." The qarin may not die when the man dies. It may live for some time .
So if the person's father's jinnt is still around, it is able to talk in his dialect,
just as jinn often speak in the exact same voice of the humans they possess.
Their voices are indistinguishable from their hosts, whether male or female.
The jinnt, through the medium, will inform a person of things only known
to him and his father, because he was with him. The ignorant believe that it
is th e spirit of the dea d communicating. However, it is impossible, because
the Qur'an and the Sunnah clearly state that the souls of the dead cannot
return to this life.
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INTERVIEW NO. 6
LOCATION: NasTm, Riyadh
DATE: 12/6/88
NAME: Mu~ammad al-Funaytil al-'UnayzT
AGE: 28
PLACE OF BIRTH: Riyadh
NATIONALITY: Saudi
EDUCATION: Primary school and religious studies in the masjid.

Q. What was your first exposure to exorcism?
A. Prior to five months ago, I knew nothing about the jinn and was among
those who did not believe that the jinn could enter a human being. About
five months ago, a relative of mine became sick, and I took him to al-'AmrT
(the exorcist's name) in Ula ya. 698 During the exorcism, al-'Amri gra bbed
him by the throat and recited some Qu r'anic verses over him, and a fema le
jinni spoke, saying that her name was Rif'ah. H e asked her if she was a
Muslim or non-Muslim and she replied that she was not a Muslim. When
he asked her when she entered the man, she answered that it was more than
twenty yea rs ago.

Q. What were the signs exhibited by your relative which made you take
him to al-'Amri?
A. Far~an used to be in the military with the border defence and had hi s
own car. Then he changed and began to live out in the desert alone. He
built a shanty house out of old car tires and empty oil drums and became
very careless about his personal hygiene. He constantl y remained in an
odorous and filth y state, and he avoided compan y. If someone stared at
him, he wo uld get angry and challenge the person. He developed a strong
love for refuse a nd collected aro und himself enough garbage to make a
whole co untry dirty. He also began to dislike his parents intensely, and he
refused to see them.

Q. When the female jinni possessing your cousin spoke, was it in the
man's voice?
A. Yes, it was in Far~an's voice. Al-'Amri then asked her where she came
from and she said from Iraq. H e asked her how she entered the man, and
she rep lied that it was during one of his bouts of anger. On o ne occasio n,
Far~an was extremely angry with someone and entered the toilet witho ut
mentioning Allah's name. The jinni then appeared before him in the form
of a woman and told him that she loved him. I took him to al-'AmrT six
times for treatment. The jinni would leave from hi s right foot, and after we
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A district in northern Ri yad h.

left al-'Amrt's, it would return to him. Each time we went, I wo uld watch
how al-'AmrT trea ted the different patients - how he recited and blew upon
them, how he gra bbed their necks and they fainted, and how he hit them.
Sometimes the iinn did not speak. These were the most difficult cases .
Afte r I took my cousin back the sixth time, I decided to try to treat him
myself. I sat in front of him and recited Ayah al-Kursz, the last verses of
Surah al-1:fashr and other verses which I had gathered from books about
the iinn and exorcism and had written down in a notebook. Al-bamdulillah,
I succeeded, and the jinn left just as it did for al-'Am6. I kept making
it difficult for the jinn to stay in him for any length of time by expelling
her regularl y. Then I went to my cousin's shanty home, took out his few
useful belongings and burned the shack down. I bathed Fartan a nd cleaned
him up, and his condition began to steadily improve. Then his uncle from
Kuwait came an d took him away, and he returned to a state worse than he
was before.
Q. What are the main reasons that jinn possess humans?
A. The sick people who have come to me do not pray, and their thoughts
are very corrupt. When I asked a female jinni why she possessed a man I
was treating, she replied, "Because he does not pray." This is one of the
main reasons for possession - the abandonment of religion. The second
reason could be because they do not hono ur their parents, instead they
ab use them. So Allah sends a jinni to punish them.
Q. How do you know that the jinni was sent by Allah?
A. Nothing happe ns in this world except by the permission of Allah. When
a person goes away from the Qur'an, his tho ughts become perverse. All of
those who have come to me were sinful people, except one you ng girl who
was from a re ligious family, and she became possessed by a Muslim jinnz
called Khalaf. It was apologetic when I scolded it for possessing her, and
it left through her left leg with an oath not to return. Possession may also
be due to the jinn taking revenge for some harm done to them by humans
inadvertentl y.
Q. Are the possessing jinn usually disbelievers?
A. Yes, they are often Hindus or Christians. One jinn possessed a patient of
mine. When I was exorcising it, she revealed how she had influenced him to
delay his praye rs until he abandoned his night prayer all together.
Q. When someone comes to you, how do you know that he is possessed?
A. He acts unnaturally, always looking at the ground, or he gets up
suddenl y and walks around. Th e possessed are generally unable to sit still
in one place for a ny length of time. He frequently goes to the toilet and
seems to be genera lly uneasy. Sometimes he displays a strange, eerie smile.
He may laugh in an abnormal way without any reason, as if he is seeing
things we cannot. I have noticed this among the twenty or so cases which
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I ha ve treated.

Q. In your cases, did the jinn speak or did the possessed people
communicate their situations?
A. The cases were different. Concerning the young girl whom I mentioned
earlier, the jinn"i spoke in a deep, male voice. Usually in the beginning of a
session the people themselves speak, and later th e jinn take over. On one
occasion while we were praying in our masjid, we heard th e sound of loud
breathing. After the prayer was over, we looked around the masjid where
we found my cousin, Far~an, lying on his stomach and moving as if he
were swimming in the gravel. When I grabbed him by the throat and asked
the jinnT why she had returned, she responded that she would leave, which
she did . My cousin had been passing by the masjid and the recitation of
the Qur'an during prayer had affected the jinnt within him . Another time
during a visit of some imams from the neighbouring masjids, a woman was
brought to my house. She ca me in, sat down for a moment and then she
suddenly got up and began to run. When I called o ut to her she stood still,
but her body was quivering. I told her to come back and sit down in front
of me, an d I asked her what was wrong, but she said nothing. Wh en she
came close, I took a hold of her throat, recited and blew over her. Then I
asked the jinnl what its name was, and it replied, "Mirgid. "
Q. What was the purpose of holding her throat?
A. The human mind loses consciousness and th e jinni appears in order to
defend itself.

Q. Do you use any other means in your treatment besides Qur'anic
recitation and pressing the veins of the throat?
A. I do not flog. I have never beaten anyone except in one case in which the
person was possessed by a disbelievingjinnlwhich refused to communicate.
It remai ned camouflaged. So I hit the person three times with my hand, and
the jinnl began to talk, revea ling things abo ut itself. After reciting over a
person an d determining what his condition is, I recite over a bottle of o live
oil or water the mu'awwidhat, Ayah al-Kursi, Siirah Ikhla~, the last verses
of Siirah al-Ij.ashr (59:2 1-24) and verse 54 of Siirah al-A 'raf. Then I blow
over the oi l or water and say,
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" Bismillahi a lladhT la ya9urru ma'asmihi shay'un. "
(" In the name of Allah , with whose name nothing is
harmed." )699
Sometimes circumstances occur when it is necessary to threaten the jinn.
If there is a di sbelieving ji nn who refuses to leave, I tell ir that I will tie
the person's fingers and toes and then burn it. Thi s has an effect because
when the fingers and toes are tied, the jinn ca nnot exit. And if the Qur'an
is recited continuou sly over them, the jinn will be burned up inside of the
person, which ma y even kill the person. So, yo u cannot continue to read
over them if you tie their fin ge rs and toes. In an y case, I only use this as a
threat.

Q. Are there different types of possession?
A. Sometimes the jinn"i ta kes complete control over the human mind , and
the human does not remember anything that occurs during that peri od
of his possession. At other times the human retains control and is only
overcome by the jinn"i for short intervals.

Q. Is possession a swift process or does it take place over long periods of
time?
A. T here are two circ umstances. In some cases the jinn'i encounters a human
unintentio nall y. For example, if a perso n failed to mentio n Allah's name
whil e pouring hot water into a place where there happened to be a j innr, it
may possess the person immediatel y. In some cases when I ask the jin nf w hy
it possessed a person, it replies that hot water was poured on it or on hi s/
her children. At other times the jinnT ma y take a form and appear before a
person who does not remember Alla h. The person will become very afraid ,
and it will take control of him .

Q. What form do jinn take?
A. Sometimes they appear as human s, sometimes as a bl ack dog o r camel.
In human form it may even greet a person, and when he extends his hand
to shake hands, it disappears. This creates great fear in one's heart, and the
jinn usu ally possess humans who are in a weakened state due to extreme
fear.

'· " A du'a' collected by Ahu Dawu<l (Sunan Abu Dawud, vol. 3, pp. ]4 11 -2, no. 506 9) and
a uthenticated hy a l-Albani in .~af?if? Sunan Abii Oawiid , vol. 3, p . 958, no. 4244 .
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Q. What percentage of your cases of possession are women?
A. About 80 percent of those whom I have seen are women. Jinn have
strong and weak personalities. Female jinn are stronger than male jinn.
Q. Do only male jinn possess women?
A. M ale jinn enter women or men, and female jinn do likewise.
Q. Have you encountered cases of more than one jinni possessing a single
human?
A. Most of the cases which I have treated involved only one jinnr, but there
were two instances in which I found more than one.

Q. Which part of the human body do jinn enter and leave by, and in what
part do they dwell?
A. Usually they enter by the big toe and leave by the big roe or fin ger.
When they are leaving through the foot or hand, it begins to shake and
rise, whether the person is sitting down or lying on his back. The jinn seem
to concentrate in the chest or the head of the person. Those possessed
usually experience tightness or constriction of their chests along with severe
headaches. They may also hear sounds which no one else can.
Q. During exorcisms, do the possessing jinn try to possess you?
A. I have experienced the partial entrance of th e jinn into my hands up to
my elbows. It felt like electricity or ants crawling up my arms.
Q. Could you describe the steps you take in performing a typical
exorcism?
A. As I mentioned previously, I first recite certain verses and chapters over
the patient and then blow on him. In difficult cases I sit on the person's
stomach and have two people hold his hands, then I blow on his face. If
the jinn respond at this point, I begin to communicate with them. If they do
not, I grasp the patient's neck with my thumbs on the jugular veins and ask
the patient to inform me when he feels dizzy or sleepy. If the patient falls
asleep, it means that he was only touched by the jinn and is not possessed.
Otherwise, the patient begins to lose consciousness, then suddenly he
awakens with an evil look on his face . Also, a foul odour comes from him
before the jinn begin to speak. At this point, I let go of the patient's neck
and find out who the jinn are and why they came. Then I scold them and
order them to give an oath to leave. If the jinn refuse, I threaten them by
saying that I will burn them after tying the fingers and toes of th e possessed.
Usually they leave by this point. I then recite over olive oil and water. The
patient rubs the oil on the aching parts of the body, and he drinks or bathes
with the water. This treatment is repea ted for three to ten da ys until the
patient becomes gentle and the roughness goes.
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INT ER VIEW N O. 7
LOCATION: Ghubayrah, Riyadh
DATE: 22/6/88
NAME: Mul_)ammad ibn Sa'iyyid al-Dawsa 6
AG E: 55
PLACE OF BIRT H: al-Aflaj (Qa~im), Saudi Ara bia
EDUCATION : Qur'anic studies in masjids.

Q. When did you begin to practise exorcism ?
A. I began to practise exorcism thirty-one yea rs ago. I visited some shaykhs
who were reciting the Qur'an over a woma n. They concluded that nothing
was possessing her. But when I came near her and touched her, she fell
down. So I recited over her and to our surprise, the jinn'i spoke . It said that
its name was Sa'd and was from such and such a village. The jinn"i then
swore that he wo uld leave her, and he promptly left. After tha t, I realised
that Allah had blessed me with the a bility to fight the jinn. Whenever I came
near possessed people, they wo uld begin to tre mble, and when I read over
them verses, such as Ayah al-KursT, the beginning verses of Siirah Ya S'in,
the mu'awwidhatan and Siirah lkhla?, three times, the jinn would leave.

Q. Did you learn your method o f exorcism from anyone?
A. My uncle used to exorcise with the Qur'an, but he would a lso hit. I do
no t hit. I only read over the possessed. The jinn say, "You have burned us
with the Qur'an. M ay Allah burn your parents."

Q. Can you identify the main signs which indicate that a person is
possessed?
A. Sometimes one can tell fr om the way that the possessed walks. Other
times one ca nnot detect possession until after reciting over them. Some
patients have epilepsy (?ar') , which is not cau sed by the jinn . At other times
they are affected by the evil eye.

Q. From your experience, what are the main reasons why people are
possessed?
A. The actions of human beings lead to their possession. They may
unknowingly pour hot water upon a jinn'i or they may fall upon one while
play ing football. If a person forgets to mention Allah 's name in either case,
a jinnT may possess him. Some patients are a ffected by the evil eye. One
wo man wh om I recently treated had spilled tea on the gro und and had
mentioned Alla h's name on behalf of her brothers, but she fo rgot to do
so for herself, so a jinnT possessed her. Possession may also be caused by
magical spells. Magic opens the door for the jinn to whisper doubts in the
mind of the bewitched person.
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Q. What is the percentage of men and women who become possessed?
A. The greater majority are women.

Q. Do only disbelieving jinn possess humans?
A. The corrupt jinn, whether disbelieving or Muslims, possess humans.

Q. Have you encountered cases of more than one jinni possessing a single
human?
A. In the past, I only found one jinni possessing. Now, groups of male
and female jinn will possess a person. There are no hard and fast rules.
The jinn are different types. Jinniyah al-arq, cause the possessed to lose
their consciousness, making them unaware of what happened to them until
they regain consciousness. When a person is possessed by jinn al-rif, he
knows when the jinni comes and goes, and they converse with one another.
The third type is the whispering jinn which mainly affect the minds of the
religious. They whisper such things as, "You are going to die, do not bother
to pray, etc."

Q. How do the jinn benefit by possessing humans?
A. There is no benefit. They are merely corrupt, like corrupt humans
committing adultery, ere.

Q. Does possession take a long time or is it swift?
A. There are two types. One type causes distress and seizures over a long

period of time, while the other will enter quickly and leave quickly if
exorcised.

Q. From which part of the body do the jinn enter?
A. Jinn enter mainly by the air, sometimes through the nose or mouth, or
sometimes they feel like an ant crawling gradually up a leg. Only a jinnT alarq, enters through the blood. It fears the adhiin and Qur'anic recitation.

Q. Which parts of the human body do the jinn occupy?
A. They occupy the head or the heart. They cause the heart to beat faster or
to become irregular. When operations are performed, no physical defects
are found. The jinn may concentrate on one part of the body and later
spread over the whole body and speak in the voice of the possessed.

Q. During exorcisms, do the possessing jinn try to possess you?
A. No, but they threaten me, and I threaten them. If they were able to kill
me, they would.

Q. Do you use other means of exorcising like tying fingers and toes?
A. No, I only use the recitation of the Qur'an and rose water. Tying fingers
and toes was used in earlier times. Now, it has no effect.

Q. Do the jinn leave from a particular part of the human body?
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A. They often leave from the hands, fingers or nose, yet there is no specific
place from which they leave. They are like steam in a pot. When the water
boils, the steam will raise the lid and escape.

Q. If the jinn give an oath when leaving, do they return?
A. Sometimes some of them return and at other times they bring others in
their places. Some leave and do not return.

Q. During your exorcism, do you hold or touch any part of the patient's
body?
A. I do not grab or squeeze any particul ar part of the body, but I may slap
the patient on his shoulders or the top of his head.
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INTERVIEW NO. 8
LOCATION: Karachi, Pakistan
DATE: 18/7/88
NAME: Rana Mu~ammad Anwar
AGE: 35 years old approximately
PLACE OF BIRTH: Karachi
EDUCATION: Matric (Grade 10)

Q. When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I began about 16 or 17 years ago. As a youth I heard peopl e talking
a bout the iinn and that they possessed people. I became interested in how
they were expelled, so I began to gather information about exorcism.

Q. Did any of your family members practise exorcism?
A. No, I am the o nly one.
Q. How did you learn?
A. I learn ed by questioning those who are known to practise exorcism and
by attending their sessions.

Q. Does the possessed person have fits and become unconscious?
A. He usually displays erratic actio ns, sometimes fighting a nd striking th ose
aro und him.

Q. In what language does the possessed person usually speak during a fit?
A. He speaks in his own language 90 percent of the time.

Q. How can you tell that a person is possessed?
A. Possession is determined by giving the possessed person certain tests by
asking him different questions.

Q. Can you tell from the person's physical appearance?
A.No.

Q. Please describe the tests which you use.
A. There are three possible methods: In the first method l read Qur'anic
ve rses over a glass of plain water and give it to the patients to dr ink. If
they find that it tastes bitter it means that they are possessed. If the water
tastes insipid, itl means they are afflicted by magic. And if it tastes sa lty,
then the person has been cursed. In the second method I ask the afflicted
person to bring me a piece of rea sonably thick cotton cl oth that he wears.
I then measure it and give it to another person to measure. If it decreases
or increases in length, it means that the person is possessed. In the third
method I ask the patient to brin g half a gram or one gram of sugar and
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ask him to taste it. I then read over it. If the taste is bitter, the person is
possessed. If it is salty or insipid, he is under the influence of magic, and
such a person will not have fits and/or becomes unconscious. If the person
cannot describe the taste at all, it also means he is affected by magic.

Q. What type of jinn possess men, and what type of people get possessed?
A. Both good and bad jinn possess good and bad people.
Q. What are the reasons why jinn possess humans?
A. The jinn live in trees and abandoned buildings. If a person disturbs
them, they may be possessed because the jinn are stronger than humans.
Possession may also be a result of humans defiling, damaging or destroying
property of the jinn. They may also do so out of love. For example, in our
village there was a girl from among my relatives who was possessed by a
Jtn/11.

Q. Did she speak in her own voice?
A. It communicated in a slightly lower tone of her voice. 1 asked it, "Why
have you bothered her?" It replied, "Because she had put on make-up and
went into the forest to defecate. When I saw her looking so beautiful, 1 fell
in love with her."

Q. What percentage of your cases of possession involve women?
A. Approximately 70 percent of those brought to me are women.

Q. Do female jinn possess men and vice-versa?
A. Yes.

Q. What percentage of cases involves male jinn and women, and female
jinn and men?

A. About 95 percent of cases involve jinn entering human beings of the
opposite sex.

Q. Do the jinn always speak in the voice of the possessed person? If not,
in what percentage of cases is it different?
A. They do not always speak in the voice of their host. Maybe in about 20
percent of the cases the voice changes and around 80 percent remain the
same.
Q. What percentage of possessing jinn are disbelievers and what
percentage are Muslims?
A. It is not possible to tell because they lie and one cannot observe the life
of the jinn in order to determine the truth. But I believe that both types
possess.

Q. In your view, what benefit do jinn derive from possessing humans?
A. Sometimes they possess in order to tease humans because they are
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irritated with them. At other times they possess due to th eir ignorance.

Q. Is possession a swift process or a slow process, possibly taking years?
A. Sometimes the jinn play with the person for a period of time and tell him
not to contact anyone to ha ve him removed. Later they ta ke possession of
him.

Q. Through which part of the human body do jinn enter and leave?
A. They do not enter from a particular part of the body or leave from any
particular place.
Q. Do they affect particular sections of the human body?
A. They can affect all parts of the body or onl y certain places.

Q. Can the possessed person tell when they are possessed?
A. They usually know when the jinnT comes and leaves. When it comes, it
may cause them to change their position and shiver, and when it leaves,
they feel as if they have been untied.
Q. Have you observed particular parts of the body shaking when the jinn
leave ?
A. I ha ve not noticed this; however, after firs , possessed people usually
become extremely weak and their whole body aches.

Q. Have jinn tried to take possession of you while you were expelling
them?
A. Yes, this occurred twice, but they did not succeed. H owever, I have been
beaten up by the jinn while expelling them.

Q. After you determine that the patient is possessed, what is the usual
procedure that you follow in exorcising?
A. Before I try to remove the jinnT, I first make wudu. Then I use different
methods to make the jinnTmanifest itself in the per;on 's body. I pour some
scented oil on cotton, read some Qur'an over it and make the patient smell
it. Then I read some more verses in the person's ear and bl ow on it. But I do
not use any verses or methods that are not according to the shari'ah.
Q. What methods do you employ to make the jinn'i manifest itself?
A. The jinn, usuall y begins to curse if I shake the person.
Q. Do you tie any portions of the patient's hair?
A. In the case of female patients, I usually take a lock of their hair from
their foreheads and wrap it around my finger.
Q . What is the purpose of this?
A. When this is done, the jinnT cannot leave until I am ready to let it go.
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Q. Do you ever strike your patients?
A. Through the jinn, a frail woman may have the strength of two grown
men, so I sometimes hit patients on their backs with my open hand in order
to make the jinn submit. However, I always try not to bruise or do any
damage to the person.

Q. Do you at any time tie threads around the fingers or toes of those
being exorcised?
A. No.
Q. Could you describe three cases of exorcism which you have performed
within the last two years?

Case 1:
A pregnant woman around forty-five years from Karachi, Qaidabad, was
brought to me.

Q. What was her name?
A. I do not ask people's names. I treated her in her home. She was the wife
of my friend, Yar Maqsud, and she was possessed. I gave her amulets on
which certain Qur'anic verses were written.

Q. What verses?
A. That's my secret. I gave her one to tie on her arm, because putting amulets
around the neck is not permitted. I also gave her water to drink, upon
which I had done some readings. I gave her some nails, which I read over,
to hammer into the four corners of her house. It has been three months now
since she was given this treatment, and she seems to have been cured after
being affected for more than two years.

Q. Had she been treated previously?
A. She was taken to see some other exorcists before me. However, when
she was given something to drink, she would not take it. If a Maulavi was
called in, the patient would beat people up.
Case 2:
A neighbour from the same district heard about the first case and brought
for treatment his maternal aunt, who was about 45 years old. Her nephew
and the husband of the woman in case number one were present. I first
examined her to see if she was possessed, then I caused the jinnt to manifest
itself by reading verses from the Qur'an. When I did this, the patient began
to have fits. Her face became contorted, showing clearly that she was
possessed. The jinn'i would talk for a moment and then become silent and
cause pain in different parts of her body. I took a lock of hair in my hand.
(It should be noted that solid objects in the vicinity of the person have to be
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removed so that the jinni cannot hit you with them.) I asked the jinni who
he was. His Urdu was weak, yet he told us that he was a Muslim. l scolded
him by telling him that he did not behave like one and asked him why he
was not ashamed of bothering a poor, widowed woman with six or seven
children. He said that he was sitting in the bathroom and she came in and
urinated on him. I told him that it was her house and he should have exited
when she entered. He said that he was only resting. I informed him that
he should reside in his own areas, such as forests, and not in places where
humans live. I hit him on his back (and one jinnl told me that he got boils
from beatings). Anyway he became weakened by it. After listening to me,
he promised to go away. I threatened him that if he returned, I would not
let him live. It has now been two and a half months since she was cured.
She used to have continuous fits six or seven times every 15 da ys. I first try
to gently make the jinn leave, but if they resist, I then use force.

Q. Is she still okay?
A. Just recently I went for tabligh, and she was still okay.

Q. Is possession by more than one jinni at the same time possible?
A. I have never experienced it.

Q. Do the jinn always talk in the language of the one they possess?
A. Most of them speak in the same language. However, an educated jinni
may speak in more than one language.
Case 3:
This case involved an eighteen year old girl living in Faisalabad. I was
preparing to go to Saudi Arabia when I was asked to treat her. I went to
her home, which was quite modern. Her family was not very religious.
Her problem was that she would have epileptic fits whenever she attended
marriages, listened to songs or went to the cinema. She was to be married
within three or four months, and her relatives were quite worried . I gave
her an amulet to put around her arm and gave her some water to drink
upon which I had recited. After approximately ten days, she went to the
cinema and nothing happened. Three or four months later, she was married.
However, one time she was preparing to attend a marriage in Jhang. While
bathing, she took off the amulet I had given her and had an epileptic fit.
An exorcist had to be brought in from Faisalabad, and he cured her using
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Jafr ,7°0 astrology and lines. I do not use these branches of knowledge to
cure. Only the ignorant use such methods to cure and make money. The
book I read from was al-Bareili on Palm Reading by 'Allamah Is~aq. I
myself do not use any shirk in my treatments.

Q. Do the jinn have names?
A. Their names are just like ours. Some have Hindu names, Sikh names,
etc.
Q. Is it possible to burn the jinn?
A. We can burn the jinn by lighting lamps. I do not know whether it is
permitted by shari'ah or not. I have heard of many cases where burning is
used to deal with stubborn jinn. On one occasion, I expelled a jinnt who
had fallen in love with a woman and he promised not to come back, but
he did. I hit him a lot and I tried to make him feel ashamed by asking
him, "What if someone did something to your sister?" He said that no one
would dare do anything to her. The jinni said that in his family he was the
only son and that he had been expelled from home by his parents. The jinn
live on earth, in trees bur not in the air. He said that he could not go. I told
him to be our friend and go to some other place. If he did, I would not hurt
or harm him in any way. I said to him, "See, I have more strength at this
moment, you are sitting listening to me." He said, "It is only a question of
time. I can harm you a lot." I said, "I will not let that happen." He said, "I
will go for now but will come back again." I burnt him by burning lamps
in front of the patient. One can see the patient getting better during such
treatment.
Q. Why do you do this type of exorcism?
A. I am doing this work out of necessity. It is not permissible according to
shari'ah. There is Hellfire for it. I read something before I light the lamps,
then I blow on the lamps. This process is repeated until the jinni enters into
the lamp. When it does so, the patient usually shivers. If you ask the patient
he will tell you that he can see things burning in the lamp.

'"" .fafr literall y means "a just weaned kid or lamb." Early Shi'ites claimed that Ja 'far al-~adiq
(d. 765 CE) wrote a book on lamb skin for the information of the House of the Prophet (=lo ),
containing all th ey needed to know and all that was to happen until the Last Da y. Later, there
arose a beliei that in the }afr, meanings were cabalistica lly expressed by separate letters, and
' llm al-Jafr came to mea n "llm al-Huriif," the method of prediction by assigning (by ahjad)
numerical values to letters. This a lso came to be known as a/-Simiyii'. (Encyclopaedia of Ts/am ,
pp. 80-81. )
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INTERVIEW NO. 9
LOCATION: Karachi, Pakistan
DATE: 20/7/88
NAME: Qari' 'Abdul-Khaliq RaJ:iman
DATE OF BIRTH: 1925
PLACE OF BIRTH: Delhi
EDUCATION: Darul-l:fadith RaJ:imaniyyah University. Taught at
Maqa~id al-'Ulum University in Agra for 8 years.

Q. When did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I began to practise exorcism while I was a student at college. I had
memorized the whole Qur'an when I was 9 years old. Consequently, from
a yo ung age people used to come in order for me to read the Qur'an and
supplications over them. But I really began to learn about exorcism when
I was at university. I studied under some scholars within and outside the
university. After my graduation, many people came to me for treatment.
Q. If a person is brought to you, how do you know that he is possessed?
A. It is possible to tell from their eyes that they are possessed.
Q. What is it in their eyes which indicates their state of possession?
A. Through my experience in dealing with the possessed, I have learned
to recognise a particular way in which their eyes move. They also have
pain in their shoulders and feel a heaviness upon themselves. Sometimes the
possessed person will displa y uneasiness or obvious signs of madness, like
shouting, screaming and unnatural actions.

Q. How do you distinguish between those who are biologically or
psychologically ill and those who are truly possessed by jinn?
A. Those who are really possessed are few. People are often overcome
by fear and bewilderment and assume that these feelings are caused by
demonic possession. Some "exorcists" make a business of treating such
people. Those who come to these practitioners with biological sicknesses
or psychological ailments are told that they are possessed, but they are
deluded. I can detect the truly possessed by their facial expression, their
eyes and their movements. My great experience in this field enables me to
determine the true cases through outward signs. There are signs which are
difficult to explain, for they are only known to rhose who have experience
in this field.
Q. Based upon your experience, what are the main reasons leading to true
possession?
A. I cannot tell you the reasons why people are truly possessed for I have
seen demonic possession among the pious and among the corrupt.
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Q. During exorcism, do you ask the jinn why they have possessed your
patient?
A. I do not as k the reason beca use the j inn do not tell the truth. They
may sa y that the person sat on their heads or anything, but they cannot be
believed beca use they are compulsive liars.

Q. Who are most affected by jinn, men or women, and to what
percentage?
A. Affected most are women, perhaps 70 percent or more are females.

Q. Do male jinn possess women and female jinn possess men, or is it
possible for male jinn to possess human males and female jinn human
females?
A. Both ma y occur, however, from my experience in most cases males
possess both males and fem ales. Female jinn are ra re.

Q. If a jinni speaks during treatment, does it use the voice of the patient
or does it speak in another voice?
A. Occasion ally the voice changes and occasionally it does not. Usually
the voice heard is the patient's. Sometimes a person who does not know
English or Ara bic speaks in these languages. There are even cases when the
patient recites the Qur'an with tajwfd, altho ugh he had never lea rnt to read
the Qur'an .

Q. Does this mean that both a Muslim jinn'i and a non-Muslim jinn'i may
possess a Muslim human?
A. Yes, it does.

Q. Have you found among non-Muslim possessing jinn Buddhists,
Christians, etc.?
A. I have not found the jinn fo llowing specific paga n religions.

Q. Which arc most common cases of possession, Muslim or non-Muslim
jinn?
A. Muslims are most common, and they are more evil.
Q. Which are the easiest to remove?
A. They are the sa me. Sometimes after leaving they return, although in
most of my cases they leave permanently.

Q. From your experience, what do jinn gain from possessing humans?
A. They enj o y inflicting pain, and most often they are taking revenge for
something. That is why my fa ther, who wa s a very great shay kh, forbade
me from exorcising people. Beca use of this I usually just recite over water
which is then sent to my patients, this has been sufficient to cure them. Like
evil humans, they take pleas ure fro m harming others. Sometimes they enter
women, obtaining sexual pleas ure from them.
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Q. Have you observed such cases?
A. Yes, before my eyes I have seen women being raped by invisible
entities.

Q. Can more than one jinni possess a single human?
A. From my experience, only one possesses at a time. Although I suppose
it is not impossible for the jinn to have companions with them who share
in possession. However, I have only found one jinni within a patient at a
time.

Q. Do jinn enter and leave humans from any particular parts of the body,
like the hand, head or foot?
A. They do not enter from any special place, but they seem co affect the
brain and the heart the most. When I used to exorcise I tied a knot in the
patient's hair and this was sufficient to hold the jinn during expulsion. And
I did not allow chem to leave until they had begged permission to do so.
When the jinn left, the person often screamed.

Q. Do the jinn have their own names or human names?
A. They have huma n names.
Q. During exorcism, have you experienced any attempt by the jinn to
possess you?
A. I have never experienced this. Sometimes after I expelled a jinni from a
patient, it returned at night and possessed my young son, and he cried out.
At other times, it moved around the house in an attempt to frighten me.

Q. How long ago did you stop exorcising people?
A. I stopped about 20 years ago . Many people came to me from all over the
world, from Islamabad, Lahore, America, etc. But most of them are under
magical spells. True cases of possession are rare. When I find these cases, I
excuse myself and refer chem to others.

Q. How can you refuse them when they are in need of your help?
A. Helping these people could lead to infliction of harm on my family. As I
mentioned before, the jinn are evil and will seek revenge by attacking other
members of my family. And, as you know, the Prophet (~) said, "Do not
harm yourself or harm others." In any case, before my father died he had
advised me to stop, and I am following his advice.

Q. During the time when you did practise exorcism, when a possessed
person was brought to you, how did you begin to treat him?
A. The methodology varied, because the jinn and their effects are varied. In
some cases, I recited over water which my patients drank, while in others I
recited over oil, which I poured into their ears and sealed. If the spirit was
particularly evil, I tied the patient's hair and the jinni screamed and wailed,
and eventually repented. Then I told it to swear by Allah chat it would
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leave. Sometimes the jinnl swore by Sulayman that it would leave. I told it
that swearing by Sulayman was shirk and it must swear only by Allah, the
Lord of Su layman, to leave.

Q. During your treatment did you grab the person's neck, hand or any
part of their body, or did you only recite?
A. J only recited and used oil.
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INTERVIEW NO. 10
LOCATION: Karachi, Pakistan
DATE: 21/7/88
NAME: Maulana Shaykh Atmad J:Iusayn Zurdav1
AGE: 36
PLACE OF BIRTH: Baltistan (Kashmir)
EDUCATION: Educated in Najaf; studied Fiqh, Philosophy, Literature
and Chemistry. Studied in Iraq for 18 years.

Q. When and why did you begin practising exorcism?
A. Practising exorcism has been in my family. In the Ustada region
of Baluchistan there were no doctors to cure people's ailments. In the
company of my people from this region I learnt how they cured through
understanding people by the vein of the forehead and using verses of the
Qur'an. Then I went to Najaf for education. The students with us were
poor, and only people who had money or contacts could afford to go to
the hospitals. I read some books containing information similar to that
which I previously had learned from my forefathers. In order to help some
of my classmates, I used the same methods and people were cured. When
I returned to Pakistan, those people whom doctors could not cure came
to me for help and returned satisfied. I use only prayer and verses of the
Qur'an.

Q. What are the signs which indicate that a person is possessed?
A. Sometimes the person's colour changes. Often possessed people talk
unintelligibly, laugh a lot or argue excessively. Sometimes they do not
behave like humans at all but like savage beasts. They also dislike artificial
lights.
Q. How do you distinguish between physical ailments and actual
possession?
A. I read over the person various things like Surah al-Fiiti~ah, whether he is
possessed or not. Then I read Surah al-Jinn and sometimes the jinn begin to
weep. There are two types of jinn, kafir and Muslim, and there are different
ways of curing those afflicted by them.
Q. Why do jinn possess humans?
A. Jinn occupy different places. Some sit in dirty areas, others where their
fathers resided, some by the shores of water, and others where wild animals
live in the forests. If a person walked across one of these places where the
jinn reside and recited the Basmalah, then the jinn would not harm him, but
otherwise they might. Sometimes the jinn appear in the form of dogs, cats,
the wind or yet other forms.
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Q. How do jinn possess humans?
A. Th e iinn enter the body, first affecting the heart and then the mind, and
therein it will reside.

Q. Who are more affected by jinn, males or females?
A. More women a re possessed than men .

Q. Do male jinn possess women and female jinn possess men, or is it
possible that male jinn possess males and vice-versa?
A. From my experience, women are mainly possessed by fema le jinn because
the jinn seek to harm these women's children, while males are usua lly
possessed by male iinn. This is the case abo ut 80-85 percent of the time.

Q. Does the possessing jinni speak in the language of its host?
A. The language is sometimes different. The woman ma y be an ignorant
village woman, but the iinnT might be educated and perhaps speak in
English or Arabic.

Q. How do the jinn benefit from possessing humans?
A. The iinn attempt to harm humans in order to protect their rights and
their areas. Some desire superiority over humans so they try to overwhelm
them. A few fall in love with humans.
Q. What does the possessed person experience?
A. When a person becomes possessed, he suffers great pain. When the jinnT
is expelled, patients often say that they feel as if they are being burned .
Possessed people of weaker constitution, like women and the old, suddenly
find the strength to resist the restraining efforts of seven or eight grown
men.
Q. Can more than one jinni possess a person at the same time?
A. A person is possessed by onl y one jinnf at a rime.
Q. What are the steps that you take to exorcise someone.
A. I begin by reading something to protect and fortify myself. Then I
commence the treatment of others. The jinni often tries to resist me, cursing
or attempting to beat me. If this occurs, I prepare a rope, tie him with it
and read something over him. I rake a thread three hands long, which is
nearl y ·1.5 ya rds long, and I recite al-Fati&ah over it seven times and other
Qur'anic verses. T hen I blow on the thread. Following this, I make a vow
in the name of the Prophet an d check the thread. If the thread remains the
same length, it indicates that the person merely has some physical illn ess.
If it increases in length, the person is afflicted by magic, and if it decreases
by five fingers, it shows th at the person is possessed by a jinn'i. Usually the
recitation of Surah al-Jinn is enough to indicate th at the person is possessed
by a jinnz. However, in difficult cases we resort to the above procedure.
There arc ten ways. First I read Surah al-falaq a nd Surah al-Nas and the
iinn are usually angered by these. Then I read al-Fati&ah and the jinni runs
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away. If it is a harder case, then I read Su.rah al-Jinn and I write an amulet
to put around the patient's neck or his right arm. At this point the jinn,
often begs me not to burn them, saying, "The sky has fallen upon me."

Q. For how long do you recite over your patients?
A. It depends upon how long the jinnf has been in possession of them. If the
person was recently possessed, it is easier to expel the jinni than in the case
of the one who has been possessed for months or years.
Q. How do you know when the jinn have left?
A. If the person becomes unconscious during the reading of the Qur'an, it
indicates that the jinni has left. If it does not go away with this method, l
then burn a charm in the patient's presence and have him inhale its smoke.
This treatment usually makes the jinnf vow to leave. However, it usually
asks that a cow, goat or a hen be sacrificed to it or it requests that some
other things be done, as it does not like leaving empty-handed.

Q. Approximately how many people have you exorcised since you began?
A. In Najaf I have treated around 1,000 patients and in Karachi around
1,500. The total is probably around 3000.
Q. Can you describe three cases that you have treated over the past year?
Case 1:
In Korangi I worked in the shop of the chairman of the Awami Colony
Mill Area. He told me about a 27-year old married woman by the name
Aminah. For some time she had been talking in an unintelligible manner,
and she did not like having the lights on. From that I concluded that she
was possessed. I usually treat people late at night around ten o'clock, when
there are few people around. In this woman's case the jinni had come from
the forest. He had six children. The woman's house was also in the forest.
On one occasion she did not read the Basmalah before leaving the house.
She subsequently collided with the children of the jinni and that is why he
possessed her. I tried to get him to leave her for two or three hours, but he
would not leave. Finally, I commanded him to leave, and with the help of a
charm he said he would leave for a kiifir land like Peking, China.
Case 2:
In Baltistan, a friend of mine brought his 40-year old sister, Hayder Bi, to
see me. She was the mother of five or six children. Her brother had taken
her to many doctors for her ailments, but they could neither pinpoint the
ailment nor find a cure. When he brought her to me, I noticed that her
eyes were red. This is one sign of jinnf possession, so I assumed that she
was in fact possessed. I was informed that sometime back a Maulavi had
read Su.rah al-Jinn over her for a treatment of her. The jinn, told me that
it had possessed her because its children had been harmed by the woman's
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animals. She had ta ken her animals to the well where the iinn'i's children
lived. When she went to the well to get water, the jinn, entered her. It took
me two weeks to expel the jinn, by reading Surah al-Jinn, burning written
charms and asking her to inhale the smoke.
The person who is possessed is given a charm to wear around his neck.
Sometimes we read verses of the Qur'an and make prayers over a large
plate of water. The possessed person sometimes sees the jinn, in the water
- two, three and four headed ones. We keep an iron knife ready, over which
we have made prayers, and we give it to the possessed person so that he
may stab the iinnT in the water. When he strikes the water with the knife, it
becomes bloody, indicating that the iinnT has been killed. 70 1
Case 3:
The third case is that of Ghulam Hayder, a 25-year old labourer in a mill.
At one point he bega n to speak in a garbled manner on his job and was
subsequently fired . When he was brought to me and his situation explained,
I found that the manager of the mill had been unjust to him. He had given
him less wages than he deserved, which caused the labourer to become
annoyed . In this disturbed state of mind, he passed by a dirty stream of
water and his clothes got dirty. It was at this point that he became possessed.
I was also informed that he sometimes cursed religious people. The jinnT
believed in ibn Ziyad, who was a leader of the troops who fought against
Mu~ammad ibn al-Qasim in Sind. The jinn, had come to help defeat the
Muslims and had been living in Sind since that time. It said that it had made
the mill's manager become selfish and greedy, and it had made him pay
less wages to all of the labourers. It followed the la bourer home because
he was weak hearted . The jinnt ap peared in the form of a dog near this
dirty stream about which the labourer had spoken earlier. When it started
barking, Ghulam Hayder became very nervo us. He was already disturbed
from the situation on his job, so he was easily possessed. I read Surah a/Jinn over him, as well as some prayers of the Prophet Sulaynian and the
iinnT left.

Q. Do you take payment for your services?
A. I sometimes take money to treat people but not always.

-

-

-

---

--

-:- ni Obs1.: rvarion: The images are obviously from the person 's imagination, as the jinn are invisibl e
in their natural form. The ap pea rance oi "blood" in the water is probably a trick by the exorcist
to convince the ·· possessed " person that he or she has killed the jinni. The psycho logica l effects
led to physical relief and effect a cure.
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INTERVIEW NO. 11
LOCATION: Delhi, India
DATE: 29/7/88
NAME: Khwaja f::Iasan Saneh Nizam,
DATE OF BIRTH: 5/15/1931
PLACE OF BIRTH: Basti Dargah H azrat Nizamuddin Awliya'
EDUCATION: Graduated from Jamiya Miliya lslamiya and was also
educated at home by his father, Hazrat Khwaja f::Iasan NizarnI, Sajada
Nashin of Dargah Hazrat Nizamuddin Awliya'. His father was a Muslim
scholar who is claimed to have written over 500 books.

Q. When and why did you begin practising exorcism?
A. People used to come to my father regularly for treatment, so I saw cases
of possessed people from childhood.

Q. When did you actually begin to practise exorcisms?
A. I began my practice in 1955.

Q. What percentage of the cases that come to you are actually possession?
A. About 90 percent of the people who come for treatment are mentally ill
or suffering from hysteria, while only about 10 percent are really under the
influence of magic or spirit-possession.
Q. How do you determine whether or not a person is actually possessed?
A. I do the " prayer of choice" (istikharah), 702 reciting with it verses from the
Qur'an, for example, Surah al-Inshirab seven times for three consecutive
nights. Following that I usually see in a dream whether or not the person is
possessed. There are many external signs which can indicate that the person
is possessed, but they are not foolproof. One of the signs is that the person
feels a weight on his shoulders and his palms smell foul. One can also
know by the unusual behaviour exhibited by the person. For instance, one
woman who was brought to me was able to speak in different languages
even though they were unknown to her.
Q. Why are people possessed?
A. I have no explanation.

Q. What percentage of cases of possession involve males and females?
A. The jinn which possess may be male or female, good (believing) or
bad (kafir) jinn. They may possess people and even do jobs for them . For
instance, over 100 years ago there was a female jinnT called Grandma
Sobiya - my father wrote about her. She was invisible, and she used to sew

702
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A prayer which Prophet Mu}:l ammad (:Ji,) prescribed when choices have to be made.

clothes and grind flour.
Q. Do the jinn speak in the voice of the possessed person?
A. They usually speak in a different manner from that of the possessed
person.

Q. Are the jinn which possess people Muslim jinn?
A. Mainly kafir jinn possess humans.

Q. Can more than one jinni possess a single person at the same time?
A. I have not had the experience of more than one jinnt possessing the same
person.

Q. Do the jinn have names?
A. They have names in their own language, and if they are Muslims, they
have Muslim names.

Q. What part of the body is affected by possession?
A. The whole body is usually affected by jinn-possession.

Q. Have the jinn ever tried to possess you during an exorcism?
A. l have not yet experienced the jinn trying to possess me, but it can
happen.

Q. Could you please describe your most common method of treatment of
possessed people?
A. If the possessed person is capable of reciting, I ask him to recite some
verses of the Qur'an. I also give him water over which the Qur'an has been
recited to bathe with or drink. Sometimes a possessed person has to be held
down or tied with a rope. In exorcism three types of knowledge are used:
knowledge of lines (khutiit), knowledge of numerology and knowledge
of names. In order to use these types of knowledge, permission from a
specialist is absolutely necessary. For example, we write "786" to indicate
the Basmalah and draw lines of ram/. Then we make four squares. In each
square we write certain Arabic letters and under it we write "333" and
under that we write other Arabic letters. All of this has meaning to the
person writing it.
Q. Does the treatment take a long time?
A. The person might not be cured in the first attempt. For example, when
the wife of the producer of All India Radio was brought to me, I gave her
a plate with a charm written in saffron ink. She washed the plate with milk
and drank from it. She had to repeat this process for months before she
was finally cured. Her case was a strange one. I was asked to see her in her
house, and there were a number of obvious signs indicating that she was
possessed by the jinn. When I arrived and stepped out of the car, the seats
of the car were slashed as if by a sharp blade.
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Q. Could you describe three cases of exorcisms which you have
performed?

Case 1:
The person who was affected has since died, but her husband is still alive
and can bear witness to my successful treatment of his wife. She was cured
by my usual methods.

Q. Was she possessed or merely ill?
A. I do not know whether she was possessed or she had some other physical
illness.
Case 2:
Once a possessed woman, who was being treated by my father in her home,
told him not to tamper with the jinn or else they would burn his house.
My father did not heed her warning and when he returned to his house, he
found the house on fire, and his wife died in child labour.
Case 3:
I treated a woman in Badaiyun, U.P., at a dargah of Shah Wilayat, who
was a saint 800 years ago. Many people visit his grave. She was an illiterate
woman about 35 years old, and she came from a small village in the area.
She was successfully treated with my customary method of using charms
and Qur'anic recitation. I am not a regular practitioner so I can only give a
few, brief descriptions.

Q. Do you recall any particularly strange cases which were treated by
your father?
A. Whenever my father visited Hyderabad, he spent the night at the house
of a tax collector, Ma'sum 'AII. My mother told me that on one occasion
she accompanied him to the house and that a number of other women
were also present. When they sat down to have a meal, the women from
Hyderabad began to make fun of an old woman among them who had a
scarf tightly tied around her head so that none of her hair showed . The
women continued to laugh at her although my mother gestured to them
not to do so until the old woman untied her scarf and said, "Do you want
to see my hair?" She had no hair, so she told them the story behind it.
Strange things had happened in her house. Clothes and money caught fire
for no reason at all, and cooked food got dumped in the bathroom. One
day she lost all of her hair and tried various cures but to no avail. Her
husband sent a letter to my father in Delhi and in the same mail he got
another letter mentioning that they also wanted to punish her. She suffered,
then was brought to my father. He asked the family whether they had ever
teased anyone or if they had enemies. The husband said that some time
ago he had gone hunting in Hyderabad and killed a deer. Since his car was
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parked far away, he asked a man in a field to pick up the deer and carry it
to the car. The man refused, so the husband beat him up and forced him to
carry the dead animal to his car. My father said that that man had cursed
the husband and so he must be found. They reached the man's cottage in
the village. He had made statues of flour and read something over them,
which made the statues move. He was involved in satanic practices. Then
the person who had wronged him sought forgiveness from the man, but
the woman's hair never came back. My mother asked my father if it were
true, and he confessed that it was. My father worked a lot in the field of
exorcism . He had jinn working under him, but during his youth he ruined
his health in pursuit of all of this. Then a holy person made him leave this
path.
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INTERVIEW NO. 12
LOCATION: New Delhi
DATE: 1/8/88
NAME: Qari ' Maulana Sayyid Mu9ammad Idri"s
DATE OF BIRTH: 1924
EDUCATION: Dar al-'Ulum Nu'maniyyah, Delhi. Did not complete 'alim
studies, but qari' (recitations) completed.

Q. When and Why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I began about 50 years ago. It was a tradition in my famil y. My
grandfather and father, Maulana Qari' Mu9ammad Yusuf, a gradu ate of
Dar ul-'Uliim Deoband, practised it during their lifetimes. So I grew up
observing their p ractices .

Q. What are the signs which indicate that a person is possessed?
A. Sometimes patients appear constantly uneasy, unable to sit still.
Sometimes they appea r lifeless with no facial expressions, and at other
times they cry constantly.
Q. Of the cases brought to you, what percentage is actually due to
possession?
A. About 20 percent are actual cases of jinn-possession, 20 percent due
to magic, 10 percent due to evil eye, and about 50 percent a re a result of
physica l ailments.

Q. How do you distinguish between the effects of possession and the
effects of magic?
A. There are two ba sic methods which I use: 1) I recite Dariid Sharif
and Siirah al-Fati&ah seven times, bl ow one time in the left palm of the
patien t and tell him to close his fist. Then I recite Siirah al-Neis three times
and blow once over the fist. I then smell the person's palm . If it has an
unpleasant smell, it means that he is affected by magic. And if it has a fishy
smell, it means that he is possessed by jinn. 2) I add the numerica l value
of the patient's name to the numerical value of hi s mother's name plus the
numerical value of the da y (in Persian) and divide the total by four. If the
remainder is one, the cause is the jinn; if two, the evil eye; if rhree, physical
sickness; and if zero, magic.

Q. What are the main reasons why jinn possess humans?
A. Jinn possess usuall y out of love and lust. Sometimes it is due to the jinn
being disturbed or annoyed by human actions. For example, if a person
relieves himself under a tree in which the jinn have made their home,
the jinn inhabiting the tree may be offended and punish the offender by
possessing him.
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Q. Who are the most often affected by jinn, men or women?
A. 60 percent of the cases referred to me are men.

Q. Do male jinn possess women and female jinn possess men exclusively,
or is it possible for male jinn to possess men and female jinn to possess
females?
A. Both combinations occur.

Q. Which is more frequent?
A. I have not noted the percentage as I was not keeping track of cases from
that point of view. I deal with cases as they come.

Q. From your experience, if a jinni speaks, does it use the voice of the
possessed person or does the voice change?
A. Usually the jinn speak with the normal voice of the patient. However,
on rare occasions, men's voices have changed to that of females when
possessed by a fem ale jinnt.

Q. Do the possessed ever speak in other languages?
A. It is very rare that they speak in languages unknown to the possessed
person.
Q. Can disbelieving jinn possess Muslims?
A. Both types of ;inn can possess Muslims.
Q. Which is most common?
A. I have not taken note.

Q. Can more than one jinni possess a single person at the same time?
A. Yes. More than one jinni may possess a single person.

Q. Do jinn enter and leave from specific parts of the human body?
A. They can enter from any point of the body.

Q. Do jinn reside in any particular part of the body?
A. No, they can occupy any part of the body, causing pam at various
points.

Q. After you have determined that a patient is possessed, what is your
usual procedure of exorcising them?
A. I recite Siirah al-Muzzammil, Ayah al-Kursi and the mu'awwidhatan
and blow over the person three times. With this the jinni becomes uneasy,
and the patient begins to find some relief from his ailment. This treatment
continues for 40 days. If relief is gained after 10-11 days from the beginning
of the treatment, I give them a ta'widh consisting of Siirah al-Muzzammil
and Ayah al-Kursr. On rare occasions I talk to the possessing jinn. To arrest
the jinnr, I grab a lock of hair on the head of the possessed and recite
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Siirah al-Ikhla~ seven times. I then tie a knot in the possessed person's
hair and recite seven times, "Ya khali~! Ya muqallib al-quliib wal-ab~ar."
(0 saviour! 0 controller of hearts and sight.") And then I say the quniit
prayer.
Q. Can you describe three cases of exorcism which you have performed
recently?
Case 1:
Twenty years ago I took some clothes to the laundry. The owners informed
me that their 25-year old Hindu sweeper was possessed. They also informed
me that the patient had attacked two people who had tried to treat him
previously. When I began treating him by recitation and blowing, the jinnT
immediately began to speak to me. It said, "Why did you come? Do you
wish to harm me?" I assured it, saying, "I wish you no harm. J only came
to visit you." I then had the sweeper tied up with ropes and began to recite
over him continually. The next day he returned with his family and thanked
me.
Case 2:
Three years ago, three people from Dubai were brought to me. One of them
was suffering from the effects of magic, one from the evil eye and the last
one from the jinn. I recited over them for 30 to 40 days, and they were all
cured.
Case 3:
A year and a half ago, Shaykh Nabil from Dubai (37-years old) came to the
Meridian Hotel in order for me to perform his marriage ceremony between
him and his wife from Aligarh. During the ceremony, I observed that Nabil
was possessed. He was exhibiting symptoms of uneasiness, tension and
pain throughout. About three or four days later I went and treated him
with Qur'anic recitation and blowing. After some time the possessing jinnT
left him.
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INTER VIEW NO. 13
LOCATION: Kandla, India
DATE: 3/8/88
NAME: Maulana Iftikharul-J:Iasan
DATE OF BIRTH: 1/10/1922
EDUCATION: Madrasah Ma'.?ahir 'Ulum, Saharanpur which was
founded by Maulana Sa'dat 'Alt and Maulana AJ:imad 'Al"i almost one
hundred yea rs ago. 'Alim course completed in 1363 AH. Graduate of
Darul-'Ulum, Deoband.

Q. When did you begin practising exorcism?
A. I heard abo ut exorcism from my blind teacher in Deoband, and I started
practising it in 1955. Deoband at that time was the most famous centre
of learning where such practices were taught. Although the practice of
exorcism had been in my family, during my lifetime no one practised it. I
started it at a young age.

Q. Do you still practise exorcism?
A. No. A very strange incident happened to me, and I stopped practising it.
About 32 years ago I stopped killing jinn .

Q. Were most of the cases brought to you actual possession?
A. Only 8 percent of the cases were real possession, the rest were either
psychological or medical sicknesses.
Q. What signs indicate that a person is possessed?
A. There are no specific signs in a person's expression or speech. However,
possession ma y be determined by measuring the length of the clothes that
a patient wears.

Q. How do you do that?
A. I ask the patient to take off some of his clothing in order to measure it.
Then I recite verses of the Qur'an over it. The person is then requested to
wear the clothing again. The clothing is then taken off the patient a second
time and re-measured. If its length decreases or increases, the person is
possessed.

Q. Are there any other ways?
A. Another of my methods is to write something on a piece of clay and then
burn it. If the letters which were written in black ink turn white or red, this
mea ns that the person is possessed.

Q. Are there any physical changes in the possessed person?
A. Yes, possessed, frail people often have the strength of many men.
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Q. What are the main reasons why jinn possess humans?
A. There are many causes. For example, if pious jinn reside in a house
which human inhabitants have kept filthy, the jinn may possess them as
punishment. Jinn may also be attracted to beautiful women and possess
them out of love.

Q. Who are most often affected by jinn, women or men?
A. Women are possessed more than men. About 60 or 70 percent of the
cases involve women.

Q. Do male jinn possess women and female jinn possess men exclusively,
or is it possible for male jinn to possess men and female jinn to affect
females?
A. Male jinn may possess human females or human males and vice-versa.
However, in most cases, females are possessed by male jinn and males are
possessed by male jinn.

Q. From your experience, if a jinni speaks, does it use the voice of the
possessed person or does his voice change?
A. Usually it speaks in the same voice of the possessed huma n, and in rare
cases it uses a different voice.
Q. Does it ever use different languages?
A. In very rare cases it speaks in languages unknown to the patient.
Q. Can a disbelieving jinni enter a Muslim?
A. Non-Muslim jinn possess and tease humans more often than Muslim

jinn.

Q. Do you treat non-Muslims also?
A. Most of my clients are Hindus!

Q. What benefits do jinn gain in possessing humans?
A. They gain pleasure. The jinn are just like human enemies who take
persona l pleasure in doing harm to one another.

Q. Can more than one jinni possess a single person at the same time?
A. Even 20 or more jinn can possess a person at one time, just like fli es at
the sweet shop. This is also mentioned in &adith.

Q. Is the process of possession a swift or slow one?
A. It is a sudden one.
Q. Do the jinn enter and leave from specific parts of the body?
A. There are visible signs that they enter through the mouth and come out
through the nose. This route of entering and existing is also mentioned in
&adith. We are required to say al-&amdulil/i'ih (praise be to Allah) after
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sneezing to ma ke Satan leave the nose.

Q. When you addressed the jinn, did you find that they had names like
humans?
A. Most of their names are like humans, bur sometimes they are different.
Just like in the case of the seven or nine jinn who became Muslim in the
early days of Islam. They were named Shasa n, Basan Hasa, Basa, etc. and
one was called Jabir and another Ral:imatullah.
Q. Do the jinn reside in any particular part of the body?
A. Most jinn occupy the region of the shoulders. Possessed persons usually
feel excessive weight in that area.

Q. Have you ever experienced an attempt of a jinni to possess you during
or after exorcisms?
A. I have never been attacked by a jinnf, but one time when I tried to expel
a jinn"i by reciting a nd blowing on the patient, the patient blew on me and
chased me.
Q. After determining that a patient is possessed, what was your usual
procedure in exorcising him?
A. I would give him some water to drink, over which I had recited Siirah
al-Fati~ah, some other verses and supplications. And I would give him a
ta'wTdh to wear around his neck for about seven days.
Q. Could you describe some cases of possession and exorcism which you
know about or have taken part in?
A. Some years ago a young, very beautiful girl fr om the region of Kandla
was possessed, and from time to time she would be carried away by the
jinn. Whoever tried to stop them from carrying her away would themselves
be carried as far as two miles. Her father, f:Iabib Al:imad, had given an oath
of allegiance (ba y'ah) to Hazrat JI 703 - it was the early days of his Tabligh
(missionary) work. f:Iabib Al:imad did not mention his daughter's illness for
a long time, and he did not visit H azrat Ji. When f::!abib Al:imad fin ally went
to see Hazrat Ji, he did not shake hands with f::labib and asked him why he
had not come before this. f:Iabib started to weep and said, "I am lost! " and
then related what had ha ppened to his daughter. Hazrat JI said, "It won't
happen to her anymore." From that time on the possession stopped and
she was not carried away aga in . This incident took place approxima tely 55
years ago. Although f:Iab1b Al:imad died 5 years ago, his daughter is still
alive today and can verify the story.

"'" ln 'am ul -f:!asan Khan , referred to affectionately as "Ha zrat J1" hy his fo llowers, was th e leader,
unril his dea th in 1995, of the Islamic missiona ry movement known as "Jama'ah a l-Tabl,gh."
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In Delhi I witnessed another incident. In Panipat there was an extremely
beautiful girl who was possessed by a jinni. She could not keep her
clothes on, but she did not display her ailment in any other way. Different
treatments were tried but none succeeded in curing her. Finally someone
suggested that she be taken to the dargah (tomb and shrine) of Hazrat
Sul!an Nizamuddin Awliya' and have her bathe there. It was summer time,
and her father took her to the shrine during the early afternoon. In those
times there were no buses, so five or seven men escorted her, first in a car
and rhen in a tonga (a horse driven carriage). They helped her to bathe at
the dargah. These were the times of Maulana Yusuf ?atib and Maulana
ln'am ?a~ib. Our relative, l:fakim 'Abdul-Rashid, and 1-:fakTm An~ar and
l:faji 'Abdul-Ra9man, who is deceased (may Allah bless him), were also
with them. When Hazrat Ji wished to lie down and sleep, his bedroll was
taken to a certain pillar and opened. If he wanted to swim, some people
would help him. When he arrived at the dargah, he saw a crowd of people
watching the girl being bathed.1-:faji 'Abdul-Ra~man asked her father if he
had lost all of his shame and dignity. He wept and said, "She is under the
influence of something, and we are trying to remove it." Hazrat Ji said,
"This will not help. Come to our masjid and bring her after ?,uhr prayers."
The ?,uhr prayer was held in his masjid that day at 3:00 instead of 3:30.
When he and his daughter stepped on to the masjid's steps, the jinni spoke
through the girl and asked her father for her clothes. She then ran into the
dargah by the side of the masjid and put on her clothes. Since then the
jinni has never returned to the girl. Hazrat JI was himself inspired by this
incident. He felt that if Allah had given him strength to drive away the jinni,
he should waste no time and energy trying to exterminate jinn nor busy
himself with such matters, instead, he should busy himself with spreading
the religion and looking after its affairs.
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INTERVIEW NO . 14
LOCATION: London, England
DATE: 1/93
NAME: Faisal Boadi
PLA CE OF BIRTH: Gh ana
EDUCATIO N : BA, Islamic Uni ve rsity of Madinah and MA in H erbology

Q. When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I did not practi se an ything of this nature before I studied at the Islamic
University in MadTnah. However, on ce at the university, I prayed to Allah
to help me to assi st others. After graduation I intended to stud y medicine.
But later I th ought that becoming a doctor wo uld preoccupy me so much
that I would ha ve no rime to teach religio us education (shari'ah). At the
uni versity I frequentl y performed night prayers and fa sts, seeking Allah's
help and askin g Him to grant me the a bility to assist others. It so happened
that I used to pray over water, give it to some sick students, a nd they wo uld
get well. Sometimes I would just recite the Qur'an over them and other
standard prophetic prayers, and they recovered. After my graduation I
went to Trinidad but did not begin to practise exorcism there immediately.
I discovered th at Muslims were going to non-Muslims, Hindus and others,
askin g them to pray for their spiritual sicknesses, which they did not know
ho w to cure. So the Muslims wh en to Hindus and Baptists for treatment,
and som e of them were cured and consequently changed their religion
because of the help they had received. I tho ught it was wise that I prov ide
an alternative, by pra ying to Allah to help Muslims and cure them. Al~1amdulillah, I accomplished a lot during three or fo ur years.
Q. What percentage of your cases are actual possession?
A. I cannot rea lly sa y. Some people come w ith psychological sicknesses
while others come with physical illnesses . At times they go to doctors
who have no cure for their problems, and sometimes the sickness cannot
even be diagnosed . I learned a bo ut the pressure points in the hands and so
fo rth, so I used to press certain places. The individual' s reaction indicated
which organ was affected, and I would inform him of this. I obtained my
masters in Herbol ogy, and therefo re I prescribed herbal medicines and - al~amdulillah - they would be cured.
Q. Can you tell if a person is possessed by looking in their eyes or by
looking at a photograph of them? If so, what are the indications?
A. I look at a person's face and I know - with the help of Alla h - if the
person is possessed or not. But I cannot do this w ith a photogra ph of an
indi vidual. Noticea ble symptoms include that the person acts strange and
that his eyes sta rt to roll. I can infer that the person is possessed when I
recite some verses of the Qur'an and it irritates whatever evil is inside the
person. At times the jinn, will even talk out loud .
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Q. Can you mention other methods that you use to determine possession?
A. Sometimes I hold the hand of the person and recite Ayah al-Kurst and
$alatul-Ibrahtmiyyah and - as Allah wills - the person's body begins to
shake violently and I see th at the person is no longer consciously present.
At times the person will collapse. From this I know that the individual is
possessed.
Q. From your own experience, what are the main reasons why people are
possessed?
A. Most of the cases which come to me are those of non-Muslims. For
example, they come from Hindu background, Baptists and so forth.
Most of them are disbelievers, worshipping and invoking the jinn. In the
beginning, the jinn show that they can do some good things for the ones
they are possessing. However, later on they begin to do all kinds of mischief
and so forth to the people, causing pain and harm . From these things it is
known that most people who invoke these spirits end up having it react
upon them.
Q. What percentage of the cases are women?
A. About 70 percent of these cases are women. Maybe the reason for this
is because most of the Baptists and other religious groups, like Shango, etc.
who invoke the jinn in their worship, are women.

Q. Do male jinn possess men and women?
A. Yes. Female jinn also possess women and men. I cannot say what th e
percentages are. Sometimes jinn enter a person on their own. They may see
some person and like him, then they follow the person. Some will follow
the person, staying with him some rime, and rhen they will begin to create
mischief. Hence, the Prophet (if ) taught Muslims what to say when they go
outside and what to say when they enter their homes. For example, before
one leaves home, he says:

"Bismillah tawwakaltu 'a/al/ah, Iii &aw/a wa Iii quwwata ilia billah," 704
(" In the name of Allah. I have put my trust in Allah. There is no movement
or power except by Allah,") three times and blow it over his body. 701
One should also say Ayah al-KursT and the quls, and - insha Allah - he

4
Repo rted hy Ana s ibn Malik, collected by al -Tirmidhi and Abu Oawud (Srman Abu Dawud,
vol. 3, p. 1413, no. 5076), and authenticated by al-A lbani in ,)'a/,i~ Srman Ahii /)awiid, vol. 3,
p. 959, no. 4249.

' "

705

There is no mention in the narra tion of this hadith about sayini; this pra yer three times or of
blowing it over the body.
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will be protected by the help of Allah. Also, when entering one's home, one
should say:

'
'
~ ...
~l~J LJ:-_.,~I~ 'iflh> .,v11h>~LIJ1~I
~_; L._;11~ J

\:.:i:-y>

"Bismillahi walajni'i wa bismillahi kharajni'i wa 'alallahi rabbini'i
tawakkalna." 706 (" In Allah's name we entered and with Allah's name we
left, and in Allah, Our Lord , we put our trust.")
When these verses and supplications are blown over the body, evil things
that may have been following a person will realise that they do not have
authority over him anymore and will leave.
Q. Is it only disbelieving jinn which possess humans?
A. Disbelieving jinn are primarily involved in possession. Most of the cases
which l treat are a result of people who have done all sorts of bad things
in order to invoke the jinn's help. These jinn are then sent upon others
to harm them. When the believing jinn possess a person, they rea lly do
not harm them. For example, there is the case of some brothers who went
out with Jama'ah al-Tab!Tgh to some place, and when they return ed, one
of them was possessed by a jinni. That jinni was a Muslim jinni. I asked
his companions abo ut the condition of the brother when he was at the
place they had visited. The brothers said that he used to have a dream
in which someone was telling him that he was sleeping in this place, and
consequently he was being threatened. He did not understand the dream.
Later on, he noticed him self acting strange and felt inside himself some sort
of movements. He did not know how to read the Qur'an, and he had not
memorized its short chapters. However, when he stood up to give a talk,
he found himself able to recite th e Qur'an from beginning to the end. The
people were amazed that this person who previously did not know anything
has suddenly become a memorizer of the Qur'an. However, when the jinni
left him and he was asked to recite what he had read only a few moments
before he could not do it. When he returned to Trinidad, the jinni started
to speak through him and to inform people that it was a Muslim jinni. It
was upsetting to the jinni when this individ ual slept in his place, therefore,
he possessed him. The jinni said that it did not want to harm him, but the
boy became weak and un able to do things by himself. So I prayed for him,
and - mi'isha' Allah - it left him and he beca me well again.

"'' Reported by Abu Malik al -Ash'ari, collected by Abu Dawud (Sunan Alm Dawud, vol. 3, p.
14 13, no. 5077), and a uthenticated hy a l-Albani in Silsilah al-A~ad,th al-.~a~i~ah, vol. l , p. 50,
no. 225 .
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Q. Have you treated cases of people possessed by more than one jinni at
a time?
A. Yes. l have had some cases like this. Those who have sent the jinn
ma y continue to send more if they do not see any effects on the possessed
person. This is the reason why at times, you may have more than one jinni
possessing a single human being.

Q. Is possession a swift or slow process ?
A. Possession may be swift, in which case the person begins to misbehave
immediately, or it may take months or years for rhe jinnito estab lish control
over the individual. For exam ple, we had a case of some children wh o were
playing hide-and-seek. One of the children went to hide in a place which
had been inhabited by an old lady who used to invoke the jinn and worship
them. When the child returned, it began to act and talk like the old lady,
who had died some years before, saying that he was this person . The other
children ran away from him and went and informed their pare nts. The
child was brought to me. When I questioned the jinni, it said tha t it was on e
of the jinn which was invo ked and worshipped by that particular woman
who had died. When the child we nt there to hide, he stepped on it, so it
possessed him.

Q. Do the possessing jinn speak in the voice of the possessed person or in
another voice?
A. At times they speak in the person's voice - in reality, through the person's
voice. But at other times they speak in a different voice. If it is a man
possessed by a female jinnT, he may speak in a female voice. At times, they
ma y even speak in a different language from that of the possessed person.
In Trinidad and Gu ya na, some of th e jinn spoke Urdu even though the
possessed person could not speak that language. Some have also spoken in
Arabic, and others in Swahili. Especially when possessed, the Baptists speak
some Ethiopian languages. Other people who are unable to understand the
langu age w ill say that the possessed person is speaking in tongues, th ereby
ass uming it is coming from Allah and that the possessed person is trul y
purified. But no, this is not the case. They a re being possessed by those jinn
that they invoke. The jinn use whatever language that they speak when
speaking through the voice of the individual.

Q. Through which part of the human body do the jinn enter, and wh ere
do they reside?
A. Jinn are smokeless fire a nd ca n enter any part of a human being's body,
so an y part of the body which they can get hold of, they may enter. This
includes through the nose, the ears, the mouth or through the genital organs.
All of the prayers that we have been instructed to do in Islam are good. For
example, when we are going to the toilet, we should say, "A !liihuma innT
a'udhu bika minal-khubthi wal-khaba'ith. " These forms of protection are
good for us beca use the jinn like to dwell in places of filth. If we go to such
places without seeking refu ge in Allah against th em and th eir mischief, they
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ma y enter us a nd harm us.
Q. Do the possessing jinn have names or titles that they go by?
A. Of course they do. Some are docto rs, engineers, memo rizers of the
Qur'an , teachers, etc. the same as humans. Anything that humans do, the
jinn are ca pable of doing.

Q. During exorcism, do the possessing jinn try to possess you also? If so,
how do you avoid it?
A. Al-&amdulilliih, before I go to attend to any sick person, I seek refuge
in Allah - may He be glorified - to protect me from an y kind of evil from
these creatures . Praise be to Allah, I ha ve not experienced the jinn trying to
possess me - except in dreams. Sometimes in dreams they come and offer
to help me beca use the y find that what I am doing is good. But I do not
respond to these offers. I tell them, "No, I do not need your help. I will on ly
seek help from Allah alone." The moment one seeks their help, they will try
to entice him to do acts of disbelief by req uiring him to do certain things fo r
them. If one does not do as they request, the y will interfere with his family.
So I do not do anything of that nature.
Q. Since you began performing exorcisms, have any of your family
members been affected?
A. No - miishii' Allah - none of them have been affected.

Q. Has your methodology of exorcism changed over the years?
A. Not really. It has not changed. What I do at times is that I get a glass of
water and l recite Ayah al-Kursi a nd the quls, then I blow into the wa ter
and give this to th e person to drink. When the person drinks it - and only
Allah knows how it affects the jinn - the person begins to react and so
forth. After this I pray to Allah to help the person and to make the jinn
leave. Then, I start to speak to the jinni through the person and command
it to leave. And, miishii' Allah , it leaves the person .
Q. Does treatment involve more than one session?
A. Of course. Sometimes it goes beyond one session. When the jinni leaves
the person's body, the person then beco mes weak and may even collapse,
fall down or become unconscious for some time. Some of the jinn are
very stubborn and refuse to come out. For example, during one person's
treatment a jinni told me that it had come up to the patient's throat but did
not want to come o ut. It told me tha t if I wanted it to come o ut, I would
have to cut the throat of the person.

Q. Describe in as much detail as possible three of your most distinct cases.
A. There are so many cases, it's difficult to recall all of the details.
Case. 1
There was a man who was brought to me during the night in October,
1992 . His head was so severely swollen that he was hardly recognisable as
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a human being. He began to talk unintelligibly until I contacted the jinnf
and asked the reason for the man's condition. The jinnr informed me that
it was lying under the shade of a tree one morning about 10 am. The man,
who was passing by at that time, went to the tree and urinated in the jinni's
face. The jinnf became angry and seized the man and applied pressure to
his head as punishment. I told the jinnf that the man did not see him, and it
replied that the man had eyes and should be able to see. I informed him that
human eyes cannot see beings of the spirit-world which is the reason why
he urinated as he did. It asked me what I would do if someone urinated in
my face, and I replied that I would have to see why the person did it. If he
was a blind person, I would do nothing because I know that he cannot see.
Or if he could see, but the place in which I was resting was dark or hidden,
then I would know that he did not do it intentionally. It then told me that
I must tell people not to urinate under trees, other hidden places or into
holes, for these are places which the jinn like to occupy. After that I prayed
to Allah, seeking refuge in Him, and I ordered the jinnr to leave the person
in the name of Allah and by His permission. The jinn"i left and the man's
head returned to its normal state.
Case. 2
The next case was also in October, 1992, when I returned to Trinidad. A
girl named Shami:na Nur was brought to me with her hands in bandages.
When I asked her relatives about her they informed me that she tried to
commit suicide several times. Sometimes she claimed that she was Prophet
Mutammad (~) - I seek refuge in Allah from cursed Satan - and at other
times she said that she was Jesus (peace be upon him) - I seek refuge in
Allah from the cursed Satan. Recently, she had jumped from a structure
over 17 feet high, but - Allah be praised - she did not break any bones or
harm herself in any way.
She related to me that when she and her mother were alone in the house,
and the mother was in the house cooking, a jinnr told her to go and kill
the mother. She spoke to herself saying, "I do not want to kill my mother.
I love my mom, I do not want to kill her." But the jinnf told her that it
needed blood. It directed her to a cutlass knife which, she took hold of and
while she was walking towards her mother whose back was turned to her,
she said to the jinnf, "If you must have blood, then drink my blood." So she
cut her own wrists. The cuts were very deep. But - praise be to Allah - she
was taken to the hospital, where she got stitches and her hands bandaged.
I asked the jinnf who it was that sent it upon her. The jinnf informed
me that it was her former boyfriend, Dedat, who was angry because she
terminated her relationship with him and married someone else. So her
former boyfriend wanted to see her dead rather than someone else marrying
her. The jinnf was sent to kill her. I asked how it would kill her and if it
had a gun or knife. The jinnf said that it did not possess such weapons but
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it could cause the person ro kill herself. In other words, the jinnt could put
into the head of a person to do such and such. Once it put into the girls
mind to drink a bottle of glamozone, which is a poisonous substance. She
drank this, but - Allah be praised - she was taken to the hospital and they
met a Ghanian doctor there. In Ghana, when somebody drinks poison and
there is charcoal around, a drink is made from it and given to the person
to drink. This neutralises the poison. Or if no charcoal is available, mud
can be mixed with water and given to the person to drink. Even though the
person vomits while drinking, they are still given the drink. This also kills
the effect of poison. So, the doctor used the same procedure as he did at
home, and - praise be to Allah - she got well.
I asked the jinni what else it did to her, and he said that he told her to
jump from the high structure and she complied, but she did not die. When
I asked him what else, he said that he put into her mind to kill her mother.
I asked him why he had suggested the mother. He replied that if she killed
her mum, she would also be killed. But - Allah be praised - none of these
things happened. When I asked him why he had her claim that she was
Prophet Mu~ammad (::;i;,) he said he did so because he knew that Muslims
loved Mu~ammad and thought that if he could convince them of it, they
would not try to remove him from her. I told him that a woman could not
be a prophet, and this includes Jesus. He then said that he was a Hindu. So
I prayed to Allah, seeking refuge in Him against the Satan, and I made him
get out of the girl. He taught the girl a certain Hindu song which she was
still able to recall after he left, and she sang it for us.
Case. 3
The next case was another sister who was also possessed. On one occasion
her husband met me and said, "Praise be to Allah, I have met you, because
I have a big problem." When I asked him about it, he related that his wife
had attempted suicide a number of times, and he did not know what to
do. He had taken her to doctors, psychologists, and all types of specialists,
but without success. He said that on one occasion he was reading a book
in his bedroom and he smelt a very strange and repugnant odour. When he
looked around the room for the source and did not find anything, he then
went out into the living room. There he saw his wife lying on the ground
with a razor blade in her hand, her wrists slashed and blood gushing out
of her veins onto the floor. He took her to the hospital and her wrists were
stitched; she was given blood and fluids. After getting well, she again tried
to kill herself by taking an overdose of pills. When he brought her to me
and I communicated with the jinnz possessing her, it related that it had been
sent by a woman who had loved the man but he did not like her. She was
intensely jealous that he had married someone else, so she wanted to hurt
the man's wife.
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Case. 4
There was also a case in Trinidad whereby I was asked to go to a famil y's
home fo r lunch. I made a 9 a.m. appointment with them, but when the time
came I was unable to go due to many people wh o were at my ho use with
their marital problems and sicknesses. Since I was so occupied, I pho ned
and told them that I wo uld not be a ble to come at the a ppointed time. I
said that maybe I would come around one o'clock. When I arrived there,
they sa id that at nine o'clock the 20-year old girl starred to cry continu ously
until one o'clock. When they asked her why she wa s crying, she could not
give them any reason. When I looked at her face, especially her eyes, and
I recited Ayah al-Kursi and blew it over her eyes, she sta rted to react. T he
iinni started to spea k, saying, "I love her, I love her. I wa nt to be with her."
I told her to sit do wn and asked who he was. He sa id that he was a nonMuslim iinni by the name of Paul. I as ked him why he came to a Muslim
woman. H e said that because Muslim women are ve ry clean and so fo rth.
I asked him how long he had been w ith her, and he replied that he had
been with her for fi ve years. When the girl was going to school , there was
a certain bridge over which she passed . H e was under the bridge, fo llowed
her and stayed with her since then. I asked why he was crying, and he
replied that he knew what was going to happen: I was going to take him
out of her. When I as ked him if he wa nted to become Muslim, he sa id ,
"No," beca use he earns his livelihood by fighting. I suggested to him that
if he beca me a M uslim he could find better employment. He said, " No,"
beca use he was uneducated and that was the onl y way he could o btain
money. I asked him if he wanted to marry the girl, and he said, "Yes." So
I told him he could not have childre n, and the girl wanted children. He
sa id that he would leave her when she reached 30 yea rs old. I told him th at
she wo uld be old by then and no o ne would want her then. I aga in as ked
him to accept Islam, but he said that if he did so it wo uld be beca use of
the lady. He felt his companions wo uld make fun of him because he had
been captured and they would say that was why he became a Musli m. The
conversation with him lasted for over half an hour and in th e end he agreed
to become a Muslim, not because of the girl but beca use Allah wanted him
to become one.
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INTERVIEW NO . 15
LOCATION: Ca roni, Trinidad
DATE: 11/8/91
NAM E: Sharun Khan
PLACE OF BIRTH: Trinid ad
AGE: 42
EDUCATION: Secondary School
OCCUPATION: Caretaker of Caroni Islamic Centre

Q. When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I was an exo rcist's assistant for approximately two yea rs while he was
in Trinidad. I assisted this shaykh in exorcisms along with some other
brothers. We studied under his methodology of exorcism.

Q. Did he formally teach you exorcism?
A. Yes . He dictated notes on the subj ect.

Q. Can you describe the methodology of exorcism that you were taught?
A. These are the notes which I wrote concerning the exorcism of ca ses of
black magic:
To Spoil the Effects of Black Magic:
1. Perform wudu
2. Write the foll owing Qur'a nic verses and chapters on paper, and dip it
into a container of rainwater or river water: 2:1-10, 7:11 7-122, 10: 81 -82,
20: 69, 26:45-4 8, 38:41-43 and the mu'awwidhatan.
3. Give the water to the patient to drin k, wash his hands a nd face and have
him bathe with it.
4a. Recite the first ruk ii' of Siirah Ya Sin (36) and blow over the patient.
Note: Do not speak to anyone during the treatment, only repeat the praises
of All ah.
4b . Repeat 21 times: ya Allah, ya 'Aziz, and ya Mujib .
Q. What are the steps for exorcising those possessed by jinn?
A. The methodo logy of exorcism is as follows:
Exorcism:
1. Question the patient with regard to his experiences.
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2. Recite al-Fiitifah, Ayah al-Kursi and the three quls over a glass of water
and have the patient drink it.
3. Place some mustard oil on the palms of the patient's right ha nd and recite
al-Fiitifah, Ayah al-Kursi and the three quls.
4. Tie a lock of the patient's hair.
5. Let the assistant put some mustard oil on your fingertip a nd insert this
finger in the patient's ear hole. Then close the ea r hole with the ear flap or
with an assistant's finger.
6. The exorcist should then close the patient's nostrils and place his palm
in front of the patient's mouth. Observation: If there is no reaction fro m
the patient after these steps, the problem is diagnosed as pu rely biological
requiring medical treatment and not spiritual.
7. Ma ssage, feel and press the patient's limbs and different portions of the
body to identify the location of the jinn1.
8. When the jinnt has been located, an attempt sh o uld be made to
communicate with it. It should be asked about its beliefs and reasons for
possessing, and Islam should be explained to it.
9. The jinntshould then be dri ven progressively upward toward the patient's
hea d by pressing the area of the body in which it resides. When it reaches
the throat, slide the hand up to the face to the hair line. Jf the jinni accepted
Islam, it should be released into the air or imprisoned, if requested .
10. Cut off the tied lock of the patient's hair, at which point the patient
will return to hi s normal state, totally unaware of the proceedings. The hair
should be either flushed down the toilet or put in a bottle and buried.

Q. What reasons are given by the jinn for possessing humans?
A. I hear of greed, envy, uncleanness of the host to simply desire to do
harm.

Q. Are the possessing jinn ever Muslims?
A. I never encountered a case in which th e jinniwas a Muslim.

Q. Has the methodology which you have outlined remained the same
from the time that the shaykh began until he left?
A. No, the methods used changed with time and experience.
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INTERVIEW NO. 16
LOCATION: Princes Town, Trinidad
DATE: 12/10/91

NAME: 1:-lasa n MuJ:iarnmad
AGE: 38
PLACE OF BIRTH: Trinidad
EDUCATION: High School (0 levels), Diploma in Teaching Agricultural
Science, Prima ry School Teaching Certificate.

Q. When and why did you begin to practise exorcism?
A. I became exposed to exorcism about 15 years ago through reading
Christian and Hindu literature. The movi e "The Exorcist" further sparked
my interest, but no Islamic literature on the topic was available. About
six years ago I became a student of a shayk h here in Trinid ad, who was
teaching abo ut the jinn. Two years later the shaykh began to openl y exorcise
at the Islamic centre. H e did so to encourage the Muslims to leave the
pundits (Brahmanic scholars) and to stop going to St. Benedict's Convent
for treatment. Two years ago I took four sets of people to the shaykh and
assisted him in t he exorcisms. I was very impressed with his methodology
a nd decided to stud y exorcism under him.

Q. Could you describe some cases which you took part in as the shaykh's
assistant?
Case 1:
lsma'Tl 'Abdul 's father complained of aches and pains which shifted over
his body, especially around his back. Doctors were unabl e to identify the
cause or to treat the symptoms, so he made an appointment to see th e
shaykh . The first thing that the shaykh did was to recite over a glass of
wa ter and blow into it, a nd he gave it to the man to drink. When he drank
it, he became somewhat confused, so we sat him down and the shayk h
began to trea t him by transferring mustard oil from his hand to the man's
ear-holes. He closed off the ear-holes with the ear-lobes, and I held the earholes closed with the lobes. Then he rubbed mustard oil in the man's palms
and on the soles of his feet. He proceeded rubbing upwards from the lower
pa rt of the man's body as if the weight was down below.

Q. So he started from the man's foot?
A. Yes, but before he did, he pulled some of the man's hair away from
th e centre of hi s head and knotted it tightly. (ljasan then demonstrated
this.) The shayk h sometimes had someo ne else to do this. He then took
the mustard oil in his own palm and held it over the person 's head and
mouth. After that, he began pushing upwards from one foot, as if he were
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massaging something out of it. All of thi s time he was spea king to the jinni,
asking it who it was and why it had come; and right from the beginning his
questions were answered . In this case the jinni said, " I am his friend ."

Q. What was the first question he was asked?
A. "Who sent yo u? " And the jinnr a nswered, "Nobody sent me. " Then he
asked it, "How did you get there? " and it replied, "I came because I like
him." The shaykh told the jinni this was fornication because the man was
married . It said, "I still like him."
Q. Was the old man speaking in his own voice?
A. Yes, but he did not know what he was saying. The sha ykh asked the jinnt,
"How long have yo u been there? " It answered, "Twenty-fo ur years."
Q. Did the old man pass out unconscious at that time?
A. No. H e was not unconscious. His pupils were dilated and he wa s talking
as if he were normal. But he would sometimes jerk as if someone kicked
him.
Q. But how could he hear, when his ear holes were closed?
A. That's the point. The old man cou ld not hear but the jinnt obviously
could. The shaykh did the same thin g with the man 's sister and the jinn1
answered everything it was asked w ithout any probl ems. The shaykh was
speaking softly at one point and hars hl y at another, but the old man co uld
not hear at all. He continued like thi s for some time. Then the shaykh sa id,
"You have to come out. You are not supposed to be inside this man . It is
wrong."

Q. Did he ask the name of the person or what the entity was?
A. He as ked, but I don't think he was informed of its name. He was told
that she was a Spanish girl-jinni who had liked him since his childhood.
She mentioned that they have child ren inside of him. I thought thi s very
fa scinating. She did not want to come out, so tactical means had to be used.
The old man had to be hit on the face with slippers. The shaykh bega n
slapping him very hard. Afterwards when l asked the old man about being
hit, he said he felt nothing. He did not feel any ache or pain or anything
at all , even though he had received a number of serious slaps. At first the
shaykh hit him with his hands and then when the jinni became too difficult,
with slippers. The shaykh used the slippers on his jaws, which is what I did
too. H e asked the jinni to leave in the name of Allah, and he informed it
that it was committing sin and error. After half an hour, she came ou t.
Q. While the jinni was being spoken to, what was its response?
A. "I don't want to come out. I love him. I have to be with him. " The
shaykh told it that this was fornication a nd forbidden.
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Q. Did the shaykh ask it if it was a believer or not?
A. There was no reply to this. It just wanted to be left inside him. Eventually,
we were able to pull it out. It wanted to retu rn through the nostrils and
the ears. The old man kept breathing alternatively from the nose and the
mo uth. Then the jinnz came o ut into the air. When the shay kh brought
it o ut, he had the musta rd oil in his hands. H e closed the man's nostrils
and ears witho ut squeezing them so as not to suffocate him. H e kept on
alternating between the mouth and the nostrils. When the jinn'i finally came
o ut, the sh ay kh took a pai r of scissors and he cut off a piece of the man's
hair.

Q. How did he know that she had gone up into the air?
A. l did not know, but there were visible changes in the man. He was
relaxed and hi s eyes were not dilated. H e jumped as if he were out of a
trance. He was transformed back into a normal person. Then the shaykh
took the strands of hair which he was holding, and he locked them inside a
bottle which he said he would bury afterwards.

Q. So he took the strands of hair from the middle of the man's head?
Have you ever observed him take it from any other part?
A. Basicall y, it is more towa rds the centre of the hair than to th e front or
the side.

Q. Do you recall any other cases?
Case 2
There was o ne sister with a similar case. It was a n easy case, and she was
cured by the sa me process. H er name was Nusra t Begum.

Q. What was her complaint?
A. She told me she was not feeling normal beca use of something appearing
in her dreams. When she slept, she felt something coming onto her from
a bove her or fro m within her.

Q. Was it coming onto her sexually?
A. She did not say sexually but she seemed to imply this. So I took her to
my sha ykh and we went through the same process. It wa s not so volatile as
the other o ne, and the shay kh was able to remove the jinnt from her fairl y
eas ily.
Q. Did it speak?
A. It did not spea k very much. The only thing I remember about this case
was that the jinn zsa id that somebody had put something on her. But it did
no t want to disclose who did it.
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Q. Could you describe a case which you handled?
Case 3
I will describe my first case for you.

Q. In that case, was the jinni a Hindu or what?
A. About that case I don't know. A person gets caught up in the excitement
of watching the whole process. When I was called to attend that particular
case, I had already read a lot of material and I had gone through the steps,
but I had not performed an exorcism on my own. I knew the basic du'as.
Q. Had you memorized them or did you have them on tape?
A. Yes, I had memorized them and had gone through your book 707 like the
teeth of a comb. But I had not learned all there was to it. When a possessed
person was brought to me for the first time, I felt as if I was not prepared.

Q. Were you studying under your shaykh at that time?
A. I did not study under him consistently. I attended one or two sessions in
which he explained some details.
Q. What were the details that you learned from the shaykh about the
method of exorcism that you could not have acquired from observation?
A. He gave us a step-by-step procedure which I memorized and which I
explained to you previously.
Q. But did he tell you to do anything before going to exorcise?
A. He said to go through a period of fasting and to be consistent m
performing tahajjud. 708

Q. Was there a specified period of fasting?
A. I distinctly remember it to be forty days, but I never actually did a forty
day fast, because I was never given evidence to support this particular issue.
I did not really want to do it unless there was some sound basis for it.
Insha Allah, one of these days I will find out about this issue and deal with
it. I never expected something to come up. If someone with a jinnz is not
attended to, then he is being oppressed. Therefore, when I was called upon,
I had no choice but to respond. I had not done any fasting. I was just an
occasional exorcist.

"" /bn Taymiyyah's bsay on the Jinn.
708
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A highl y recommended, voluntary prayer performed in the latter part of the night.

Q. Besides fasting and tahajjud, did the shaykh ask you to do anything,
for example, to wear any special kinds of clothes, use any kind of perfume
or anything else?
A. Not to my knowledge. I do not know whether he asked others to do so.
We exorcise in the normal way by reciting Siirah al-Fati&ah and after it the
kalimah. 709

Q. Describe the exorcism concerning the sister.
A. On Friday morning as I was just going to school, a brother by the name
of Amin came and told me char his sister-in-law 710 has a jinnr in her and that
we need to rake it out. He and I were studying with the same shaykh, so we
discussed the problem. 711 I told him that I did not know whether I would be
able to take it out. He reminded me that it was our communal obligation
to help this girl, and that is why we were called upon. We had studied the
book that you wrote, which mentions that it is compulsory to help those
possessed, so I agreed to see what we could do, but I had not expected to
actually perform the complete thing. I said that we would just have a look
and maybe someone could perform ruqyah (incantation) for her. But when
we went to see the sister, she was in the midst of having a fit.

Q. How was she?
A. She was lying on the bed. To show us what was happening they called
her husband. When the husband went and touched her she went into a
frenzy.

Q. Was she staring? Could she see him?
A. Her eyes were closed tightly the whole time. She only became alive and
kicking when the husband 7 12 came near her.

Q. Did the husband speak to her to let her know that he was present?
A. No. But he did speak once and I asked him to hold her. As he held her
hand she started to become volatile. The first thing I did when I entered was
to ascertain the situation . I then performed ruqyah by reciting al-Fati&ah
and Ayah al-Kursl, and I blew on her head.

Q. Please specify.
A. I recited al-Fiiti&ah, Ayah al-Kursr and the last three quls (al-A&ad, Falaq
and al-Nas), and I blew over her from her head to her toe three times.
She relaxed for a while. Then I asked what had been occurring. They told

11
- ''

The declararion of faith, in Arabic.

-,., Shirccn, 23 years o ld.
7 11

•

12

Shaykh Bodi was o ut of the country at the time.
lsma'il 'Abdul, 30-ycars old, a car salesman.
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me that when the husband comes inside the room, the jinni comes up. I
called the husband and asked him to talk to her. When he talked to her,
she did not respond. When he came cl oser, she threatened him. And when
he touched her, it started to get worse. As he held her hands she started co
become volatile like a wild animal, so I folded up the mattress, wrapping
her in it. She was in serious pain.

Q. Was she saying anything?
A. She was mumbling something like, "Move, I don't want you," something
to that effect, but it was mostly incoherent speech. After about ten minutes,
I told her brother-in-law Amin that she seems co have a jinni in her. He
said, "Then let me attempt to remove it." I reminded him that he had not
done it before, but in discussing it, we agreed to do it together. We then got
the mustard oil. I told the people in the room who were not clean or who
did not have wucfu to leave the room, explaining that later it could become
dangerous if they were not clean. Then the brother and I went through the
procedure. He held the hair and I tied the knots.

Q. So you did not hold her hands.
A. We did not hold her hands, but another sister was holding them. We put
the mustard oil in a pot. I did not press anything because I felt shy before
the sisters. We spoke to the patient.
Q. Were any of the shaykh's cases women? If so, when he was treating
them did he massage or press their body parts?
A. Yes, he did .

Q. Did he press their feet?
A. Yes, he did.

Q. Did you touch her?
A. I did not, except for slapping her.

Q. After you put the mustard oil in her hands and ears, closed the
earlobes and the woman held her hands, what did the possessed sister do?
A. She was listening, and we were speaking to her even though her ears
were closed. I asked her, "Can you hear me? " and she said, "Yes." Then I
asked, "Where do you come from?"

Q. Was her voice changed?
A. Yes, she wa s speaking as if she were young and spiteful.
Q. How was her facial expression?
A. She had a youthful expression. She was no longer tied and her voice was
strong. We asked her a series of questions. We were reciting Ayah al-Kursi
and the three quls. Then I got the water and recited the kalimah over it.
I gave her the water to drink. I repeated the entire process, ap plying the
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mustard oil, etc. Then she started answering us. However, the moment I
asked, "Who sent you?" the jinnTleft and did not answer. We had also tried
this in the beginning, but it did not work.

Q. How do you know it left?
A. The sister came out of her trance and returned to her normal self.

Q. Did she open up her eyes?
A. Her eyes were open, but she was not responding to questions in the same
manner in which she had previously. When we gave her the water and asked
the jinni where it came from, it said, "I came from Sou." I asked it, "Where
is Sou?" and it replied, "Up the road." Then it specified that the place was
New Grant, a town after St.Julian. Then I asked the jinnt why it had come,
and she answered that it was because of her love for the husband. It was
pretension. I told the jinni that the man was married and had a wife, but it
said, "I still like him." When I asked it who had sent her, it suddenly went
away. Then I repeated the process of exorcism over again.

Q. Did you begin with the drinking of water?
A. I did not hegin with water this time, but I went back to the process of
using mustard oil and closing the ears. It came back again, so I recited Ayah
al-Kursz. This time I asked it whether it was male or female. The answer
was female. Then I asked her if she was a Muslim, and the answer was
negative. I asked her if she knew about Allah.

Q. In the course of the exorcisms with your shaykh, did any of the entities
which spoke indicate that they were Muslims?
A. Yes, some of them did but some did not. He converted some of them to
Islam. From what he has told us, he has converted a large number of jinn.
Q. But were some of them Muslims?
A. I am not sure. But the ones I observed were all non-Muslims and this one
was also a non-Muslim. Actually, there were two jinn in the sister.

Q. So you asked if they knew Allah?
A. They said, "Yes." Then I asked them, "Do you fear the fire of Allah?"
and they answered, "Yes." Then I said, "I am going to call you and put
both of you in the fire and burn you." They pleaded with me not to do so.
I exclaimed, "Then we'll ask Allah to curse you, so come out." And the
response was, "I am coming out." I said, "Leave the sister alone (and I used
her name) and come out. " The response was, "I am coming out."

Q. Was she talking in her own voice?
A. Yes, but it was a strong voice. Then I said, "You don 't want to come
out." And then I slapped her but not very hard as I do not like to slap at
all. I said, "Come out now. I'll bear you, I'll hit you ." I slapped her again.
Tears started to come out of the sister's eyes, and she cried. Then they said,
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"O.K., we are leaving." Then I asked them to come out. I did not use the
name of Allah, as I did not have any experience in the field. She pretended
to come out. We cut a piece of her hair and put it in a bottle.

Q. Was there a change in her?
A. Yes. We asked her husband, Faiz, to go inside and hold her hands; but
when he held her hands, she went back into her earlier, frenzied state. Then
I told the jinnt that it was pretending. I said to Am In, "There are two inside
there and they are giving us double talk." To this da y, I don 't know why I
felt so . Then we went back over th e same process again. I asked the same
questions and inquired as to how many jinn were there. The answer was,
"Two." I asked them what religion they belonged to and they said they
were Hindus. They were two female Hindu jinn who liked her husband.
This time when we went thro ugh the process agai n of slapping them and
mak ing them cry, I asked them to come out in the name of Allah, and
- al-tarndulillah - the y both came o ut of the sister and have not been back
since .
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INTERVIEW NO. 17
LOCATION: Manama, Bahrain
DATE: Nov. 1990
NAME: Mu~ammad Sa 'id al-Afghani
DATE OF BIRTH: 1941
PLACE OF BIRTH: Afghanistan
EDUCATION: MA from Wifaq al-Madaris al-Islamiyyah in Pakistan,
and studied tajwzd and qirii'iit, specialised in Tafsir and lfadith Science.
Taught at Anwar al-Islam Islamic University in Karachi, and in Makkah
at Ta~fq; al-Qur'an institute.

Q. When did you begin to treat possessed people?
A. When I began my studies of the Qur'an in Hyderabad, one of my
teachers was Shaykh 'Abdul-Quddus, who was a specialist on the subject
of the jinn. I had a great desire to know about this field. I always used to be
in his service and I would ask him from to time to teach me. Eventually, he
made me his personal student in this field. I used to be present during his
treatments and would assist him when necessary. However, I did not begin
to treat anyone until I went to Karachi and after being given permission to
exorcise by the shaykh.

Q. What did you learn from him?
A. I learned a variety of things, for example, the types of jinn and the
different methods of dealing with them, including how to handle stubborn
jinn without harming myself or the patient. Whenever a patient came,
he recited over him some verses or chapters from the Qur'an, especially
Ayah al-Kursi, the last verse of Surah al-Mu'minun ("Do you think that
We created you in jest ... ") 7 13 the mu'awwidhatiin, and also either the first
ten verses or all of Surah al-~iiffat. 7 14 Sometimes he would repeat the same
verse seven times for additional effect or parts of a verse, like in Ayah alKursi:

A> t-/i"1~i'T1"-'/1~~1;~>»>;.J'/
,,,o:,_p_J.J

~ ~ ~ _,..,._,

"He does not tire from guarding them and He is the
Transcendent, the Supreme."
Particular verses were recited for particular patients and sicknesses or the
type of possessing jinn. Surah al-Fati&ah was recited seven, five, three or
any odd number of times. I also found a number of books on this topic,

71
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Qur'an, 23:115.
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some in Urdu and some in Arabic. However, what is gained by experience
is often not found in these books. Methods explained in books often do
not benefit the patients. My method is in accordance with the Qur'an and
Sunnah.
Q. You began exorcising people in Karachi in what year?
A. I began in approximately 1967 . When I began, the jinn attacked me
and caused me much pain and hurt; however, I did not fear them. I used to
exorcise in Makkah. On one occasion, a jinnz tried to scare me by telling
me that if I did not stop, it would hurt me on the spot. I quoted for it the
Qur'anic verse:

"If Allah causes hann to touch you, none can remove it
except He ... " 715
About fifteen minutes later they ca used my eldest son ro fall off of the
roof and break his leg. He had to spend a month a nd a ha lf in the ?,ahir
hospital in Makkah. However, I did not stop. Instead, I told the jinnz that
if something is written for me, it will happen no matter what. Now I do not
have any more problems. Sometimes when a patient comes to my door, the
jinnzwill say. "Enough, I will leave." They fear me somewhat.

Q. If a person comes to you, how can you tell if he is possessed or not?
What are the symptoms?
A. I have found that the jinn attack humans out of carnal desire. Some male
jinn love women and young girls, and some female jinn love unmarried
men. They also attack out of enmity if some harm has befallen the m. For
example, if humans urina te or po ur hot water or tea on them. They are in
our houses, as Allah says: "Verily, he and his tribe see you from a place
where you cannot see them." 716 They take many different forms, and we do
not see them, although they see us. If we cause some harm to them , they seek
severe revenge. First I take a promise from them to stay away from humans
and the places they live, because Allah sent them to deserts, mountains
and uninhabited places. Occasiona lly, I manage ro convince them to leave
using reason, for example, saying, "You are creatures from fire and take
many different forms. Because you can take a variety of differe nt forms like
insects, humans may not be aware of you and thus harm befalls yo u. After
chat you enter our homes and eat with us, than you blame us and attack us.
The responsibility is yours ."

m Qur'an, 6:17 and 10:107.
71
.,
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Qur'an, 7:2 7.

Q. My question was about how you can tell when a person is possessed.
A. His movements will be unnatural. He may fall down or he may speak
unintelligibly; and when Qur'anic verses are recited over him, the jinn, will
talk using the patient's voice.
Q. Is a different voice than the patient's used?
A. The patient speaks and the jinni uses his voice. However, the patient
may not know Arabic, for example, bur that is what it speaks. Sometime
back I was treating an Arab Bahraini patient in 'Isa Town and he began
to speak in a language which I could not recognise. Someone who was
assisting me said that it was not English but that it may be Korean. So I
brought a Korean maid who confirmed this. Later on, it was pointed out
that the man did not know a single word of Korean. A female jinnT which
had possessed him was speaking. When I recite over them the verses and
the patient does not speak, I repeat the verses over and over again until the
jinnT leaves the patient. If it returns again and refuses to speak, I warn and
advise the jinni that it is not permissible for it to possess humans. Then I
may ask it questions about its name and religion. Sometimes it refuses to
speak and just leaves.
Q. When the jinn leave, do they exit from any particular part of the
patient's body?
A. They leave from all over the body. They are able to leave from all of
the pores of the body from which sweat is secreted. As to its entrance, it
is recorded in a ~adTth of the Prophet (:Jiii) that whenever the believer drinks
or eats he should mention the name of Allah. This is because the devil eats
with us. Thus, the jinni is able to enter the body from even the mouth.
There is also another badfth mentioned in Zad al-Ma'ad stating that when
a person sleeps, he enters through the mouth and leaves from the anus.
They are also able to leave from under the fingernails and the roots of the
hair because they are like air.

Q. Can it be determined when the jinn leaves by movements in various
parts of the patient's body?
A. Yes. When the attack is on particular body parts, only those parts will
move. For example, if it is leaving from the hand, one will find it moving
strangely while the remainder of the body is still. When it leaves, the patient
is usually in a state of confusion. Occasionally, the patient feels that what is
bothering him has left, but sometimes he is totally unaware.
Q. What is the percentage of cases of possessed women?
A. Women and children are in the majority. According to authentic hadiths,
the jinn occupy human homes (especially the lavatories) and women are
usually at home all of the time. They clean the house and lavatories and
thus come in contact with jinn more often.
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Q. Can you describe your standard method of exorcism?
A. I order the patient to sit facing the qiblah (i.e. Makkah) and draw a line
in front of him. As for women, I do not treat them except in the presence
of one of their male relatives.

Q. How do you draw the line?
A. I draw a line based upon the &adtth of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud in which the
Prophet (:l!\1) drew a line for him to stay behind. He went with a group of jinn
and conveyed the message of Islam to them and then returned. 'Abdullah
ibn Mas'ud reported that he could see the Prophet (~ ) and he heard their
voices. The Prophet (~ ) had told him that if he crossed the line, he would
not have seen him until the Day of Judgement. 717 Consequently, I also draw
a line in a circle around the patient and say the prayer, "Bismilliihilladht Iii
ya4,urruhu shay'un fis sama'i wal-ar4, wa huwa al-sami' al-'a/Tm." ("In the
name of He who nothing in the heavens or earth can harm, and He hears
and knows all things. ") 718 as a shield for myself and the patient. And I say,
"Amantu billiihi wa&dahu wa kafartu bil-jibti wal-?aghut wastamsaktu
bil-'urwatil-wuthqii lanfi~iima lahii wal/iihus sami' al-'atim." (" I believe
in Allah alone, disbelieve in magic [jibtJ and false gods [tiighut] and hold
firmly to the most trustworthy handhold Ji .e. lslam] that never breaks. And
Allah hears and knows all things. ") and "A'udhu bika mina al-shirk" ("I
seek refuge in You from committing idolatry.") Then I begin with some
verses, either from Surah al-Jinn, Ayah al-Kurst, the mu'awwidhatiin, Surah
al-$iiffiit, Surah al-Ra&miin or Surah al-Mu'minun. When I recite, the jinnt
either leaves the patient or it presents itself by speaking.
Q. How do you know which parts of the body are affected?
A. I know by the unusual movements of the body parts or by the presence
of unexplained excessive heat in that part of the body. The jinn are created
from fire so when they attack humans, the person sweats a lot, even in
winter. The exorcist may also feel the heat.
Q. Regarding men, do you grab hold of any part of their bodies during
the exorcism?
A. With men I am free, but I do not touch women. Their relatives will
-
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717 Co llected by Imam A~mad by two different chains of narra tion, both of them wea k. One
chain has in it Abu Zayd mawla 'Amr ibn l;lurayrh, who is of unknown reliability (maihul al'ayn ). The other ha s in it 'Ali ibn Zayd ibn 'Abdillah, who was cla ssified as weak. See Taqrih
al-Tahdhih, p. 642, no. 8108 , and p. 401, no. 4734. These reports contradict authentic repo rts
in which lbn Mas'ud was asked if he accompanied the Prophet (t,) the night he met the iinn, and
he explicitly sai d, "No." See Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 244, nos . 903 and 906 .

m See verse 256 of Surah a/- Baqarah (2) in which is stated: " ... Whoever rejects false god s

ltaghut] and believes in Allah has grasped the most trustworthy handhold that never breaks; and
Allah hears and knows all things." See verse 51 of Surah al-Nisa' for reference ro belief in magic
(jibt) and fal se gods (taghut).
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hold them if necessary. I am not extreme in striking; however, some of my
students are very rough. They hit patients with sandals and sticks. I also
used to hit, but I have given up this practice. I found that some of the jinn
were Muslims, while others, although not Muslims were open to Islam.
When I treated them with advice and recitation, they left more easily, and
some of them accepted Islam.

Q. Can more than one jinni possess a single person at the same time?
A. People say so, but I have not experienced it. Some people pretend to be
possessed and make all types of wild claims.

Q. What is the ratio of male jinn possessing females to male jinn
possessing males and vice-versa?
A. If the possession is due to enmity, the ratios are the same, but if it is due
to love, then it is always greater with the opposite sex.
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SUDANESE EXORCISTS
The following information is based on interviews with eleven exorcists
from the northern regions of Sudan . One was from the village of Dalasa el
Shurab, 4 miles east of the city of Gadref. Another was from the village of
El Sherif al A'gib, 3 miles southeast of Gadref. Three worked in the masid- 19
of Om Dawan Ban as teachers of the Qur'an and religious healers. Two
lived in Kadabass, abo ut 25 miles northwest of Atbara, a nd one lived in El
Baneyea el Sadgabb, about 5 miles east of Al Fau. Another lived in Rhabuk,
and the last two in th e capital, Omdurman. 720
AGE
The average age of the faq'irs (exorcists) was 52 (e ight of them were older
than 50).
EDUCATION
Only three had formal education. The yo ungest had taken a two-year course
in psychology at Cairo University, Khartoum branch, another was a schoo l
teacher and the third, a university law graduate. The remainder received
their education in khulwas, a curriculum confined to Qur'anic studies and
religious healing.
REASONS FOR BEGINNING
Seven of them were sons of exorcists. The older shayk hs took great ca re
to hand over their knowledge and skill to their heirs in order to ensure the
continuity of the family's spiritual heri tage.

EXPERIENCE
The duration of their healing practice ranged from 5 to 35 years, with an
average of 21 years.72 1
CONCEPTS
1) One type of jinn was referred to as al-rt~ al-aswad (blac k wind) and was
believed to affect the mind. Another type was called al-rt~ al-a~mar (red
wind) an d was believed to attack different parts of th e body.

"' In Sudan there a re twelve major institutions dating back to the 17,1, century and hun<lre<ls
of minor centres. These centres are fam ous for Qur'anic studies and the treatment of menta l
disturbances in particular. The traditional name for a religious cenrre is "masid," an inflection of
the word masjid in the Sudanese dialect. (Fugara Techniques of Mental Healing. p. 19.)

" " Fugara T echniques of Mental Healing, p. 29.
721
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Ib id. p. 40.

2) Three of the exorcists believed that a possessed person was always
unaware of his environment, while two insisted that he always was aware.
The remainder felt that it depended upon different, interrelated factors.
SfGNS OF POSSESSION
According to faq"irs, the main signs of possession were speaking with a loud
voice, quick speech, incoherent speech, uncoordinated movement of the
limbs and staring in odd directions.
REASON FOR POSSESSION
When humans harm the jinn, the harm is reciprocated. For example,
according to one faqfr, if a patient inadvertently stepped on filth and tread
on a jinni's baby residing there, the parents would retaliate.
METHOD OF TREATMENT
1 )All of the exorcists conducted interviews with the patients when they were
brought in. Six of them directly addressed their patients whenever possible,
and the other five investigated cases through the patient's relatives. Two
preferred to interview patients alone, seven insisted on the relatives of the
patient being present, and two were not particular. The initial interview
was to determine if the patient was possessed or under mental stress.
2) The exorcist would lightly touch the aching part of the body with his
hand or, in the case of female patients, with a stick. Qur'anic verses were
recited, punctuated by blowing, which was directed at the point of pain.
This process is referred to in Sudan as 'az"imah. Eight of the faq"irs only
administered 'az"imah at sunset or sunrise, while three applied it at any
time. All considered piety and ritual purity (!aharah) to be requirements for
'az"imah to be successful, except one exorcist who only stipulated piety.
3) Qur'anic verses were written on a tablet or on the inner surface of a
white bowl and washed with water. The resultant solution, called mi&ayah,
was given to patients to drink or to rub over their bodies.
4) Sometimes, Qur'anic verses or their numerical symbols (according to
abjad) were written on a blank sheet of white paper, which was then folded
in a special manner and put on a red hot coal to burn without flames. The
patient was then put under a large sheet of cloth so that he would inhale the
rising fumes. This method is locally known as bakhur.
5) Some Qur'anic verses (Ayat al-shifa') for healing were written on a sheet
of white paper, which was then folded into a rectangle or a square. The
folded paper was then covered in thick cloth, leather or tin, and it was hung
around the patient's ankle or waist or placed loosely around his throat so
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that the amulet rested on his breast. The larger size amulet, called a ~ijab,
was most often administered as a sealing treatment after recovery. The
smaller size, called a waraqah, was used prior to recovery.
6) All of the shaykhs flogged patients who were violent, disobedient and
troublesome. Their legs and backs were usually struck an average of six
times in a single session. One of the exorcists explained that the experienced
and learned exorcists hit the possessing jinni directly and compel it to
leave the patient's body. Another suggested that the healing blessing of
the exorcist enters the patient's body through his hand and the whip. The
remaining nine considered it useful to inhibit undesirable behaviour on the
part of the patient.
7) Six of the exorcists deprived mad patients of milk, meat and their byproducts, and three of the six also forbade salt. The other five exorcists
allowed the normal diet of the masid, which consisted of meat, fresh
vegetables, potatoes and occasionally milk.
8) Improved patients were also encouraged by eight of the faqirs to attend
dhikr gatherings and to take part in rhythmic, dance-like activities.
9) When patients were completely out of their minds and were too
hyperactive to deal with, they were first tied to a pillar in the masid by iron
chains. When they settled down and proved themselves harmless, they were
allowed to move about in fetters, called al-qayd. After recovery, they were
set free. 722

_____ _ ____ _______ __ _
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Fugara Techniques of Mental Healing, pp. 40-75.
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INDEX OF QUR'ANIC VERSES AND AlJAD!TH

A
Abdullah ibn al-Wal1d related that when a group of Jews asked the Prophet
(:i>i;) about his [angelic] companion and he told rhem that it was Jibrtl, they
said, "JibrII! The one who descends with war, fighting and punishment. He
is our enemy... p. 37
Abdullah ibn 'A bbas related an incident told to him by another companion
of the Prophet. He said that while they were sirring at night with Allah's
Messenger (~), a [fallingl meteor gave off a dazzling light, so the Prophet
(;ii5) asked them.. . p. 69
Abu al-Darda' narrated, "Allah's Messenger (~ ) stood up [in prayerl and
we heard him say, 'I seek refuge in Allah from you.' Then he reached out
his hand as if he were catching something, and he said three times, 'I curse
you by ...' p. 134
Abu al-Mali~'s father quoted the Prophet (:l!,() as saying, "Do not say, 'May
Saran be degraded,' for surely, he will grow until he becomes the size of
a house and he will say, 'By my power, [ will possess him.' Say instead,
'Bismillah'... p. 141
Abu Dharr quoted the Messenger of Allah (~ ) as saying, "When any of
you stands for prayer, it should be towards something that shields him,
equivalent [in height I to the back of a saddle, otherwise his prayer will be
p. 72
broken...
Abu Rafi' said, "I saw Allah's Messenger C~) call the adhan in the ear of
[his grandsonJ... p. 145
Abu Salamah quoted 'A'ishah as saying, "Allah's Messenger (j!;) [once] said
to me, 'O 'A'ishah, here is Gabriel greeting you with peace.' I said. 'And
may.. . p. 30
Abu Sa'Td al-Khudr1 said, "While we were on a journey, we dismounted
at a place, whereupon a servant girl came to us and said, 'The chief of our
tribe has been stung hy a scorpion and our men are not present. Is there
anyone... p. 137

"Adh-hihil ba'sa rahban-nasi washfi anta al-shafz la shifa'a ilia shifa'uka
shifa'an la yughadiru saqama." ("Remove the suffering, 0 Lord of
mankind... p. 146
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All that is in the heavens and earth prostrate to Allah, whether crawling
creatures or angels; none are arrogant. They fear their Lord, high above
them... p. 42
'A'ishah also said that the Prophet (~) used to instruct the possessor of the
evil eye to perform ablution (wuq,u') and then for the one suffering to bathe
from... p. 149
Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, has appointed an angel as the caretaker
of the womb that says, 'My Lord, it is like an oily drop; my Lord, it is now
like a leech; my Lord, it has become like a chewed clump.' Then, if Allah
wishes... p. 43
Allah, there is no god but He, the Living, the Eternal. Neither drowsiness
nor sleep overtakes Him. All that is in the heavens and earth belong to Him.
Who can... p. 138
Allah's Messenger (j!,;) put me in charge of the zakah of Ramagan... p. 67
Allah's Messenger (j,:) stood up [in prayer] and we heard him say, 'I seek
refuge in Allah from you.' Then he reached out his hand as if he were
catching hold of something, and he said thrice, 'I curse you by Allah's
curse.'... p. 64
Allah's Messenger (r) was the most generous person, and his generosity
would be the greatest during Ramagan when Jibri:l met him. JibrTI used to
meet him... p. 36
Allah's Messenger commanded us to do seven things and prohibited us
from doing... p. 128
Allah chooses messengers from the angels and from men. For Allah is He
who... p. 27
Allah cured me...

p. 114

Allah has not made a cure for your sickness in what He has prohibited.
p.126
Allah has sent down both disease and cure, and He has appointed a cure
for every disease, so treat yourselves with medicine, but do not use anything
prohibited." p.126
Allah is the creator of all things.
"Among the jinnah and men."
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p. 10
p. 51

A Muslim is a brother to every other Muslim, he does not leave him in
harm nor does he harm him.' p. 129
And II seek refuge] from the evil of the witches who blow on knots.
p.113
And among His signs is that He created for you [men] mates from among
yourselves in order that you may live with them in tranquillity, and He has
put between... p. 86
And I blew in him from My spirit.

p. 13

And if Satan causes you to forget, do not remain in the company of
transgressors... p. 235
And in his absence Moses' people made out of their ornaments the statue
of a calf which mooed. Could they not see that it neither spoke to them nor
showed... p. 108
And I swear by the self-recriminating soul.

p. 14

And mention in the scripture [the story of] Mary, when she withdrew from
the family to a place facing east. She placed a screen between herself and
them . Then we sent to her Our angel, who appeared before her in the form
of... p. 33
And Satan proved his idea true on them, and they all followed him except
a group of those who believed. p. 223
And Satan will say when the matter is decided, 'It was Allah who gave you
a truthful promise. I too promised you, but I broke my promise to you. I
had no... p. 96
And surely those who disbelieve will almost make you slip with their eyes
when they hear the Reminder [i.e., the Qur'an], and they say, 'Surely, he is
a madman... p. 252
And there are among us Muslims (in submission to Allah] and others who
deviate from justice, and whoever accepts Islam has sought out the right
path. .. p. 78
And they assign daughters to Allah - Glory be to Him!- and for themselves
whatever... p. 28
And they falsely attribute to Him sons and daughters, Glory be to Him, for
He is far... p. 28
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And they have invented kinship between Him and the angels fiinnahl;
but the angels Uinnah] know that they will be brought before Him [for
judgement]... p. 52
And they made into females the angels who are themselves servants of the
Most Merciful [i.e., Allah]. Did they witness their creation? Their evidence
will be... p. 35
And those [angels] who distribute and apportion by lAllah'sj command.
p.41
And thus We revealed to you by Our command a scripture ... "

p. 9

And We have guarded it [i.e., the heavens] from every cursed devil, except
the one who is able to snatch a hearing. And he is pursued by a brightly
burning... p. 70
And We reveal within the Qur'an healing and mercy...

p. 249

And when We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam,' they prostrated, except
Ibl'is. He was one of the iinn, so he broke his Lord's command. Will you
then take him and his children as protectors besides Me? And they are
enemies... p. 60
And when We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam,' they prostrated, except
Ib!Ts. He was one of the iinn... p. 62
And whoever turns away from My remembrance will have a wretched life,
and We will gather him up blind on the Day of Resurrection. p. 247
And whoever turns away from remembrance of the Most Merciful [i.e.,
Allah], We appoint for him a devil as a companion. p. 247
An 'lfr"it from among the jinn said,'l will bring it for you...

p. 78

An 'lfrit from among the jinn said, 'I will bring it to you before you can get
up from your place. Verily, I am strong... p. 79
As long as any one of you is waiting for prayer, he is in prayer, and the
angels lcontinue to] say, 'O Allah, be merciful to him and forgive him,' as
long as he does... p. 45
'Awf ibn Malik al-Ashja'1 said, "We used to make incantations during the
times of ignorance, so we said, 'O Messenger of Allah, what is your opinion
on this matter?' He replied, 'Let me hear your incantations, for incantations
which... p. 125
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"A'iidhu hi kalimiitilliihit-tiimmiiti min kulli shaytiinin wa hiimmatin wa
min kulli 'aynin liimmah." ("I seek refuge with the perfect words of Allah
from every devil... p. 146
"A'iidhu hilliihi min al-shaytiin min nafkhihi wa nafathihi wa hamzih." ("I
seek refuge in Allah from the pride, poetry and touch of Satan, the cursed.
p. 143

B
Because You have sent me astray, I will surely sit in wait against them [i.e.,
mankind] on Your straight path. Then I will come at them from their front
and from behind. .. p. 207
Behold, two [recording angels] appointed to learn and note [his doings],
one sitting on the right and one on the left. Not a word does he utter but
there is... p. 45
Behold, two [recording angels] appointed to learn and note [man's doing],
one sitting on the right and one on the left. Not a word does he utter but
there is... p. 40

"Bismilliihi alladhi Iii yacfurru ma'asmihi shay'un." ("In the name of Allah,
with whose name nothing is harmed.") p. 263
"Bismilliihi arqTka min kulli shay'in yu'dhika, min sharri kulli nafsin aw
'aynin &iisidin, Alliihu yashfTka. Bismilliihi arq"ik." ("In the name of Allah I
exorcise you from... p. 146
"Bismilliihi walajnii wa hismilliihi kharajnii wa 'alalliihi rahbinii
tawakkalnii." ("In Allah's name we entered and with Allah's-name we left,
and in Allah... p. 292
"Bismilliihi yubrika wa min kulli dii'in yashfzka wa min sharri &iisidin idhii
&asad wa sharri kulli dhi'ayn." ("In the name of Allah, may He make you
well and may He cure you from every ill, from the evil of the jealous when
they envy... p. 145
"Bismilliih tawwakaltu 'alalliih , Iii &aw/a wa Iii quwwata ilia hilliih," ("In
the name of Allah. I have put my trust in Allah. There is no movement or
power. .. p. 291
But, verily the record of the righteous is [preserved] in 'illiyy"in. And what
will explain... p. 48
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But it was the devils who disbelieved by teaching the people magic and what
was revealed to the two angels, Harut and Marut, in Babylon. However,
the two would not teach anyone until after they had warned them, saying,
'Surely... p. 39
But Satan made him forget to remember his Lord, and he remained in
prison for a few [more] years. p. 235
But verily, watching over you [are appointed angels], kind and honourable,
writing down !your deeds]. p. 44
but when he saw it moving like a snake [jann],he turned back in retreat ...
p.51
By those [angels] who arrange the implementation of [Allah's] command ...
p.41

C
Can you not see that We have set the devils on the disbelievers, excitedly
prodding them[to sin and disbelief]. p. 104

D
Do not kill yourselves [anfusakum]

p. 9

Do not make your houses like graveyards. Verily, the devil flees from a
house in which...
p. 140
Do not offer prayer in camel pens, because they are !created] from the
devils. p. 73

E
Each [person] has a succession of angels in front of him and behind him,
protecting him by Allah's command. p. 228
Each one of you is collected in his mother's womb for forty days, then
becomes like a leech for a similar period. Then Allah sends an angel and
orders him to record four things: his livelihood, his life span, his deeds, and
whether... p. 43
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Eat oli ve oil and anoint yourselves with it; for verily, it is a blessed tree.
p.245
"Everyone of yo u has been assigned a companion from the jinn." The
?a~aba h asked, "Even you, 0 Messenger of Allah?" and the Prophet (:J/i;)
replied, "Even me, except Allah has helped me against him and he has
submitted... p. 74
Every soul [nafs l will taste death...
Every soul will taste death .

p. 11

p. 17

Everything [that exists] w ill perish except His[i .e., Allah's] face.
Every thing in the world will va nish . ..

p. 56

p. 56

Everything in the world will vanish leaving only the face of your Lord, the
Glori ous, the No ble. p. 17
Eve rything will perish except His face.

p. 17

Except [if you have a[ debt. JibrII just confided it to me.

p. 21

F
Fasting is a shield [junnah I (from desire).

p. 50

For each [person j there are [angels! in succession before and behind him.
They guard him by Allah's command. .. p. 44
For such He has written in their hearts faith and aided them with a spirit
[ru~j from Himself... p. 9
From it We created you, into it We will return you, and from it We will
bring you forth again. p. 48

H
He [i.e., Abraha m) said, "Can yo u see whom you have been worshipping,
you and your fore fathers? For they are [all] enemies to me, except the Lord
of all the worlds, who created me and guides me. p. 61
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He [i.e., Moses] said, 'You throw [first].' So when they threw, they
bewitched the people's eyes and struck terror into them, and they displayed
great magic. p. 116
He [i.e., Mutammad] has been taught by one mighty in power !i.e.,
Gabriel], end ued with beauty... p. 32
He [i .e., Satan] and his tribe watch you from a position where you cannot
see them. p. 64
He [i.e., Satan] said, 'By Your power, I will surely mislead them all, except
Your sincere, chosen servants. p. 233
He [i.e., the Prophet] did not speak from his own desires. What he said was
revelation. p. 200
He does not tire from guarding them and He is the Transcendent, the
Supreme. p. 308
He has no authority over those who believe and put their trust in their
Lord. His authority is only over those who take him as a patron and who
JO!TI... p. 104
He has subjected to you whatever is in the heavens and on earth, all of it is
from Him... p. 13
He is the Irresistible, far above His servants. He sets guardians over you
until, when death comes to one of you, then Our angels take his sou l
without fail. p. 46
He is the Irresistible, high above His servants, and He sends protectors over
you... p. 229
He reported that when Allah's Messenger (,J.!i; ) prohibited incantation, the
'Amr ibn J:Iazm family came to him and said, "We know an incantation
which we... p. 127
He stated that the Prophet (:~) was sitting by a man who continued to eat
without... p. 75
How can I enjoy when the horn blower has placed it in his mouth, inclined
his forehead and turned his ear to hear, awaiti ng the command to blow ...

p.38
How can you disbelieve in Allah when you were dead and He brought you
to life, then He will cause you to die, then he will bring you back to li fe?
p. 18
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I
I [i.e., Prophet Sulayman] found her [i.e., the Queen of Sheba] and her
people worshipping the sun instead of Allah. And Satan had made their
deeds fair-seeming to them and barred them from the path [of truth] ...
p. 210
I commend her and her offspring to Your protection from Satan, the
rejected. p. 83
I created you before and you were nothing.

p. 11

If Allah causes harm to touch you, none can remove...

p. 308

If a man enters his house and remembers Allah while entering and while
eating, Satan says [to his companion], 'There is no place to pass the night
and no dinner.' p. 81
If any one of you eats, let him eat with his right [hand] , and if he drinks let
him do so with his right... p. 75
If one of you goes to his wife and says, 'Allahumma jannibna al-shayfan wa
jannib al-shayfan ma razaqtana,' ['O Allah, keep Satan away from us and
keep Satan away from what (offspring) You have bestowed upon us,'] and
they have a child... p. 147

If one of you sees a dream which pleases him, it is from Allah, so let him
praise Allah and speak about it. But if he sees other things which he dislikes,
it is from Satan, so let him seek refuge in Allah and not mention it to anyone
and it will not harm... p. 80

If only you trusted in Allah as He should be trusted, He would provide
for you as He provides for the birds, who leave their nests in the morning
hungry...

p. 242

If Satan touches you, seek refuge in Allah, for verily, H e is the Hearer and
Knower. p. 142

If the ghtlan appear and transform themselves before you, call the adhan.
p. 79

If We revealed this Qur'an on a mountain, you would see it humbly
crumbling out of fear of Allah. p. 249
If you hear a rooster crow, ask Allah for His grace, for it has seen an angel.
p.30
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If you hear the barking of a dog or the braying of a donkey at night, seek
refuge in Allah from Satan... p. 63
I have been allowed to speak about one of the throne bearers. The distance
between his earlobe and shoulder is !what a bird would fly inl seven
hundred years. p. 32
I have been given the Qur'an and something similar to it along with it.
p. 101
I have not created the jinn and mankind except for My worship.

p. 56

Incantation is not allowed except for the evil eye or the sting of a scorpion.
p.252
In it [i.e. Paradise] they will not taste death beyond the first death... p. 18
I saw Allah's Messenger (~ ) do three things which no one before or after
me saw. I went with him on a trip. On the way we passed by a woman
sitting at the roadside with a young boy... p. 94
I saw him descending from the heavens and his great size filled the space
between the earth and the sky. p. 32
I seek refuge in Your power. There is no god besides You, !You are the
One] who does not die, while the jinn and mankind die... p. 57
It is Allah that takes the souls lanfus] at death, and those that do not die
He takes during their sleep. Those on whom He has passed the decree of
death, He holds back [from returning to this life], and the rest He releases
[back to their bodies]... p. 11

It is He who revealed to you the Book in truth, confirming previous
!scriptures], and it is He who... p. 102

It is We who created you and gave you shape. And we told the angels,
'Prostrate yourselves to Adam,' and they prostrated themselves, except
lblis. He refused to be of those prostrate... p. 57
It should not leave a mark...

p. 198

It was the devils who disbelieved by teaching the people magic and what
was revealed to the two angels, Harut and Marut, in Babylon. However,
the two would not teach anyone anything until after they had warned them,
saying... p. 113
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K
Keep to my Sunnah and that of the rightly-guided caliphs after me. Bite
onto it with your molars, and beware of innovations, for veri ly, they are a ll
[forms of] heresy ... p. 201

L
Last night I saw [in a dream] two men approaching me. One of them said .
'The person who wi ll light the Hellfire is Malik, the guardian of Hell; and I
am Gabriel and this is Michael. p. 49
Likewise, We have made for every prophet an enemy, devils [Shaya~In]
from among mankind and the jinn . p. 78

M
Mad1nah has in it a group of jinn who became Muslims, so whoever sees
any snakes [in their homes I should request them to leave three times. If any
of them appear after that. .. p. 72
Maidens of Paradise whom no man or jinn before had deflowered.

p. 77

Making the ange ls messengers, with wings two and three and four: He
increases in the creation as He wills... p. 31
!Moses] sa id , ' No, you throw [first].' And all of a sudden their magic caused
their ropes and staffs.. . p. 117

N
Non e made me forget it except Satan, and amazingly it took its way back
ro the sea. p. 236
Now ask them their opinion, 'Does your Lord have [only] daughters
and they have sons? Or did We create the angels female while they were
witnesses? p. 35
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0
0 Allah, forgive me, have mercy upon me and admit me to al-raf"iq a/-a'/ii.
p.20
0 Allah, surely I seek refuge in You from evil male and female jinn ...
p. 76
0 Lord, You have ca used us to die twice and...

p. l 7

0 mankind, there has come to you from your Lord a good advice and
healing for what is in your chests... p. 249
0 my Lord, because You sent me astray, I will surely beautify the path of
error for them [i.e., mankind] on earth... p. 207
0 my servants, I have made oppression forbidden to Myself and prohibited
it among you, so do not oppress each other. p. 244
On another occasion, 'A'ishah, the wife of the Prophet (*1: ), reported that
she saw him place his hand on the mane of Di~yah al-Kalbi"'s horse while
talking to him... p. 34
One day he said to his student, 'A!a' ibn Ab1 Rabat, "Should I show yo u a
woman from among the people of Paradise? p. 105
One day while we were sitting with the Messenger of Allah (~ ), there
appeared before us a man whose clothes were exceedingly white and whose
hair was exceedingly black. p. 34
One of the causes for the destruction of my nation of followers will be
[assassination by] stabbing and the plague, which is harassment from your
enemies among the jinn... p. 83
One of the kicks of Satan.

p. 83

One should neither hurt himself nor others.

p. 197

On that day, no question will be asked of man or jiinn as to his sins.
p.51
0 peaceful soul, return to your Lord.

p. 14

Oppression is darkness on the Day of judgement.

p. 244

Our Lord, some of us took pleasure one from the other, and we have
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reached the term which You appointed for us.

p. 232

R
Rebellious devil, cursed by Allah, said, 'I will surely take a definite portion
of Yo ur servants and mi slea d them . I will create in them fa lse desires and
order them to slit the ears of cattle and to defa ce the creation of Allah .. .
p.223
Recite over her incantations, for she has fthe effect of] the glance [alna;rahl . p. 123
Remember] when your Lo rd said to the angels, 'Surely, I will make on earth
a khalifah... p. 29
Remember when Our servant Ayyub cried o ut to his Lord, 'Satan has
afflicted \'massani' , literally, 'touched'].. . p. 98

s
Sa tan appears before me in my praye r and I cho ked him and felt the coldness
of his saliva on my hand ... p. 55
Sata n pricks with his fin ger every newborn child of Adam's descendants.
They a ll begin screaming from Sata n's jab, except M ary and her son (i.e.
Jesus\. p. 82
Satan will come to one of yo u and say, 'Who created this a nd that ?' until
he as ks, 'Who created yo ur Lord? ' When he co mes to that, one should seek
refu ge in Allah and stop fsuch idle thoughts]. p. 81
Say, 'I seek refu ge in the Lord of the dawn, fro m the evil of what He has
created ... and fr om the evil... p. 122
Say, ' It has been revea led to me that a group of jinn listened and said,
" Veril y, we have heard a marvellous Qur'an. p. 51
Say , 'It has been revealed to me th at a group of jinn listened and said,
"Veril y, we have heard a marvello us Qur'an. It guides unto righteousness
so we ha ve believed in it.. . p. 77
Say, ' My Lord, l seek refu ge in You fr om the prodding of the devil s, and I
seek refu ge in Yo u, my Lord, from their presence. p. 142
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Say, the Angel of Death, put in charge of you, will take your souls. Then
you will be returned to your Lord. p. 46
Say: 'The spirit [nafsj is from my Lord's command [amr].
Share in their wealth and children...

p. 12

p. 239

So the angels prostrated all together, except Iblis, who was haughty and
became one of the disbelievers. p. 59
Suhayl reported that his father sent him to the I:Iarithah clan along with
someone. On the way there, a voice from an enclosure called him by his
name. p. 144
Surely, Allah forbids you to swear by your fathers. So whoever has to take
an oath, let him do so by Allah or be quiet. p. 212
Surely, every soul has a protector over it.

p. 228

Surely, I can see the devils among the jinn and among mankind fleeing from
'Umar. p. 104
Surely, the [angel on the] left raises the pen [from the record] of a Muslim
who commits an error for six hours. If he repents and asks Allah's
forgiveness, the deed is cast aside... p. 45
Surely, these ~ushush are inhabited.

p. 227

Surely, they are being punished right now, and not for major offences. One
of them was not careful to protect himself from the splash of his urine, and
the other used to spread rumours. p. 21
Surely, We revealed the Book to you in truth that you may judge between
people by what Allah has shown you. So do not plead for the treacherous.
p.100

T
Tell me the strangest thing which your female jinn...

p. 77

The angels and The Spirit ascend to Him in a day whose length is like fifty
thousand years. p. 42
The angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog or pictures or
statues of living creatures. p. 44
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The a ngels say [to Allah] , 'That man intends to do evil.' And He is more
vigilant than them. He replies, 'Watch him. If he commits evil, record it
in kind; but if he a ba ndons it, record for him one good deed.For surely he
gave it up fo r My sake . p. 41

The angels were created fr om light, the jinn from fire and Adam from what
has already been described to yo u. p. 29
The angels were created fr om light and the jinn fro m a flame of fire [m arij
min narj .

p. 55

The believer's soul [becomes l a bird which feeds upon the fr uits of the trees
in Pa radise, until Allah returns it to its body on the day he is resurrected.

p.21
The companion, lbn Ma s'ud, said , "The Pro phet (~ ) said, 'An emissary
from the jinn came to me (and asked me to accompany him], so I went with
him and recited the Qur'an to t hem.' p. 74
The companio n, 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud, repo rted that the Prophet (~ ) saw
Angel Ga briel (Jibril ) in his natural state in which he had six hundred wings,
each of which filled the horizon. And there were multicoloured drops like
pea rls a nd co ral fa lling... p. 31
The effect of the evil eye [al-'ayn] is real, for if there were anything which
could o ve rtake destin y, it would have... p. 122
T he effect of the evil eye is rea l, fo r if there were a nything w hich could
overtake destiny, it wo uld have been fth e effect of] the evil eye . So if yo u
a re as ked to take a bath... p. 149
The evil eye is real. It may put a ma n in the grave and a ca mel in a pot.

p.242
Their magic caused it to appea r to him that ...

p. 115

The living and the dea d are not alike. Allah makes w homever He wishes
hea r, but you cannot make those in their graves hear. p. 26
Then, by Your might, I will mislead them all.

p. 207

Then Moses returned to his people in a state of anger and sorrow. He
said, 'O my people, did you r Lord not make you a good promise? Did the
promise seem to yo u too long in coming? Or did yo u wish that your Lord's
puni shment.. . p. 109
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The Prophet (,ji;;) stated that bedding of fire wou ld be spread for them to lie
on and a door to Hell would be opened, allowing its scorching winds to
roast them until the Resurrection and the grave would squeeze them until
their ribs. .. p. 22
The Prophet's wife, 'A'ishah, also reported that whenever any of the
members of the household fell ill, Allah's Messenger ('l%) used to blow over
them by reciting the mu'awwidhatiin. p. 143
There are three rypes of jinn: one type which flies in the air all of the time,
another type which exists as snakes and dogs, and an earthbound type
which resides in... p. 68
The shoots of its fruit-stalks are like the heads of devils.

p. 97

The trustworthy angel (rii&) descended with it [i.e., t he Qur'an]

p. 9

The uncle of Kharijah ibn al -$alt reported that he went to the Prophet ('l%)
and embraced Islam. During his return journey, he came across a tribe
which had among... p. 136
They bewitched the people's eyes...

p. 114

They will continue in falsehood] until when death comes to one of them,
he says, 'O my Lord, send me back so that l may do righteousness in the
things that I neglected.' But no ! It is only a word he says, and behind them
is a barrier [barzakh]... p. 24
They will cry out: 'O Malik! Let your Lord put an end to us.' He will say,
'Surely you will stay [as you areJ. p. 38
Those are the ones against whom is justified the sentence among the
previous generations of jinn and men that have passed away. Surely, they
are the losers. p. 56
Those who devour interest rise up like one stumbling from Satan's touch.
p.92
Those who disbelieve take pleasure a nd eat as anima ls do, and the Fire will
be their home. p. 233
Those who reject the Message when it comes to them !are known]. And
indeed, it is a Book of exalted power. No falsehood can approach it from
before it and behind it. It is sent down by the Most Wise, Most Praised.
p.102
To Him is due the primal origin of the heavens and the earth. How could
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He have a son when He has no consort? He created all things and He has
full knowledge of all things. That is Allah, your Lord! There is no god but
He... p. 28
True, there were men among humans who sought refuge from men among
the jinn, but they only increased them in folly. p. 76
Truffles are a form of manna [mann] and their water is a cure for the eye.
p. 148
Two angels come to him, make him sit up and ask him, 'Who is your Lord?'
He Ithe believing soul] will reply, 'My Lord is Allah.' p. 49

u
Ubayy ibn Ka'b said, "Allah's Messenger asked me, 'O Abul-Mundhir, do
you know which verse of Allah's Book is the greatest relative to you?' I
replied... p. 138
Uqbah ibn 'Amir reported that a group of ten men approached Allah's
Messenger (:Jt;:) to pledge their allegiance to him. He accepted the oath of
allegiance from nine... p. 194
Uthman ibn Abul-'As al-Thaqafi reported that when he complained to the
Messenger of Allah (*') about a pain which he felt in his body from the time
he accepted Islam... p. 141

V
Verily, Allah has sent down disease and medication, and [He has] made
a rreatment for every disease. So treat [your sicknesses] but do not treat
Ithem] with what is prohibited. p. 198
Verily, an 'lfrit from among the jinn tried to break my prayer last night by
spitting on me... p. 78
Verily, I know some words which would cause his anger to subside if he
said them. He should say, 'A'iidhu billahi min al-shay?Zin al-raj'im.' ['I seek
refuge in Allah from Satan, the cursed.'] p. 142
Verily, I will precede you to the fountain [in Paradise]. Whoever passes by
me will drink and never again experience thirst. Some people whom I will
know, and who... p. 25
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Verily, Satan flows in the bloodstreamof Adam's descendants.
Verily, some forms of speech are magic lsibr].

p. 80

p. 111

Verily, the dreams which a man sees in his sleep are of three types: a
dream from the Most Merciful [Allah], a sad dream from Satan, and a subconscious dream. p. 80
Verily, the soul lnasamah] of the true believer becomes a bird in the trees
of Paradise. p. 10
Verily, the soul persistently commands evil.

p. 14

Verily, this is a revelation from the Lord of the Worlds, brought down by
the Trustworthy Spirit [al-Rii~1 al-Amin]. p. 36
Verily, We created mankind from dried clay, from black putrid mud. And
We created the jinn before... p. 55
Veril y, We have revealed the Reminder [i.e., the Qur'an] to yo u [O
Mu~ammad] so that you may explain to the people what has been revealed
to them...
p. 100
Verily, when a believer is about to die, angels of mercy come to him ... They
take his soul to the souls of other believers, who are happier to meet him
than one of... p. 23
Verily, when the soul of [a dead] believer soars up to th e heavens, the
souls of the other believers come to greet it, seeking news about their
acquaintances among... p. 25
Verily, you cannot make the dead hear and you cannot make the dea f hear
the call when they turn their backs and retreat. p. 26

w
We [i.e., the jinn] had sought out the heavens, but found it fill ed with strong
guardians and meteors. We used to sit on high places in order to listen, but
whoever... p. 70
We gave Jesus, son of Mary, clear signs and supported him with the Hol y
Spirit [Rub al-Qudus]. p. 36
We have honoured the children of Adam, carried them on the land a nd on
the sea, provided them with good things and greatly preferred them over
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much of what We have created.

p. 232

We have only revealed the Book to you in order that you clarify for them
the things about which they differ... p. 100
We revealed in stages of the Qur'an that which is a healing and mercy for
believers. But for the unjust. .. p. 135
We revealed in the Qur'an what is a healing and mercy for the believers.
p.218
We will not punish lthe wayward] until a messenger has been sent [to
themj . p. 133
Whatever th e Prophet gives you, take it; and whatever he has forbidden
you, leave it. p. 200
What prevented yo u from bowing down when I commanded you?' He
replied, ' I am better than he. You created me from fire and created him
from clay.
p. 59
When a believer is leaving this world and entering the next, angels with
faces shining brightly like the sun descend from the heavens carrying a
shroud... p. 47
When a dead man is buried, two bluish-black angels will come to him. One
of them is called Munkar and the other Nak"ir. They will ask, 'What did
yo u used co say a bout this man?' If he was a believer, he will reply, 'He is
the servant... p. 39
When a man dies, all of his deeds cease, except in three [cases]: charity of
continuous blessing, beneficia l knowledge, and a righteous child who prays
for him. p. 24
When a man dies, his acts cease.

p. 212

When night falls, keep your children m your homes beca use the devils
spread out in that hour... p. 257
When the adhiin is made, Satan runs away and breaks wind to drown it
o ut. When it is finished, he returns, but when the iqamah is proclaimed, he
aga in turns and runs away. p. 144
When the last two verses of Surah al-Baqara h are read in a home for three
consecutive ni ghts, the devil will not come near it. p. 140
When the Messenger of Allah appointed me as governor of al-Ta'if,
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something began to appea r to me in my ~a lah so that I wouldn't know how
many rak'ahs I had prayed. p. 151
When the Prophet (j!j;) and a group of his companions set out for the 'Uka~
market.. . p. 71
When they saw him, they exalted him and cut their hands [in amazement[
and cried out, 'Allah forbid! This is not a man! This can only be a nobl e
angel. p. 33
When you go to sleep, put out your lamps, becau se Satan may guide
something like this rrat]... p. 82
When you hear a donkey braying, seek refuge in Allah from Satan, for he
has seen a devil. p. 64
When your brethren were killed [on the day of U~ud], Allah placed their
souls inside green birds which drink from the rivers of Paradise and eat
fro m its fruits... p. 20
Whoever believes a fortune-teller has disbelieved in the religion that
Mu~ammad brought. p. 234
Whoever has sworn by other than Allah has associated partners rwith
Allahj. p. 212
Whoever relieves a believer of one of the tragedies of this life, Allah will
relieve him of one... p. 129
Whoever says 'La ilaha illallahu wabdahu la sharzka /ah, lahul-mulku wa
lahul-bamdu wa huwa 'ala kulli shay'in Qadfr,' ('There is no god but Allah,
Who is alone without partner; the domini on and praise are His, a nd H e is
able to do all things,'). .. p. 147
Whoever sees evil should change it with his ha nd. If he is unable, he should
change it with his tongue. And if he is unab le to do feven that!, he should
hate it in hi s heart... p. 241
Whoever takes seven [Madinite] 'ajwah dates in the mo rning, neither magic
nor poison will hurt him that day. p. 148
Whoever visits a fortune-teller, his prayer will not be accepted for 40 da ys.
p.234
Will you then take him ri.e., Satan] and his children as protectors besides
Me? And they are enemies to you!
p. 77
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Wa'il al-1-;la<;lrami reported that Tariq ibn Suwayd al-Ju'fi questioned Allah's
Messenger (r) a bout wine. The Prophet (~ ) forbade its use and expressed
hatred that it should be prepared. Tariq remarked, "But I prepare it as
medicine." p. 126

y
You will have no authority over My servants, except those among the
misguided who follow you. p. 233
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